Our Ref:
Your Ref:
Contact:
Tel:
Fax:
E-Mail:
Date:

Lesley Dysart
dysartl@northlan.gov.uk
25 Aug 2020

Chief Executive’s Office

Members of the
Audit and Scrutiny Panel

Archie Aitken
Head of Legal & Democratic
Solutions
Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street
Motherwell ML1 1AB
DX 571701, Motherwell 2
www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk

Notice is given that a remote Meeting of the AUDIT AND SCRUTINY PANEL is to be held by WebEx
on Thursday, 3 September 2020 at 1pm which you are requested to attend.
The agenda of business is attached.

Head of Legal and Democratic Solutions

Members :

Councillors: L Anderson, R Burrows, M Gallacher, A Graham, P Hogg, J Hume,
T Johnston, T Morgan, K Stevenson, A Valentine, and S Watson.
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Agenda
(1)

Declaration of Interest in terms of the Ethical Standards in Public Life Etc (Scotland) Act 2000

(2)

Audit and Risk-Related Items: Action Log (page 5 - 8)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager to allow Elected Members to track
implementation of requests and recommendations made by the Panel in respect of audit and
risk-related items in the previous 18 months (copy herewith)

Audit Related Items - Internal Audit
(3)

PCI-DSS Compliance - Progress Report
Submit report by the Head of Business Solutions (copy to follow)

(4)

Internal Audit Annual Report 2019/20 (page 9 - 18)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager providing an overview of the activities of the
Internal Audit section for the year 2019-20, by highlighting a number of the more significant
issues which arose from the work undertaken by Internal Audit during the year, and by
presenting, at Appendix 2 of the report, the annual Internal Audit opinion (copy herewith)

(5)

Internal Audit 2020-21 Annual Plan (page 19 - 46)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager seeking approval of the proposed Internal Audit
Annual Plan for 2020-21 (copy herewith)

(6)

Internal Audit Progress Reports

(7)

(a)

Internal Audit Progress Report - January to March 2020 (page 47 - 94)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager providing an overview of Internal Audit
activity and reporting the results of Internal Audit outputs finalised since the last
meeting of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel (copy herewith)

(b)

Internal Audit Progress Report - April to June 2020 (page 95 - 164)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager providing an overview of Internal Audit
activity and reporting the results of Internal Audit outputs to June 2020 (copy herewith)

Draft Unaudited Accounts for the year to 31 March 2020
Submit report by the Head of Financial Solutions (1) informing that the unaudited accounts for
the year ended 31 March 2020 have now been completed; (2) asking the Panel to consider
the key aspects involved in the preparation process, and (3) noting that the draft accounts
have now been submitted to the External Auditors (copy of report is available separately in the
Secure Share File)
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2
Audit Related Items - External Audit
(8)

External Audit: Audit Scotland Management Report (page 165 - 180)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager presenting the Panel with the audit output
produced by the Council's appointed external auditors, Audit Scotland, since the last meeting
of the Panel in respect of the audit of the Council for the year-ending 31 March 2020 (copy
herewith)

(9)

Audit Scotland/Accounts Commission Report: City Regional and Growth Deals
(page 181 - 188)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager regarding the findings of the joint Auditor
General and Accounts Commission report ‘City Region and Growth Deals’ and management
assessment of, and responses to, the issues raised by the report (copy herewith)

Risk Management Related Items
(10)

Risk Management Update (page 189 - 200)
Submit report by the Audit and Risk Manager advising on risk management developments in
the period including progress on reviewing, assessing and managing risks contained within
the Council's corporate risk register (copy herewith)

(11)

Corporate Risk - Financial Sustainability (page 201 - 206)
Submit report by the Head of Financial Solutions providing the Panel with an overview of
management's current assessment of Corporate Risk: Financial Sustainability taking account
of the impact of the current health pandemic (copy herewith)

(12)

Risk Management Update - Corporate Risk L3 - Health and Safety (page 207 - 226)
Submit report by the Head of People and Organisational Development providing a summary of
the management of Corporate Risk L3: Health and Safety to the Panel, and in particular, to
detail how the effects of the coronavirus (Covid 19) have been managed against identified
risks (copy herewith)
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AGENDA ITEM 2

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit and Scrutiny Panel
☐ for approval ☒ for noting

Ref: KA/ASP/Sept20

Date: 03/09/2020

Audit and risk-related items: Action log
From:

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email:

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk Telephone:

07939 280602

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to allow elected members to track implementation of requests and
recommendations made by the Panel in respect of audit and risk-related items in the previous 18
months.
The attached log (at Appendix 1) records those audit and risk-related requests and
recommendations made by the Panel and when these were addressed and/or are expected to be
addressed.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to note the report.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire:
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement

All ambition statements

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager
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Appendix 1
Meeting

Audit and risk related items: Action log
Requests and/or recommendations for action
a) Submit reports on the following two corporate risks:
 Information security and information governance
 Business continuity planning

Outstanding – This has been impacted by the public health emergency.
Reports from relevant management on both corporate risks were to have
been on the agenda for the meeting of the Panel in March 2020, but the
meeting was stood down. However, reports on two other key corporate risks
have been selected for reporting to the Panel in September in light of these
being most significantly impacted by the public health emergency.
Internal Audit are currently undertaking a piece of work in relation to
Information security and information governance which is now expected to
be reported to the Panel in the November/December committee cycle.
Management have also committed to report to elected members on the
lessons learned from the Council’s response to the public health emergency.
This report, which can reasonably be expected to include commentary on the
Council’s business continuity arrangements, will be submitted to the Policy
and Strategy Committee as outlined by the Chief Executive to the Council
meeting on 13 August.

b) Future annual Whistleblowing Reports be remitted to the Panel from
Policy and Strategy

Outstanding – report will be remitted to the Panel after it is next considered
by the Policy and Strategy Committee.

c) A report on progress re-implementation of 1140 hours be submitted
by the Service to the next meeting of the Education and Families
Committee with a further report on this issue to the Panel in due
course

Partially complete – A report from relevant management on this issue was
submitted to the February meeting of the Education and Families Committee.
Internal Audit are monitoring progress and will report to the Panel, as
appropriate, as part of planned work to be undertaken in the 2020-21 work
programme.

a) Submit a further report to a future meeting of the Panel in relation to
compliance with the PCI-DSS.

Complete – A report from relevant management on this issue is on the
agenda for this meeting of the Panel.

b) Submit a report to the meeting of the Education and Families
Committee on 12 November regarding the Scottish Attainment
Challenge, with specific reference to guidance and outcomes.

Complete – A report from relevant management on this issue was submitted
to the Education and Families Committee in November 2019.

c) Provide details regarding whether other local authorities also incur
annual costs due to previous severance decisions, as per page 108
of the agenda.

Complete – This has been impacted by the public health emergency.
Relevant data from all other Councils was published by Audit Scotland in
December 2019 and a report from relevant management on this issue was
on the agenda for March 2020 meeting of the Panel. Relevant data will now
be circulated to members.

d) Proceed with the signing of the final Annual Accounts 2018-19.

Complete – The annual accounts were signed by the Chief Executive, the
Council Leader and the appointed auditor prior to the 30 September deadline.

December
2019

September
2019

Status
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Appendix 1
Meeting

June 2019

March
2019

Audit and risk related items: Action log (continued)
Requests and/or recommendations for action

Status

The Panel requested an update on the external auditor’s consideration
of the Council’s 2018-19 Remuneration Report in light of the recent
media coverage of the significant sums paid to some former Chief
Officers.

Complete – A report from the Audit and Risk Manager was on the agenda
for the August 2019 meeting at which the external auditor provided a verbal
update to the Panel. The external auditor’s written commentary/feedback on
this issue was included in the External Audit Annual Report which was
presented to the Panel in September 2019.

The Panel requested further information in relation to the following items:
a) Contingency planning in respect of the planned delivery of 1140
hours early years by August 2020;

Complete – The results of a further review by Internal Audit of the
management of the 1140 hours early years project was submitted to the
December 2019 meeting of the Panel.

b) Progress in relation to management actions to further improve
quality assurance arrangements; and

Complete – An update from relevant management on this issue is contained
within the Appendices to the Follow-Up of agreed actions report submitted to
the December 2019 meeting of the Panel.

c) The current status of the Council’s IT Disaster Recovery
arrangements and Disaster Recovery Plan.

Complete – A report from the Head of Business Solutions was included on
the agenda for the September 2019 meeting.

The Panel requested a range of information from management in
relation to the Internal Audit report on issues surrounding Education
recruitment.

Complete – A report from the Chief Executive on this matter was submitted
to the Panel in May 2019.

The Panel requested that inherent risk scores be included as well as
residual risk scores within all future risk management reports.

Complete – All reports on risk management have included both inherent and
residual risk scores since September 2019 and future reports will continue to
do so.

The Panel requested further Internal Audit reports in relation to Digital
NL.

Complete – Work on Digital NL was included within the 2019-20 Internal
Audit Annual Plan which was approved by the Panel in June 2019. The
planned Internal Audit exercise was delayed pending ongoing work by Audit
Scotland and the public health emergency but it is now expected that an
Internal Audit report on this topic will be submitted to the Panel in
November/December 2020.
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AGENDA ITEM 4

North Lanarkshire Council
Report

Audit and Scrutiny Panel
approval

noting

Ref:

Date

KA/ASP/Sept20

03/09/2020

Internal Audit Annual Report 2019-20
From

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk

Telephone

01698 302188

________________________________________________________
Executive Summary
The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards and the Council’s Internal Audit Charter
require the Audit and Risk Manager to provide the Audit and Scrutiny Panel (and the
Chief Executive and Corporate Management Team) with an annual summary of the work
undertaken by Internal Audit and to provide an annual independent opinion on the
Council’s corporate governance, risk management and internal control arrangements.
This report fulfills that requirement by providing an overview of the activities of the
Internal Audit section for the year 2019-20, by highlighting a number of the more
significant issues which arose from the work undertaken by Internal Audit during the year
and by presenting (at Appendix 2) the annual Internal Audit opinion.
The report and annual opinion offer a generally positive view of the Council’s governance
and internal control arrangements.
This report is being presented to the Panel longer after the year-end than would normally
be the case due to the suspension of Council meetings due to the public health
emergency. The report was originally submitted to, and considered by, the Corporate
Management Team on 12 May 2020.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to:
(1) consider the 2019-20 Internal Audit Annual Report and the associated annual opinion
of the Audit and Risk Manager; and
(2) consider whether there are any issues arising on which the Panel wishes to request
further reports from Internal Audit and/or relevant management.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement:

All ambition statements
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1. Background
1.1

Internal Audit is an independent and objective assurance function designed to
add value and improve the Council’s operations. It helps the Council
accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to
evaluating and improving the effectiveness of the Council’s risk management,
internal control and governance processes.

1.2

Internal Audit’s primary objectives are:


to provide a high quality and customer focused internal audit service which
is responsive and flexible, consistent with best professional practice,
focuses on areas that matter, uses resources efficiently and effectively,
and is seen by stakeholders as adding value and making a vibrant and
relevant contribution to the Council; and



to assist the Audit and Scrutiny Panel (the Panel) to effectively discharge
its role and responsibilities.

1.3

The purpose, authority, responsibilities and main objectives of the Council’s
Internal Audit service are outlined in the Internal Audit Strategy 2019-20 to
2021-22 (approved by the Panel in June 2019) and the Internal Audit Charter
(approved by the Panel in February 2018).

1.4

Internal Audit reports its outputs regularly throughout the year to the Panel in
accordance with the Internal Charter and associated reporting protocol. The
Panel also approves Internal Audit’s annual audit plan and monitors the
performance of the function.

1.5

Internal Audit activity is planned to enable an independent annual opinion to be
given by the Audit and Risk Manager on the adequacy and effectiveness of
internal controls within the authority, including the systems designed to achieve
the corporate objectives of the Council and those that manage the material risks
faced by the authority. It should be noted, however, that the presence of an
effective internal audit function contributes towards, but is not a substit ute for,
effective control. It is primarily the responsibility of line management to establish
internal controls so that the Council’s activities are conducted in an efficient and
well-ordered manner, to ensure that management policies and directives are
adhered to and that assets and records are safeguarded.

2. Report
High level overview of Internal Audit activity during 2019-20
2.1

Internal Audit activity during the year was undertaken in accordance with the
Internal Audit Annual Plan which was approved by the Panel in June 2019.
Appendix 2 shows key details (status as at 7 May 2020 when the report was
prepared and where appropriate the relevant audit opinion and date reported to
the Panel) of all items in the approved 2019-20 Plan. During the year some
amendments were made to the list of planned assignments to enable the
function to respond flexibly to changing circumstances since the plan was
developed and approved and these changes are also detailed at Appendix 2.

2.2

Action plans are agreed with management in response to all recommendations
made within Internal Audit reports and follow-up reports are presented regularly
to the Panel on all ‘Red’ and ‘Amber’ recommendations due in the period to
provide assurance that the matters being raised by Internal Audit have been
appropriately addressed by management and that agreed actions have been
implemented. Where follow-up work indicates that inadequate progress has
been made, this is brought
to the
attention
Page
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226 of the Panel.

2.3

Internal Audit also has responsibility for investigating, as appropriate, alleged
frauds and irregularities brought to our attention in accordance with the
Council’s anti-fraud policy. Where detailed work is carried out, the findings are
reported to the Chief Executive and/or the relevant Executive Director and/or
the relevant Head of Service with recommendations made which are designed
to address any weaknesses identified. Such work is reported to the Panel, as
appropriate, in line with the Internal Audit reporting protocol approved by the
Panel in June 2019.

2.4

During 2019-20, Internal Audit staff continued to liaise closely with Audit
Scotland, the Council’s appointed external auditors, in order to facilitate their
work and to avoid any potential duplication of effort. As part of the external audit
process, the external auditor annually assesses the work of Internal Audit and I
am pleased to be able to report that during the period covered by this report the
external auditors were able to continue to place formal reliance on our work.

2.5

Internal Audit operated, in 2019-20, in accordance with the Public Sector
Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS). During the year, I assessed the extent to
which current Internal Audit activity, policies and procedures conform to
expected requirements contained within the PSIAS. The results of that review
continued to show a high degree of compliance with the detailed requirements
of PSIAS.

2.6

In September 2019 the Panel also received a report from the independent
external quality assurance review (EQAR) of the internal audit function led by
the Chief Internal Auditor of Perth and Kinross Council. The independent
external assessment concluded that the Internal Audit Service within North
Lanarkshire fully conforms to the PSIAS. An action plan arising from that review
was reported to the Panel and further reports on the implementation of agreed
actions have and will continue to be reported to the Panel until all outstanding
actions are completed.

2.7

During 2019-20 Internal Audit operated with no impairments or restrictions in
scope and all key stakeholders continued to respect the independence of the
function. The role and status of the Internal Audit function within the Council is
also in line with best practice. I report directly to the Chief Executive and am
also a member of the Council’s Corporate Management Team.

Issues arising from Internal Audit activity during 2019-20
2.8

Appendix 2 provides an overview of Internal Audit activity against the 2019-20
Annual Plan and includes details of when each assignment was reported to the
Panel (where not yet reported, expected future reporting dates as at 7 May 2020
are given). Key issues arising from Internal Audit outputs are highlighted in the
Internal Audit Progress Report tabled at each meeting of the Panel.

2.9

A small number of audit assignments were reported during 2019-20 which
offered only ‘limited assurance’. In such cases, management committed to a
range of improvement actions and we will continue to monitor progress during
2020-21 to provide assurance that agreed actions are implemented and key
controls are operating effectively.

2.10

Last year’s annual opinion was qualified in respect of transitional nature of the
Council’s then current performance management arrangements. During 201819, the Council had adopted a new Strategic Performance Framework (SPF) as
part of the approval in February 2019 of the Plan for North Lanarkshire. The
SPF was to comprise a suite of measures of success across three levels to
reflect the strategic and operational requirements of the Council and to enable
it to demonstrate the impact of its programmes and activities on the people and
communities of North Lanarkshire.
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2.11

The information was also designed to ensure that the Council can meet its
Public Performance duties, in line with the Accounts Commission’s Statutory
Direction. A suite of strategically focused performance information has also
been identified to enable the Council’s Audit and Scrutiny Panel to effectively
discharge its’ scrutiny role in respect of Council performance.

2.12

Further detail in relation to the SPF was presented to the Policy and Strategy
Committee for consideration and approval in September 2019. Development of
reporting arrangements in line with business and legislative requirements were
expected to follow but have not yet been fully integrated into the Council’s
governance arrangements.

2.13

Progress to date in this area although slower than might have been expected,
is sufficient for the qualification of the annual opinion to be removed. However,
Internal Audit will revisit this area in 2020-21 to undertake work designed to
provide assurance on whether the Council’s performance management
arrangements are in line with expected good practice and are operating
effectively, including whether key stakeholders are receiving adequate and
timely information to enable progress to be assessed and scrutinised.

2.14

Overall, and notwithstanding the results of some specific individual audit
assignments, the results of our work continue to support a generally positive
view of the Council’s corporate governance, risk management and internal
control arrangements.

2.15

The results from our detailed work examining the Council’s corporate
governance arrangements suggest that compliance with the requirements of the
corporate governance framework adopted by the Council continues to be
positive with no significant weaknesses or areas of concern highlighted.

2.16

Our work also suggests that despite significant and increasing challenges, key
financial controls and financial management arrangements continue to operate
to a generally high standard within the Council.

2.17

I am also pleased to be able to report that there were no other weaknesses,
material frauds or irregularities resulting in financial loss to the Council identified
in 2019-20 that I require to bring to your attention.

2.18

Finally, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly from mid-March
2020 onwards needs to be highlighted. Clearly, this was and continues to be a
significant event impacting hugely on normal governance arrangements, on
normal business operations and service delivery and on the Council’s risk
assessments/exposures.

2.19

As a result of the changes to the working arrangements arising from the
Council’s response to the pandemic, many of the normally expected systems
and controls have been subject to often significant change. Internal Audit has
been working actively with senior management across the organisation to
provide advice and assurance on many of the new working arrangements and
proposed changes to internal controls and governance arrangements.

2.20

Although I am satisfied that the Council’s arrangements remained reasonably
robust throughout this period, the timing of the event, the pace and scale of
changes made and the limited time available for Internal Audit to undertake work
on many of the new arrangements prior to preparing this report mean that the
assurance and declaration expressed in the annual opinion must be restricted
and necessarily applies only to the ‘normal’ arrangements that were in place in
the period before the emergency governance and service delivery
arrangements were put in place in mid to late March 2020.
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Annual Internal Audit Opinion

3

2.21

There is a formal requirement for me to prepare an annual opinion on the
Council’s internal control system. The opinion is presented to members of the
Audit and Scrutiny Panel, the Chief Executive and the other members of the
Council’s Corporate Management Team and is intended to provide independent
and objective assurance to these different stakeholders as to the adequacy and
effectiveness of internal controls within the Council.

2.22

My evaluation of the control environment is informed by a number of sources
and in bringing these together, consideration has been given to whether there
is evidence that any key controls are absent, inadequate or ineffective and
whether the existence of any weaknesses identified, taken independently or
with other findings, significantly impairs the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s overall systems of internal control. Wider issues relating to the
Council’s corporate governance and risk management arrangements have also
been considered.

2.23

The nature of individual audit assignments is such that most Internal Audit
reports identify some weaknesses or areas where scope for improvement
exists. During 2019-20, there have been instances where audit findings
indicated that the control environment was not strong enough or complied with
sufficiently to prevent risks to the organisation. In these cases, Internal Audit
has made recommendations to further improve the systems of control and
compliance. Although sometimes significant to the control environment in place
for the individual system or areas that have been audited, I do not consider
these weaknesses material enough to have a significant impact on the overall
opinion on the adequacy of the Council’s control environment at the year end.
Further work in areas where limited assurance has been given are scheduled
to be completed during 2020-2021 to ensure that the actions agreed in response
to Internal Audit’s recommendations have been implemented and the relevant
controls are working well in practice.

2.24

My formal annual Internal Audit opinion on the soundness of the Council’s
internal control systems is presented at Appendix 1. Overall, the results of the
work of Internal Audit in 2019-20 taken with other information available to me,
did not lead me to conclude that the Council’s overall systems of internal control
were inadequate or their effectiveness significantly or materially impaired.

2.25

Finally, I would like to thank all Council staff who have assisted Internal Audit
during the course of our work throughout 2019-20 and to thank senior
management and elected members for the consideration and due regard given
to our work.

Equality and diversity
Fairer Scotland Duty
There is no requirement to carry out a Fairer Scotland assessment in this instance.
Equality Impact Assessment
There is no requirement to carry out an equality impact assessment in this instance.
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4 Implications
Financial impact
HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
Environmental Impact
Risk impact

None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified

5 Measures of success
5.1

The Council is committed to delivering effective and efficient financial
management and financial reporting and high standards of internal control and
corporate governance which underpin the delivery of all Council services and
the achievement of all planned outcomes and corporate priorities and ambitions.

5.2

Both Internal and External Audit report to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel on their
assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s financial
management and corporate governance arrangements (including the adequacy
and effectiveness of Internal Audit and compliance with expected standards)

6 Supporting Documents
Appendix 1 Internal Audit Annual Opinion 2019-20
Appendix 2 Planned assignments 2019-20

Ken Adamson
Audit and Risk Manager
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Appendix 1

2019-20 Internal Audit Opinion

To the members of North Lanarkshire Council’s Audit and Scrutiny Panel, the Chief
Executive and other members of the Council’s Corporate Management Team
As Audit and Risk Manager of North Lanarkshire Council, I am pleased to present my annual
statement on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s framework of governance, risk
management and internal control for the year ended 31 March 2020.
Respective responsibilities of management and internal auditors in relation to governance,
risk management and internal control
It is the responsibility of the Council’s senior management to establish appropriate and sound
systems of governance, risk management and internal control and to monitor the continuing
effectiveness of those systems. It is the responsibility of the Audit and Risk Manager to provide
an independent annual opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s framework
of governance, risk management and internal control.
The Council’s framework of governance, risk management and internal controls
The main objectives of the Council’s framework of governance, risk management and internal
controls are to ensure that resources are directed in accordance with agreed plans, policies and
priorities and to ensure that there is sound decision-making and clear accountability for the use
of those resources in order to achieve the desired outcomes for service users and communities.
This includes ensuring that appropriate internal controls and risk management arrangements
are in place in order to effectively manage issues which might impact on the delivery of Council
services, the achievement of corporate and service objectives, ambitions and priorities and
public confidence in the Council. The Council also requires effective internal controls and risk
management arrangements to safeguard its employees, to protect its assets, to maintain
effective stewardship of public funds, to ensure good corporate governance, to ensure
compliance with statutory requirements and to ensure it continues to deliver best value.
The work of Internal Audit
Internal Audit is an independent and objective assurance function established by the Council
designed to add value and improve the Council’s operations. It helps the Council accomplish
its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the
effectiveness of the Council’s risk management, control and governance processes and by
providing an independent and objective opinion on the Council’s internal control environment.
It also objectively examines, evaluates and reports on the adequacy of the control environment
as a contribution to the proper, economic, efficient and effective use of the Council’s resources.
The Internal Audit section operated throughout 2019-20 in accordance with the Public Sector
Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS). As part of the Internal Audit quality assurance and
improvement programme, I have assessed the extent to which current internal audit activity,
policies and procedures conform to expected requirements. The results show that the section
substantively complies with the PSIAS. This was also confirmed by the independent External
Quality Assurance Review undertaken and reported to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel during the
year.
The section undertakes an annual programme of work formally approved by the Audit and
Scrutiny Panel. The audit plan is determined following a risk based audit needs assessment
that is revised on an ongoing basis to reflect my assessment of the evolving risks and changes
within the Council.
All Internal Audit reports identifying system weaknesses and/or non-compliance with expected
controls are brought to the attention of management and include appropriate recommendations
and agreed action plans. It is management’s responsibility to ensure that proper consideration
is given to Internal Audit reports and that appropriate action is taken on audit recommendations.
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Appendix 1 (continued)

2019-20 Internal Audit Opinion

Internal Audit is required to ensure that appropriate arrangements are made to determine
whether action has been taken on Internal Audit recommendations or, where appropriate, that
management has understood and assumed the risk of not taking action. Significant matters
(including non-compliance with audit recommendations) arising from internal audit work are
reported regularly to the Chief Executive, to the Corporate Management Team and to the Audit
and Scrutiny Panel.
COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic has, from mid-March 2020 onwards, impacted significantly on normal
business operations and risk assessments. As a result of changes to the working arrangements
arising from the Council’s response to the pandemic, many of the normal expected systems and
controls have been subject to change and not all these revised arrangements have been
reviewed by Internal Audit in the limited time available. The assurance and declaration
expressed in this statement therefore relate to the Council’s established arrangements that were
in place throughout most of 2019-20 and exclude those arrangements introduced in response
to the pandemic from mid to late March 2020 onwards.
Basis of Opinion
My evaluation of the control environment is informed by a number of sources:


the audit work undertaken by Internal Audit during the year to 31 March 2020;



the assessment of risk completed during the preparatio n of the 2019-20 and 2020-21 annual
audit plans;
my wider knowledge of the Council’s corporate governance, risk management and
performance management arrangements;
assessments of the general control environment within individual Services in 2019-20
completed by relevant Executive Directors and/or Heads of Service; and
reports issued by the Council’s external auditors during 2019-20, together with reports from
other external review and inspection bodies.





Basis of Qualified Opinion paragraph
I require to qualify my opinion in relation to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, which means
that, for the reasons outlined above, the audit opinion relates to the arrangements in place prior
to emergency governance and service delivery arrangements that were implemented from midMarch 2020 onwards.
Qualified Opinion on the Council’s internal control systems
It is my opinion, except for the matters described in the qualified opinion paragraph above, that
reasonable assurance can be placed upon the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s
framework of governance, risk management and internal control for the year ended 31 March
2020.

Ken Adamson CPFA
Audit and Risk Manager

North Lanarkshire Council
Civic Centre
Motherwell ML1 1AB

7 May 2020
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APPENDIX 2

INTERNAL AUDIT PLANNED ASSIGNMENTS 2019-20
Current
status

Level of
assurance

Date to A&SP

1. Risk management

Fieldwork

Note 1

September 2020*

2. Corporate governance

Complete

Reasonable

March 2020

PLANNED AUDIT ASSIGNMENTS

3. Performance management

Note 2

4. Public performance reporting

Note 2

5. Best Value

Complete

Reasonable

December 2019

6. Digital NL and change programme

Fieldwork

Note 3

September 2020*

7. Enterprise contract – strategic procurement

Complete

Reasonable

March 2020

8. Housing New Supply Programme

Complete

Reasonable

March 2020

9. Housing Investment Programme

Fieldwork

Note 1

September 2020*

10. Early years learning and childcare

Complete

Limited

December 2019

Draft report

Note 1

June 2020*

11. Participatory budgeting
12. City Deal

Note 7

13. Carbon management

Complete

Reasonable

June 2020

Draft report

Note 1

June 2020*

15. Management of strategic change

Complete

Reasonable

March 2020

16. IT Network Controls (Management of ICT systems)

Complete

Reasonable

September 2019

17. Self-directed support

Fieldwork

Note 4

September 2020*

Draft report

Note 1

June 2020*

19. Financial systems key controls – Debtors

Complete

Limited

December 2019

20. Financial systems key controls – Income/cash collection / First Stop Shops

Complete

Substantial

September 2019

21. Regularity work - financial systems – Housing Benefit

Complete

Reasonable

September 2019

22. Regularity work - financial systems - Creditors

Complete

Limited

March 2020

23. Regularity work - financial systems – Payroll (selected key controls)

Complete

Reasonable

December 2019

24. Review of the Council's Anti-Fraud arrangements

Complete

Reasonable

June 2020

25. Integrated Health and Social care - North Lanarkshire JIB

Complete

Various

To NL IJB

26. Liaison with external audit

Complete

N/A

N/A

27. Facilitating the work of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel

Complete

N/A

N/A

28. Follow-up of IA and EA recommendations

Complete

N/A

Each meeting

14. Review of health and social care integration

18. Community empowerment and community engagement
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APPENDIX 2 (continued) INTERNAL AUDIT PLANNED ASSIGNMENTS 2019-20
PLANNED AUDIT ASSIGNMENTS

Current
status

Level of
assurance

Date to A&SP

29. Follow-up: Audit Scotland/Accounts Commission national reports

Complete

N/A

N/A

30. PSIAS self-assessment and Quality Assurance Programme

Complete

N/A

N/A

31. Provision of ad hoc advice on systems development and control issues

Complete

N/A

N/A

32. Participation in a range of Corporate Working Groups

Complete

N/A

N/A

33. Community Councils - Facilitating the audit of community councils

Complete

N/A

N/A

Current
status

Level of
assurance

Date to A&SP

Draft report

Reasonable

June 2020*

2. Municipal Bank

Complete

Reasonable

September 2019

3. Governance of capital projects (Note 6)

Complete

Reasonable

December 2019

4. COVID-19 Small Business support grants

Complete

Note 5

June 2020*

5. COVID-19 Arrangements for free school meals

Complete

Note 5

June 2020*

6. COVID-19 Payroll arrangements for staff redeployments

Complete

Note 5

June 2020*

7. COVID-19 Newly self-employed hardship fund

Complete

Note 5

June 2020*

8. COVID-19 Resilience of Creditors arrangements

Complete

Note 5

June 2020*

9. COVID-19 Scottish Welfare Fund – resilience and performance arrangements

Complete

Note 5

June 2020*

ADDITIONAL AUDIT ASSIGNMENTS NOT INCLUDED IN THE ORIGINAL APPROVED PLAN
1. Regularity work - financial systems – Payroll Overtime

Note 1

All items marked * are underway at the time of drafting this annual report but not yet complete and are expected to be reported to the Panel in line with the stated
date.

Note 2

Reviews postponed pending implementation in 2019-20 of the new performance management framework approved by the Council during 2018-19 as part of the
We Aspire and further detailed arrangements approved in November 2019. These areas will be the subject of considerable audit focus during 2020-21.

Note 3

Agreed initially with senior management to undertake this review in early 2020. The review was initially delayed when Audit Scotland selected North Lanarkshire
in January-February 2020 as one of the sites they wished to visit in January-February as part of a national performance audit on Scottish councils’ digital agendas.
Postponed until March, the exercise was then further delayed by the COVID-19 pandemic which placed significant pressures on the Service. It was agreed with
management to delay this exercise which is now underway and expected to be reported to the Panel after the summer recess.

Note 4

Work was underway when impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Given the significant pressures facing the Service and the difficulty of carrying out the necessary
audit work, it was agreed with management to delay this exercise, which is now expected to be completed and reported to the Panel after the summer recess.

Note 5

The nature of these audit outputs which were providing advice and/or critical comment on proposed arrangements being put in place by management meant that
no formal audit assurance rating was given. In view of the nature of these reports, while commentary on the scope and findings will be reported as part of Internal
Audit progress reports, the individual reports will not be included in the supplementary pack of audit outputs presented to each Panel meeting.

Note 6

This review was originally included within the 2018-19 annual audit plan but it was agreed with senior management to delay this review until 2019-20 in view of
expected timescales in bringing forward detailed proposals as to how the Council intended to progress this issue.

Note 7

Specific work on City Deal in 2019-20 was not undertaken due to work on the Council’s City Deal programme undertaken by the Internal Audit team of Glasgow
City Council (which provided positive assurance) as part of work done by them in relation to the GCR Programme Management arrangements.
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AGENDA ITEM 5

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit and Scrutiny Panel
☐ for approval ☒ for noting

Ref: KA/ASP/Sept20

Date: 03/09/2020

Internal Audit Annual Plan 2020-21
From:

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email:

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk Telephone:

01698 302188

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to present for approval the proposed Internal Audit Annual Plan
for 2020-21.
The report sets out the background and context within which the internal audit planning
process is undertaken and provides a high-level overview of how it is proposed Internal Audit
resources will be allocated in 2020-21.
The Plan follows a well-established planning methodology to ensure cyclical internal audit
coverage of key corporate risks, key corporate priorities (as outlined in the approved
Programme of Work), key governance arrangements and key financial systems. For 202021 it also incorporates reflects the impact of the Council’s response to the COVID-19
pandemic.
This report was originally prepared in April 2020 and would have been submitted to the Panel
for approval at its June meeting if committee meetings had not had to be cancelled as a
result of the public health emergency. The report was submitted to, and considered by, the
Corporate Management at its meeting on 21 April 2020.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Note the approach adopted to produce the 2020-21 Internal Audit Annual Plan;
Consider the detailed list of proposed Internal Audit assignments for the 2020-21
Plan (at Appendix 1); and
Subject to any changes agreed by the Audit and Risk Manager arising from
discussions with the Panel during consideration of the proposed assignments at (b)
above, approve the 2020-21 Internal Audit Annual Plan.

Links
The Plan for North Lanarkshire:
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement

All ambition statements
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1.

Background
1.1

The Audit and Scrutiny Panel is required annually to consider and approve the
Internal Audit Annual Plan for the coming financial year.

1.2

Responsibility for the production and execution of the audit plan and subsequent
audit activities rests with the Council’s Audit and Risk Manager (who fulfills the
role of the ‘Chief Audit Executive’ as defined by the Public Sector Internal Audit
Standards). Although senior management is consulted in the development of the
plan, the Audit and Risk Manager is solely responsible for determining the content
of Internal Audit’s plans.

1.3

This report sets out the background and context within which the Internal Audit
planning process is undertaken and provides a high-level overview of how Internal
Audit resources will be allocated in 2020-21.

1.4

In line with best professional practice, the draft plan has been discussed with the
Council’s Corporate Management Team before it is presented to the Panel for
consideration and approval. The main objectives of the Council’s Internal Audit
service are outlined in the Internal Audit Strategy 2019-20 to 2021-22 (approved
by the Panel in June 2019) and the Internal Audit Charter (approved by the Panel
in February 2018).

1.5

Internal Audit activity is governed by policies, procedures, rules and regulations
established by the Council including the Council’s Financial Regulations and
Internal Audit Charter which is approved by the Panel, the Council’s s95 officer
and the Chief Executive. The Internal Audit service is expected to comply with the
standards laid down by the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).

1.6

The planned work of the Internal Audit service is outlined in the Internal Audit
Annual Plan which is submitted to, and approved by, the Panel annually. Any
proposed programme of work must be appropriate and sufficient to support the
preparation of an opinion on the overall soundness of the Council’s corporate
governance, risk management and internal control systems.

2. Report
2.1

Internal Audit is an independent and objective assurance function whose work is
designed to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the Council’s risk
management, control and governance processes. The service aims to provide a
high quality and customer-focused internal audit service which is responsive and
flexible, consistent with best professional practice, aims to focus on areas that
matter, to use resources efficiently and effectively and to be seen by stakeholders
as adding value, providing valuable insights and making a vibrant and relevant
positive contribution to the Council’s activities.
The audit environment

2.2

There continues to be a significant level of change within the Council following
the adoption of a new strategic-level plan (‘The Plan for North Lanarkshire’) and
its associated ‘Programme of Work which sets out the Council’s new strategicambitions. These ambitions and the associated programmes represent a bold
and challenging approach to addressing the challenges facing the Council and
the people and communities of North Lanarkshire. The Council also continues to
seek to achieve its ambitions against a backdrop of significant financial pressures
which are likely to continue for the foreseeable future.
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2.3

At the same time the Council faces increasing demands for many key services
and will also have to respond to ever-changing expectations about how services
will be delivered. There also continue to be significant changes in governance
structures and some key governance processes across the Council. Finally,
events surrounding the current COVID-19 pandemic, as well as posing an
immediate challenge to which the Council is responding, also create considerable
additional risks and uncertainty.

2.4

Internal Audit has an unusual and, in many ways, unique, role within any
organisation. Its independence provides a core basis for its work and its
objectivity is an important element in ensuring that it can be effective and meet
stakeholders’ needs and expectations. Providing commentary on the adequacy
and effectiveness of risk management, internal controls and governance
arrangements remains central to our purpose, but it is important that while
providing an internal audit opinion, we also focus of that on helping secure
improvements and assisting the Council in delivering its corporate ambitions and
in ensuring best value.
Planning considerations

2.5

Internal Audit will meet this objective by operating in accordance with the Public
Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) and the associated CIPFA Local
Government Application Note (LGAN) which will enable the section to fulfil the
roles and responsibilities given to it by the Council as laid out in the Internal Audit
Charter.

2.6

Internal Audit will undertake a risk-based work programme focused on cyclical
coverage of the Council’s core corporate governance processes, key corporate
risks, significant programme of work activities and (in line with external audit
expectations) key financial systems. In doing so, elected members and senior
management will be supported in undertaking their roles by Internal Audit
providing assurance on the management of key strategic priorities and risks which
could impact on the achievement of the Council’s objectives.

2.7

The Internal Audit Annual Plan for 2020-21 (at Appendix 1) has been prepared in
accordance with well-established planning methodology which includes
consideration of a wide range of factors including the relative scale, significance
and complexity of systems, previous experience of the control environment,
proposed or known changes in the environment within which the Council operates,
the potential financial, operational and reputational consequences of any
significant failures in relevant internal controls and the possible impact of any
failures on the achievement of the Council’s objectives, priorities and ambitions.

2.8

The Council’s risk management arrangements continue to improve, but are not
yet sufficiently mature and embedded to enable me to align our audit planning
entirely with management’s assessment of the risks facing the Council, although
careful consideration has been given to the key corporate risks identified by senior
management (see Appendix 2). We will continue look to more closely align our
planning with the corporate risk management processes from 2021-22 onwards.

2.9

Internal Audit will continue to work closely with the Council’s external auditors to
ensure that all audit activities are properly coordinated to minimise any duplication
of work and that the external auditors are able to continue to place reliance on our
work. We will also seek to ensure that reliance is placed upon alternative sources
of assurance (e.g. from external regulators and selected relevant internal sources)
where it is appropriate to do so.
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2.10 As part of planning considerations, I have considered the level of resources and
the experience and skills available to Internal Audit. The section’s staffing
complement for 2020-21 is unchanged from the prior year and I remain satisfied
that the resources available are adequate for the function to carry out its role
effectively. This assessment is based on the level of available resources enabling
adequate coverage of core corporate governance processes, key corporate risks
and key financial systems over a rolling three-year period. As I have previously
outlined to the Panel, I continue to review the Section’s ability to deliver the range
of ICT audit work necessary and will bring forward to the Panel detailed proposals
where I consider additional resources, skills or expertise may be required to
supplement the core team.
2.11 I am also content that the Chief Executive and s95 officer have indicated that
additional resource will be made available to Internal Audit in the event of any
significant unexpected demands (such as for example, any major investigations).
If any concerns relating to resources arise during the course of the year which
might be seen as impacting on this assessment, these will be discussed initially
with the Convener and, if necessary, highlighted at the next subsequent Panel
meeting.
2.12 I can also confirm the continuing independence of the Internal Audit service and
its ability to act in accordance with best professional practice free from undue
interference by management and/or senior elected members. The Audit and Risk
Manager continues to report directly to the Chief Executive and is a member of
the Corporate Management Team and no concerns over the role and/or status of
the function have arisen. If any such matters arise during the course of the year
which might be seen as compromising Internal Audit’s independence or ability to
discharge its role, these will be discussed initially with the Convener and if
necessary, highlighted at the next subsequent Panel meeting.
2.13 As the Panel are aware, I also have management responsibility for the Council’s
risk management team. This creates a potential conflict of interest which could be
seen as compromising my independence when Internal Audit is reviewing the
Council’s risk management arrangements, but I have previously outlined to the
Panel that I consider that this risk can be effectively managed. Appropriate
arrangements to ensure the Panel can have confidence in the independence and
robustness of future Internal Audit reviews of the risk management function were
set out in the Internal Audit Charter approved by the Panel in February 2018.
Reporting the audit
2.14 Internal Audit will report regularly on the results of its work in line with the reporting
protocol approved by the Panel in February 2018. Each individual Internal Audit
report will be issued to the relevant Executive Director and Head of Service.
Reports on the work of Internal Audit will also be presented regularly during the
year to the Council’s Corporate Management Team.
2.15 The Internal Audit service will continue to report progress against the plan during
2020-21 to the Audit and Governance Panel. In line with the Internal Audit
reporting protocol agreed by the Panel in February 2018, full copies of all
substantive audit reports will normally be made available to the Panel and
progress reports will include the high-level reporting of all audit outputs included
in the approved plan together with more detailed consideration of all significant
matters arising from those reports that the Audit and Risk Manager considers
necessary to bring to the attention of the Panel.
2.16 An annual report prepared by the Audit and Risk Manager on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Council’s internal controls will also be presented to the Panel
and the Chief Executive. The opinion in relation to 2020-21 will be included in my
Annual Report for that year which will be presented to the Panel in June 2021.
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Main areas of the 2020-21 Annual Plan
2.17 The proposed programme of Internal Audit activity is detailed at Appendix 1. There
are a number of major categories of work within the Annual Plan. These include:


Work on core governance matters including the Council’s wider corporate
governance, risk management and performance management arrangements.
In 2020-21 this will include work associated with the Council’s strategic
governance, strategic performance and strategic self-evaluation frameworks.



Work examining a sample of key strategic/corporate risks, key
programmes of work and/or service risks as part of regular cyclical audit
coverage. In 2020-21, this will include work on the Council’s management of
strategic change, work reviewing the Council’s Digital NL change programme,
reviews of the Council’s arrangements in respect of public protection and
health and safety and consideration of how key projects such as community
hubs, the economic regeneration delivery plan, the enterprise strategic
commercial partnership contract and asset rationalisation are being
managed;



Work examining the Council’s finances and key financial systems
including, as part of regular cyclical audit coverage, work on financial systems
such as general ledger, payroll, creditors and council tax. A particular focus
this year will be on the Council’s financial management arrangements,
including the extent to which the Council’s financial sustainability has been
impacted by recent events and how the Council is responding;



A range of follow-up work to ensure that previously agreed management
actions in respect of both internal and external audit recommendations are
being implemented by management. In addition to detailed follow-up work
on specific audit reviews, we will also provide quarterly updates in respect of
management implementation of actions agreed in response to ‘Red’ and
‘Amber’ audit recommendations; and



Work examining the Council’s anti-fraud arrangements providing
independent assurance annually on the Council’s fraud resi lience and
including an allowance for dealing with the need for Internal Audit to
investigate frauds and irregularities which may arise during the year.

2.18 We will also continue to contribute to a number of corporate working groups and to
provide internal audit services to the North Lanarkshire Health and Social Care
Integrated Joint Board.
2.19 In line with good practice, the plan will be reviewed on a regular basis and may be
adjusted where necessary in response to changes in the Council’s business, risks,
operations, programmes, systems and controls. Any material changes and the
rationale for such changes will be reported to the Panel.

3

Equality and diversity
Fairer Scotland Duty
There is no requirement to carry out a Fairer Scotland assessment in this instance.
Equality Impact Assessment
There is no requirement to carry out an equality impact assessment in this instance.
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4. Implications
Financial impact

None identified

HR/Policy/Legislative
Impact

None identified

Environmental Impact

None identified

Risk impact

Any failure to operate an effective internal audit service
could impact on the effectiveness of the Council’s risk
management and corporate governance processes.

5. Measures of success
5.1

Internal Audit reports annually on its performance to the Panel and is also subject
to review annually by the Council’s appointed external auditors.

6. Supporting Documents
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix

1
2
3
4

Proposed Internal Audit Plan 2020-21
Internal Audit coverage of current key corporate risks over the last 5 years
Internal Audit coverage of key financial systems over the last 5 years
Consideration of Programme of Work items for inclusion in the 2020-21
Plan

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager
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Appendix 1

Proposed Internal Audit Plan 2020-2021

Topic

Days

Rationale and proposed scope

Corporate governance
Risk management

30

Corporate governance

40

Performance management

80

Core corporate governance process. Follow-up of work undertaken in 2019-20 to review the
adequacy and effectiveness of the Council's risk management arrangements.
Core corporate governance process. Aim will be to review the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council's corporate governance arrangements and compliance with the relevant Code/Framework
As well as following-up previous recommendation, work in 2020-21 will include a particular focus on
the adequacy, robustness and effectiveness of the Council’s strategic governance framework and
self-evaluation framework.
Core corporate governance process. Internal Audit work will focus on the adequacy, robustness and
effectiveness of the Council’s strategic performance framework (and include work on both Service
and corporate-level arrangements and on the accuracy of reporting performance data and
compliance with statutory obligations). Likely to involve more than one assignment/review.

Key strategic / corporate risks / programmes of work
Management of strategic change

25

Digital NL and change programme

Enterprise contract
procurement

–

strategic

Asset rationalisation
Information
governance
information security
Public Protection

100

20

30
and

40
30

Remains a significant key risk and relevant management arrangements continue to merit high-level
review on an annual basis. This work will focus on reviewing and assessing developments in relevant
management arrangements and considering the Council’s response to issues raised by Internal Audit
work on this topic in 2019-20
Key element in enabling the achievement of much of the Council’s ambitions and delivering future
efficiencies. To review the Council's approach to, and progress in, delivering transformational change
and key service review projects. More than one output/deliverable planned with work expected on
overall governance arrangements and management of selected associated programme of work
areas.
Large, significant, innovative and complex project. Ongoing work will focus on providing assurance
to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel that the project, as it develops, is being appropriately progressed and
that key risks are being effectively managed.
Significant programme of work item. Work will focus on providing assurance to the Audit and Scrutiny
Panel that the programme of work, as it develops, is being appropriately progressed and that key
risks are being effectively managed.
Key corporate risk. Work will focus on providing an assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Council’s arrangements and include a review of key areas against expected good practice.
Key corporate risk. Work will focus on providing independent assurance of the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Council’s own arrangements for assessing compliance/performance in this key
area of responsibility.
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Appendix 1

Proposed Internal Audit Plan 2020-2021 (continued)

Topic

Days

Rationale and proposed scope

Key strategic / corporate risks / programmes of work (continued)
Health and Safety

40

City Deal

20

Economic
Regeneration
Development Plan (ERDP)

30

COVID-19

30

HR – management of sickness
absence

40

Hub development
programme

20

and

delivery

Early Learning and Childcare: 1140
hours

20

Scottish Attainment Challenge (SAC)
and Pupil Equity Funding (PEF)

25

Governance
engagement

–

local

community

20

Key corporate risk. Work will focus on providing an assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Council’s arrangements and include a review of the Council’s arrangements in selected key
areas/aspects against expected good practice.
Significant external funding scheme. Provide assurance to Glasgow City Council Internal Audit in
accordance with the Glasgow City Region City Deal Assurance Framework.
Significant and challenging range of work designed to impact on the economic wellbeing of North
Lanarkshire and which forms an important part of the Council’s ambitions. Work will focus on
providing assurance to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel that the programme of work, as it develops, is
being appropriately progressed and that key risks are being effectively managed.
Significant event from which lessons should be learned to inform future decisions and management
arrangements around resilience issues. Work will either involve contributi ng resources, as
appropriate, to a management-led review or undertake an independent post-event review of the
adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s resilience arrangements and its response to the COVID19 pandemic. Approach to be confirmed
Continues to be a key issue. Work will focus on assessing the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s arrangements and will include testing to assess compliance with expected procedures and
the robustness of relevant performance reporting.
Significant programme of work item. Work will focus on providing assurance to the Audit and Scrutiny
Panel that the programme of work, as it develops, is being appropriately progressed and that key
risks are being effectively managed.
Internal Audit will follow-up previous work on this area to provide independent assurance on the
performance and governance arrangements associated with the implementation of this high-profile
policy initiative.
Internal Audit will follow-up previous work to provide independent assurance on the performance and
governance arrangements associated with the implementation of this high-profile policy initiative.
Work on Community Engagement and Participatory Budgeting was included in the 2019 -20 Annual
Plan. Further work will be undertaken in 2020-21 to follow-up agreed management actions and to
provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of developing arrangements particularly in
relation to local Boards.
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Appendix 1

Proposed Internal Audit Plan 2020-2021 (continued)

Topic

Days

Rationale and proposed scope

Financial management and key financial systems
Financial management and financial
sustainability

40

Community Investment Fund

20

Financial systems key controls –
Council tax

40

Financial systems key controls –
Treasury management

30

Regularity work - financial systems –
General ledger
Regularity work - financial systems Payroll
Regularity work - financial systems Creditors

30
40
40

Assessing the adequacy and robustness of the Council’s approach to financial management and
financial sustainability (include assessing compliance with relevant good practice/CIPFA Code), with
a particular focus on the impact of recent events on the Council’s financial position and how the
Council is responding.
Assessing the adequacy and robustness of the Council’s approach to determining resources
available through the CIF to support the Council’s ambitions. Will focus on providing independent
commentary on the Council’s approach and the reasonableness or otherwise of the Council’s
methodology and key working assumptions.
Focused on the adequacy and effectiveness of key controls associated with management
arrangements for the billing and collection of Council Tax income.
Focused on the adequacy and effectiveness of key controls associated with management
arrangements in respect the Council’s treasury management activities (to include assessment of
compliance with relevant good practice/CIPFA Code).
Substantive testing on selected key controls associated with the maintenance and operation of the
Council’s financial ledger system.
Substantive testing on selected key controls associated with the authorisation, regularity and
processing of payroll.
Substantive testing on selected key controls associated with authorisation, regularity and processing
of creditor payments.

Fraud and irregularity
Review of the Council's Anti-Fraud
arrangements
Allowance for fraud and irregularity
investigations

20

Annual review to support annual opinion on corporate fraud arrangements.

80

Demand-led allowance to enable investigations to be undertaken as required

70

Annual programme of work to be agreed with relevant senior management and NL JIB Performance,
Finance and Audit Sub-Committee.

Provision of IA services to third parties
Integrated Health and Social care North Lanarkshire JIB
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Appendix 1

Proposed Internal Audit Plan 2020-2021 (continued)

Topic

Days

Rationale and proposed scope

Audit Committee and External Audit
Liaison with external audit
Facilitating the work of the Audit and
Scrutiny Panel
Follow-up
of
IA
and
EA
recommendations
Follow-up: Audit Scotland/Accounts
Commission national reports

5
30
60
5

To ensure the external audit process can proceed efficiently and effectively. Assisting external audit
to undertake their role including assisting with finalisation of audit outputs.
To enable the Audit and Scrutiny Panel to fulfil its role. Preparation of agendas and reports and
attendance at meetings.
To enable the Audit and Scrutiny Panel to fulfil its role. To monitor and report on whether
management has implemented actions agreed by senior management in response to audit reports.
To ensure national audit reports are given proper consideration by management and to enable the
Audit and Scrutiny Panel to fulfil its role in considering such reports and the Council’s responses.
Focusing on how the Council is responding to key issues highlighted in national audit outputs.

Other
PSIAS self-assessment and Quality
Assurance Programme
Provision of ad hoc advice on
systems development and control
issues
Participation in a range of Corporate
Working Groups
Community Councils

25

To ensure that the service provided is consistent with expectations. Continuous improvement activity
to progress recommendations arising from the PSIAS EQAR. To enable necessary work to ensure
on-going PSIAS compliance can be substantiated.

25

To reflect the provision of input into systems development and ongoing ad hoc advice to
management on specific control and risk issues

45

To ensure that Internal Audit contributes, as appropriate, to corporate arrangements for the oversight
and/or development of any relevant control, risk and governance issues.

5

Facilitating the audit of community councils and liaising with external auditor on issues arising.

Contingency

100

Total

1350

To deal with additional unplanned work
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Appendix 2

Internal Audit coverage of current key corporate risks in the last five years

Key Corporate Risk

1. Risk
management

2. Information
security
and
information
governance

3. Public protection

4. Inability
to
manage strategic
change

5. Health & Safety

Include in
2020-21

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

2019/20

√

-

-

√

-

2018/19

2017/18

√

In plan
but
deferred

√

-

√

-

√

√

√

√

2016/17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments
reported to the Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

√

Include as annual standing item until such time as confident that
risk management arrangements are embedded and sufficiently
mature. Previous reports: Risk management June 2020
expected), Risk management (November 2018), Risk
management (May 2017) and Risk management (August 2016).

-

Remains a significant key risk with ongoing and ever-changing
threats, audit work focus on the effectiveness of recent changes
in associated governance arrangements. Previous reports:
Information Governance (May 2019) and Information
Governance (October 2017).

-

Audit work will focus on the adequacy and effectiveness of
management arrangements designed to provide assurance on
this key risk (and will also include the adequacy and
effectiveness of actions taken in response to relevant external
inspections Previous reports: SW - Quality assurance
arrangement (April 2018).

√

Remains a significant key risk and continues to merit high-level
review of relevant management arrangements on an annual
basis given the Council’s ambitions and the challenging
environment in which it is operating.
Previous reports:
Managing Strategic Change (February 2020), Managing
Strategic Change (March 2019) and Transformational change
(February 2017), Project management (May 2017).

-

Recent audit work has provided sufficient recent assurance on
this key risk. Routine follow-up work will monitor implementation
of any agreed management actions. Previous reports: Health
and Safety (April 2018).
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Appendix 2

Internal Audit coverage of current key corporate risks in the last five years (continued)

Key Corporate Risk
6. Community
Partnership
Planning
7. Business
continuity
planning

8. Human
Resources

9. Financial
sustainability

Include in
2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments
reported to the Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

NO

-

√

-

-

Recent audit work has provided sufficient recent assurance on
this key risk. Previous reports: Follow-up of Audit Scotland 2013
report on Community Planning Partnerships (November 2018)

√

In plan
but
deferred

√

Recent events have provided sufficient recent assurance on the
adequacy and effectiveness of management arrangements
relating to this key risk. Previous reports: Business continuity
planning (November 2018) and Business continuity planning
(February 2017)

√

Specific audit work is proposed in relation to reviewing
compliance with expected management arrangements in
relation to sickness absence although a high-level watch will
also be kept on the monitoring and delivery of the approved
‘Workforce for the Future’ strategy and associated strategic
workforce priorities and programmes of work. Previous reports:
Education Recruitment Investigation (March 2019), Preemployment verification checks (April 2018), Equal pay
(February 2017), Sickness absence (May 2016).

√

Although previous audit work and external inspections have
provided significant recent assurance on this key risk, work will
be undertaken examining the adequacy and robustness of the
Council’s arrangements focusing on how financial sustainability
is being managed in light of the current emergency situation.
Separate and specific work proposed on individual financial
systems is also shown below. Previous reports: Financial
savings and financial sustainability (March 2019), Financial
savings and financial planning (December 2017) and Financial
savings (February 2017), work for Audit Scotland on key
financial controls (April 2017) and Budgetary control (February
2017). See also work on key financial systems below.

NO

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

√

√

√
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Internal Audit coverage of current key corporate risks in the last five years (continued)

Key Corporate Risk

10. Engagement and
consultation

11. Procurement
risks

Include in
2020/21

NO

YES

2019/20

√

-

2018/19

-

√

2017/18

√

√

2016/17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments
reported to the Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

-

Routine follow-up work will monitor implementation of any
relevant agreed management actions. Planned follow-up work
on community engagement and community empowerment will
cover elements of this risk. Previous reports: Community
Engagement and empowerment (June 20020 expected) and
elements covered by work on Corporate Governance Principle
B Openness and stakeholder engagement (December 2017 and
March 2019).

√

Although recent audit work has provided sufficient recent
assurance, this remains a high-profile key risk which warrants
coverage during 2020-21.
This will be addressed by
consideration of procurement activities as part of work on a
number of Programme of Work items. Routine follow-up work
will monitor implementation of any agreed management actions.
Previous reports: Housing Investment Programme (expected
June 2020) Contract management (Jan 2018), Follow-up
Corporate Property and Procurement investigation (Oct 2017),
Corporate Property and Procurement investigation (Sep 2016)
and Procurement – progressing improvement actions (Aug
2016). Assurance also obtained via work on Creditors (see
below) and through recent work on the Housing Investment
Programme and on the Enterprise Contract.

12. EU Exit

NO

-

-

-

-

No specific audit work has been done on this issue although the
Audit and Risk Manager is a member of the relevant Corporate
Working Group. Commentary will be provided to the Panel and
senior management, where appropriate, via Internal Audit
progress reports Previous reports: None

13. Enterprise
Strategic
Partnership
Contract

YES

√

-

-

-

See commentary at relevant Programme of Work item. Previous
reports: ESCP (March 2020)
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Internal Audit coverage of current key corporate risks in the last five years (continued)

Key Corporate Risk

14. Criminal activity
fraud, corruption,
serious
organised crime
and terrorism

15. Governance,
leadership
and
decision-making

16. Climate change

17. ALEO Risk

Include in
2020/21

NO

NO

NO

NO

2019/20

√

√

√

-

2018/19

√

√

-

-

2017/18

√

-

-

√

2016/17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments
reported to the Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

-

No specific audit work is proposed on what is quite a difficult
issue to formally audit but a high-level watch will be kept on the
issue, through attendance at the relevant corporate working
group, and commentary included, as appropriate, in IA progress
reports and the IA Annual Report. Previous reports: Review of
anti-fraud arrangements (expected June 2020), NFI 2018
exercise and Review of anti-fraud arrangements (October
2017).

√

No specific audit work is proposed on what is quite a difficult
issue to formally audit but a high-level watch will be kept on the
issue and commentary included, as appropriate, in IA progress
reports and the IA Annual Report. Previous reports: Corporate
Governance (March 2020), Corporate Governance Principles A
and B (March 2019) and Corporate Governance: Good
Governance Framework – Principles 2 and 5 (August 2016)

√

No specific audit work is proposed. Recent audit work has
provided sufficient recent assurance on this key risk. Routine
follow-up work will monitor implementation of any agreed
management actions. Previous reports: Carbon management
(February 2020 and June 2016)

√

No specific audit work is proposed. This key risk has reduced
as a result of Council decisions to rationalise and/or insource
some key ALEOs. Previous reports: ALEOs and Following the
Public Pound (January 2018) and ALEOs: review of monitoring
arrangements (November 2016)
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Internal Audit coverage of current key corporate risks in the last five years (continued)

Key Corporate Risk

18. Capital
and
Revenue Grant
Funded
Programmes

19. Resilience
Planning - Civil
Contingencies

20. Digital and
Strategy

IT

21. Tackling poverty

Include in
2020/21

YES

NO

YES

NO

2019/20

√

-

-

-

2018/19

√

√

√

-

2017/18

√

-

-

-

2016/17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments
reported to the Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

√

Recent audit work has provided sufficient assurance on this risk
but the Audit and Risk Manager is required as part of the City
deal governance framework to provide Glasgow City Council
Internal audit with annual assurance on the Council’s
management arrangements and compliance with key City Deal
requirements. Previous reports: City Deal (May 2019), City Deal
(May 2018) City Deal (Apr 2018) and City Deal (May 2017).

√

Although no audit work has been undertaken for some time on
this specific risk, some aspects have been covered by recent
work on business continuity arrangements. Recent events have
also provided some evidence of the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Council’s arrangements. Previous reports: Some aspects
covered by work on corporate BCP arrangements (November
2018 and February 2017).

√

Internal Audit work in this area will continue to focus on providing
ongoing assurance in relation to the implementation and
governance of the approved DigitalNL transformation
programme and the ongoing digitalisation of Council services.
Other aspects have been covered by work on IT DR/BCP
(February 2017) and key financial systems. Previous reports:
Digital NL (June 2020 expected), Network controls (September
2019), Digital NL FBC (March 2019), Digital NL governance
arrangements (November 2018), IT DR/BCP (February 2017)
and Use of cloud based services (Feb 2017).

-

Previous work focused on specific operations and activities
designed to mitigate the impact of welfare reform. Given the
wide-ranging nature of this risk and the Council’s approach to
mitigating it, no specific audit work is currently proposed.
Previous reports: Welfare reform (Aug 2015), Scottish Welfare
Fund (Apr 2014) and Prevention/Sustainability Fund (Jun 2014).
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Internal Audit coverage of current key corporate risks in the last five years (continued)

Key Corporate Risk

Include in
2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments
reported to the Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

22. Scottish
Child
Abuse Inquiry

NO

-

-

-

-

Addressing historical issues – IA role limited to high-level
monitoring of the Council response to, and engagement with,
the enquiry. Previous reports: None

23. 1140 hours

YES

√

√

-

-

See commentary at relevant Programme of Work item. Previous
reports: 1140 Early Years expansion (December 2019 and
August 2018).

24. Implementation
of ERDP

YES

-

-

-

-

See commentary at relevant Programme of Work item. Previous
reports: None

25. Asset
management

YES

-

-

-

-

See commentary at relevant Programme of Work item. Previous
reports: None

√

A post-implementation review of the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Council’s handling of events will be required
at the conclusion of current circumstances. Internal Audit will
either (1) contribute resources, as appropriate, to a
management-led review or (2) undertake an independent
assessment. Approach to be confirmed. Previous reports:
Some aspects covered by work on Business continuity planning
(November 2018) and Business continuity planning (February
2017)

26. Pandemic:
COVID-19

YES

-

√

-
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Internal Audit coverage of key financial systems in the last five years

Key Financial
Systems
1. General
ledger

2. Payroll

3. Creditors

Include in
2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments reported to the
Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

YES

-

-

-

√

Previous audit work and external inspections have provided positive
assurance but recent events may have resulted in an increased risk
profile. Previous report: General ledger (February 2017)

√

Ongoing audit focus in prior years given previous audit work and external
inspections having provided evidence of significant control weaknesses
arising from (then) new systems and organisational arrangements. Risk
profile has reduced following management improvement actions but
limited further work in 2020-21 will remain justified. Previous reports:
Payroll – overtime (expected June 2020), Payroll – selected key controls
(November 2019), Payroll – selected key controls (May 2019), Payroll
regularity: VER (November 2018), Payroll follow-up (April 2018), 3 x
reports: Starters and leavers, Non-core HED codes and Overtime (all
October 2017).

√

Recent audit work indicates that the control environment is inconsistent
and the volume and value of transactions justifies further limited
substantive work. Previous reports: Creditors selected key controls
(March 2020 and May 2019), Creditors regularity (Apr 2018), Controls
relating to payments/BACS files (August 2017), Creditors (August 2016)
and Creditors payments more than £25,000 (July 2016)

YES

YES

√

√

√

√

√

√

4. Council
Tax

YES

-

-

√

√

Significant financial system where key controls have not been tested for
a number of years. Previous reports: Council Tax Reduction Scheme
(April 2018) and Council Tax liability, billing and discounts (February
2017).

5. Nondomestic
rates

NO

-

√

-

-

Subject of most recent audit work which provided sufficient recent
assurance. Previous report: NDR billing and collection (November 2018)
and NDR valuation.

6. Housing
Rents

NO

-

√

-

-

Subject of most recent audit work which provided sufficient recent
assurance. Previous reports: Housing Rents (Nov 2018).
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Internal Audit coverage of key financial systems in the last five years (continued)

Key Financial
Systems

Include in
2020-21

2019-20

2018-19

2017-18

2016-17

Comments (including date any relevant assignments reported
to the Audit & Governance/Scrutiny Panel)

7. Municipal
Bank

NO

-

√

-

-

Previous audit work has provided sufficient recent assurance.
Previous reports: Municipal Bank (July 2018).

-

Although previous audit work has consistently indicated this area is
well controlled, it is an area with high inherent risks and the most
recent audit work was now undertaken sometime ago. Previous
report: Treasury management (December 2017)

√

Previous audit work and external inspections have provided positive
assurance on this key risk area. The ongoing financial impacts of
responding to Covid-19 and the increased pressures to financial
governance and financial sustainability surrounding this issue mean
it merits review in 2020-21. Previous reports: Financial savings and
financial sustainability (March 2019), Financial savings and financial
planning (December 2017), Financial savings (February 2017) and
Budgetary control (December 2016).

8. Treasury
management

9. Financial
management

YES

YES

-

-

-

√

√

√

10. Housing
Benefit

NO

√

√

√

-

Previous audit work has provided sufficient recent assurance.
Previous reports: Housing Benefit (September 2019), Housing
Benefits Overpayments (May 2018), Housing Benefit management
checks (July 2017).

11. Cash/income
collection

NO

√

-

√

√

Previous audit work has provided sufficient recent assurance.
Previous reports: Cash collection offices (August 2019), Cash
collection offices (May 2017) and Cash collection offices (April 2016).
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Internal Audit consideration of 2020 Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

Internal Audit commentary

Strategic commercial partnership for the enterprise project
Report to seek approval of Outline Business Case which will identify the finalised scope, duration, pipeline value,
procurement method, delivery, and operating models that will be taken forward to establish the programme.

Include in
2020-21 Plan

Internal Audit has previously examined the project
management and governance arrangements of the
ESCP and, given the scope, scale and complexity’
will undertake additional work as this project is
progressed in 2020-21.

YES

P013

New housing supply programme
Report on progress to deliver 5,000 new council homes by 2035, including estimated split between off the shelf
purchases from developers, open market purchase scheme acquisitions (buy back), and traditional new build
on council sites.
Update on open market purchase scheme to enable the council to extend off the shelf purchases, buy back ex
council stock to meet identified need, and progress common property works by purchasing flats which give the
council 100% (or at least majority ownership) within a block.
Report on progress with delivery of the current Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP), and approval of
priorities for the new SHIP to help deliver Local Housing Strategy (LHS) priorities and maximise resources from
the Affordable Housing Supply Programme.

Internal Audit work on New housing supply
programme was undertaken in 2019-20. Follow-up
of issues arising will be done as part of standard
follow-up arrangements and no further specific
Internal Audit coverage is planned in 2020-21.

NO

P014

Tower strategy - Report on progress within tower strategy and demolition programme.

Programme of work activity does not require or
justify Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Annual financial progress report on deliverables from HRA capital programme.
Outline of 5 and 30 year long-term financial plan for housing investment.

Internal Audit work on the Housing investment
programme was undertaken in 2019-20. Follow-up
of issues arising will be done as part of standard
follow-up arrangements and no further specific
Internal Audit coverage is planned in 2020-21.

NO

P018

Economic Regeneration Delivery Plan (ERDP)
Report on finalised town visions, following stakeholder consultation and further development, presented for
approval to allow development of associated action plans.
Report on development of delivery programme for town visions and update on current town centre projects.
Report on annual review/update of the ERDP action plan and on plans to develop business / industrial areas.

Significant range of activities being progressed to
support the delivery of the Council’s ambitions.
Audit work will review progress and provide
assurance on the relevant project management
and governance arrangements.

YES

P019.1

Planning and place making
Report on outcome of statutory consultation and next steps, and to seek approval of adopted Local Development
Plan, the 5-10 year strategy for physical local development.
Commence development of the new Local Development Plan; to take account of the changes in legislation to
be implemented through the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019. Develop policies, procedures, and protocols in
response to regulations and guidance to implement the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019.
Report on Connecting North Lanarkshire: A Blueprint, the framework to facilitate the creation of a network of
connected places/spaces. This includes an audit of open space provision and of current and future
requirements.

Programme of work activity does not currently
require or justify Internal Audit coverage in 202021, although it is likely to do so as proposals and
projects are firmed-up.

NO

P001

Report to seek approval of Full Business Case (at conclusion of procurement) and establishment of partnership
with successful bidder.

P015

Housing investment programme
Annual budget report to secure approval of HRA capital programme.
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Internal Audit consideration of 2020 Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

Internal Audit commentary

City Deal
Progress delivery of the realigned City Deal programme, including development and approval (by GCR
Cabinet) of outline and full business cases for all remaining projects, alongside associated feasibility, design,
and procurement activity:

Include in
2020-21 Plan

Internal Audit work required annually to support
preparation of assurance statement required to be
provided by Internal Audit to the City Deal PMO as
part of the City Deal assurance framework.

YES

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P025

Country parks for the future
Report on the business case to seek approval of next phase of delivery. Update report on implementation of
the country parks for the future delivery plan. Report on further development of the use of greenspace to
improve health, wellbeing, and social outcomes. Report on study into feasibility of Strathclyde Park as a source
of renewable energy.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P047.1

Hub development and delivery programme
Update report on the implementation of the town / community hub strategy. Update on progress of the hub
development and delivery programme.

Significant activity being progressed to support the
delivery of the Council’s ambitions. Audit work will
review progress and provide assurance on the
relevant project management and governance
arrangements.

YES

Significant range of activities being progressed to
support the delivery of the Council’s ambitions. Audit
work will review progress and provide assurance
separately as appropriate on the adequacy and
effectiveness of relevant individual workstream
project management and governance arrangements
(i.e. P018.1, P047.1, P025, and P019).

NO

P021



P022

East Airdrie Link Road (EALR), Ravenscraig Infrastructure Access (RIA) North and South, Motherwell
Town Centre Interchange (MTCI), Orchard Farm roundabout and Eurocentral Park, Ride, and Share

Business development and support
Manage delivery of the Business Gateway contract and progress procurement arrangements for future delivery
of Business Gateway services post February 2021.
Report on support for local businesses, including proposed use of West of Scotland Loan Fund resources to
identify and develop opportunities to support growth of local businesses.
Develop and implement a new social enterprise framework to support social enterprises.
Develop and implement a film charter to support and facilitate requests from film production companies and
support growth of the creative sector in North Lanarkshire.

P023

Marketing and tourism
Approve the updated Lanarkshire Area Tourism Strategy (linking in with the approved Events Strategy).

One Place - One Plan

P076

Report to seek approval of the overarching approach for the economic, social, and environmental regeneration
of North Lanarkshire; this includes approval of the guiding principles and prioritisation matrix for the town /
community hubs strategy, town vision concepts, and development of a phased programme of delivery for the
parks masterplans. This will enable work to move to the next phase to allow engagement to take place with
all stakeholders to inform the development of the respective business case and delivery plans and move to
the implementation phase.
Provide an annual report updating on the delivery of P076 as a composite programme of work (note - individual
components within this will continue to be reported under the respective Programme of Work elements (i.e.
P018.1, P047.1, P025, P019) to the relevant committee.
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Internal Audit consideration of 2020 Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

Internal Audit commentary

Include in
2020-21 Plan

P077

Workforce for the Future
Report on the outcomes of the employability review with phase 1 priorities and deliverables and the Workforce
for the Future strategy.
Report on progress with delivery of the Workforce for the Future priorities (including workforce plans presented
to service committees) and approval of future priorities / actions.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P078

Local Housing Strategy
Develop, consult, and implement on the new Local Housing Strategy 2021-26, to provide a strategic plan for
North Lanarkshire that aims to meet current and future housing needs and demand and ensure effective
delivery of housing related services over the lifetime of the strategy.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P030.1

1140 early learning and childcare expansion programme
Report on progress made against the programme to phase in the delivery of 1140 hours across early learning
and child care settings by August 2020. Report on delivery thereafter.

Internal Audit will follow-up previous work on this
area to provide independent assurance on the
performance and governance arrangements
associated with the implementation of this highprofile policy initiative.

YES

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC)
P031.1

Report on refresh of GIRFEC systems as part of the wider review of planning for the health and wellbeing of
all children and young people in conjunction with the Children’s Services Partnership. Report on delivery
thereafter.

P032.1

Mental health, well-being, and resilience
Report on implementation of the mental health, well-being, and resilience delivery plan to help address the
growing concerns of mental health in children and young people. Report on delivery thereafter.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P034.1

Improving outcomes
Annual Standards and Quality report on educational outcomes in line with priorities and statutory legislation.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P035.1

Additional Support Needs (ASN) provision
Report on implementation of the new ASN programme following review and remodeling of the service
provision, strategic approach, systems, processes, and the ASN sector estate. Report on delivery thereafter.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Internal Audit will follow-up previous work on this
area to provide independent assurance on the
adequacy and effectiveness of performance and
governance arrangements associated with these
funding streams.

YES

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Scottish Attainment Challenge (SAC) and Pupil Equity Fund (PEF)
P039

Annual report on the redeveloped SAC and PEF plan to ensure an increased focus on research and evidence
based practice and a more explicit outcomes focus.
Care experienced children and young people

P044.1

Report on development of a delivery plan with a range of linked initiatives aimed at improving outcomes for
children experiencing care, and care experienced and young people at risk. Report on delivery thereafter.
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Internal Audit consideration of 2020 Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

Internal Audit commentary

Curricular review
Conduct review to inform a revised curricular model to enable a more effective set of pathways for young
people, with greater emphasis on tackling bureaucracy and school week alignment to meet priorities. Report
on delivery thereafter.

Include in
2020-21 Plan

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Development of local strategy and delivery plan focusing on enhancing prevention, reducing harm and
improving outcomes through a coherent cross service and partnership. Complete review of commissioned
domestic abuse services. Report on delivery thereafter.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P048

Framework for physical activity
Report on the physical activity strategy, in light of the decision to insource culture and leisure services.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P049

Prevention and early intervention
Report on progress across a wide range of activities implemented to maximise independence and support
individuals to remain active members of their communities; this will involve prioritising work in terms of
prevention, early intervention, and community capacity building and focusing on promoting health and wellbeing, and addressing inequalities.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P079

Support for families
P080

P081

Conduct review to inform an overview of support for families to ensure a planned approach to providing
holistic support is in place. Report on delivery thereafter.
Leadership Model
Report on the development of the Leadership Model to support co-production and ensure effective
management, operation, and governance structures within each hub. Provide an update on the
implementation of the Leadership Model.
Tackling poverty

P005.1

Seek approval of the Tackling Poverty Strategy as the overarching corporate and partnership approach to
tackling poverty. This will demonstrate the commitment to reduce poverty and ensure activities have a
positive impact upon local people. Includes key activities such as financial inclusive, food poverty, money
advice, club 365, sanitary provision, and employability.
Report on implementation of Tackling Poverty Strategy and demonstrate improved outcomes achieved.
Produce an annual Child Poverty Action Report, which covers previous year’s activities and outlines future
plans, in line with The Plan for North Lanarkshire and statutory requirements.
Homelessness and related support

P016

Deliver on the intentions laid out in the Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan (RRTP) which aims to rehouse
people that have experienced homelessness by ensuring settled housing as an option as soon as possible,
rather than lengthy stays in temporary homeless accommodation.
Tackling domestic abuse and gender based violence - support for adults and families

P045.1
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Internal Audit consideration of Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

P050.1

Internal Audit commentary

Do the right thing, first time
Report on the progress of work at both locality and area-wide levels to further develop frontline services that
are integrated at the first point of contact and at delivery; this aims to ensure that wherever people make
contact with the system as a whole, they receive a consistent and correct response which has a focus on
preventative and anticipatory care approaches.

Include in
2020-21 Plan

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Work on SDS carried out in 2019-20. Programme of
work activity does not require or justify further Internal
Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

This specific programme of work will be considered
as part of Internal Audit’s overall planned coverage
of the governance of the Digital NL programme.

YES

Report on progress to create a range of prevention and early interventions set within a wider multidisciplinary
approach, in line with the Primary Care Improvement Plan and Lanarkshire Mental Health and Wellbeing
Strategy 2019-24.

P051

Focus on what matters to people (outcomes)
Report on the re-tender of the self-directed support and home support frameworks (within the next two year
cycle) to ensure a wide range of quality providers are available for people to choose locally.
Report on work monitoring the impact of local responses to improve the support/recognition of unpaid carers.
Support people to live well connected lives
Report on progress of further developments to maximise the use of electronic scheduling and remote working,
in line with DigitalNL, to improve both the quality and efficiency of the service on offer.

P052

Report on progress of the relocation of the home support management to a central base; this will enable
development work to commence on the next stages of the evolving model.
Report on a whole system approach to supporting people effectively to minimise use of hospital or care settings
and maximise support at home.
Technology and sustainable solutions

P054

Report on progress of developments of information and digital technology, and digital access and solutions as
they support transformational change. Detail will include the further development of self-help platform Making
Life Easier, development of integrated communications, and upgrade of the eCare system.
Work, volunteer, and care

P082

P007.1

Report on the progress of the development of the Care Academy for Health and Social Care.
Report on the progress of the requirements of the Carers Act.
Annual corporate communications plan
Report on outputs from the annual communications plan from the previous year (in line with the council’s
Communication Strategy), and present the new annual plan for the year ahead stating the priority campaigns
for delivery under the Live, Learn, Work, Invest, and Visit themes.
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This specific programme of work will be considered
as part of Internal Audit’s overall planned coverage
of the governance of the Digital NL programme.

YES

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Appendix 4

Internal Audit consideration of Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

Internal Audit commentary

Include in
2020-21 Plan

P003.1

Transformation programme
Outline of DigitalNL work packages which aim to deliver service, business, and technological changes
internally and externally, to improve service delivery, drive efficiencies, and realise the benefits to the council
and the people and communities of North Lanarkshire.
Report on the implementation and alignment of other emerging technologies, in line with the Digital and ICT
Strategy, to deliver on the council’s wider service redesign and transformation programme including
Programme of Work elements for 2020 and beyond.
Update of changes implemented as a result of service redesign to transform the way services are delivered
and integrate within the digital and wider council transformation programme.
Report on the delivery of the projects within the Digital Economy and Place (SmartNL) programme to improve
connectivity within the council’s own estate and across North Lanarkshire’s communities to support inward
investment and economic regeneration.

This specific programme of work will be considered
as part of Internal Audit’s overall planned coverage
of the governance of the Digital NL programme.

YES

P056.1

Working with communities model and supporting governance structure
Report on proposals to establish Boards to empower communities as key partners and enable local people to
have a direct say in the design, development, and delivery of services and the town and community hubs
strategy outlined in P076.
Report on development of governance structure to support the Boards.
Report on establishment and integration of locality delivery plans (in line with the town visions) into the
democracy / governance model.
Report on further development of approaches to participatory budgeting in localities in line with statutory
requirements.

Work on Community Engagement and Participatory
Budgeting was included in the 2019-20 Annual Plan.
Further work will be undertaken in 2020-21 to followup agreed management actions and to provide
assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of
developing arrangements.

YES

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Modernisation and long-term sustainability of the electoral structure
P066

P069

Report on completion of work to review current resources and processes to ensure modernisation and longterm sustainability of the electoral system.
Digital NL communication and engagement activity
Report on the implementation of a communication and engagement plan with a rolling programme of activity
for 2020 and beyond, to enable people to be involved, informed, and committed to the programme of change.
Provide an update on the communication and engagement plan. Provide feedback to show how
communication and engagement has improved the knowledge, involvement, and appetite for change internally
with staff and externally with communities.
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Internal Audit consideration of Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

P083

Internal Audit commentary

Customer services hub
Report on the development and implement of an online hub as the focal point for all customer activities,
supporting the initial point of contact for enquiries regarding all council services, offering a range of channels
to improve customer contact and provide self-service options, and supporting local community engagement.
Report on the impact of the customer services hub on council policies and operating models.
Provide an update on the design and implementation of the technology for the customer services hub.
Report on the progress to implement the customer services hub and the integration, as appropriate, with the
BI hub.

Include in
2020-21 Plan

This specific programme of work will be considered
as part of Internal Audit’s overall planned coverage
of the governance of the Digital NL programme.

YES

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Building community capacity and capabilities
Report on implementation of national Adult Learning Strategy which includes adult literacy and numeracy and
English as a second language; this will inform a delivery plan for adult learning in North Lanarkshire that
contributes to the Workforce for the Future strategy. Develop and implement an Adult Learning Delivery Plan
and report on outcomes achieved; focused on improving North Lanarkshire’s community based adult learning
offer. This is targeted at adults aged 16-64 with no formal qualifications and aims to contribute to the Workforce
for the Future strategy.
P084

Co-produce, with young people, a strategic approach to Working with Young People in line with the National
Youth Work Strategy 2020-25. Develop and implement a North Lanarkshire Working with Young People
Delivery Plan 2020-25 and report on outcomes achieved.
Report on progress in relation to community learning and development activity, including both universal and
targeted work with an emphasis on engagement with vulnerable people living in the lowest 20% data zones.
Report on the implementation of a commissioning approach to investing in the local community and voluntary
sector to shape and guide relationships and approaches and support the voluntary sector as a delivery partner.
Report on development of a North Lanarkshire Volunteering Development Plan focusing on young people and
the council workforce.
Tenant Participation Strategy

P085

Report on development, consultation, and production of Tenant Participation Strategy 2020-25; in line with the
co-production and engagement aims of The Plan for North Lanarkshire (as well as statutory requirements).
This will set out information on participation and how tenants and residents can get involved and influence
housing and related services.
Equalities

P086

Report on work to review existing outcomes in consultation with communities and partners, in line with the
public sector equality duty and within the context of the shared ambition for inclusive growth and prosperity for
all set out in The Plan for North Lanarkshire.
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Appendix 4

Internal Audit consideration of Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

P002.1

Internal Audit commentary

Asset rationalisation
Report on the review of the office accommodation strategy.
Report on the review of condition, suitability, and utilisation of all assets, linked into capital and revenue
strategy.
Report on completion of rationalisation process for fleet, waste, and environmental assets operational base to
maximise use of the central depot at Bellshill.
Provide progress update on work to develop Auchinlea / Dalmacoulter as a dedicated waste transfer facility
and investigate extension of shared Clyde Valley waste arrangements.

Include in
2020-21 Plan

Work will be undertaken to provide assurance on the
governance arrangements in place to progress this
Programme of Work item.

YES

This issue will be considered as part of our 2020-21
Plan linked to work on ‘Financial management’ and
work on ‘Financial Stability’

YES

Internal Audit will undertake work to provide
independent assurance on the governance
arrangements surrounding the CIF including the
robustness of planning and other key operational
assumptions

YES

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

Report on progress to consolidate and rationalise environmental assets (e.g. trees, open spaces, bridges,
lighting columns, and carparks, etc.) across the council to enable a holistic overview of the management and
maintenance of environmental assets.
Report on the implementation of the approved community asset mapping guidance to support engagement
and delivery of town visions and town and community hubs strategy (P076), make best use of resources, and
ensure local people and communities are involved and feel part of the process.
Three year revenue budget strategy

P011

Provide an update on the ongoing development and implementation of the Revenue Resources Budget
Strategy and budget setting for 2020/21 to 2022/23. This includes an update on the key principles
established in the Revenue Resources Budget Strategy, and includes work to ensure savings are identified
on a continuous basis through committee approval and active Member involvement.
Provide update reports to committee on the implementation of savings - following establishment of a review
and monitoring group to assess progress against the implementation of approved savings.
Update the council’s Medium-Term (five year) Financial Plan and identify scenarios relating to the anticipated
budget gap from 2021/22 to 2025/26.
Set an updated three year (rolling) budget 2021/22 to 2023/24.
Community Investment Fund

P012

Produce annual Community Investment Fund progress report outlining updated financial projections linked to
emerging economic trends.
Provide an update on the development and delivery of capital investment plans supported by the Community
Investment Fund.
Improve procurement capacity and capability

P059

Report on work to improve procurement capacity and capability across council services, and review and update
the Procurement Strategy and annual procurement report.
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Appendix 4

Internal Audit consideration of Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

Internal Audit commentary

Include in
2020-21 Plan

P061.1

Employee learning and development programmes - LearnNL
Report on phase 2 of LearnNL plans to introduce a new Leadership Academy and transform the employee
learning and development offering and delivery through implementation of Totara, the council’s new Learning
Management System.
Provide an update on the implementation of Totara and the success and impact of the new Leadership
Academy designed to improve manager capacity and capability. This report will also provide an update of
progress against the Graduate and Modern Apprenticeship programmes and how they are enabling the council
to build the workforce for the future.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P062.1

Digital workforce and skills
Report on phase 2 of the digital workforce and skills programme to build a digital ready workforce across North
Lanarkshire.
Provide an update on the progress of the digital workforce and skills programme and details of continued
direction and further planned activity.

This specific programme of work will be considered
as part of Internal Audit’s overall planned coverage
of the governance of the Digital NL programme.

YES

P064.1

Employee engagement and wellbeing
Provide an update on the consolidated feedback from the full council Investors in People recommendations
and the employee engagement and wellbeing programme.
Provide a progress report on the employee engagement and wellbeing programme and associated impact on
Investors in People feedback.

Programme of work activity does not require or justify
Internal Audit coverage in 2020-21.

NO

P072.1

Business intelligence model
Report on the outline design for an automated platform with integrated systems to provide a single source of
data with a range of business intelligence (BI) tools that facilitates improved analysis, interpretation, and
forecasting to inform evidence based decision making and service improvements.
Provide an update on the implementation of the BI hub.

This specific programme of work will be considered
as part of Internal Audit’s overall planned coverage
of the governance of the Digital NL programme.

YES

Report on this issue was done as part of the 2019-20
Internal Audit programme. Further work will focus on
follow-up of the implementation of agreed actions.

NO

Climate change : climate emergency declaration
P087

Outline plans for North Lanarkshire’s COP26 event (i.e. the 26th conference of the parties/the major United
Nations climate change summit which will take place in Glasgow from 9-19 November 2020).
Outline proposals for action linked to the council’s climate change emergency declaration made in June
2019, and provide regular progress updates.
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Appendix 4

Internal Audit consideration of Programme of Work for inclusion in the 2020-21 Plan (continued)

Programme of work to support the shared ambition

P075.1

Internal Audit commentary

Strategic oversight and accountability
Update on the monitoring and evaluation programme for the Strategic Policy Framework to ensure services
and activities remain aligned to The Plan for North Lanarkshire and enable the required resources and working
practices needed to facilitate delivery of the shared ambition.
Seek approval of the Strategic Governance Framework to bring together legislative requirements, governance
principles, management processes, and a regular programme of review to ensure delivery of The Plan for
North Lanarkshire is supported by excellence in governance, accountability, and transparency.
Update on the review programme to ensure each element in the Strategic Governance Framework is up to
date, on a timetable for review at an appropriate interval, and subsequently reported to the relevant committee.
Annual review of The Plan for North Lanarkshire, incorporating updates arising from the Strategic SelfEvaluation Framework programme of reviews for 2020, level 1 context indicators, level 2 and 3 performance
results, and the Programme of Work for 2020 and beyond.
Annual review and update of the Programme of Work to provide Members with a composite overview of
progress to date, along with the future roadmap to ensure strategy remains connected to delivery and the
Programme of Work enables the ongoing delivery of projects, activities, and services in support of The Plan
for North Lanarkshire.
Report on arrangements to ensure the council maintains adequate oversight of service delivery and
governance while demonstrating where arm’s length external organisations are supporting delivery of The Plan
for North Lanarkshire.
Regularly assess the effectiveness of the risk management arrangements which the council has in place to
assist the identification and management of risks, strengthen organisational resilience, improve governance
and stakeholder confidence and trust, and increase the likelihood of the council achieving its planned
outcomes, priorities, and ambitions and report the results of that assessment to key stakeholders.
Review and update of the Risk Management Strategy to ensure it remains up to date and consistent with the
council’s expectations.
Provide a range of assurance outputs, in line with the approved Internal Audit Strategy and annual plan,
focused on cyclical coverage of core corporate governance processes, key strategic priorities and programmes
of work, corporate risks, and key financial systems.
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Internal Audit will focus considerable attention in
2020-21 to the Council’s developing arrangements,
including, but not necessarily limited to, work
providing independent assurance on the adequacy
and effectiveness of the following key corporate
governance areas:

Strategic Policy Framework

Strategic Performance Framework

Strategic Governance Framework

Strategic Self-Evaluation Framework

Risk management arrangements

Include in
2020-21 Plan

YES

AGENDA ITEM 6A

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit and Scrutiny Panel
☐ for approval ☒ for noting

Ref: KA/ASP/Sept20

Date: 03/09/2020

Internal Audit Progress Report (January-March 2020)
From:

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email:

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk Telephone:

01698 302188

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of Internal Audit activity and to report the
results of Internal Audit outputs finalised in the period January-March 2020 (these would
normally have been reported to the Panel at the meeting scheduled for late-March which was
cancelled due to the public health emergency).
The report highlights the most significant issues arising from the completed audit work.
Appendix 1 provides a brief summary of the scope and key findings of each substantive audit
report. In addition, a supplementary pack with full copies of these reports has also been
circulated to Panel members.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to:
(1)

consider whether there are any issues raised by Internal Audit which are sufficiently
significant to require a further report from management to be submitted to a future
meeting of the Panel;

(2)

request that Internal Audit provide a report to future meetings of the Panel reporting
progress made by management implementing agreed management actions in
relation to all audit recommendations categorised as ‘Red’ or ‘Amber’; and

(3)

otherwise note this report.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire:
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement

All ambition statements
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1.

Background
1.1

In June 2019, the Panel approved the 2019-20 Internal Audit Annual Plan which
detailed a programme of work to be carried out. The Internal Audit Charter, most
recently approved by the Panel in February 2018, requires that the results of
Internal Audit’s work are periodically reported to the Panel.

2. Report
Audit reviews completed in the period
2.1

Work has continued in accordance with the approved annual plan. Table 1 below
provides an overview of Internal Audit reports completed by mid-March 2020 since
the last progress report presented to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel in December
2019.
Table 1: Completed Internal Audit outputs in the period January-March
Subject

Internal Audit Opinion

1. Management of strategic change

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

2. Corporate governance

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)
Limited assurance
(Amber-Red)

3. Creditors
4. Enterprise Strategic Partnership Contract

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

5. Housing – new supply programme

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

2.2

Appendix 1 provides a brief summary of those reports forming part of the annual
programme of planned assurance work. Copies of all finalised reports are included
in the supporting pack to these papers.

2.3

Appendix 2 contains detailed definitions of the categories used by Internal Audit
when making recommendations, providing an audit opinion and on the extent of
assurance which is being provided to management and Panel members on those
systems or areas of Council operations examined by Internal Audit.

2.4

This report excludes specific audit outputs produced for the North Lanarkshire IJB
which are reported directly to its senior management team and audit committee.

Commentary on completed Internal Audit work
2.5

The nature of Internal Audit exercises means that most reviews invariably find some
scope for improvement, usually in the form of controls which are weak or only
partially effective and, therefore, contain a number of recommendations. One of
the audits completed in the period (Creditors) offered only ‘limited assurance’.

2.6

Our work on Creditors was a high-level review intended to provide assurance on
the adequacy and effectiveness of selected controls associated with the Council’s
purchasing/ordering systems, compliance with relevant key procurement
requirements and the payment of creditors.
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2.7

The particular focus of this exercise was on key controls in respect of the
processing of invoices for payment and that appropriate competitive processes
have been followed. With regard to the latter, this review confirmed whether
appropriate competitive processes were used in relation to the sample selected but
did not include detailed review or re-performance of the individual tendering
processes followed.

2.8

Our previous work in this area has generally assessed the Creditors function as
being well-controlled. The results of this audit suggested some aspects of the
current control environment were similarly well controlled with appropriate
competitive processes generally used in the sample cases reviewed and there were
clear examples across the Council of the corporate expectations regarding key
procurement processes to enable the payment of creditors being complied with.

2.9

We did, however, identify a number of areas where we consider the control
environment is currently not robust and/or operating effectively and requires urgent
management attention with significant risks to the effectiveness of the control
environment and substantial improvements required.

2.10 I am pleased to be able to confirm that the Service has responded positively to the
report and has either already put in place, or has committed to doing so, a series of
actions designed to address the weaknesses identified.
2.11 In determining which other issues from these outputs to highlight in this report, I
have selected those issues which I consider to be most significant either because
of the nature of the topic, or the risk implications of the weaknesses identified.
2.12 The purpose of our report on the Management of strategic change was to provide
assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s arrangements in
respect of strategic change with a particular focus on the management
arrangements put in place by the Council to progress the Plan for North Lanarkshire
and its associated Programme of Work (PoW).
2.13 We were generally satisfied with the adequacy and effectiveness of the relevant
arrangements, but did highlight a small number of issues. We consider that elected
member oversight would benefit from the PoW being shorter and/or providing a
clearer indication of the relative priority and/or significance of individual items.
2.14 We also highlighted that we consider improvements are required to reports
submitted to committees in relation to individual PoW items, to enable elected
members to more effectively monitor and challenge progress. We suggested that
this should involve providing elected members with a clearer sense of progress
against key timelines and milestones and more specific timescales for expected
future actions (this point links to a recommendation made in a recent report on the
management of projects in which we also identified the need for significant
improvement in the mechanisms used for reporting to key stakeholders on the
progress of key projects, many of which feature in the PoW).
2.15 Our report on Corporate governance whilst generally positive, highlighted some
areas for improvement that we considered management should address. This
included our assessment that it is important that proposed arrangements for the
Council’s planned self-evaluation exercise against the governance framework are
adopted and progressed in an effective and timely manner.
2.16 In our report on the management arrangements in place to progress the Enterprise
Strategic Partnership Contract (ESCP) we were satisfied that the governance
arrangements currently in place to progress the ESCP are adequate and appear
robust and consider that the project is being managed in line with the council’s
project management guidance and in a manner consistent with good practice. We
are also satisfied that the Project Board in place appears effective in providing
oversight, challenge and direction and that financial control and risk management
appears appropriately embedded in the governance of the project.
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2.17 It is important, however, to note that this project is still at a very early developmental
stage with, at the time of the audit, an OBC only due to be submitted to elected
members in March. We have highlighted in the report the need for the potential
scale and complexity of whatever the Council may decide to proceed with, following
consideration of the OBC, to be fully reflected in future governance arrangements
(including enhanced financial management/controls and risk management
arrangements).
2.18 Undoubtedly, the project’s governance arrangements require to be further
developed following approval to proceed past the current developmental stage
being granted by Committee and further audit work on the ESCP is included in the
2020-21 Internal Audit Annual Plan.
2.19 Our work on Housing – new supply programme was designed to review the
progress made by the Council in implementing ‘Programme of Work 13: New Supply
Programme’. We are satisfied that the programme’s governance and project
management arrangements are adequate and appear robust and generally
consistent with good practice. We were also satisfied that the Service has in place
generally effective processes to ensure that the open market purchase scheme
operated by the Council represents value for money and is contributing effectively
to the delivery of the Council’s housing ambitions. We also noted that the Council
has prepared a Strategic Housing Investment Plan which sets out its affordable
housing priorities that will contribute to meeting the priorities set out in the Local
Housing Strategy and that activities under the ‘New supply’ programme appear to
be consistent with both.
2.20 We did, however, identify some areas where we consider scope for improvement
exists and have made a small number of recommendations including the need for
improvements in the arrangements for reporting to key stakeholders on the progress
of the overall programme.
2.21 I am pleased to confirm that satisfactory management responses have been
received to the issues raised in all of the Internal Audit report finalised in the period
and appropriate actions have been taken or commitments made to future actions
within appropriate timescales.
2.22

3

There are no other issues arising from this Internal Audit work which I consider
sufficiently significant to highlight to the Panel. Future follow-up reports will provide
the Panel with information on the implementation, or otherwise, of all actions
proposed by management in response to audit recommendations categorised as
‘Red’ or ‘Amber’.

Equality and diversity
Fairer Scotland Duty
Equality Impact
Assessment

4.

There is no requirement to carry out a Fairer
Scotland assessment in this instance.
There is no requirement to carry out an equality
impact assessment in this instance.

Implications
Financial impact

None identified

HR/Policy/Legislative
Impact

None identified

Environmental Impact

None identified

Risk impact

Any failure to operate an effective internal audit
service could impact on the effectiveness of the
Council’s risk management and corporate
governance processes.
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5. Measures of success
5.1

Internal Audit reports annually on its performance to the Panel and is also subject
to review annually by the Council’s appointed external auditors.

6. Supporting Documents
Appendix 1
Appendix 2

Summary of completed Internal Audit assignments
Audit gradings

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager
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Appendix 1
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period January-March 2020
Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
1.

Management of strategic change
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber))
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

2 Green

0

This audit exercise was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Council’s arrangements in respect of strategic change and follows on from
a similar exercise in March 2019 in which we assessed the Council’s arrangements against good
practice checklists devised from relevant guidance issued by Audit Scotland and the National
Audit Office.
For this exercise, as well as reviewing the Council’s response to the issues raised by the
previous Internal Audit report, we focused on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
management arrangements put in place by the Council to progress the Plan for North
Lanarkshire and its associated Programme of Work (PoW).
Based on the results of our work, we have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable
assurance’ as we are satisfied that the Council’s arrangements in respect of the management
of strategic change appear generally adequate and effective. We are pleased to note that
management has already evaluated some aspects of the management arrangements
surrounding the 2019 PoW and is currently preparing a revised PoW for 2020. We also
concluded that appropriate actions have generally been taken in response to issues raised in
our previous report on this subject.
Although the Council’s arrangements appear generally sound, we have identified a small
number of areas for improvements which are detailed at Section 3 of this report. These include:


Elected member oversight would benefit from the PoW being shorter and/or providing a
clearer indication of the relative priority and/or significance of individual items; and



Improvements are required to reports submitted to committees in relation to individual PoW
items, to enable elected members to more effectively monitor and challenge progress.
This should involve providing elected members with a clearer sense of progress against
key timelines and milestones and more specific timescales for expected future actions (this
point links to a recommendation made in a recent report on the management o f projects
in which we also identified the need for significant improvement in the mechanisms used
for reporting to key stakeholders on the progress of key projects, many of which feature in
the PoW).

Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period January-March 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
2.

Corporate governance
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

2 Green

0

The purpose of this review was to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s arrangements for ensuring that it complies with Principles C and D of the
CIPFA/SOLACE Delivering Good Governance Framework which relate to defining outcomes in
terms of sustainable economic, social and environmental benefits and determining the
interventions necessary to achieve the intended outcomes. This review included detailed
consideration of the Council’s governance, management and operational arrangements against
the sub-principles of Principles C and D which are detailed in Appendix 2 of the audit report.
Based on the results of work undertaken, together with our wider knowledge gained from a range
of other relevant Internal Audit work, we consider that the Council’s corporate governance
arrangements in relation to the areas examined are adequate and generally appear to have
operated effectively. We have, therefore, assessed the audit as providing ‘reasonable
assurance’.
We identified two areas where we consider scope for improvement exists and have made
recommendations. We consider that it is important that proposed arrangements for the Council’s
planned self-evaluation exercise against the governance framework are adopted and progressed
in an effective and timely manner. In addition, whilst we were pleased to note that the issues
raised in our last report on Corporate Governance (March 2019) which focused on Principles A
and B have been significantly addressed, there is scope for improving arrangements around the
monitoring and review of Service’s gifts and hospitality registers.
There are a number of specific areas relevant to some sub-principles of Principles C and D where
this audit has documented and considered high level arrangements but where more detailed indepth audit work is currently underway. This includes arrangements relating to the Council’s
engagement with internal and external stakeholders to inform decision making and the Council’s
use of performance indicators. More detailed assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of
the Council’s arrangements in these two specific areas will be reported separately, when this
work is completed, to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel in June whilst also highlighting any areas for
improvement identified.
Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period January-March 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
3. Creditors
Internal Audit Opinion: Limited assurance (Amber-Red)
Audit recommendations:

Red

2

Amber

2 Green

2

This audit was a high-level review designed to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of
selected controls associated with the Council’s purchasing/ordering systems, compliance with
relevant key procurement requirements and the payment of creditors.
The particular focus of this exercise was on key controls in respect of the processing of invoices
for payment and that appropriate competitive processes have been followed. With regard to the
latter, this review confirmed whether appropriate competitive processes were used in relation to
the sample selected but did not include detailed review or re-performance of the individual
tendering processes followed.
It should be noted that although much of the focus of this audit was on core systems and
processes which are the responsibility of Financial Solutions, the Council has a devolved
operating model for procurement activity (including authorisation of invoices) and Chief Officers
are therefore responsible for ensuring their Service areas adhere to the corporate expectations
around purchasing/ordering and payment of creditors.
Our previous work in this area has generally assessed the Creditors function as being wellcontrolled. The results of this audit suggested some aspects of the current control environment
were similarly well controlled with appropriate competitive processes generally used in the
sample cases reviewed and there were clear examples across the Council of the corporate
expectations regarding key procurement processes to enable the payment of creditors being
complied with.
We have, however, identified a number of areas where we consider the control environment is
currently not robust and/or operating effectively and requires urgent management attention and
accordingly, we categorised this audit as offering only ‘limited assurance’ with significant risks
to the effectiveness of the control environment and substantial improvements required.
The issues which we consider management require to address are as detailed in Section 3 of
the report, the most significant of these include:


Controls surrounding some key aspects of the system for processing and paying invoices
were inadequate increasing the Council’s risk exposure to fraud and error;



non-PECOS invoices were not always authorised for payment by individuals who had
delegated authority to authorise such payments;



An apparent ‘systems glitch’ allowed an order to be submitted to a supplier prior to it being
authorised and this requires to be understood and addressed; and



Management needs to review how it gains assurance that Services are complying with the
Council’s relevant key corporate expectations.

Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period January-March 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
4. Enterprise Strategic Contract Partnership
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

1 Green

0

This audit exercise was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Council’s arrangements in respect of progressing Programme of Work item
001 – Enterprise Strategic Commercial Partnership (ESCP).
At the Policy and Strategy Committee on 28 February 2019, approval was granted to “scope
and explore options for an innovative new approach to delivery for a full range of interconnected
property, community asset and infrastructure investments to ensure the council delivers on its
shared ambition for inclusive growth and prosperity for the people and communities of North
Lanarkshire”. As a result of this approval, the ESCP programme was established. An outline
of the potential scope of the programme was provided to Committee in March 2019 and this was
further developed in September 2019 when Committee approved the principles of those services
to be taken forward as ‘in scope’.
The ESCP is a project of considerable potential scale, complexity, uncertainty and which
presents significant risks and challenges that require to be effectively managed. The ESCP is
at the development stage, with an Outline Business Case (OBC) currently being prepared for
submission to Committee in March 2020.
The audit work undertaken recognises that the ESCP is currently at a relatively early stage and,
therefore, the scope of this review was limited to reviewing the programme’s current governance
arrangements against corporate expectations and a good practice toolkit, prepared by Internal
Audit from material from a range of sources, including the National Audit Office, HM Treasury
and the Cabinet Office Infrastructure and Projects Authority (key questions from the toolkit are
at Appendix 2). The audit does not, and was not designed to, offer an opinion on the quality
and/or robustness of the OBC and/or the merits or otherwise of possible options for progressing
which the OBC may identify.
Based on the results of our work, we have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable
assurance’. We are satisfied that the governance arrangements currently in place to progress
the ESCP are adequate and appear robust and consider that the project is being managed in
line with the council’s project management guidance and i n a manner consistent with good
practice. We are also satisfied that the Project Board in place appears effective in providing
oversight, challenge and direction and that financial control and risk management appears
appropriately embedded in the governance of the project.
We have identified one area where we consider that scope for improvement exists and where a
recommendation has been made. This relates to need for the potential scale and complexity of
whatever the Council may decide to proceed with following consideration of the OBC to be fully
reflected
in future
governance
arrangements
(including
enhanced
financial
management/controls and risk management arrangements).
The governance arrangements will require to be further developed if the project progress past
the current developmental stage and further audit work on the ESCP will be included in the
2020-21 Internal Audit Annual Plan if approval to proceed is granted by Committee.
Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period January-March 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
5. Housing – new supply programme
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

2

Green

3

This audit exercise was designed to review the progress made by the Council in implementing
‘Programme of Work 13: New Supply Programme’. The planned delivery of 5,000 affordable
homes by 2035 constitutes a significant and challenging project for the Council, is closely linked
to a number of other Programme of Work items and will form an important contribution to the
achievement of a number of the Council’s wider ambitions and priorities. The audit considered:
 how well the Service is managing and progressing the Council ambition to deliver 5,000 new
council homes by 2035;


whether the open market purchase scheme operated by the Council is delivering value for
money and contributing effectively to the delivery of the Council’s housing ambitions;
 how well the Council has aligned its strategic investment plans to deliver local priorities; and
 the extent to which the Council is succeeding in engaging effectively with the Affordable
Housing Supply Programme to maximise the level of resources obtained for North
Lanarkshire
Based on the results of our work, we have assessed the audit as providing ‘reasonable
assurance’. We are satisfied that the programme’s governance and project management
arrangements are adequate and appear robust and generally consistent with good practice.
Although there are a number of uncertainties and risks that require to be managed, the Service
remains confident that the programme currently remains ‘on track’.
We are satisfied that the Service has in place generally effective processes to ensure that the
open market purchase scheme operated by the Council does represent value for money and is
contributing effectively to the delivery of the Council’s housing ambitions.
We also noted that the Council has prepared a Strategic Housing Investment Plan which sets
out its affordable housing priorities for the period 2020-21 to 2024-25 that will contribute to
meeting the priorities set o ut in the Local Housing Strategy and that activities under the ‘New
supply’ programme appear to be consistent with both.
We have, however, identified some areas where we consider scope for improvement exists and
have made a small number of recommendations for management consideration/action. The
issues which we consider management require to address are detailed at Section 3 of the report
and include:
 arrangements for reporting to key stakeholders on the progress of the overall programme
need to be improved; and
 there is currently no separate detailed risk register for the Housing New Supply
programme.
Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 2
Audit Gradings
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.
Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place,
operating effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance

Assurance opinion

Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present
low risk to the control environment. The control environment
has substantially operated as intended although some minor
errors have been detected. Very few or no improvements are
needed.

Green-Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present a low to
medium risk to the control environment.
The control
environment has mainly operated as intended although errors
have been detected. Some improvements should be made.

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present
medium to high risk to the control environment. The control
environment has not operated as intended. Significant errors
have been detected. Substantial improvements should be
made.

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an
unacceptable level of risk to the control environment. The
control environment has fundamentally broken down and is
open to significant error or abuse. Immediate and major
changes need to be made.

Amber-Red

Red

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to
significant risk. If the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the
organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to
medium risk. If the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the
organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low
risk. If the risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation
as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve
immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require
immediate management action.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
MANAGEMENT OF STRATEGIC CHANGE
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1: Audit grading
Issued to: Chief Executive and Head of Business Solutions Copied to: Executive Directors and Heads of
Service (for information only)

Headlines
This audit exercise was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of
the Council’s arrangements in respect of strategic change and follows on from a similar exercise in March 2019
in which we assessed the Council’s arrangements against good practice checklists devised from relevant
guidance issued by Audit Scotland and the National Audit Office.
For this exercise, as well as reviewing the Council’s response to the issues raised by the previous Internal Audit
report, we focused on the adequacy and effectiveness of the management arrangements put in place by the
Council to progress the Plan for North Lanarkshire and its associated Programme of Work.
At a strategic level, the Council’s We Aspire vision outlines the future direction of the Council and is supported by
a strategic-level plan (the Plan) and a significant range of, often complex, programmes of work (PoW) designed
to deliver against the Plan.
The Council operates in an increasingly complex environment which presents significant challenges and risks.
Plans and programmes require to be delivered whilst responding to challenging demographic trends, increased
demands and greater public expectations and by a range of Scottish Government policies. All of these issues
require to be responded to within the context of ongoing financial challenges and reducing budgets. Effectively
managing strategic change is, therefore, fundamental, as any failure to do so is likely to have a significant impact
on the Council’s ability to successfully deliver key services, remain financially stable, operate in accordance with
expected standards of governance and/or achieve its wider ambitions and planned outcomes.
Based on the results of our work, we have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’ as we are
satisfied that the Council’s arrangements in respect of the management of strategic change appear generally
adequate and effective. We are pleased to note that management has already evaluated some aspects of the
management arrangements surrounding the 2019 PoW and is currently preparing a revised PoW for 2020. We
also concluded that appropriate actions have generally been taken in response to issues raised in our previous
report on this subject.
Although the Council’s arrangements appear generally sound, we have identified a small number of areas for
improvements which are detailed at Section 3 of this report. These include:


Elected member oversight would benefit from the PoW being shorter and/or providing a clearer indication of
the relative priority and/or significance of individual items; and



Improvements are required to reports submitted to committees in relation to individual PoW items, to enable
elected members to more effectively monitor and challenge progress. This should involve providing elected
members with a clearer sense of progress against key timelines and milestones and more specific
timescales for expected future actions (this point links to a recommendation made in a recent report on the
management of projects in which we also identified the need for significant improvement in the mechanisms
used for reporting to key stakeholders on the progress of key projects, many of which feature in the PoW).

Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0900/2020/006

Date issued

05/02/20
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This audit exercise was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Council’s arrangements in respect of strategic change. In carrying out the work, we
considered the adequacy and effectiveness of the management arrangements put in place by the Council to
progress the Plan and the associated Programme of Work and the Council’s response to the issues raised by
the Internal Audit report on Managing Strategic Change issued in March 2019.
The review included identifying relevant update reports to confirm whether they were presented to the
appropriate committee in line with the timetable reported to the Policy and Strategy Committee when the
Programme of Work was approved in March 2019 and assessing a sample of these reports to consider the
extent to which the PoW items have been progressed and whether they provide elected members with a
clear sense of future direction, key timescales and milestones, when future updates will be provided and
when key decisions will be required.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

2

0

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No key areas requiring urgent management action have been identified.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


Managing strategic change has been identified as a key corporate risk and the Corporate Management
Team review this risk and how effectively it is being managed on a regular basis;



The Council has in place a strategic plan, the Plan for North Lanarkshire, to communicate priorities and
provide a focus for activities and resources to ensure that employees and stakeholders work toward a
shared ambition and challenges are addressed through integrated solutions;



The Plan for North Lanarkshire contains 25 high level ambition statements, which are aligned to the
Council’s five priorities, and are supported by 75 PoW which aim to deliver upon the intentions outlined
in The Plan;



The Programme of Work, which was approved by the Policy and Strategy Committee in March 2019,
provides an indicative timetable mapping out when details on each PoW will be reported to committee
meetings; and



Business Solutions have recently undertaken an evaluation of the 2019 Programme of Work to confirm
whether reports were submitted to Committee in line with the timetable and whether they contained
sufficient information in line with the original outline. A report on the outcome of this evaluation, together
with eight recommendations for improvement, was submitted to the Corporate Management Team in
November 2019.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
Two areas for improvement were identified as follows:


Elected member oversight would benefit from the PoW being shorter and/or providing a clearer indication
of the relative priority and/or significance of individual items; and



Improvements are required to reports submitted to Committees in relation to individual PoW items, to
enable elected members to more effectively monitor and challenge progress. This should involve
providing elected members with a clearer sense of progress against key timelines and milestones and
more specific timescales for expected future actions.
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3. Action Plan
Ref
1

Management of Strategic Change

0900/2020/006

Finding
Elected member oversight would benefit from the PoW being shorter and/or providing a clearer indication of the relative priority and/or significance of individual items.
Business Solutions, in conjunction with Services, are currently undertaking a process to develop a revised PoW for 2020 which involves Heads of Service confirming whether the 2019
PoW items are to be carried forward and included in the PoW for 2020. We understand that this will be submitted for elected member consideration and approval in early 2020.
We noted that the PoW currently contains 75 separate items, not all of which appear equally important to the achievement of the Council’s ambitions. We consider that, going
forward, the PoW would benefit from being shorter and/or providing a clear indication of the relative priority and/or significance of individual items.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

If the PoW is not adequately focussed on key
strategic
change
projects,
management
attention may not be suitably focused on the
most significant activities and/or the ability of
key stakeholders to effectively monitor and
scrutinise the programme may be impaired.
This could lead to the inability to effectively
manage the pace and scale of activity and/or
change required to deliver the Council’s
corporate objectives, priorities and ambitions in
a timely and effective manner at a time of
significant challenges.

Management should, as part of finalising the
PoW for 2020 onwards, ensure that
consideration is given to whether individual
items included are sufficiently significant, in
relation to the Council’s corporate objectives,
priorities and ambitions, to merit inclusion and,
where this is the case, that the PoW more
clearly indicates the relative priority and/or
significance of the individual items.

Amber

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Katrina Hassell, Head of Business Solutions
A development session was held with the Extended
CMT on 17 December 2019. This reviewed elements in
the 2019 PoW and identified those to be carried forward
to the 2020 PoW. A rationale was discussed that day in
terms of identifying items for inclusion in the PoW.
Since the meeting, extensive 1:1 engagement has
taken place with Heads of Service to further develop
each of their PoW items and ensure they fit the
rationale, and that it is clearly articulated what the PoW
is and what is required to be reported to committee.
Work is currently underway to collate all information into
the final PoW for 2020 and beyond. This includes
alignment of programmes with not just a clear rationale
but also the priorities in The Plan (following discussions
with the Chief Executive). This will be reported to CMT
on 18 February 2020. The recommendations from this
audit will also be contained within this report to ensure
Heads of Service are aware of their responsibilities in
line with the corporate reporting requirements.

March 2020
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
2

Management of Strategic Change

0900/2020/006

Finding
Improvements are required to reports submitted to Committees in relation to individual PoW items, to enable elected members to more effectively monitor and challenge
progress. This should involve providing elected members with a clearer sense of progress against key timelines and milestones and more specific timescales for
expected future actions.
Business Solutions have recently completed a quality control review which aimed to assess whether reports to committee on individual PoW items were timely and contained
expected information in relation to the original outline and recently made recommendations for improvements to the process to CMT. A report on the outcome of this evaluation,
together with eight recommendations for improvement, was submitted to the CMT in November 2019. We noted however that the evaluation did not address if PoW items were on
track or, where appropriate, complete.
We also undertook a detailed review of a sample of reports on PoW items submitted to committee and identified the following issues:








whilst the reports generally provided information on the progress of the PoW, some reports provided information which, although relevant to the subject matter, was not
necessarily relevant to the specific PoW, making it difficult to confirm the actual progress of the related element. Additionally, some reports provided insufficient detail to allow
understanding on progress;
many of the reports do not provide a detailed timeline for progressing the PoW item setting out specific tasks, key milestones and target completion dates making it difficult to
determine whether the PoW item is ‘on track’ or not. Some PoW items involve projects which will be delivered over a longer-term and/or have long lead times and whilst we
appreciate that it may be difficult to identify firm milestones and timescales at an early stage of a project, we consider that update reports should provide elected members with an
overview of the individual stages of these projects and the expected timescales for completion of each stage;
many reports did not provide details of next/future key actions to enable elected members to monitor and challenge whether the PoW item is being progressed at an appropriate or
expected pace;
there is scope for improvement in the ‘implications’ section of the reports. The detail, relevance and adequacy of these sections varied across the reports reviewed. We noted
that the text was often vague, with some reports simply referring to other generic documentation, or that the implications would be considered at a later stage;
there is scope for improvement in the ‘measures of success’ section of the reports (also raised by Business Solutions report to CMT). The reports we reviewed generally detailed
how completion would be confirmed rather than what would be measured/assessed to ascertain if the action taken was successful in achieving the underling aim of the PoW; and
reports generally did not indicate whether the PoW element was ongoing or complete, and where it was ongoing, did not confirm when the next update report should be expected.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Key stakeholders may not
be adequately informed of
the progress of individual
PoW items to enable them
to effectively monitor and
scrutinise key strategic
change projects.
This
could lead to the inability
to effectively manage the
pace and scale of activity
and /or change required to
deliver
the
Council’s
corporate
objectives,
priorities and ambitions in
a timely and effective
manner at a time of
significant challenges.

Management should seek to ensure that future update reports to committee on
individual PoW items provide elected members with a clearer sense of
progress against key timelines and milestones and more specific timescales for
expected future actions. Reports should:

Amber

 provide a brief overview of progress to date including whether the project is
on-track or complete and when the next update to Committee will be
delivered;
 where possible, contain an indicative, high-level plan with specific tasks, key
milestones and indicative completion timescales whilst detailing the
next/future actions, which can be used as a basis for reporting progress in
future update reports (and where not possible, provide an indication of when
such a high-level plan might be expected);
 provide more relevant and adequate information in the implications sections;
and
 contain more meaningful measures of success which confirm how the
Service will determine whether the underlying aim of the PoW element has
been achieved or not.
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Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Katrina Hassell, Head of Business Solutions
Linked to actions agreed in respect of
recommendation 2 of the recent Project
Management audit, there is scope for a number
of PoW items to be classified as projects, and
therefore falling within the oversight and
reporting
arrangements
currently
being
developed to address those recommendations.
To avoid duplication and creation of a
proliferation of new guidance and/or templates,
further work will be undertaken to review both
recommendations in tandem and identify the
improvement actions required (and service
responsibilities) in order to improve the quality of
PoW reports to Committee.

June 2020

4

Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.
Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated
as intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or
no improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended.
Significant errors have been detected.
Substantial
improvements should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE - PRINCIPLES C AND D
Contents
1. Executive Summary

2. Findings and Recommendations

3. Action Plan

Appendix 1: Audit grading

Appendix 2: Delivering Good Governance Principles C&D sub-principles

Issued to: Head of Business Solutions Copied to: Chief Executive and (once finalised) Executive
Directors

Headlines
The purpose of this review was to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s
arrangements for ensuring that it complies with Principles C and D of the CIPFA/SOLACE Delivering Good
Governance Framework which relate to defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social and
environmental benefits and determining the interventions necessary to achieve the intended outcomes. This
review included detailed consideration of the Council’s governance, management and operational
arrangements against the sub-principles of Principles C and D which are detailed in Appendix 2 of this report.
Based on the results of work undertaken, together with our wider knowledge gained from a range of other
relevant Internal Audit work, we consider that the Council’s corporate governance arrangements in relation to
the areas examined are adequate and generally appear to have operated effectively. We have, therefore,
assessed the audit as providing ‘Reasonable Assurance’.
We have identified two areas where we consider scope for improvement exists and have made
recommendations. We consider that it is important that proposed arrangements for the Council’s planned
self-evaluation exercise against the governance framework are adopted and progressed in an effective and
timely manner. In addition, whilst we were pleased to note that the issues raised in our last report on
Corporate Governance (March 2019) which focused on Principles A and B have been significantly
addressed, there is scope for improving arrangements around the monitoring and review of Service’s gifts
and hospitality registers.
There are a number of specific areas relevant to some sub-principles of Principles C and D where this audit
has documented and considered high level arrangements but where more detailed in-depth audit work is
currently underway. This includes arrangements relating to the Council’s engagement with internal and
external stakeholders to inform decision making and the Council’s use of performance indicators. More
detailed assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s arrangements in these two specific
areas will be reported separately, when this work is completed, to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel in June whilst
also highlighting any areas for improvement identified.

Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0900/2020/007

Date issued

27/02/20

Elaine MacDonald (01698 302184), Paula Hendry and Hugh Shevlin
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
The purpose of this review was to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s
arrangements for ensuring that it complies with Principles C and D of the CIPFA/SOLACE Delivering Good
Governance Framework which relate to defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social and
environmental benefits and determining the interventions necessary to achieve the intended outcomes. This
review included detailed consideration of the Council’s governance, management and operational
arrangements against the sub-principles of Principles C and D which are detailed in Appendix 2 of this report.
The exercise involved Internal Audit’s assessment of the Council’s arrangements after due consideration of
Council policies, procedures and practices against examples of evidence cited in the Good Governance
Framework including identifying gaps or areas where further action may be required.
We also considered how well the Council has responded to issues raised in our report last year on the
adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s arrangements for ensuring that it complies with Principles A and
B of the Framework which relate to arrangements in respect of ethics and compliance with the law (Principle
A) and communication, consultation and engagement with stakeholders (Principle B).
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

2

0

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No key areas requiring urgent management action have been identified.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


The Council has in place a range of management arrangements, guidance and supporting
documentation which are consistent with good practice and embrace the principles of the Good
Governance Framework (Principle C and D) including:
o the Plan for North Lanarkshire (including the Strategic Performance Framework), and the associated
Strategic Policy Framework and Programme of Work;
o a Corporate Communication Strategy and Communication Plan;
o a Risk Management Strategy and Corporate Risk Register;
o a Financial Strategy which is supported by the Capital Strategy, Treasury Management Strategy,
Revenue Budget Strategy, and the Medium Term Financial Plan; and
o a Scheme of Administration with agreed Committee timetable and membership and also a Scheme of
Delegation to Officers.



Involvement with relevant partnerships including the North Lanarkshire Partnership and the Integration
Joint Board to promote identification of local needs and jointly agreeing best action and priorities to
meet these needs.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
An area for improvement were also identified:


Management needs to ensure that plans which are currently being finalised to undertake a selfevaluation of the Council’s arrangements against the Code are implemented in sufficient time to allow the
assessment to inform the preparation of the 2019-20 Annual Governance Statement.



Registers of gifts and hospitality for employees are not being subject to periodic review for
appropriateness and to identify any patterns/trends that may require additional management action.
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3. Action Plan
Ref
1

Corporate Governance - Principles C and D

0900/2020/007

Finding
Management needs to ensure that plans which are currently being finalised to undertake a self-evaluation of the Council’s arrangements against the
Code are implemented in sufficient time to allow the assessment to inform the preparation of the 2019-20 Annual Governance Statement.
The Delivering Good Governance in Local Government Framework 2016 suggests that a local test or review of assurance should be carried out. Senior
management last undertook such a formal assessment in 2016.
In our last report on Corporate Governance (issued March 2019), which focussed on Principles A and B of the Good Governance Framework, we recommended
that management should ensure more up-to-date self-assessments against the relevant corporate governance framework are periodically undertaken.
We were pleased to note that proposals for a strategic governance framework was presented to CMT in January 2020 and is due to be presented for approval by
elected members at the February meeting of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel. Set out within this framework is the intention for Business Solutions, in conjunction with
Services, to assess how well the elements and mechanisms contained within this framework meet the principles of the good governance code.
Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Management may fail to
accurately
assess
compliance with expected
corporate
governance
principles and/or fail to
identify
and
progress
improvement
actions
impacting on the adequacy
and effectiveness of the
Council’s
corporate
governance
and/or
undermining the robustness
of the Annual Governance
Statement.

The Head of Business Solutions should ensure, on approval of
the strategic governance framework by the Audit and Scrutiny
Panel, that:
(1) a formal self-assessment against the good governance
principles is undertaken in sufficient time to allow an
assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s corporate governance arrangements to inform the
preparation of the 2019-20 Annual Governance Statement;
(2) improvement actions identified are adequately recorded,
allocated to a responsible officer with an appropriate
implementation date and that progress of these are
thereafter monitored and reported on; and
(3) a timetable for future periodic self-assessments is
established and adhered to.

Amber
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Management response
Agree
Katrina Hassell
Head of Business Solutions

Implementation
Month/Year
March – June
2020

The formal assessment of the Strategic
Governance Framework is incorporated
into the Strategic Self Evaluation
Framework which was the subject of a
report to CMT in January 2020. CMT
approved the content of the report and
outlined a 12 week process for
self-evaluation, commencing in March
2020. A CMT consensus session is
scheduled for May 2020.
The
governance framework will be subject to
annual review through this process. Any
improvement actions arising from the
self-assessment will be adequately
recorded, allocated to a responsible
officer
with
an
appropriate
implementation date and progress of
such actions will be monitored and
reported on.

3

3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
2

Corporate Governance - Principles C and D

0900/2020/007

Finding
Registers of gifts and hospitality for employees are not being subject to periodic review for appropriateness and to identify any patterns/trends that
may require additional management action.
In our last report on Corporate Governance (issued March 2019) which focussed on Principles A and B or the Good Governance Framework we recommended
that regular periodic reviews of registers of gifts and hospitality should be conducted with a view to identifying any potential issues and/or areas of concern that
may require additional management action. Management committed to undertaking such reviews on a six-monthly basis commencing in April 2019.
Whilst some activity has been undertaken in the form of reminding all staff of the need to complete an online training module regarding conflicts of interest
(including gifts and hospitality), no six-monthly reviews of the registers of gifts and hospitality have yet been undertaken. Responsibility for this has now been
transferred to the Business Solutions team, who going forward will review completed registers and assess them for trends and areas for improvement, reporting
thereafter to CMT. We understand the first report is expected in March 2020.
Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Management may not have an
appropriate understanding or
overview of any potential issues
or concerns in relation to gifts
and hospitality.

The Head of Business Solutions should
ensure six monthly reviews of services’
registers of gifts and hospitality are
commenced and any trends and/or issues
of concern are highlighted to CMT to
enable them to be addressed in an
appropriate and timely manner.

Amber

Management response
Agree
Katrina Hassell
Head of Business Solutions

Implementation
Month/Year
March 2020

New processes for registering conflicts of interest and gifts
and hospitality were implemented in April 2019. Briefing
notes were issued, Connect site (intranet) updated and
information was contained within the Team Brief with
Managers asked to cascade details on behalf on CMT.
As detailed in the briefing note to CMT, a 6-montly review
programme for conflicts of interest and gifts and hospitality
was implemented. The first review was for conflicts of
interest only with gifts and hospitality added for the review
being undertaken at present. The outcome of this review
will be reported to CMT during March 2020.
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated
as intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or
no improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended.
Significant errors have been detected.
Substantial
improvements should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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Appendix 2 - Delivering Good Governance
Principle C: Defining outcomes in terms of sustainable economic, social and environmental
benefits
Sub-principles
1. Defining outcomes


Having a clear vision, which is an agreed formal statement of the organisations purpose and intended
outcomes containing appropriate performance indicators, which provide the basis of the organisation’s
overall strategy, planning and other decisions.



Specifying the intended impact on, or changes for, stakeholders, including citizens and service users. It
could be immediately or over the course of a year or longer.



Delivering defined outcomes on a sustainable basis within the resources that will be available.



Identifying and managing risks to the achievement of outcomes



Managing service users’ expectations effectively with regard to determining priorities and making the best
use of the resources available.

2. Sustainable economic, social and environmental benefits


Considering and balancing the combined economic, social and environmental impact of policies and
plans when taking decisions about service provision.



Taking a longer term view with regard to decision making, taking account of risk and acting transparently
where there are potential conflicts between the organisation’s intended outcomes and short term factors
such as the political cycle or financial constraints.



Determining the wider public interest associated with balancing conflicting interest between achieving the
various economic, social and environmental benefits, through consultation where possible, in order to
ensure appropriate trade-offs.



Ensuring fair access to services.
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Appendix 2 - Delivering Good Governance (continued)
Principle D: Determining the interventions necessary to optimise the achievement of the
intended outcomes
Sub-principles
1. Determining interventions


Ensuring decision makers receive objective and rigorous analysis of a variety of options indicating how
intended outcomes would be achieved and associated risks. Therefore ensuring best value is achieved
however services are provided.



Considering feedback from citizens and service users when making decisions about service
improvements or where services are no longer required in order to prioritise competing demands within
limited resources available including people, skills, land and assets and bearing in mind future impacts.

2. Planning interventions


Establishing and implementing robust planning and control cycles that cover strategic and operational
plans, priorities and targets.



Engaging with internal and external stakeholders in determining how services and other courses of action
should be planned and delivered.



Considering and monitoring risks facing each partner when working collaboratively, including shared
risks.



Ensuring arrangements are flexible and agile so that the mechanisms for delivering goods and services
can be adapted to changing circumstances.



Establishing key performance indicators (KPIs) as part of the planning process in order to identify how
the performance of services and projects is to be measured.



Ensuring capacity exists to generate the information required to review service quality regularly.



Preparing budgets in accordance with objectives, strategies and the medium term financial plan.



Informing medium and long term resource planning by drawing up realistic estimates of revenue and
capital expenditure aimed at developing a sustainable funding strategy.

3. Optimising achievement of intended outcomes


Ensuring the medium term financial strategy integrates and balances service priorities, affordability and
other resource constraints.



Ensuring the budgeting process is all-inclusive, taking into account the full cost of operations over the
medium and longer term.



Ensuring the medium term financial strategy sets the context for ongoing decisions on significant delivery
issues or responses to changes in the external environment that may arise during the budgetary period in
order for outcomes to be achieved while optimising resource usage.



Ensuring the achievement of ‘social value’ through service planning and commissioning.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
CREDITORS
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1:
Audit grading
Issued to: Head of Financial Solutions, Head of Asset and Procurement
Copied to: Incomes Manager, Chief Executive, Executive Directors and Heads of Service

Headlines
This audit was a high-level review designed to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of selected controls
associated with the Council’s purchasing/ordering systems, compliance with relevant key procurement
requirements and the payment of creditors. The particular focus of this exercise was on key controls in respect
of the processing of invoices for payment and that appropriate competitive processes have been followed. With
regard to the latter, this review confirmed whether appropriate competitive processes were used in relation to the
sample selected but did not include detailed review or re-performance of the individual tendering processes
followed.
It should be noted that although much of the focus of this audit was on core systems and processes which are
the responsibility of Financial Solutions, the Council has a devolved operating model for procurement activity and
Chief Officers are therefore responsible for ensuring their Service areas adhere to the corporate expectations
around purchasing/ordering and payment of creditors.
Our previous work in this area has generally assessed the Creditors function as being well-controlled. The results
of this audit suggested some aspects of the current control environment were similarly well controlled with
appropriate competitive processes generally used in the sample cases reviewed and there were clear examples
across the Council of the corporate expectations regarding key procurement processes to enable the payment of
creditors being complied with. We have, however, identified a number of areas where we consider the control
environment is currently not robust and/or operating effectively and requires urgent management attention and
we have, accordingly, categorised this audit as offering only limited assurance with significant risks to the
effectiveness of the control environment and substantial improvements required.
The issues which we consider management require to address are as detailed in Section 3 of the report, the most
significant of these include:


Controls surrounding some key aspects of the system for processing and paying invoices are inadequate
increasing the Council’s risk exposure to fraud and error;



non-PECOS invoices were not always authorised for payment by individuals who had delegated authority to
authorise such payments;



An apparent ‘systems glitch’ allowed an order to be submitted to a supplier prior to it being authorised and
this requires to be understood and addressed; and



Management needs to review how it gains assurance that Services are complying with the Council’s relevant
key corporate expectations.

Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Limited assurance (Amber-Red)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0220/2020/002

Date issued

11/03/20

Elaine MacDonald (01698 302184), Paula Hendry, Jackie Struthers
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This was a high level review designed to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of selected controls associated
with the Council’s purchasing/ordering systems, compliance with relevant key procurement requirements and the
payment of creditors.
The review considered whether the Council’s arrangements are adequate and/or effective and result in:


Payment being made only for goods and services which have been properly ordered /received;



Only authorised and correct payments being made;



Goods and services being procured using the appropriate competitive processes; and

 Transactions being properly and accurately recorded in the Council’s general ledger.
Controls were tested using samples of payments (1) under £5000 and (2) payments over £5000 made over a six
month period.
The audit is not intended to be a detailed review of compliance with the Council’s CSO’s. The review will evidence
that appropriate competitive processes were used in relation to the sample selected but the audit will not include a
detained review and/or re-performance of the tendering processes followed.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The Internal
Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

2

2

2

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
The following key areas requiring urgent management action have been identified:


Controls surrounding some key aspects of the system for processing and paying invoices are inadequate
increasing the Council’s risk exposure to fraud and error; and



Non-PECOS Invoices were not always authorised for payment by individuals who had delegated authority to
authorise such payments.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


The General Contract Standing Orders sets out the rules and procedures that apply relating to supplies, the
provision of services and the execution of works;



Orders placed via the PECOS purchasing system are subject to robust system imposed controls including
appropriate segregation of duties and the application of a hierarchy of authority limits to raise orders/approve
invoices;
Where manual orders are raised, the price, quantity and description from the invoices are reconciled to orders,
and where appropriate goods received notes, prior to being passed for payment; and
Relevant account codes and cost centres charged in the financial ledger are appropriate in relation to the
goods/services purchased.




Other areas for improvement (Amber)
A number of other area for improvement was also identified:


Management needs to review how it gains assurance that Services are complying with the Council’s relevant
key corporate expectations; and



An apparent ‘systems glitch’ allowed an order to be submitted to a supplier prior to it being authorised and
this requires to be understood and addressed.
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3. Action Plan
Ref
1

Creditors

0220/2020/002

Finding
Controls surrounding some key aspects of the system for processing and paying invoices are inadequate increasing the Council’s risk exposure to fraud and error.
The previous control environment for processing invoices for PECOS orders involved the invoice being matched with the purchase orders/goods received notes held on PECOS via
an interface to e-financials (POP module). If the information from both systems did not agree (within certain parameters) then the invoice would not be matched to an appropriately
authorised order and could not be passed for payment. However, the interface between PECOS and e-financials ceased in February 2018 as it was no longer supported. A new
interface was expected to be developed within a few months of the ‘switch off’ of previous arrangements, however the replacement interface is currently not yet operational.
In the absence of this link between the two systems, a manual check was introduced whereby a supervisor within the Creditor’s team checked the PECOS system to agree the value
of each invoice to the order and confirm the goods/services had been receipted on PECOS before processing the invoice for payment. This manual intervention as well as being
inherently less accurate than an automated system is significantly less efficient and has had a significant impact on the processing time of invoices. The creditors section operate to
a target of paying 95% of invoices on time, however, at November 2019 the Council were paying only 87.6% of invoices on time.
In order to combat the processing times, in January 2020 instruction was issued by the Creditors Team Leader to PECOS requisitioners requesting that the above manual check be
undertaken by an appropriately authorised signatory within the Service and the batch header signed to evidence this check had been done which would then enable creditors to
process the invoice for payment.
Internal Audit considers that the control environment is significantly weakened by these interim arrangements which do not appear to have been formally communicated to all officers
with delegated authority for authorising invoices.
With regards development of a new interface and re-introduction of automated controls built into the relevant financial systems, we noted that there appear to be no clearly documented
plan of what is required, who is responsible or planned timescales for completion.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Expenditure may not be
properly incurred.
Increased potential risk of
fraud and/or error and that
these would not be identified
in a timely manner.

The Head of Financial Solutions, in
conjunction with the Head of Asset and
Procurement Solutions should, as a matter of
urgency:
(1) review the current control environment
and ensure appropriate preventative and
detective controls are put in place in
relation to mitigating the risks which arise
from the contorl weaknesses identified by
Internal Audit;
(2) clearly
communicate
revised
arrangements for the processing of
invoices relating to PECOS orders to all
Services; and
(3) develp a detailed action plan for the
interface between efinancials and
PECOS ensuring required actions are
clearly documented, responsible officers
assigned with target completion dates
and a mechanism to track and monitor
progress.

Red

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Partially Agree
Paul Doherty, Incomes Manager
Re (1) and (2)
In the absence of an automated solution linking PECOS to eFinancials,
management has considered the control environment and will continue
to request that authorised batch headers are submitted by Services.
However, to ensure financial regulation 12.4 is fully complied with,
changes will be implemented in relation to the batch header
authorisation process, as detailed in action plan point 2 below. Revised
guidance on arrangements for the processing of invoices relating to
PECOS orders will be issued to all PECOS users.
Re (3)
Work on the interface between PECOS and eFinancials has been
ongoing and is now close to completion. Following a management
change within the Creditors Team, meetings have taken place and a
detailed action plan is being developed to meet all necessary
requirements.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
2

Creditors

0220/2020/002

Finding
Non-PECOS invoices were not always authorised for payment by individuals who had delegated authority to authorise such payments.
The Council’s financial processes are predicated on the requirement for transactions to be authorised by staff who have been given the delegated authority to do so. The details of
who can authorise what sort of transactions and up to what limits are determined by management and recorded on the authorised signatory database.
Our last report on Creditors (June 2019) reported that a number of non-PECOS related invoices had not been individually signed to certify that the goods/services were as ordered,
payment was properly due under the terms of any contract and that prices and all arithmetic details were correct as required by the Council’s financial regulations (para 12.4). We
also identified instances of invoices where the authorising officer was not listed on the authorised signatory database. In response to this previous audit finding management issued
a communication to Services reminding them of their responsibilities regarding authorisation payment of invoices.
During this current review, within the sample of invoices selected, we again identified a number of invoices that were not appropriately authorised. Given this, we consider that the
reminder previously issued to staff has clearly not had the required impact as no significant improvement has been noted.
In addition we also consider that there continues to be some ambiguity within Services in respect of the respective roles and requirements surrounding the authorisation of individual
invoices and the authorisation of batches. Internal Audit considers that in considering the above finding the roles and requirements surrounding invoices and batching should also
be reviewed and clarified to staff.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

If invoices are not certified
by relevant authorised
signatories
prior
to
payment
delegated
financial control may not
be operating as intended,
expenditure may not be
properly incurred.

Given the limited impact previous reminders appear to have had,
as evidenced by the continued non-compliance by Services, the
Head of Financial Solutions should ensure that:
(1) consideration is given to what further action might be taken
to ensure that all non-PECOS invoices passed to Creditors
for payment have been appropriately authorised.
Action might include creditors’ staff checking invoices to
confirm they have been signed with spot checks on a sample
basis to confirm authorisation is within delegated authority
and/or returning unauthorised invoices/batches to the
relevant Service to enable individual invoices to be
appropriately certified prior to payment; and
(2) current requirements for authorising invoices and batches are
reviewed and amended as appropriate with clear guidance
created and thereafter communicated to Services as to the
corporate expectations for signing individual invoices and
batches ensuring the purpose of each ‘signature’ is clearly
referenced and the requirements of paragraph 12.4 of the
Financial Regulations are complied with.

Red
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Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Partially Agree
Paul Doherty, Incomes Manager
It is management’s view that the financial regulations
and the associated batch authorisation process
provide sufficient control to mitigate the risks
associated with this process.
By signing the batch header for non-PECOS invoices
the authorised signatory is providing certification for
each invoice within the batch that the requirements
of financial regulation 12.4 have been met.
However, consideration has been given to what
further action might be taken to improve this and
ensure that non-PECOS invoices passed to
Creditors for payment have been appropriately
authorised. Batch headers will be amended to
explicitly state what the signatory is authorising to
ensure there is no ambiguity. Financial regulation
12.4 will also be amended to ensure it is clear in this
regard and updated guidance will be issued to
Services to ensure there is no ambiguity in the
revised process.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
3

Creditors

0220/2020/002

Finding
An apparent ‘systems glitch’ allowed an order to be submitted to a supplier prior to it being authorised and this requires to be understood and addressed.
PECOS operates on the basis of approval plans which document the individuals within each service area or team who have been set up as requisitioners and approvers. Each
approver has a different financial limit which is set up within PECOS and is also documented on the approval plan. Using the information within the approval plan, PECOS automatically
sends orders to the officer who has the relevant financial limit for authorisation. The controls within the PECOS system are such that only where an order is authorised by a designated
approver should it be processed by the system and issued to the supplier.
We identified that one PECOS order in our sample had been issued to the supplier without the necessary authorisation being obtained. We understand this error occurred due to a
failure of the system to properly recognise a deactivated approval level and refer the order to the next level within the approval plan for authorisation prior to issue.
Corporate Procurement have now investigated this anomaly and it was confirmed that there were no further approval plans with the same error condition. Steps have now been
taken to update the affected plan meaning this situation should not occur again for this Service area/team. Had our sample testing not included this case, the system error would
have remained unidentified and Corporate Procurement advised that at present there are no mechanisms in place to monitor the incidence of any such approval plan ‘glitches’ and
therefore there can be no guarantee that a system ‘glitch’ will not occur again.
We are satisfied that the specific circumstances which appear to have led to this ‘system glitch’ and the subsequent impact on the control environment are probably unusual and
therefore, any future re-occurrence Is unlikely to be frequent; however, we consider that the Service needs to consider how it will identify any resulting risk exposure in order to
determine whether any further management actions may become necessary if the issue becomes more common.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

If procurement systems
do not operate as
intended
there
is
increased risk that the
control environment upon
which the Council places
reliance
may
be
inadequate and increases
the risk of fraud and/or
error.

The Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions
should:
(1) liaise with the supplier of the PECOS system
to determine the root cause of the problem and
whether this can be readily and cost-effectively
rectified; and if not then
(2) ensure that the Service considers how it will
identify and monitor any future resulting risk
exposure arising from this apparent ‘systems
glitch’ in order to be in a position to take further
management actions if the issue becomes
more common and/or the risk exposure
increases.

Amber

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Audrey Telfer, Category Manager (ICT & Digital)
We agree that this finding presents a risk to the organisation where a
purchase order is issued to a Supplier without the authorisation of a
Council Officer.
We have investigated this with the PECOS Technical Support Team
and have identified it as being an isolated incident, with the route cause
not being easily determined, but potentially being caused by a
deactivated authorisation level on a Team Approval Plan and indeed
not every order processed through this plan was affected.
We will monitor the situation and in the event that this rare “system
glitch” should occur again, we will take action to build new Approval
Plans where required and discontinue with the process of de-activating
approval levels in existing plans to eradicate this risk.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
4

Creditors

0220/2020/002

Finding
Management needs to review how it gains assurance that Services are complying with the Council’s relevant key corporate expectations.
We identified a range of issues which indicate failures to comply with some key procurement expectations as set out, for example, in the Councils CSO’s and Financial Regulations.
These include:
 the award of a contract for professional services in excess of the £50,000 threshold by Asset and Procurement Solutions which did not comply with the requriements of the CSO’s.
We understand that the original contractor, appoined via a framework operated by Scotland Excel, could not deliver the agreed service which was time critcal to the overall project.
CSO9 details arrangements for a negotiated tendering process which requies approval by the Chief Executive and/or Executive Director when the situation is deemed to be
extremely urgent and a subsequent report presented to committee explaining the circumstances and justification for the use of this standing order. These condiions were not
applied by the Service;
 instances where no register of quotations for servcies/supplies procured between £5,000 and £50,000 were held; and
 despite CSO 3.14(ii) stating ‘that all such supplies, works and services, the value of which is below the threshold of £5,000, must be ordered using the Council’s official purchase
order form or the PECOS or other Council approved e-Procurement system (unless otherwise exempt by the Council’s certified payment process)’ we idenified a number of
instances where purchase orders had not been completed. Explanations provided including it being historic practice not to raise orders or the supplier not being available via
PECOS.
Although a range of performance information is currently gathered by Financial Solutions (in respect of creditors processing) and Asset and Procurement Solutions (in respect of
procurement), neither Services’ performance management frameworks allow management to readily assess compliance. Whilst Internal Audit can provide periodic independent
assurance on compliance via audits such as this, management should not be relying on such work and needs to consider how best it might gain more regular assurance on the
extent of compliance with key corporate expectations.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The Council may fail to demonstrate that best value is being
secured by its procurement processes.
Increased potential risk of fraud and/or error and that these
would not be identified in a timely manner.

The Heads of Asset and Procurement Solutions and Financial Solutions should review how
management gains assurance on the extent of compliance with key corporate expectations.
This might include introducing appropriate compliance checks, on a proportionate and risk
based basis, to verify that the corporate expectations regarding procurement activity and
creditors processing are being adhered to.

Amber

See next page for management response
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
4
ctd

Creditors
Management response

0220/2020/002
Implementation
Month/Year

Asset and Procurement Solutions
Agree
Audrey Telfer, Category Manager (ICT & Digital) - Procurement advisory
Corporate Procurement Working Group – Compliance monitoring

June 2020

The Head of Asset & Procurement Solutions will remind Services of the following expectations for:


The conditions of use of the Negotiated Tendering Procedure in terms of approval, reporting & justification for Goods and Services above £50k and for
Works above £500k.
 Registers of Quotations to be kept by Chief Officers in Services as stated in Contract Standing Order 3.2.4 for all contract awards authorised by them for
Goods & Services between £5k-£50k and £5k-£500k for Works. This will ensure that they can be presented if required at future Audits.
 The procurement of Goods, Services & Works below £5k should be made by procesisng a purchase order using Pecos or other Council approved eProcurement Systems.
A Procurement Advisory will be issued by Asset & Procurement Solutions.
With regards negotiated tender processes, we have an existing Corporate procedure in place for the submission, recording and monitoring of Negotiated Tender
Requests and procedural compliance and this is reported to each meeting of the Corporate Procurement Working Group.
In terms of compliance checks for low value transactional procurement activity, in the Council’s current devolved operating model for procurement activity, the
Head of Asset & Procurement Solutions only has visibility of contract award procedures above £50k for Supplies & Services & above £500k for works. Given
the devolved model, Services are responsible for their procurement activity and as such the Corporate Procurement Working Group (CPWG), which has
representation from all Services, will consider the issue and determine how best compliance can be monitored, with an appropriate mechanism introduced
thereafter.
Financial Solutions
Agree
May 2020

Paul Doherty, Incomes Manager
Financial Solutions will reintroduce a compliance check on the failure rate of Services to present invoices for payment in accordance with the relevant Financial
Regulations. This information will be made available to Services as required to assist with performance management and training needs.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
5

Creditors

0220/2020/002

Finding
Some compliance issues were identified which Services need to bring to the attention of relevant staff and ensure are addressed.
From our sample of non-PECOS orders we noted:


some instances where the orders had not been adequately authorised, either because the authoriser was not listed on the authorised signatory database, the order was not
signed or the value authorised was in excess of the approvers delegate limit; and


lack of segregation of duties between order and invoice authorisation in some cases.
Other observations regarding orders raised regardless of mechanism (i.e. PECOS or non-PECOS) include:


instances of overly abbreviated descriptions of the item(s) being purchased;



instances of the incorrect quantity and/or unit prices being stated;



significant time delay in raising retrospective orders with no explanation for this being recorded; and


a lack of awareness and/or clarity for Services as to whether an order requires to be raised or not for non-standard transactions e.g. membership fees, supplier not on PECOS.
We consider that whilst there is a range of guidance and toolkits available to Services when procurement activity involves a tendering process and award of contract there is scope
for a high-level user-friendly/quick reference guide to be developed to inform and assist staff on key aspects of the ordering, receipting and invoicing expectations for day-to-day low
level spend.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Failure to comply
with
expected
procedures creates
increased risks that
the Council could
pay
for
goods,
services or works
which have not been
received or pay
amounts which are
not properly due or
secure best value.

The Head of Asset
and
Procurement
Solutions
should
consider developing a
high
level
userfriendly/quick
reference guide for
staff setting out key
corporate
expectations
in
respect of ordering,
receipting
of
goods/services and
invoicing for day-today low level spend.

Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Partially Agree
Audrey Telfer, Category Manager (ICT & Digital) - Procurement advisory
Corporate Procurement Working Group – Compliance monitoring
In respect of non-Pecos orders and taking cognisance of the Council’s devolved operating model and the
use of legacy system, it is Chief Officers who have ownership and responsibility for these systems and as
such, we consider generic guidance is not appropriate. However, with regard to the general observations,
the Head of Asset & Procurement Solutions will remind Services of the need to:

June 2020



use catalgoue content in eProcurement systems, where possible to ensure that descriptions of items
being ordered are clear and meaningfull and free from abbreviations;
 use clear and meaninful descriptions of items where non-catalogue orders are being processed;
 ensure that accurate quantities and prices are being stated on all purchase orders, especially where
non-catalogue items are being ordered. The use of electronic catalogue content ensures that accurate
and current item pricing is obtained; and
 ensure that Retrospective Ordering is kept to a minimum but when in use, orders are processed quickly
and justification is recorded on every purchase order with an explanation for its use.
In terms of lack of awareness, in relation to non-standard transactions and the need to raise a purchase
order, all requisitioners undergo Pecos training before being given access to the system and are clearly
advised on ordering procedures and requirements. We also have a well-established and communicated
New Supplier Procedure for the validation and adoption of new Suppliers to Pecos and/or eFinancials. This
will be communicated again in a Procurement Advisory.
As per the management response at action point 4 above, the Corporate Procurement Working Group
(CPWG), which has representation from all Services, will consider and determine how best compliance can
be monitored, with an appropriate mechanism introduced thereafter.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
6

Creditors

0220/2020/002

Finding
There is currently a significant backlog of invoices waiting to be scanned onto the creditors system.
We noted in our previous review of Creditors (June 2019) that there was a backlog of invoices waiting to be scanned. While progress has been made with the previous backlog,
including the introduction of a barcode system, there is still a significant volume of batches waiting to be scanned. We understand there is an issue with the time the scanning
process takes and that this is being compounded by the very limited resource currently available to carry out this work.
From our observations, we also noted that batches awaiting scanning are being held in an ad-hoc manner in boxes, on top of each other, in and on top of cupboards and desks.
Several of the boxes have deteriorated and there is a risk that invoices may be misplaced.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Evidence in support of payments
made may not be readily available in
the event of any disputes or queries if
copies of invoices are not scanned
onto the system in a timely manner.

The Head of Financial Solutions should ensure that:
(1) the backlog of invoices to be scanned is addressed in a
timely manner, including consideration of how the
scanning process can be made more effective to
achieve more timely scanning on an ongoing basis.
(2) batches awaiting scanning are stored in an organised
manner.

Green
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Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Paul Doherty, Incomes Manager
The backlog of invoices within the current
financial year has been addressed and staff are
now working on the current period less one.
There is a finite number of batches to be
scanned from the previous year, which will be
addressed in due course but it should be noted
that there has been no requests to access any
invoices from these batches in the last 6
months.
At the time of the site visit by Audit, it is believed
that the batches of invoices were still on Floor
1, Dalziel Building before relocation to Ground
Floor, Dalziel Building with the Creditors Team.
All batches awaiting scanning are now stored in
an organised manner.
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated as
intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or no
improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended. Significant errors have been detected. Substantial improvements
should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the risk
materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
ENTERPRISE STRATEGIC COMMERCIAL PARTNERSHIP
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1:
Audit grading
Appendix 2 – Good practice toolkit – key questions
Issued to: Executive Director (Enterprise and Communities) and Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions
Copied to: Commercial Contracts Manager, Chief Executive and ESCP Project Board

Headlines
This audit exercise was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Council’s arrangements in respect of progressing Programme of Work item 001 – Enterprise Strategic
Commercial Partnership (ESCP).
At the Policy and Strategy Committee on 28 February 2019, approval was granted to “scope and explore
options for an innovative new approach to delivery for a full range of interconnected property, community asset
and infrastructure investments to ensure the council delivers on its shared ambition for inclusive growth and
prosperity for the people and communities of North Lanarkshire”. As a result of this approval, the ESCP
programme was established. An outline of the potential scope of the programme was provided to Committee
in March 2019 and this was further developed in September 2019 when Committee approved the principles of
those services to be taken forward as ‘in scope’.
The ESCP is a project of considerable potential scale, complexity, uncertainty and which presents significant
risks and challenges that require to be effectively managed. The ESCP is at the development stage, with an
Outline Business Case (OBC) currently being prepared for submission to Committee in March 2020.
The audit work undertaken recognises that the ESCP is currently at a relatively early stage and, therefore, the
scope of this review was limited to reviewing the programme’s current governance arrangements against
corporate expectations and a good practice toolkit, prepared by Internal Audit from material from a range of
sources, including the National Audit Office, HM Treasury and the Cabinet Office Infrastructure and Projects
Authority (key questions from the toolkit are at Appendix 2). The audit does not, and was not designed to, offer
an opinion on the quality and/or robustness of the OBC and/or the merits or otherwise of possible options for
progressing which the OBC may identify.
Based on the results of our work, we have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’. We are
satisfied that the governance arrangements currently in place to progress the ESCP are adequate and appear
robust and consider that the project is being managed in line with the council’s project management guidance
and in a manner consistent with good practice. We are also satisfied that the Project Board in place appears
effective in providing oversight, challenge and direction and that financial control and risk management appears
appropriately embedded in the governance of the project.
We have identified one area where we consider that scope for improvement exists and where a
recommendation has been made. This relates to need for the potential scale and complexity of whatever the
Council may decide to proceed with following consideration of the OBC to be fully reflected in future governance
arrangements (including enhanced financial management/controls and risk management arrangements).
The governance arrangements will require to be further developed if the project progress past the current
developmental stage and further audit work on the ESCP will be included in the 2020-21 Internal Audit Annual
Plan if approval to proceed is granted by Committee.
Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance (Green/Amber)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0660/2020/002

Date

05/03/20

Lesley Armstrong (01698 302181) and Paula Hendry
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This audit exercise was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Council’s arrangements in respect of progressing Programme of Work item 001 – Enterprise Strategic
Commercial Partnership (ESCP).
The scope of the exercise was limited to reviewing the programme governance arrangements against corporate
expectations and a good practice toolkit, prepared by Internal Audit from a range of sources including material
from the National Audit Office, HM Treasury and the Cabinet Office Infrastructure and Projects Authority.
In particular, we considered the following:


Is it clear what the current stage of the project is intended to deliver? Are short-term scope and milestones
realistic, understood, clearly articulated and capable of being met?



Are there effective governance structures that provide periodic updates on progress/status and strong and
effective oversight, challenge and direction? Does this include appropriate consideration of relevant risks
and how key risks are being managed?



Are there appropriate financial controls and budget monitoring in place to ensure expenditure is in line with
approved budgets and is subject to periodic review?
Work undertaken involved discussions with key project staff and a detailed review of documentation to evidence
the operation of relevant key processes and procedures.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

1

0

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No areas requiring urgent management action have been identified.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


The Enterprise Strategic Commercial Partnership has an appropriate and effective governance structure.
There is a Project Board with written terms of reference which clearly define the responsibilities of
members and regularity of board meetings. The board is chaired by the Head of Asset and Procurement
Solutions, who is Senior Responsible Officer, and membership includes relevant chief officers, ensuring
that it has the authority to make decision and ensure programme delivery.



The Project Board meets every four weeks and the minutes of these meetings confirm that the Board
appears effective in providing oversight, challenge and direction.



Financial control and risk management appear appropriately embedded in the governance of the project.



There is appropriate elected member oversight and scrutiny of the ESCP through periodic reports being
submitted to the Policy and Strategy Committee at key stages of the project and where specific approvals
are required.



A project brief has been prepared which outlines the strategic objectives for the project and how these will
be achieved and these are linked to the council’s strategic plan and ambition statements.



A Preliminary Risk Assessment (PRA) for the project has been undertaken and a risk register, which
identifies likely and foreseeable risks has been prepared to supplement the PRA. The risk register for the
development stage has, for each risk, assessed the likelihood and impact, identified the owner and
confirmed the controls in place and actions required to manage the risk. The risk register is reviewed and
updated on a regular basis.



Funding, based on appropriate cost estimates, has been secured for the development stage of the project.
The budget is monitored by the project manager and the Project Board are provided with a financial update
at board meetings.
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Other areas for improvement (Amber)
One other area for improvement was identified:


The potential scale and complexity of whatever the Council may decide to proceed with following
consideration of the OBC in March will require to be fully reflected in future governance arrangements
(including enhanced financial management/controls and risk management arrangements).
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3. Action Plan
Ref
1

Enterprise Strategic Commercial Partnership

0660/2020/002

Finding
The potential scale and complexity of whatever the Council may decide to proceed with following consideration of the OBC in March will require to be fully reflected
in future governance arrangements (including enhanced financial management/controls and risk management arrangements).
While current governance arrangements in place during the developmental stage are adequate and robust, the consequences of decisions made by the Council following
consideration of the OBC in March could, depending on the decisions made, represent a significant step-change in the challenges and risks which the project team will be
required to manage and this will require to be fully reflected in future governance arrangements (including financial management/controls and risk management arrangements).
We were pleased to note that a detailed project plan containing milestones, timescales and critical path has been established for the development/preparation of the OBC stage
of the project, with a further high level project plan containing indicative timescales for the remaining stages of the project. A detailed project plan has not yet been prepared
in detail for the stages following OBC approval. We recognise that, with the OBC still being developed and some ongoing uncertainties around any procurement processes,
this is currently a difficult task to undertake and complete.
However, we consider that it is important that a draft detailed project plan with indicative tasks, milestones and timescales should be prepared and shared with the Project
Board, senior management and other key stakeholders at as early a stage as practical after decisions are made in respect of the OBC to provide some assurance around how
the project will be progressed and whether previously identified timescales are achievable. We would also expect an increasing emphasis on how key challenges and risks
associated with any future project will be addressed.
Future financial management arrangements will also need to be strengthened and enhanced. Cost estimates have been determined for the early stages of the project and are
being monitored by the Project Manager and reported to the Project Board. An outline budget document anticipating the likely resources required to progress the ESCP has
been prepared for the remaining three stages of the project, but it does not currently provide detailed cost estimates given current uncertainties. We would expect this issue to
be addressed in the OBC due to be presented to Policy and Strategy Committee in March 2020. As the financial scale of the project becomes clearer post-March, effective
financial management and financial controls will become more important and we would expect governance arrangements to further evolve to ensure that the Project Board can
understand, monitor and challenge financial performance.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Governance
arrangements
may fail to develop
to
reflect
the
increasing scale
and complexity of
the
ESCP,
impacting on the
ability
of
the
Council to deliver
this
project/programm
e to time and/or
budget and/or to
achieve intended
outcomes.

Management
should
ensure that the Project
Board
periodically
assesses the adequacy
and effectiveness of the
project
governance
arrangements to ensure
that these remain ‘fit for
purpose’,
adequately
reflect the scale and
complexity of the project
and
are
effectively
contributing
to
the
delivery of the project to
time, budget and the
achievement of intended
outcomes.

Amber

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
James McKinstry, Head of Asset & Procurement Solutions
The development stage risk register identified a number of risks relating to governance, budgets and
knowledge challenges for leaders across the Council relating to the potential scale, complexity and
nature of transformational change that could be the outcome of the OBC as an approved project for
progressing. The controls and Terms of Reference for Governance determined that these matters
would be reviewed to reflect the scope and principles of the approved project to be procured.
An initial review of governance and financial control will be undertaken with the Board, along with other
relevant corporate chief officers, project team and include external advisers. This will be in the form
of a number of workshops led by an independent facilitator.
Following these workshops, the Board will review the recommendations and approve the governance
and financial structures and controls to be implemented.
In addition, in parallel, a number of other reviews are planned to take place (programme, risks,
resourcing) as these are also subject to being aligned to the approved project. The finalised project
risk register for the procurement stage will take place, following the reviews of governance, financial,
programme etc., and will include strategic risks for the follow on stages.
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to
the control environment. The control environment has substantially
operated as intended although some minor errors have been detected.
Very few or no improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to
the control environment. The control environment has mainly operated
as intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements
should be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high
risk to the control environment. The control environment has not
operated as intended. Significant errors have been detected. Substantial
improvements should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk.
If the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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Appendix 2 – Good practice toolkit – key questions

1.

Need for programme:
Is it clear what current stage of the programme is intended to achieve?

1.1

Has the need for a programme been established?

1.2

Is there a clear understanding of the current position, the shortcomings that the programme is
intended to address and the desired outcome? And is it clear that the programme, if delivered would
address the need?

1.3

Are there clear, realistic objectives and an understanding of what success looks like?

2.

Putting the programme into practice:
Are scope and business requirements realistic, understood, clearly articulate and capable of
being put into practice?

2.1

Has the programme been defined clearly?

2.2

Does the programme definition take into account likely business and external changes?

2.3

Have stakeholders endorsed the arrangements for delivering the programme?

2.4

Is there appropriate staff training and support in place to deliver the programme and effect business
change?

2.5

Has the programme identified enablers to achieve its objectives (e.g. people, policies, funding,
processes, partners & technology?) Are they in place?

2.6

Does the organisational risk management plan include risks associated with the operation of the
service or capability?

2.7

Is there an appropriate disaster recovery plan?

3.

Governance and assurance:
Are there effective structures (internal and external) that provide strong and effective oversight,
challenge and direction?

3.1

Is there a suitable governance structure for the programme?

3.2

Are there clearly defined roles and responsibilities?

3.3

Is there a distinct programme management team with authority and responsibility for delivering the
programme?

3.4

Does the organisation’s board receive timely and accurate reports on the programme progress?

3.5

Is the programme integrated into the wider planning and development of the organisation?

3.6

Are the programme and oversight teams realistic about their ability to deliver and implement the
programme successfully?

3.7

Do the programme sponsor and other senior stakeholders receive independent assurance on the
programme? Has the programme board responded proactively to external assurance reviews?
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Appendix 2 – Good practice toolkit – key questions (continued)

4.

Risk management:
Are key risks identified, understood and addressed?

4.1

Has the programme adopted a systematic approach (e.g. horizontal scanning) to identifying and
considering risks?

4.2

Have foreseeable risks been identified and assessed?

4.3

Have risks been appropriately analysed to assess both the likely occurrence and the potential impact
and produce a prioritised management strategy?

4.4

Have key risks been allocated an owner and a management plan in place?

4.5

Are there systematic criteria for escalation?

4.6

Have risks associated with using innovative approaches/solutions been taken into account?

4.7

What contingency plans are in place and how would they be activated?

5.

Business case:
Does the business case demonstrate value for money (VFM) over the lifetime of the
programme?

5.1

Have the achievable benefits and outcomes been defined?

5.2

Is the funding secured?

5.3

Is there a credible estimation of all costs, appropriate for the stage of the programme?

5.4

Does the cost include the cost of enablers? i.e., the costs that are required to make the project work
as opposed to the barriers.

5.5

What evidence is there that the timescales are realistic?

5.6

Are decisions through the life-cycle made with regard to VFM?

6.

Costs and schedule:
Has the programme built up robust estimates of cost and schedule, including all programme
components?

6.1

Have programme cost and duration estimates been developed through use of systematic and
appropriate methods?

6.2

Do the cost estimates cover all elements of the programme?

6.3

Have the estimates been validated?

6.4

Is it clear where costs have been excluded?

6.5

Do costings make allowance for risk?

6.6

Does the programme have identified contingency sums aligned with the risks and uncertainties in the
estimated cost components?

6.7

Does the programme schedule have the majority of tasks on its critical path or is there some flexibility
in the scheduling of individual tasks?

6.8

Does the programme record and continually update its critical path?

6.9

Are realistic milestone dates consistently reported to leadership and the organisation?
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
HOUSING – NEW SUPPLY PROGRAMME
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
Appendix 1:
Audit grading
Issued to: Head of Planning and Regeneration and Housing Development Manager
Copied to: Executive Director of Enterprise and Communities and Chief Executive

3. Action Plan

Headlines
This audit exercise was designed to review the progress made by the Council in implementing ‘Programme of Work
13: New Supply Programme’. The planned delivery of 5,000 affordable homes by 2035 constitutes a significant and
challenging project for the Council, is closely linked to a number of other Programme of Work items and will form an
important contribution to the achievement of a number of the Council’s wider ambitions and priorities. The audit
considered:


how well the Service is managing and progressing the Council ambition to deliver 5,000 new council homes by
2035;



whether the open market purchase scheme operated by the Council is delivering value for money and
contributing effectively to the delivery of the Council’s housing ambitions;



how well the Council has aligned its strategic investment plans to deliver local priorities; and



the extent to which the Council is succeeding in engaging effectively with the Affordable Housing Supply
Programme to maximise the level of resources obtained for North Lanarkshire
Based on the results of our work, we have assessed the audit as providing ‘reasonable assurance’. We are satisfied
that the programme’s governance and project management arrangements are adequate and appear robust and
generally consistent with good practice. Although there are a number of uncertainties and risks that require to be
managed, the Service remains confident that the programme currently remains ‘on track’.
We are satisfied that the Service has in place generally effective processes to ensure that the open market purchase
scheme operated by the Council does represent value for money and is contributing effectively to the delivery of the
Council’s housing ambitions.
We also noted that the Council has prepared a Strategic Housing Investment Plan which sets out its affordable
housing priorities for the period 2020-21 to 2024-25 that will contribute to meeting the priorities set out in the Local
Housing Strategy and that activities under the ‘New supply’ programme appear to be consistent with both.
We have, however, identified some areas where we consider scope for improvement exists and have made a small
number of recommendations for management consideration/action. The issues which we consider management
require to address are detailed at Section 3 of the report and include:
 arrangements for reporting to key stakeholders on the progress of the overall programme need to be improved;
and
 the Housing New Supply programme risk register does not currently include all risks which could affect the
successful delivery of the programme.
Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0630/2020/001

Date issued

10/03/2020

Jacquie Howden (01698 302185) and Paula Hendry
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This audit exercise was designed to review the progress made by the Council in implementing ‘Programme of
Work 13: New Supply Programme’ of the Plan for North Lanarkshire and in addressing some of the key associated
challenges and risks. In particular, the audit considered:


how well the Service is managing and progressing the Council ambition to deliver 5,000 new council homes
by 2035;



whether the open market purchase scheme operated by the Council is delivering value for money and
contributing effectively to the delivery of the Council’s housing ambitions;



how well the Council has aligned its strategic investment plans to deliver local priorities; and

 the extent to which the Council is succeeding in engaging effectively with the Affordable Housing Supply
Programme to maximise the level of resources obtained for North Lanarkshire.
As part of this audit, we have undertaken an assessment of the Housing New Supply programme project
management and governance arrangements against a good practice toolkit prepared by Internal Audit from a
range of sources including the National Audit Office, HM Treasury and the Cabinet Office Infrastructure and
Projects Authority. Work undertaken involved gathering evidence of relevant key policies and procedures and
interviewing key project staff within the New Supply Programme Team. We also considered the adequacy of the
process for identifying and prioritising projects for inclusion in the Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP) and
the extent to which they contributed towards the Council’s Local Housing Strategy (LHS) key priorities as well as
maximising the Council’s level of resources through the Scottish Government’s Affordable Housing Supply
Programme (AHSP). Use was also made, where appropriate, of information gathered during the recent audit
exercise on the governance of capital projects issued in October 2019.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The Internal
Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

2

3

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No key areas requiring urgent management action have been identified.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:



Appropriate operational and governance arrangements have been put in place to support the delivery and
management of the programme including regular monitoring reports presented to senior management;



There is a dedicated New Supply Team in place which has appropriate skills and capacity to successfully
deliver the programme;



The project management arrangements for the programme were largely consistent with the corporate
methodology, with sourcing methodologies and risk registers in place at individual project level;



As required by statute, the Council has prepared a Local Housing Strategy (LHS) which is supported by an
assessment of housing need, demand and provision. The Council’s LHS 2016-2021, sets out the Council’s
strategy, priorities and plans for the Council and its partners to deliver high quality housing and housing related
services across all tenures to meet the identified housing needs in its area; and



The Council has also prepared a Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP), in accordance with Scottish
Government guidance, which sets out its affordable housing priorities for the five year period to 2024/2025
that will contribute to meeting the priorities set out in the LHS.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
A number of other areas for improvement were identified:
 arrangements for reporting to key stakeholders on the progress of the overall programme need to be improved;
 the Housing New Supply programme risk register does not currently include all risks which could affect the
successful delivery of the programme.
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Housing – New Supply Programme

3. Action Plan
Ref
1

0630/2020/001

Finding
Arrangements for reporting to key stakeholders on the progress of the overall programme need to be improved.
The results of our work highlighted that Service management are generally confident that the project will be successfully delivered on time due to the degree of flexibility within
the programme and regular monitoring undertaken. We reviewed the arrangements for monitoring and reporting progress on the Housing new supply programme and noted
that whilst regular reports are being presented to Committee in respect of the individual aspects of the programme, the reports did not always provide sufficient information to
allow effective oversight of progress and/or an understanding of the key risks and how these were being managed. In particular we noted that:
 there is no clear and regular reporting to Committee on the progress against key programme timescales, milestones and budget and/or the current status of the overall
programme or a clear management assessment on whether the project is on track to be successfully delivered within the expected timescales;
 there has been a lack of clarity in reports about how the Council plans to deliver the 5,000 new supply target in terms of the expected split between new build, off the shelf
and OMPS and how this mix between the three elements has changed and/or may require to be changed in the future;
 there have been no reports to Committee which clearly set out the potential requirement to review the number of OMPS and off the shelf properties which may need to be
purchased to off-set delays in new builds and/or the risk that sites for re-provisioning properties nay not be available within expected timescales;
 there are no regular update reports on the status of the projects prioritised in the SHIP and/or the impact to the delivery of the programme of any deviations and/or slippages;
and
 there has been no information reported to Committee of the level of funding claimed via the AHSP against the Council’s allocation or, given ongoing uncertainties, information
on the impact of any future changes in the level of Scottish Government funding.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without robust and
effective
monitoring
arrangements, there is
an increased risk that
the Council may fail to
effectively manage the
project and/or to deliver
the expected objectives
to time and budget.
Without
regular
reporting of progress
against the programme,
key stakeholders may
not be aware of any
issues arising and/or
may not be able to take
appropriate action on a
timely basis.

Management should ensure that appropriate
arrangements are put in place to provide key
stakeholders with regular reports regarding progress
being made against the overall new supply
programme’s objectives and priorities.
Information reported should include:

Amber

 progress against planned actions, costs/budgets
and key milestones and including an assessment
of whether or not the programme remains ‘on
track’;
 details of any key changes to the planned
programme including to the delivery mix between
new build, off the shelf and OMPS properties; and
 how key risks and uncertainties which could
impact on the successful delivery of the
programme are being managed.

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Tony Mallaghan, Housing Development Manager
There are regular reports to Committee on progress with delivery
of the new supply programme, including 6 monthly reports re the
OMPS, the HRA capital programme monitoring report and regular
updates are provided to elected members and extended CMT via
the New Supply Bulletin. In addition, we have robust internal
reporting mechanisms in place including internal monitoring via
RAG reports and regular updates to the New Supply Board and
Towers Board.
These boards include representation from
stakeholders from Housing Solutions, Housing Property,
Environmental Assets, Finance and Legal services.
However, since the new target of 5,000 new homes was agreed in
May 2018, it is acknowledged that there has not been an update
report to Committee to set key milestones for the overall
programme to 2035 and an assessment of whether the programme
remains ‘on track’, and this is something that will be actioned, and
has been incorporated into the new Programme of Work.

May 2020
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
2

Housing – New supply Programme

0630/2020/001

Finding
The Housing New Supply programme risk register does not currently include all risks which could affect the successful delivery of the programme.
We reviewed the risk management arrangements and were pleased to note that the Planning and Regeneration risk register for the Housing New Supply programme had been
developed in accordance with the corporate methodology and included a risk in respect of the successful delivery of the Housing New Supply programme, which had been
assigned to a designated risk owner. We also noted that each individual new build project within the programme had its own risk register, which are recorded on the programme
log.
We noted, however, that the strategic risk register for the programme did not clearly set out all operational and other risks which may affect the successful delivery of the overall
programme and/or reflect all of the risks identified within the individual project risk registers. In particular, there was no consideration within the strategic risk register of the
risks around the impact of a reduction in Scottish Government funding levels, inability to secure contractors, difficulties identifying suitable sites for new builds and the failure
of the procurement processes, etc.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Key risks may not be adequately
identified, assessed or monitored.
Key stakeholders may not be provided
with comprehensive information on the
key risks affecting the achievement of
the programme.

Management should review and update the strategic
Housing New Supply programme risk register to ensure
that it fully captures all risks that may affect project
delivery and ensure that how those risks are being
managed has been documented with any additional
appropriate mitigating actions required identified.

Amber

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Tony Mallaghan, Housing Development Manager
The Planning and Regeneration risk register will
be re-named to avoid confusion and better reflect
that it is the strategic risk register for the Housing
New Supply programme.
In addition, the risk register will be reviewed and
updated to ensure that all operational and other
risks affecting the successful delivery of the
programme are clearly recorded and monitored
in accordance with the Services’ established risk
management arrangements.

May 2020
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Housing – New supply Programme

3.Action Plan (continued)
Ref
3

0630/2020/001

Finding
Management needs to continue to refine the benchmark valuation of new build costs used for assessing whether potential OMPS purchases represent value for
money.
We were generally satisfied that the Service has adequate processes in place to assess whether the open market purchase scheme (OMPS) operated by the Council is
delivering value for money. We reviewed the current process for evaluating value for money and noted that assessments for different sized properties were based on current
valuations provided by the Council’s surveyors through their knowledge of the local market and the Council’s new build costs.
We noted, however that as the Council has not yet built in all areas of North Lanarkshire and has not yet built significant numbers of all different house types, the new build
cost valuation used is an average across the entire geographical area and based on the number of bed spaces, meaning that for example a two bedroom mid terraced house
could be valued the same as a two bedroom upper cottage flat. In addition we noted that the valuations did not include the cost of purchasing/developing the land.
Whilst this appears an appropriate benchmark at present, in order to continue to demonstrate value for money, we consider that the basis of valuation of new build costs should
be reviewed on an ongoing basis, as more detailed information becomes available, to ensure that it remains appropriate and reflects information on the Council’s current new
build costs and the costs of different types of housing and of building in different areas.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Value for money
may
not
be
assessed using the
most appropriate or
accurate property
valuations available.

Management should seek to regularly review and
refine the basis of the new build valuation used for
assessing the value for money of potential OMPS
properties as their knowledge of the cost of new builds
(by geographical area, by different housing types and
inclusion of land costs) continues to develop.

Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Tony Mallaghan, Housing Development Manager
Whilst we consider it impracticable at present to try and directly
compare new build costs by size/type and location with potential
purchases through the OMPS, we acknowledge the need to
continue to demonstrate the value for money of the OMPS scheme.
There are a number of different variables even within each Housing
Market Sub Area and the new build costs are much higher than the
second hand purchases. Lifecycle costs would also need to be
taken into account to reflect costs associated with component
replacement etc.
However, we will continue to monitor the costs of the OMPS,
including repair costs, to ensure value for money can be
demonstrated and will consider methods to continue to
demonstrate value for money going forward as new build
information becomes available.

May 2020 and six
monthly thereafter
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Housing – New supply Programme

3.Action Plan (continued)
Ref
4

0630/2020/001

Finding
There are some areas for improvement in the SHIP process.
We reviewed the process for identifying and prioritising projects for inclusion in the Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIIP) and whilst arrangements were generally sound,
we noted a small number of issues as follows:




there were three sites relating to re-provisioning sites and/or Affordable Housing properties which did not appear to have been included on the SHIP evaluation matrix
spreadsheet for assessment against the evaluation criteria in accordance with the expected process;
one site was identified within the SHIP priorities which had been put forward by two different Housing Associations with different housing types/mix. This had been
prioritised to the housing association which had scored lower in the evaluation criteria and no reason had been documented as to why this was the case; and
there is no formal approval process by the Head of Planning and Regeneration and/or the Housing Development Manager for the priorities included in the SHIP. Instead
there is a deemed approval process via the SHIP consultation process with Scottish Government, key stakeholders and other council services as to the projects to be
prioritised and submission of the draft SHIP priorities to committee for consideration/approval.

Implication
Projects may not be
prioritised for inclusion in
the SHIP in accordance
with the recognised criteria.
Without formal approval,
management may not be
able to demonstrate that
projects
have
been
properly prioritised and
approved.

Recommendation
Management should ensure that:




all projects contained in the
SHIP are evaluated in a
consistent way and that the
reason for their prioritisation is
adequately documented; and
a formal approval process by the
Head
of
Planning
and
Regeneration is recorded to
evidence that a review has been
undertaken.

Priority
Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Tony Mallaghan, Housing Development Manager




April 2020

For the three sites mentioned above, two were identified within the reprovisioning programme due to the construction type and/or as part of the
demolition of Council flats and the remaining site was secured by the
Council’s Affordable Housing Policy, where the private sector housing
developer provides a number of affordable housing units as part of a wider
residential development. In addition, the site in the SHIP where two RSLs
expressed interest was resolved when one of the RSLs withdrew their
interest and the second RSL was acceptable within the parameters of the
assessment matrix for the SHIP.
We agree, however, that sites such as the above should still be assessed
like any other and all sites will be included within the SHIP Evaluation Matrix.
The SHIP report will be amended in future to include a summary of all new
applications with a narrative outlining why sites are approved / not approved.
Meetings take place with the Head of Service prior to submission of these
reports and the report to committee is from the Head of Service and would
not be put forward without Head of Service approval. In future, however,
the SHIP evaluation report can be formally signed off by the Head of Service
as evidence of the process taking place.
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Housing – New supply Programme

3.Action Plan (continued)
Ref
5

0630/2020/001

Finding
Improvements could be made to the Area Managers input to the OMPS process.
We reviewed the minutes from the Buy Back Scheme meetings and noted that there was a recurring issue in respect of Area Managers not being more proactive in identifying
high priority property types/sizes which could help inform the OMPS process. Management are aware of the issue and we understand that this will be followed up with the
Area Managers as appropriate.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without input from the Area
Managers, properties being
considered for inclusion in
the OMPS system may not
be appropriately prioritised to
fully reflect local housing
demand/needs.

Management should explore with Area
Managers how their input, based on
their local knowledge, can be better
incorporated into the Open Market
Purchase Scheme (OMPS) to ensure
that high priority property types/sizes in
each locality can be more effectively
identified.

Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Tony Mallaghan, Housing Development Manager
As part of the current OMPS process, all properties that progress to the
valuation stage have been approved by the Area Manager and Housing
Solutions Manager to confirm that there is need and demand for the
specific property. Area managers also identify where they have specific
needs for certain types of property, e.g. to meet the needs of a wheelchair
user.
However, we acknowledge that further discussions with the Area
Managers could take place to better inform the process and help further
prioritise specific needs within the scheme. Dialogue is currently ongoing
through the regular OMPS liaison meetings. However, going forward in
order to ensure input from all Area Managers, this will become a standing
agenda item at these meetings.

April 2020
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated as
intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or no
improvements are needed.

Green-Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber-Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended. Significant errors have been detected. Substantial improvements
should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the risk
materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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AGENDA ITEM 6B

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit and Scrutiny Panel
☐ for approval ☒ for noting

Ref: KA/ASP/Sept20

Date: 03/09/2020

Internal Audit Progress Report (April-June 2020)
From:

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email:

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk Telephone:

07939 280602

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of Internal Audit activity and to report the
results of Internal Audit outputs finalised in the period April-June 2020 (these would normally
have been reported to the Panel at the meeting scheduled for late-June which was cancelled
due to the public health emergency).
The report highlights the most significant issues arising from the completed audit work.
Appendix 1 provides a brief summary of the scope and key findings of each substantive audit
report. In addition, a supplementary pack with full copies of these reports has also been
circulated to Panel members.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to:
(1)

consider whether there are any issues raised by Internal Audit which are sufficiently
significant to require a further report from management to be submitted to a future
meeting of the Panel;

(2)

request that Internal Audit provide a report to future meetings of the Panel reporting
progress made by management implementing agreed management actions in
relation to all audit recommendations categorised as ‘Red’ or ‘Amber’; and

(3)

otherwise note this report.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire:
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement

All ambition statements
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1.

Background
1.1

In June 2019, the Panel approved the 2019-20 Internal Audit Annual Plan which
detailed a programme of work to be carried out. The Internal Audit Charter, most
recently approved by the Panel in February 2018, requires that the results of
Internal Audit’s work are periodically reported to the Panel.

2. Report
Audit reviews completed in the period
2.1

Work has continued in accordance with the completion of the 2019-20 approved
annual plan. Work is also now underway in line with the 2020-21 Plan. Table 1
below provides an overview of completed Internal Audit reports in the period AprilJune 2020.
Table 1: Completed Internal Audit outputs in the period April-June 2020
Subject

Internal Audit Opinion

1. The Council’s Anti-Fraud arrangements

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

2. Carbon management

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

3. Community engagement and empowerment

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

4. Payroll: overtime

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

5. Integration review and self-assessment

Reasonable assurance
(Green-Amber)

6. Participatory budgeting

Limited assurance
(Amber-Red)

2.2

Appendix 1 provides a brief summary of those reports forming part of the annual
programme of planned assurance work. Copies of all finalised reports are included
in the supporting pack to these papers.

2.3

Appendix 2 contains detailed definitions of the categories used by Internal Audit
when making recommendations, providing an audit opinion and on the extent of
assurance which is being provided to management and Panel members on those
systems or areas of Council operations examined by Internal Audit.

2.4

This report excludes specific audit outputs produced for the North Lanarkshire IJB
which are reported directly to its senior management team and audit committee.

2.5

In addition to the above exercises, Internal Audit also produced a number of reports
to management in the period on resilience of current services and/or on the
adequacy of proposed new arrangements and controls, often implemented at short
notice, across a range of different activities in response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
These are shown at Table 2. Due to the nature of the exercises and in accordance
with the agreed Internal Audit reporting protocol, these reports have not been
included in the papers for this meeting.

2.6

During the period covered by this report, a third of Internal Audit team were
temporarily seconded to support the resilience of a number of key financial
processes. All staff have now returned and are fully engaged on Internal Audit
work.
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Table 2: Covid-19 related Internal Audit outputs in the period
Subject

1. Scottish Welfare Fund

2. Free school meals

3. Newly self-employed hardship fund

4. Business support grants

5. Payroll: staff redeployment arrangements

6. B&B hardship fund

7. Creditors
Commentary on completed Internal Audit work
2.7

The nature of Internal Audit exercises means that most reviews invariably find some
scope for improvement, usually in the form of controls which are weak or only
partially effective and, therefore, contain a number of recommendations. One of
the audits completed in the period (Participatory Budgeting) offered only ‘limited
assurance’.

2.8

Our work on Participatory Budgeting was a high-level review intended to provide
assurance on whether the Council has adequate, robust and effective governance
arrangements in place to support the development of participatory budgeting (PB)
in line with the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (‘the Act’).

2.9

The particular focus of this exercise was on reviewing the council’s PB
arrangements and in particular the Council’s strategic direction for PB, the
governance arrangements surrounding the council’s approach to PB and the extent
to which the arrangements focus on ensuring that citizen participation can have a
direct impact on the way in which the budgets are allocated. As part of the audit,
we also assessed the Council’s current arrangements against good practice
identified from a range of sources including guidance issued by the Scottish
Government.

2.10 We were pleased to note that significant progress has been made by the Service
in developing aspects of the Council’s PB activities and that the PB governance
arrangements appear generally consistent with good practice. There is also
appropriate elected member oversight and scrutiny of PB activity. However, the
Council will require some time to fully implement, embed and mainstream PB
activity and there are a number of aspects of the Council’s PB arrangements which
require to be further developed.
2.11 In particular, whilst we are satisfied that the Council’s commitment and strategic
direction in relation to PB is generally adequate and clearly links to the Council’s
wider objectives, we consider that the current PB arrangements require to be
significantly up-scaled and accelerated if the Council is to meet the COSLA/Scottish
Government framework requirements by April 2021. This will require agreement
and significant corporate buy-in and commitment from all services regarding the
approach to be adopted to identifying and agreeing relevant funding and on how
future PB activities will be progressed and monitored across the Council.
2.11 I am pleased to be able to confirm that the Service has responded positively to the
report and has either already put in place, or has committed to doing so, a series
of actions designed to address the areas for improvement identified.
2.12 In determining which other issues from recent outputs to highlight in this report, I
have selected those issues which I consider to be most significant either because
of the nature of the topic, or the risk implications of the weaknesses identified.
2.13 Our work on Carbon management reviewed the progress made by the Council in
reducing carbon emissions and addressing key challenges and risks.
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2.14 The findings from the audit were generally positive, although we identified a number
of issues that we consider management needs to address, either because of
weaknesses in current arrangements or in response to the step-change that will be
required to address the significant challenges that arise from revised expectations
of when the Council may be required (or wish to seek) to achieve net-zero carbon
emissions.

3

2.15

Management reported proposals for actions linked to the climate change
emergency motion passed by the Council to the Environment and Transportation
Committee in June 2020. The Service has also responded positively to the report
and has either already put in place, or has committed to doing so, a series of actions
designed to address the areas for improvement identified

2.16

Our work on the Integration review and self-assessment reviewed progress
being made taking forward the improvement actions identified arising from the
North Lanarkshire Integration Review and self-assessment, the results of which
were reported to the Policy and Strategy Committee in June 2019.

2.17

Based on the results of our work, we have categorised this audit as offering
‘reasonable assurance’ and are satisfied that, following the results of the North
Lanarkshire Integration and self-assessment processes an action plan was
prepared consolidating relevant improvement actions identified by the review
process. We also found that reports have been presented to relevant Committees
providing updates from management on progress addressing the identified
improvement actions. These reports show significant progress has been made.

2.18

There are no other issues arising from Internal Audit work which I consider
sufficiently significant to highlight to the Panel. Future follow-up reports will provide
the Panel with information on the implementation, or otherwise, of all actions
proposed by management in response to audit recommendations categorised as
‘Red’ or ‘Amber’.

Equality and diversity
Fairer Scotland Duty
Equality Impact
Assessment

4.

No requirement to carry out a Fairer Scotland assessment
in this instance.
Noo requirement to carry out an equality impact
assessment in this instance.

Implications
Financial impact

None identified

HR/Policy/Legislative
Impact

None identified

Environmental Impact

None identified

Risk impact

Any failure to operate an effective internal audit service
could impact on the effectiveness of the Council’s risk
management and corporate governance processes.

5. Measures of success
5.1
Internal Audit reports annually on its performance to the Panel and is also subject
to review annually by the Council’s appointed external auditors.
6. Supporting Documents
Appendix 1 Summary of completed Internal Audit assignments
Appendix 2 Audit gradings
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Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Appendix 1
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period April-June 2020
Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
1.

Review of the Council’s Anti-fraud arrangements
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

2 Green

1

This was a brief high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Council’s management arrangements for preventing and detecting fraud
with particular emphasis on the management of known fraud risk areas. Work undertaken
during the review included consideration of the Council’s arrangements against good practice
as identified within the CIPFA ‘Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption’
(‘the Code’) and considered the adequacy and effectiveness of procedures and controls in place
to prevent and/or detect a small sample of known key fraud risk areas.
Based on the results of our audit work, we categorised the audit as offering ‘reasonable
assurance’. We are generally satisfied that, at a corporate level, the Council has adequate
arrangements in place to manage known fraud risk areas and that these are generally consistent
with good practice. These include a Corporate Anti-Fraud Policy which highlights the Council’s
attitude towards fraud and a range of relevant policies, codes and operating procedures which
seek to outline expected standards of employee behaviour and to ensure that all staff are aware
of the important part they each play in preventing and detecting fraud. The Council has also
recognised the risk of serious organised crime, fraud and corruption within its key corporate
risks.
We have, however, identified some areas where we consider scope for improvement exists and
have made a small number of recommendations. In particular we consider that some aspects
of the Council’s current anti-fraud arrangements could be more compliant with good practice,
particularly around developing a more pro-active approach to counter fraud across the Council.
We also consider that Services need to document and periodically review how they manage
fraud risks in those Service areas which are known to present greater fraud risk. We have also
highlighted the importance of ensuring a more consistent approach to raising staff awareness
of the fraud risks they are likely to encounter and how to respond to them when they do occur.
Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period April-June 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
2.

Carbon management
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

3 Green

1

The purpose of this audit was to review the progress made by the Council in reducing carbon
emissions and addressing key challenges and risks. We considered whether the Council has
clear objectives and a strategy with identified actions that are intended to deliver planned
reductions in carbon emissions, whether it has implemented a robust approach to the
measurement and monitoring of carbon emissions with adequate reporting to key stakeholders
on performance, and whether it is complying with key regulatory and legislative requirements
including duties arising from the Climate Change (Scotland) Act.
We last audited this issue in 2016, when we were critical of some aspects of the Council’s
approach and relevant governance arrangements and made a number of recommendations. We
are pleased to note that since then the Council can demonstrate significant actions in response
to the recommendations contained in our previous report and has generally made good progress
in taking forward a range of actions to reduce its carbon emissions. Based on the results of our
work, we have assessed this audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’.
The Council has addressed many of the issues we raised previously and can demonstrate a
track record of reducing carbon emissions. We are satisfied that the Council has identified
actions that it intends to progress to deliver reductions in carbon emissions and has linked the
Carbon Management Plan to the Council’s ambitions and strategic objectives. The Council has
also established arrangements to facilitate the measurement of carbon emissions and is
complying with key regulatory and legislative requirements including duties arising from the
Climate Change (Scotland) Act.
We have, however, identified a number of issues that we consider management needs to
address, either because of weaknesses in current arrangements or in response to the stepchange that will be required to address the significant challenges that arise from revised
expectations of when the Council may be required to seek to achieve net-zero carbon emissions..
The issues which we consider management require to address if the Council is to continue to
successfully deliver on this issue going forward are detailed at Section 3 of the report and include:


the current carbon management plan and associated governance arrangements require to
be reviewed to ensure that both reflect best practice and incorporate the wider range of
actions likely to be required and/or accelerated to fully address the changing expectations
and climate change commitments the Council is expected to deliver against;



the Council could be clearer in setting short, medium and longer term targets for its carbon
emissions commensurate with how it plans to contribute to the achievement of longer-term
national (and local) targets;



the Council needs to review how it currently uses carbon impact assessments to ensure that
carbon sustainability is, where appropriate, more consistently and effectively used to support
decision-making; and



there is scope for better/more formalised reporting of performance on carbon reduction
initiatives to stakeholders including information on performance over time/against targets.

Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period April-June 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
3. Community engagement and empowerment
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

2 Green

1

This was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness
of the Council’s approach and developing arrangements in respect of community empowerment
and community engagement.
As part of the audit we assessed the Council’s arrangements against the good practice identified
by Audit Scotland and other relevant regulatory and inspection bodies in ‘Principles for
community empowerment’ (published in July 2019) and against the key requirements and
expectations for the Council set out in the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (‘the
Act’).
We also reviewed the progress made by the Council in implementing the 2019 Programmes of
Work items P055 (Community Asset Mapping), P056 (Community Matters/locality governance
system) and P057 (Community engagement/community visioning framework) in respect of the
Council’s community empowerment and community engagement activities being progressed
under the Community Matters agenda.
A significant amount of work has been taken forward to ensure that the Council can properly
address the diverse range of expectations and requirements placed upon it by the Act and we
were pleased to note that the Council’s arrangements are generally consistent with recognised
good practice.
Based on the results of our audit work we have categorised the audit as offering ‘reasonable
assurance’. Whilst we are generally satisfied that good progress has been made to date in
establishing appropriate community engagement/community empowerment arrangements, a
small number of recommendations have been made in Section 3 of the report. These include:


a number of actions remain as ‘work in progress’ and we identified a number of areas where
we consider that further actions are required to fully comply with the requirements of the
Act/associated guidance and/or good practice (highlighted in Appendix 2 of the report).
These include raising awareness of the legislation and associated process for the general
public relating to Community Asset Transfers and Participation Requests and reviewing the
Council’s current staffing capacity, skills and resources to more effectively support
community empowerment across the Council; and



there is scope to improve the actions taken to date in progressing some of the relevant
programme of work items.

Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period April-June 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
4. Payroll: overtime
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

1 Green

1

This review was designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s arrangements for ensuring that all overtime claims are legitimate, properly calculated
and appropriately reviewed and authorised prior to payment. Testing also addressed whether
payments made were contractually due and supported by adequate and appropriate
authorisation and that where overtime appeared high, there was evidence of consideration by
management of alternative and/or more cost effective methods of service provision
Based on the results of our work we are satisfied that overtime claims appeared legitimate and
were generally correctly calculated and appropriately reviewed and authorised. We noted some
Service areas incurred significant overtime costs, but are satisfied that there is evidence of
appropriate review of overtime levels and that Services do appear to actively consider/manage
overtime levels including considering, as appropriate, whether service provision could be
delivered more cost effectively.
Although we have in the past issued critical reports in respect of some control aspects relating
to payroll processing, our most recent work has been more positive, reporting significant
management actions to address previous weaknesses and to strengthen controls. I am pleased
to be able to confirm that the results of this audit are consistent with that ongoing improvement
in the robustness and effectiveness of the general control environment within payroll.
We have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’ meaning that the relevant
control environment is adequate and has mainly operated as intended although some errors
and/or weaknesses have been identified and some improvements should be made. The issues
which we consider management require to address are detailed at section 3 of the report and
include that Services are currently not complying with conditions relating to an overtime ceiling
as set out in the Council’s terms and conditions for employees and the Council needs to consider
whether this condition is still relevant and then take appropriate action either to remove it or, if it
remains relevant, to ensure it is complied with.
Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period April-June 2020

Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
5. Integration review and self-assessment
Internal Audit Opinion: Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)
Audit recommendations:

Red

0

Amber

2

Green

1

The purpose of this audit was to provide assurance to the Council on progress being made taking
forward the improvement actions identified arising from the North Lanarkshire Integration Review
and self-assessment, the results of which were reported to the Policy and Strategy Committee
in June 2019.
During the course of the exercise, we considered whether the identified improvement actions
had been incorporated into a detailed action plan and whether adequate and effective
arrangements were in place to enable key stakeholders to regularly monitor and assess progress
implementing identified improvement actions and to identify any issues arising.
Due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic and the Services’ involvement as Category 1
responders, our ability to substantively confirm the reported status of the individual improvement
actions included in the action plan was impacted. As an alternative, we considered and made a
judgement on whether the Service’s assessment of the status of each of the actions appeared
reasonable based on our knowledge and was consistent with the narrative provided in the most
recent update to the Adult Health and Social Care Committee in February 2020.
Based on the results of our work, we have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable
assurance’ and are satisfied that, following the results of the North Lanarkshire Integration and
self-assessment processes an action plan was prepared consolidating relevant improvement
actions identified by the review process. We also found that reports have been presente d to
relevant Committees providing updates from management on progress addressing the identified
improvement actions. These reports show significant progress has been made. However, we
consider that there are some areas for improvement which management require to address.
These are detailed at section 3 of the report and include the following:
 There is scope for more regular and formal tracking and monitoring by senior management of
progress in implementing the improvement actions; and
 Key stakeholders ability to provide effective scrutiny and oversight of progress would be
improved if relevant reports contained more detailed narrative.
Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 1 (continued)
Summary of Internal Audit assignments completed in the period April-June 2020
Internal Audit outputs: Audit opinion and commentary
6. Participatory budgeting
Internal Audit Opinion: Limited assurance (Amber-Red)
Audit recommendations:

Red

1

Amber

2

Green

1

This was a high-level review designed to provide assurance that the Council has adequate,
robust and effective governance arrangements in place to support the development of
participatory budgeting (PB) in line with the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (‘the
Act’). Participatory budgeting seeks to involve local communities in decisions about the
distribution of public service budgets and empower local people to have a direct say in how and
where public funds can be used to address local needs. COSLA/Scottish Government have
made a commitment to ensure that at least 1% of council non-ring fenced budgets will be subject
to participatory budgeting by April 2021 (which would equate to approximately £7-8 million for
the Council).
The scope of this audit exercise was focused on reviewing the council’s PB arrangements and
in particular the Council’s strategic direction for PB, the governance arrangements surrounding
the council’s approach to PB and the extent to which the arrangements focus on ensuring that
citizen participation can have a direct impact on the way in which the budgets are allocated. As
part of the audit, we assessed the Council’s current arrangements against good practice
identified from a range of sources including guidance issued by the Scottish Government.
We were pleased to note that significant progress has been made by the Service in developing
aspects of the Council’s PB activities and that governance arrangements appear generally
consistent with good practice. There is also appropriate elected member oversight and scrutiny
of PB activity. However, the Council will require some time to fully implement, embed and
mainstream PB activity and there are a number of aspects of the Council’s arrangements which
require to be further developed and we categorised the audit as offering ‘limited assurance’.
In particular, whilst we are satisfied that the Council’s commitment and strategic direction in
relation to PB is generally adequate and clearly links to the Council’s wider objectives, we
consider that the current PB arrangements require to be significantly up-scaled and accelerated
if the Council is to meet the COSLA/Scottish Government framework requirements by April 2021.
This will require agreement and significant corporate buy-in and commitment from all services
regarding the approach to identifying and agreeing relevant funding and on how future PB
activities will be progressed and monitored across the Council. We have identified in Section 3
of the report a number of areas where we consider scope for improvement exists. These include:
 There is currently no formal overarching plan in place clearly setting out detailed actions
necessary or planned to allow the Council to mainstream its PB activities or to deliver against
the requirement to make 1% of its non-ring fenced budget available for PB activity by April
2021;
 There are a number of areas (highlighted in Appendix 2) where actions are required for the
Council’s arrangements to better reflect recognised good practice; and


The need to improve the processes for recording and evaluating PB project applications and
for allocating budgets to better meet the needs and priorities of communities.
Finally, a significant amount of the audit work underpinning this report was conducted prior to the
current Covid-19 pandemic. The implications of dealing with the virus will present some
significant short and medium-term challenges for the Council’s participatory budgeting
arrangements including potential impacts on the affordability of approved projects, challenges
around future engagement on priorities and potential impacts on the capacity of community
groups to engage with the Council and/or to prepare and progress applications/projects.
Satisfactory management responses have been received to the audit recommendations
contained within the report.
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Appendix 2
Audit Gradings
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.
Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place,
operating effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance

Assurance opinion

Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present
low risk to the control environment. The control environment
has substantially operated as intended although some minor
errors have been detected. Very few or no improvements are
needed.

Green-Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present a low to
medium risk to the control environment.
The control
environment has mainly operated as intended although errors
have been detected. Some improvements should be made.

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present
medium to high risk to the control environment. The control
environment has not operated as intended. Significant errors
have been detected. Substantial improvements should be
made.

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an
unacceptable level of risk to the control environment. The
control environment has fundamentally broken down and is
open to significant error or abuse. Immediate and major
changes need to be made.

Amber-Red

Red

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to
significant risk. If the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the
organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to
medium risk. If the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the
organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low
risk. If the risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation
as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve
immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require
immediate management action.
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REVIEW OF THE COUNCIL’S ANTI-FRAUD ARRANGEMENTS
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Headlines
This was a brief high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s management arrangements for preventing and detecting fraud with particular emphasis on the
management of known fraud risk areas. Work undertaken during the review included consideration of the Council’s
arrangements against good practice as identified within the CIPFA ‘Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud
and Corruption’ (‘the Code’) and considered the adequacy and effectiveness of procedures and controls in place to
prevent and/or detect a small sample of known key fraud risk areas. Areas of recognised good practice are detailed
at Appendix 2.
Based on the results of our audit work, we have categorised the audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’. We are
generally satisfied that, at a corporate level, the Council has adequate arrangements in place to manage known
fraud risk areas and that these are generally consistent with good practice. These include a Corporate Anti-Fraud
Policy which highlights the Council’s attitude towards fraud and a range of relevant policies, codes and operating
procedures which seek to outline expected standards of employee behaviour and to ensure that all staff are aware
of the important part they each play in preventing and detecting fraud. The Council has also recognised the risk of
serious organised crime, fraud and corruption within its key corporate risks.
We have, however, identified some areas where we consider scope for improvement exists and have made a small
number of recommendations. In particular we consider that some aspects of the Council’s current anti-fraud
arrangements could be more compliant with good practice, particularly around developing a more pro-active
approach to counter fraud work across the Council. We also consider that Services need to document and
periodically review how they manage fraud risks in those Service areas which are known to present greater fraud
risk. We have also highlighted the importance of ensuring a more consistent approach to raising staff awareness of
the fraud risks they are likely to encounter and how to respond to them when they do occur.
Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0900/2020/008

Date issued

28/5/2020

Jacquie Howden (01698 302185), Paula Hendry and Hugh Shevlin
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This was a brief high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s management arrangements for preventing and detecting fraud with particular emphasis on the
management of known fraud risk areas.
Work undertaken during the review included consideration of the Council’s arrangements against good
practice as identified within the CIPFA ‘Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption’ (‘the
Code’) and considered the adequacy and effectiveness of procedures and controls in place to prevent and/or
detect a small sample of known key fraud risk areas. Areas of recognised good practice are detailed at
Appendix 2.
High risk fraud areas were identified through a review of relevant national documentation produced by the
Audit Commission and the Cabinet Office/National Fraud Authority and the recent Audit Scotland ‘Red Flags
in procurement’ report (October 2019). As well as reviewing corporate arrangements, after considering areas
which have recently been reviewed by Internal Audit, a small sample of individual areas or activities
(Procurement, Insurance, Cyber security and Social Welfare Fund (SWF) Grants) were selected for more
detailed review.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

2

1

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No areas requiring urgent management action have been identified.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


The Council has developed a Corporate Anti-Fraud Policy and Fraud Response Plan which has been
approved by Committee and which is available both on the intranet and the Council’s website. This
includes details of the Council’s zero tolerance attitude to fraud and how suspected frauds and
irregularities will be dealt with;



The Council has a number of policies/procedures which are designed to assist in the
prevention/detection of fraud including a Whistleblowing policy, Employee and Chief Officer Codes of
Conduct, a Money Laundering Policy and an Information Security Policy;



The Council has identified the risk of serious organised crime, fraud and corruption within its corporate
risks, which are monitored regularly by the Corporate Management Team; and



The Council participates in the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) and is an active member of the National
Anti-Fraud Network (NAFN).

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
A small number of other areas for improvement were identified:


The Council’s anti-fraud arrangements need to more closely reflect the good practice principles
contained in the CIPFA Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption; and



There is a need for the anti-fraud arrangements to be more formally embedded at individual service
level, particularly in respect of known key fraud risk areas.
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Review of the Council’s Anti-fraud arrangements

3. Action Plan
Ref
1

0900/2020/008

Finding
The Council’s anti-fraud arrangements need to more closely reflect the good practice principles contained in the CIPFA Code of Practice on
Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption.
We compared the Council’s anti-fraud arrangements against recognised good practice. Whilst we were satisfied that the Council’s arrangements were generally consistent
with good practice, we identified a small number of areas where we consider that there is scope for improvement. The key areas identified are as follows:


The Council does not have a Counter Fraud and Corruption Strategy or an annual Counter Fraud Action Pan which is linked to the Council’s overall strategic objectives
and/or which sets out a clear programme of work to manage the risk of fraud and corruption in accordance with the Code. As a result, details of planned fraud prevention
and deterrence and pro-active detection work to enable early detention of fraud is not formally documented;



The Council does not have a dedicated counter fraud team or specialist counter fraud staff to enable pro-active counter fraud work to be undertaken (or formally
undertake an annual review of the adequacy of resources available to deal with counter fraud activities). Internal Audit staff currently undertake fraud investigations as
required and fraud and corruption investigation work is largely reactive;



There has been no formal review of the Council’s anti-fraud arrangements since 2017 despite a corporate commitment to undertake reviews on an annual basis and a
number of the related corporate documents (including the Anti-Fraud Policy and the Code of Conduct for Chief Officers) have not been reviewed since then;



Whilst there is some reference to the council’s Anti-fraud policy and the corporate risk management arrangements, there is currently no statement contained in the
Annual Governance statement about the Council’s level of adherence with the Code and whether it has adequate and effective counter-fraud and corruption
arrangements; and



There is little performance information gathered in respect of fraud and the Council does not specifically estimate likely fraud loss to enable year on year comparisons to
be made.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The Council may not be able to fully
demonstrate compliance with the
good practice principles for managing
the risk of fraud and corruption.
The absence of formal arrangements
for undertaking pro-active fraud
investigation work could have a
significant impact on the Council’s
ability to promptly identify, prevent
and/or respond to fraud and
corruption

Senior Management should review the current corporate anti-fraud
policies and arrangements and implement any identified actions
necessary to ensure that the Council’s arrangements are more
fully consistent with recognised good practice.
In particular, management should consider:

Amber



developing a Counter Fraud strategy and/or an annual
Counter Fraud Action Plan, in line with good practice and
previous corporate commitment, which clearly sets out
planned actions for managing the risk of fraud and corruptions
and any planned fraud prevention and/or pro-active detection
work; and



whether the Council should have dedicated counter fraud staff
and/or alternative joint working arrangements in place to
enable appropriate pro-active counter fraud work to be
undertaken.

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Ken Adamson
Audit and Risk Manager
A report will be prepared for
Corporate
Management
Team
consideration and approval setting out
a range of proposed actions which will
form the basis of a Counter Fraud
Action Plan. This report will include
consideration of whether the Council
should have dedicated counter fraud
staff and/or alternative arrangements
to enable appropriate pro-active
counter fraud work to be undertaken

August 2020
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Review of the Council’s Anti-fraud arrangements (continued)

3. Action Plan
Ref
2

0900/2020/008

Finding
Anti-fraud arrangements need to be more formally embedded at individual service level, particularly in respect of known key fraud risk areas.
From a review of the risk registers currently available on the Figtree system we noted that only a small number of Services had specifically considered fraud related risks
within their risk registers. In addition, of the 25 risks classified as ‘serious organised crime, fraud and corruption’ within the system, 12 did not specifically relate to fraud
activity. We therefore selected a small sample of key fraud risk areas across the Council and reviewed the extent to which anti-fraud arrangements had been implemented at
individual service level.
Generally we noted that the arrangements varied greatly across the service areas reviewed and there were a number of areas where we consider that anti-fraud
arrangements need to be strengthened/further embedded. In particular we noted that Services do not routinely highlight identified and/or potential fraud risks or cases with
staff as part of the team briefings or produce routine and/or regular reports on fraud related activity for senior management. We also noted that, where fraud related policies
and procedures had been prepared and circulated to staff, it was not always clear from the documents what the service’s anti-fraud arrangements were or what was expected
from staff in respect of fraud related activity.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without
appropriate
operational
guidance and timely awareness
training, staff may not be able to
identify potential fraud and corruption
within their area and/or may not be
aware of their responsibilities in respect
of dealing with suspected fraud and
corruption.

Senior management should ensure that Services, particularly
those with known high fraud risk, have in place appropriate
arrangements to ensure staff have a good understanding of
relevant fraud risks and how such risks are to be managed. In
particular, Services should ensure that:

Amber



service risk registers contain relevant fraud related risks in
accordance with the Council’s risk management strategy;



policies and procedures clearly set out the expected actions
to be taken by staff where potential and/or suspected fraud
cases have been identified; and



staff are periodically reminded of fraud risks which they (as
part of the Service) are involved in managing.

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Ken Adamson
Audit and Risk Manager
Report highlighted at AP ref 1 above
will include consideration of actions
necessary to ensure that appropriate
level of staff awareness and the
inclusion of known fraud risk in
Service risk registers.

August 2020
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Review of the Council’s Anti-fraud arrangements

3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
3

0900/2020/008

Finding
More needs to be done to raising staff awareness of potential areas of fraud and corruption across the Council.
We reviewed the council’s current arrangements for raising awareness of potential fraud and corruption to staff and noted a number of areas where we consider that there
is scope for improvement. In particular we noted that:


The Council does not hold regular fraud briefings and/or make reference to potential fraud and corruption in the staff newsletters;



The Council does not explicitly publicise actions taken against fraudsters and/or undertake positive publicity of outcomes as a deterrent for others;



The Council’s induction training module, which highlights employees’ responsibilities in relation to fraud and the Council’s attitude to fraud, is not currently available due
to the recent management and service restructures. We understand that a replacement booklet is currently being prepared and that a revised module for new entrants
will be created thereafter;



The Council’s eLearning module on fraud awareness is not a mandatory course and there is no monitoring currently undertaken by management to determine the
extent to which staff have completed the training. In addition, the module has not been updated since 2013;



Whilst staff within the Procurement Team were aware of the Audit Scotland ‘Red Flags (Procurement)’ report, there was no evidence that this has been disseminated to
all staff with procurement responsibilities across the council. We understand that a new eLearning module is to be developed, based on the report, for all relevant staff
to complete, however no timescales have as yet been established as to when this training module will be available;

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without a clear direction from
senior management of the issues
and expectations with regard to
fraud, staff may not be aware of
their role and responsibilities in
respect of preventing, identifying,
detecting and/or reporting actual or
potential fraud and corruption.

Senior Management should review the gaps in the current corporate
anti-fraud arrangements and:

Green



consider how best to communicate to staff and the public the
Council’s attitude to fraud and how it plans to deal with identified
cases;



ensure that the fraud awareness training module is reviewed
and updated including, as appropriate, consideration of
incorporating the proposed training module based on the Audit
Scotland ‘Red Flags report’ on procurement;



ensure that all staff are encouraged to undertake the fraud
awareness training and that completion is monitored regularly
by management; and



ensure that fraud risks are fully embedded in the corporate risk
management strategy and the mandatory risk management
eLearning module.

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Ken Adamson
Audit and Risk Manager
Report highlighted at AP ref 1
above will include consideration of
actions necessary to ensure staff
are appropriately aware of fraud
risks and their roles and
responsibilities in ensuring the
Council has robust anti-fraud
arrangements.

August 2020
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated
as intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or
no improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended.
Significant errors have been detected.
Substantial
improvements should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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Appendix 2 Good Practice identified in CIPFA Code of practice on managing the risk of fraud and corruption
Principle A – Acknowledge the responsibility of the governing body for countering fraud and corruption
A1 The organisation’s leadership team acknowledge the threats of fraud and corruption and the harm they can cause to the organisation, its aims and
objectives and to its service users.


Include acknowledgement of the threats of fraud and corruptions faced by the organisation in public documents such as policy statements, strategies and annual reports.



An effective organisation will have a counter fraud and corruption strategy and policy which is approved and supported by the organisation’s leadership team and which is communicated
effectively. Wide distribution of policies can be achieved through inclusion of counter fraud and corruption strategies and policies in induction training, regular referrals at team meetings or
including in leadership briefings. Responsibilities for managing the risk of fraud and corruption should be included in the organisations’ scheme of delegation or terms of reference.

A2 The organisation’s leadership team acknowledge the importance of a culture that is resilient to the threats of fraud and corruption and aligns to the
principles of good governance.
There are a number of ways that the organisation’s leadership team can support a counter fraud culture:


Providing visible support for counter fraud and corruption activity and recognising the risk of fraud and corruption and the harm it can cause to the organisation and to those the
organisation helps and/or protects and including reference to counter fraud and corruption activities in the principles of good governance and standards of conduct adopted by the
organisation.



Ensuring the organisation is responsive to new fraud and corruption risks and embedding strong counter fraud controls and systems within the organisation.



Providing visible support and resourcing for fraud awareness activity and supporting counter fraud and corruption training throughout the organisation and at all levels.



Ensuring that other governance papers, strategies and policies include fraud and corruption risks wherever relevant.

A3 The governing body acknowledges its responsibility for ensuring the management of its fraud and corruption risks and will be accountable for the actions it
takes through its governance reports.


Ensuring that there is a clear programme of work in accordance with the Code to manage the risk of fraud and corruption.



The leadership team can provide strong support by delegating appropriate authority to counter fraud professionals.



The leadership team should ensure that appropriate resources are provided to manage fraud and corruption proportionate to the level of risk and report on the management of risks to the
governing body or audit committee. Senior managers should be given responsibility for fraud risk management in their particular area and this could be included in their job description.



Publication of annual governance reports could include a statement about the level of adherence to the Code and how the organisation is benefitting from successful fraud and corruption
risk management.

A4 The governing body sets a specific goal of ensuring and maintaining its resilience to fraud and corruption and explores opportunities for financial savings
from enhanced fraud detection and prevention.
The organisation should have a clear programme of work to manage fraud and corruption risks with specific goals as set out in a counter fraud and corruption strategy. The programme of
work should be proportionate to the size of the organisation and the risks it faces but could include:


A formal fraud risk management process including the production, maintenance and review of a fraud strategy;



Formal fraud awareness activity and clear directions on actions to be taken if fraud or corruption is discovered; and



The programme of work should be regularly reviewed to focus on new or increasing fraud risks identified as part of the organisation’s risk management work.
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Appendix 2 Good Practice identified in CIPFA Code of practice on managing the risk of fraud and corruption (continued)
Principle B – Identify the fraud and corruption risks
B1 Fraud risks are routinely considered as part of the organisation’s risk management arrangements.


Fraud risks should be integrated into the organisation’s risk management arrangements, allowing them to be owned in the same way as other risks.



Fraud and corruption risk management needs to:
o Identify each fraud and corruption risk, including defining the risk type and its source;
o Identify enablers that may not be fraud and corruption risks in their own right but can assist in the perpetration of fraud e.g. failure to fully implement and maintain access controls;
o Identify the risk owner and ensure there are no gaps in the management of the risk;
o Analyse the risk, therefore enabling the risk to be prioritised;
o Identify mitigations and controls to enable any gaps in processes to be identified;
o Have an action plan and responsible person, with specific timelines and reporting processes; and
o Follow up with regular risk management meetings.

B2 The organisation identifies the risks of corruption and the importance of behaving with integrity in its governance framework.
There should be specific links between counter fraud and corruption policies and other ethical policies, such as codes of conduct and gifts and hospitality policies. It should be stressed in any
policies that the management of fraud and corruption risks is the responsibility of the whole organisation and not just the counter fraud and corruption team.

B3 The organisation uses published estimates of fraud loss, and where appropriate its own measurement exercises, to aid its evaluation of fraud risk
exposures.
Whatever process or type of calculation is chosen for estimating fraud loss this needs to be approved and used consistently so that effective year on year comparisons can be made. Fraud
risk management can be helped and supported by use of the following:


Data analytics;



Specific fraud audits;



Continuous auditing;



Compliance audits;



Targeted awareness campaigns; and



Counter fraud/tests exercises.

B4 The organisation evaluates the harm to its aims and objectives and service users that different fraud risks can cause.
Published reports on detected fraud should provide examples of the harm that fraud could cause including reputational damage, loss of confidence by stakeholders or the public, harm to
specific service objectives and adverse impact on staff morale.
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Appendix 2 Good Practice identified in CIPFA Code of practice on managing the risk of fraud and corruption (continued)
Principle C – Develop an appropriate counter fraud and corruption strategy
C1 The governing body formally adopts a counter fraud and corruption strategy to address the identified risks and align with the organisation’s acknowledged
responsibilities and goals.
The Counter Fraud and Corruption Strategy should include the following key elements:


Aims should be clearly linked to the organisation’s overall strategic objectives and show how the counter fraud strategy intends to help achieve these strategic objectives. The strategy
needs to include all pro-active counter fraud work including prevention and awareness, detection, investigation, the organisation’s response to fraud and the action to be taken and should
address expected objectives, aligned to the aims of the organisation. A specific link to the organisation’s framework of good governance may be helpful here.



Timelines which include target date for objectives, frequency of reviews and revision dates and how the success of the strategy is to be measured and by whom. For the strategy to be
relevant and up to date it needs to be regularly reviewed, revised and used to define success or failure.



The strategy should be linked to fraud policies and procedures as well as other strategies, policies and procedures that may be relevant. The strategy should be time limited and explain
where the organisation is now, where it is hoping to be at the end of the time agreed, how the organisation is going to get there and be approved by the appropriate decision making body.

C2 The strategy includes the organisation’s use of joint working or partnership approaches to managing its risks, where appropriate.
The type of joint working may differ according to the size of the organisation and the risks it faces. However the following principles should apply:


The aims and objectives, aligned to the organisations’ overall aims and objectives are agreed and recorded;



The governing bodies agree on the joint work to be undertaken and the joint work is recorded and responsibilities of each organisation are noted. This could include identification of key
staff. A review process should also be agreed, including consideration of whether this will be the responsibility of one organisation, both individually or a joint review team established; and



Policies, procedures and protocols are agreed in advance and any legal and employee issues considered, agreed and recorded.

C3 The strategy includes both pro-active and responsive approaches that are best suited to the organisation’s fraud and corruption risks.
Pro-active responses to fraud risk management include:


Developing a counter fraud culture to increase resilience to fraud, including a clear statement of intent, regular briefings or newsletters, recognition and praise for fraud prevention and
detection activities and positive publicity of outcomes;



Preventing fraud through the implementation of appropriate and robust internal control measures and using techniques such as data matching to validate data e.g. NFI; and


Deterring fraud attempts by publicising the organisation’s counter fraud and corruption policy and the actions it takes against fraudsters.
Responsive responses to fraud risk management include:


Detecting fraud through data and intelligence analysis and implementing effective referral and confidential reporting and whistleblowing arrangements;



Investigating fraud referrals, including clear reporting and investigation procedures and a clear and stated policy on what investigative action will be taken; and



Applying sanctions, including internal, disciplinary, regulatory and criminal and seeking redress, including the recovery of money and assets where possible.

C4 The strategy includes clear identification of responsibility and accountability for delivery of the strategy and for providing oversight.
The strategy needs to identify the key fraud and corruption risks and the management and accountability for these risks, in order to ensure that the right resources are in place and the correct
action is taken to reduce the harm caused by fraud and corruption. The audit committee should have oversight of the organisation’s strategy to assess whether it meets recommended practice
and governance standards and it complies with legislation.
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Appendix 2 Good Practice identified in CIPFA Code of practice on managing the risk of fraud and corruption (continued)
Principle D – Provide resources to implement the strategy
D1 An annual assessment of whether the level of resource invested to counter fraud and corruption is proportionate to the level of risk.
An annual review of whether the level of resources invested to counter fraud and corruption is proportionate to the level of risk should be part of the overall counter fraud and corruption
strategy and be linked to the annual review of the strategy by the nominated body.

D2 The organisation utilises an appropriate mix of experienced and skilled staff, including access to counter fraud staff with professional accreditation.


Training needs to be provided to ensure that counter fraud staff have the skills, experience and accreditation to conduct their work.



Organisations should consider implementing a personal development process to help identify skills gaps and support continuous professional development.



Activities of counter fraud staff should be governed by a code of conduct/ethical framework.



Where organisations have identified “counter fraud champions” ongoing training may be required to ensure they are aware of new risks or other developments.



Raising the awareness of all staff (particularly front line staff) is also an essential part of fraud prevention. Methods for training staff include:
o Formal subject specific counter fraud presentations;
o “E-learning” tools; and
o Regular counter fraud briefings as an input to routine generic team meetings.

D3 The organisation grants counter fraud staff unhindered access to its employees, information and other resources as required for investigation purposes.
Counter fraud professionals require to have sufficient power and authority (for example access to staff records, documents and meetings) and this authority needs to be made clear in
documents such as standing financial instructions and partnership agreements.
Consideration may need to be given to providing sufficient investment to enable the counter fraud team to address gaps identified in the risk management process through access to relevant
technical tools or intelligence software.

D4 The organisation has protocols in place to facilitate joint working and data and intelligence sharing to support counter fraud activity.
Where joint working with other organisations and agencies is identified as being necessary/useful appropriate frameworks need to be put in place. Relationships need to be agreed in
advance and issues clarified such as responsibilities, obligations, exchange of information, liaison, communications, and meetings with key personnel and media strategies.
Framework agreements for joint working need to concentrate on issues that support operational co-operation, such as areas of mutual interest, joint planning and co-ordinated action.
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Appendix 2 Good Practice identified in CIPFA Code of practice on managing the risk of fraud and corruption (continued)
Principle E – Take action in response to fraud and corruption
E1 The organisation has put in place a policy framework which supports the implementation of the counter fraud strategy.
All organisations should have an action plan linked to the risk register and the overall counter fraud and corruption strategy. The action plan should include a fraud prevention and deterrence
plan, pro-active detection (data analytics/fraud audits), investigations, sanctions, redress and reporting.
A policy framework in support of the counter fraud strategy should be developed which includes a counter fraud policy, a whistleblowing policy, an anti-money laundering policy, an anti-bribery
and corruption policy, a gifts and hospitality policy and register, a pecuniary and conflict of interest policy, codes of conduct and ethics, an information security policy and a cyber-security
policy.

E2 Plans and operations are aligned to the strategy and contribute to the achievement of the organisation’s overall goal of maintaining resilience to fraud and
corruption.


A pro-active plan can be developed to achieve early detection of fraud and corruption. The plan should include any audits that may assist in this detection or specify any activity by the
dedicated counter fraud team.



Organisations need a clear fraud response plan in order that those involved in investigating any fraud or corruption case are aware of the immediate actions to be taken, the aims of any
investigation and to whom they should go for help and advice.



The aims of any investigation should be clearly defined in the counter fraud and corruption strategy and these aims adhered to during the investigation. Investigations should comply with
current legislation (criminal and employment) and procedures and therefore legal advice should be sought during the early stages of an investigation.



The organisation should be aware of any regulatory reporting requirements or the need to inform other external parties of fraud and fraud losses e.g. external auditors or the
organisation’s insurer. If the organisation has a policy of reporting frauds to law enforcement agencies, there needs to be clear criteria and reporting methodology in place e.g. when does
this happen, who is responsible and what method of reporting will be used.



Following the conclusion of an investigation the report should not only detail the investigation and conclusion but should also cover the identification of any weaknesses in any defences
used by the organisation including improvement opportunities in risk management, fraud prevention, detection etc. and the identification of strengths and best practice procedures.
Investigation reports should be circulated to the organisation’s leadership team as well as the risk owners.

E3 Making effective use of national or sectoral initiatives to detect fraud or prevent fraud, such as data matching or intelligence sharing.
The prime example of this is the NFI. Regional or other joint initiatives may also be possible.

E4 Providing for independent assurance over fraud risk management, strategy and activities.
As stated at section A4 of the Code, the organisation needs to have a clear programme of work to manage fraud and corruption risks with specific goals as set out in a counter fraud and
corruption strategy. The governing body can assess whether this plan of work is achieving its aims by implementing an independent review of compliance, goals and resources. This
independent review can be carried out by internal auditors and will support internal audit conformance with Section 2120 A2 of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards. The Audit
Committee should have an independent oversight of the strategy to assess whether it meets recommended practice/governance standards and it complies with legislation.

E5 There is a report to the governing body at least annually on performance against the counter fraud strategy and the effectiveness of the strategy from the
lead person(s) designated in the strategy. Conclusions are featured in the annual governance report.
There needs to be a robust reporting, compliance and governance process, which includes the independent view of compliance, goals and resources (see E4 of the code), and a report at
least annually to the governing body on performance against the counter fraud strategy from the lead person(s) designated in the strategy covering the impact and cost effectiveness of its
counter fraud activities; loss measurement should not solely be in terms of monetary loss but also reputation, effects on staff and morale and costs of investigations. The conclusions from this
review should feature in the annual governance report.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
CARBON MANAGEMENT
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1: Audit grading
Issued to: Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions, Head of Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions
Copied to: Executive Director of Enterprise and Communities, Service Delivery Manager and Chief Executive

Headlines
The purpose of this audit was to review the progress made by the Council in reducing carbon emissions and
addressing key challenges and risks. We considered whether the Council has clear objectives and a strategy
with identified actions that are intended to deliver planned reductions in carbon emissions, whether it has
implemented a robust approach to the measurement and monitoring of carbon emissions with adequate
reporting to key stakeholders on performance, and whether it is complying with key regulatory and legislative
requirements including duties arising from the Climate Change (Scotland) Act.
We last audited this issue in 2016, when we were critical of some aspects of the Council’s approach and
relevant governance arrangements and made a number of recommendations. We are pleased to note that
since then the Council can demonstrate significant actions in response to the recommendations contained in
our previous report and has generally made good progress in taking forward a range of actions to reduce its
carbon emissions.
The policy landscape continues to evolve rapidly in response to increased recognition of the need for urgent
action in order to mitigate the damaging impacts of future climate change linked to carbon emissions. In 2019
the Scottish Government declared a climate emergency and set a legally binding target of net-zero emissions
by 2045 with all public bodies having a responsibly to contribute to the achievement of this target. The Council
also passed a motion in June 2019 declaring its own climate emergency. This motion set out an aspiration for
the Council to achieve, as far as possible, zero emissions by 2030 and tasked officers with bringing forward
plans to achieve this, if feasible, and to submit a report on progress to an appropriate Committee.
Management have prepared a report for the May 2020 Environment and Transportation Committee setting out
a response to declaring this emergency. This report recognised that the declaration of zero emissions was not
a realistic ambition and whilst it will be the ultimate goal the focus should be on achieving ‘net-zero’ emissions
by 2030.
In May 2019, members approved a Carbon Management Plan (CMP), covering the period 2019-2022 which
forms part of a range of strategies, policies and plans grouped under a refreshed Environmental Strategy. The
Council also has a Climate Change Group which undertakes a strategic role including overseeing delivery of
carbon reduction activities and seeking to ensure that the carbon reduction agenda is embedded throughout
the Council.
Based on the results of our work, we have assessed this audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’. The Council
has addressed many of the issues raised in our previous audit and can demonstrate a track record of reducing
carbon emissions. We are satisfied that the Council has identified actions that it intends to progress to deliver
reductions in carbon emissions and has linked the CMP to the Council’s ambitions and strategic objectives.
The Council has also established arrangements to facilitate the measurement of carbon emissions and is
complying with key regulatory and legislative requirements including duties arising from the Climate Change
(Scotland) Act.
We have, however, identified a number of issues that we consider management needs to address, either
because of weaknesses in current arrangements or in response to the step-change that will be required to
address the significant challenges that arise from revised expectations of when the Council may be required to
seek to achieve net-zero carbon emissions.
(continued overleaf)
Internal Audit Opinion

(see definition at Appendix 1)
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Organisational impact
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Headlines (continued)
(continued form overleaf)
We consider that these issues will require to be addressed if the Council is to continue to successfully deliver
on this issue going forward. The issues which we consider management require to address are detailed at
Section 3 of the report and include:


the current carbon management plan and associated governance arrangements require to be reviewed to
ensure that both reflect best practice and incorporate the wider range of actions likely to be required
and/or accelerated to fully address the changing expectations and climate change commitments the
Council is expected to deliver against;



the Council could be clearer in setting short, medium and longer term targets for its carbon emissions
commensurate with how it plans to contribute to the achievement of longer-term national targets;



the Council needs to review how it currently uses carbon impact assessments to ensure that carbon
sustainability is, where appropriate, more consistently and effectively used to support decision-making;
and



there is scope for better and more formalised reporting of performance on carbon reduction initiatives to
key stakeholders including information on performance over time and against targets.

1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This audit was designed to review the progress made by the Council in reducing carbon emissions and
addressing key challenges and risks. The audit considered:


Whether the Council has clear objectives and a strategy with identified actions that are intended to deliver
planned reductions in carbon emissions;



Whether the Council has implemented a robust approach to the measurement and monitoring of carbon
emissions with adequate reporting to key stakeholders on performance; and



Whether the Council is complying with key relevant legal obligations under the duties in the Climate
Change (Scotland) Act and related regulatory and legislative requirements.
The audit also considered how the Council has responded, and is now positioned in relation, to the
recommendations contained within the previous Internal Audit report on this subject which was issued in June
2016.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

3

1

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No areas requiring urgent management action has been identified:

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


The Council’s approach to carbon management appears reasonably well-aligned to the Council’s
ambitions and strategic objectives;



The Council has recently produced a Carbon Management Plan (CMP) covering the period 2019 to 2022
which has been approved by Committee;



Senior leadership appears to be appropriately involved in the process of developing relevant strategies
and in implementing the CMP including actions designed to achieve carbon reductions;
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Good practice identified (continued)


Services have systems and processes in place for data collection and the collation of the data into the
required carbon emission information;



The Council has produced and submitted its Annual Public Sector Climate Change Duties Report to the
Sustainable Scotland Network in a timely manner;



There are several initiatives internally and externally to promote awareness of carbon issues and to
encourage choices and actions that impact on carbon emissions including increasing recycling/waste and
energy efficiency and other actions to reduce energy consumption; and



There is a high level of awareness across the Council of the obligations placed on the Council by the
Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009, other relevant environmental obligations and the role of the Council
in supporting the Scottish Government’s aspirations in respect of climate change.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
A number of other areas for improvement / requiring management action were also identified:


the current carbon management plan and associated governance arrangements require to be reviewed to
ensure that both reflect best practice and incorporate the wider range of actions likely to be required
and/or accelerated to fully address the changing expectations and climate change commitments the
Council is expected to deliver against;



the Council could be clearer in setting short, medium and longer term targets for its carbon emissions
commensurate with how it plans to contribute to the achievement of national targets;



the Council needs to review how it currently uses carbon impact assessments to ensure that carbon
sustainability is, where appropriate, more consistently and effectively used to support decision-making;
and



there is scope for better and more formalised reporting of performance on carbon reduction initiatives to
key stakeholders including information on performance over time and against targets.
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3. Action Plan
Ref
1

Carbon Management

0660/2020/001

Finding

The current carbon management plan and associated governance arrangements require to be reviewed to ensure that both
continue to reflect best practice and incorporate the wider range of actions likely to be required and/or accelerated to fully address
the changing expectations and climate change commitments the Council is expected to deliver against.
The Council has put in place a range of management arrangements to progress carbon management including a Climate Change Group which includes representatives fro m
across Services and which undertakes a strategic role including to ensure that the carbon reduction agenda is embedded throughout the organisation, with individual
Services responsible for relevant policy and project delivery.
We reviewed the minutes of this group over the last year and noted the following:


meetings have not been held at the expected frequency;



the Group is not regularly reviewing the progress of implementation of the CMP Action Plan, monitoring carbon savings projects or service data collection and information
on greenhouse gas mitigation; and

 there is as yet no clear demonstration of how going forward they will embed adaptation and sustainability measures across the Council.
The landscape in this area has changed significantly in the last year with the Scottish Government declaring a climate emerge ncy and setting a legally binding target of netzero emissions by 2045. In June 2019 the Council also declared its own climate emergency and the approved Council motion set out an aspiration to achieve, if feasible,
zero emissions by 2030. We consider that given these significant changes, this would be an appropriate point for the Council to review and reconsider its strategic direction
and approach to climate change including relevant high-level governance arrangements and how this is embedded across the organisational and management structures of
the Council.
A CMP is recognised as essential for public sector organisations to formulate a measurable and achievable strategy for reducing greenhouse gas emissions in line with
Scottish Government commitments. The Council’s current CMP meets many of the good practice expectations for such a document including clearly setting out the
organisational boundary for calculating the Council’s carbon footprint which it defines as including carbon emissions associated with corporate buildings, corporate fleet,
employees’ private car use for business travel and municipal waste.
The plan does recognise the significant contribution housing can make to achieving national carbon reduction targets but excludes measuring and including this in the
Council’s data as it is outwith the Council’s direct control. Given the climate emergency declared by the Council, it may be that the Council needs to review this approach and
consider this and other indirect emissions outwith the direct control of the council but which are closely associated with the delivery of Council services and activities. More
focus may also be required on awareness raising within the wider community.
We noted that the CMP is not due to be reviewed until 2022, however, with the recent change in pace of climate change responsibilities, as well as the actions flowing from
the Council motion declaring a climate emergency and the aspiration of bringing forward plans to reduce carbon emissions to net zero by 2030, we consider it would be
prudent for the CMP to be reviewed alongside the management arrangements review highlighted above.
In reviewing the Council’s CMP against recognised good practice, including guidance from Zero Waste Scotland, we identified a number of aspects which we consider should
be incorporated in any revised CMP. These included:


although overall emission baselines and projections are generally stated the CMP does not include baseline, cost and projections for each emission source nor does it
provide details of the consumption and cost/data sources for each emission type;



the section on carbon management projects does not include detail regarding the financing of planned projects and the use of external funding streams and consideration
of the significance, value for money and cost-effectiveness of different projects; and



more information could be included on expectations regarding progress reporting including data collection frequency and reporting.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
1
(cont)

Carbon Management

0660/2020/001

Finding

The current carbon management plan and associated governance arrangements require to be reviewed to ensure that both
continue to reflect best practice and incorporate the wider range of actions likely to be required and/or accelerated to fully address
the changing expectations and climate change commitments the Council is expected to deliver against.
Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Inadequate
management
arrangements may increase the risk
that the Council may fail to effectively
progress improvements in carbon
management initiatives and adaptation
arrangements and fail to achieve or
influence carbon emission reductions
consistent with Scottish Government
policy objectives, local ambitions and
relevant statutory obligations.
The CMP may not be consistent with
legislative requirements and/or good
practice.

(1) Management should review the current governance
arrangements for progressing the climate change/netzero carbon agenda in light of recent developments to
ensure that it remains ‘fit for purpose’ in providing clear
strategic direction and embedding the climate
change/net-zero carbon agenda into the Council’s
management and operational activities.
This review might include:

Amber



a review of the current role, remit and membership
of the Climate Change Group;



consideration of whether a second tier/operational
group to progress the detailed components of the
CMP and/or climate change champions should be
introduced; and



a review of resources available to progress this
issue.
(2) Management should consider reviewing the CMP
against recognised good practice amending the plan
as necessary where omissions/areas for improvement
are noted.
We also consider that the plan should be reviewed to
ensure it encompasses sufficient breadth and range of
activities required to help the Council achieve relevant
local/national ambitions in relation to net-zero carbon
emissions including a detailed action plan setting out
the required actions with responsible officers,
timescales and a mechanism for tracking, monitoring
and reporting on progress.

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Lynda Stevenson
Service Delivery Manager
(1) Management regularly review the
membership and governance of the
group and this is reflected in the growth
in both the membership and the remit
of the group. In light of the climate
emergency, a response will be required
identifying a pathway to zero
emissions.
It may be to facilitate
outcomes the governance structure
may be extended so that the main
group is further supported.

February 2021

Agree

(2) The climate change group has
identified that a revision of the CMP will
be required through overachievement
of the previous plans final target. The
climate emergency will now be factored
into the revision and include the
revised national targets (following
confirmation of the net-zero emissions
within the Climate Change Plan RPP4, which is expected in April/May
2020). Under delegated authority, the
Chief
Executive
approved
the
recommendation of a revision of the
carbon management plan and its
extension to 2030 as set out in the
report, to the Environment and
Transportation Committee (6/5/20), on
the response to declaring a climate
emergency.
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4. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
2

Carbon Management

0660/2020/001

Finding

The Council could be clearer in setting short, medium and longer term targets for its carbon emissions commensurate with how it
plans to contribute to the achievement of longer-term national targets.
There is scope for better and more formalised reporting of performance on carbon reduction initiatives to key stakeholders
including information on performance over time and against targets.
The CMP plan sets out that the Council’s estimate of its’ carbon footprint is based on energy used in corporate buildings, fuel used by the corporate fleet and private car
usage by employees for business travel and emissions associated with waste management activities. The Council has made use of the ‘Resource Efficient Scotland Target
Setting Toolkit’ to produce ‘business as usual’ and target information for inclusion in the CMP and Public Sector Climate Change Duties report. The target of 21% reduction
from the 2015-16 baseline is high level for the Council as a whole and the plan does not specifically detail individual targets for each carbon emission activity, although we
also noted that some services have at a local level set targets which are based on a percentage improvement on previous year emissions. The CMP does not currently set
out short, medium and longer term targets for carbon emissions commensurate with how the Council plans to contribute to the achievement of longer-term national (or local)
targets.
Whilst we noted several reports to Committee in relation to carbon reduction initiatives we noted that there are no reports providing a consolidated update of all relevant
activity in this area. We also understand that there is no specific intention at present to provide a report to members on the 2018/19 carbon footprint levels and corporate
carbon emissions and/or progress against longer-term ambitions in this area are not currently specifically addressed in the Council’s strategic performance framework.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Setting clear targets enables key
stakeholders to understand how and
where reductions in carbon emissions
reductions are to be achieved and,
along with relevant performance
reporting, assists those charged with
governance to better monitor and
challenge performance.

Management should:
(1) Set short, medium and longer term targets for
carbon emission sources across the Council
that help support the delivery of local and
national ambitions; and
(2) Establish
appropriate
performance
arrangements/reporting framework such that
performance against targets and future actions
are monitored and reported to key stakeholders
at appropriate intervals.

Amber

Management response
Agree
Lynda Stevenson
Service Delivery Manager

Implementation
Month/Year
February 2021

(1) This will be considered within the review of the
CMP – however only if it is meaningful – the
plan covers three years. It may be that a
different document such as a climate change
plan will incorporate this.
(2) Performance is reported as part of the public
sector climate change duties report. Key
project updates are incorporated within the
CCG meetings such as conversion of street
lights, progress on EV charging. Further
consideration will be given to reporting
opportunities within the review of the CMP.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
3

Carbon Management

0660/2020/001

Finding

The Council needs to review how it currently uses carbon impact assessments to ensure that carbon sustainability is, where
appropriate, more consistently and effectively used to support decision-making.
Moving to net zero carbon represents a significant challenge for all organisations and requires a full understanding and transparency over the impact on carbon emissions of
policy choices and day-to-day operational decisions. This is particularly important for decision-makers in situations where there may be significant tensions between
achieving carbon emission reductions and other corporate ambitions. Scottish Government guidance to assist with Part 4 of the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 also
suggests using carbon impact assessments to ensure that carbon in factored into decision making
The Council has processes for undertaking carbon impact assessments but staff awareness of where and when there is a need for these to be completed appears low. It is
also not always clear from Committee reports whether carbon impact assessments have been completed and/or where they have been completed how information from
these is incorporated within reports submitted to elected members. We also identified a number of recent decisions with sign ificant carbon impacts where this information
was not conveyed to those tasked with making decisions.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Failure
to
incorporate
consideration
of
carbon
emissions in decision-making
may impact on the Council’s
ability to make fully informed
decisions and could impact on
the Council’s ability to meet
carbon reduction targets.

Management should review how it currently
uses carbon impact assessments to ensure
that carbon sustainability is, where
appropriate,
more
consistently
and
effectively used to support decision-making.
The review should include clear guidance to
staff on where and when such assessments
are required and how the results of
assessments are to be incorporated within
committee reports.

Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Lynda Stevenson
Service Delivery Manager

April 2020

For the purposes of this report carbon impact assessments refer to
the environment impact requirement within the council’s reports.
In response to this audit report, a light touch review was carried
out by management on past committee reports from a number of
services. 13 were reviewed and of that, three did not include
potential environmental impact. There were also three that did not
fully consider this with one referring to LDP as their overarching
document which appeared tenuous, not recognising that the
actions contained in the lower level may have an impact i.e.
engagement opportunities, printing of newsletter, etc.
Guidance is already available although it is acknowledged that it
could be further strengthened.
A peer review has been
undertaken of other councils approach and it will be recommended
that our corporate guidance is enhanced.
With regard to strategies, plans and programmes that are required
to be subjected to a Strategic Environmental Assessment or a prescreening report, these can be referred to in the committee
reports. i.e. ‘a SEA or EIA was completed in preparation of this
project/plan/strategy/other’.
A reminder will be issued to all Services to consider all potential
environmental impacts and for this to be reflected in their reports.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
4

Carbon Management

0660/2020/001

Finding

There is scope to improve the accuracy and completeness of data collected and information produced for carbon emission activity.
We reviewed the data collection processes and information systems used by services for a sample of sources of carbon emissions and noted:

reliance on extensive excel spreadsheets to generate information, some of which had missing data and incorrect cross-reference calculations; and


figures reported in the annual Public Sector Climate Change Duties (PSCCD) report which were not supported by information from services either because the
underlying values differed or no supporting information was held and/or retained.

We understand that an informal ‘audit’ of service data collection and information gathering processes was undertaken some time ago, at the behest of the Climate Change
Group, but no report or details of the work undertaken, findings made and/or improvement actions to be taken appears to have been retained.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

If data collection is not carried out in a
consistent and effective manner there
is a risk that the Council may fail to
capture all relevant data, monitor its
carbon information effectively and/or
calculate and report its carbon
emissions improvements accurately.

Management should consider outlining more clearly what is
expected from Services when collecting emissions data
including
expectations
regarding
what
supporting
documentation should be retained to evidence the figures
reported and what review/quality assurance processes are
expected to validate the accuracy of data.

Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Lynda Stevenson
Service Delivery Manager
Services are currently heavily audited
both
internally
and
externally.
Management will, however, promote a
renewed focus on improving the data and
how it is calculated and the systems
used. A communication will be issued to
Services on this basis.

November 2020

Agree
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated
as intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or
no improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended.
Significant errors have been detected.
Substantial
improvements should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Green

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT/COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1: Audit grading Appendix 2: Areas where arrangements require to be further developed
Issued to: Executive Director of Enterprise and Communities and Head of Communities
Copied to: Community Partnership Manager and Chief Executive
Headlines
This was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s approach and developing arrangements in respect of community empowerment and community
engagement. As part of the audit we assessed the Council’s arrangements against the good practice
identified by Audit Scotland and other relevant regulatory and inspection bodies in ‘Principles for community
empowerment’ (published in July 2019) and against the key requirements and expectations for the Council
set out in the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (‘the Act’).
We also reviewed the progress made by the Council in implementing the 2019 Programmes of Work items
P055 (Community Asset Mapping), P056 (Community Matters/locality governance system) and P057
(Community engagement/community visioning framework) in respect of the Council’s community
empowerment and community engagement activities being progressed under the Community Matters
agenda. (These items were replaced by P056.1 (Working with Communities model and supporting
governance structure) and P002.1 (Asset rationalisation) in March 2020 as part of the 2020 revised
programme of work).
A significant amount of work has been taken forward to ensure that the Council can properly address the
diverse range of expectations and requirements placed upon it by the Act and we were pleased to note that
the Council’s arrangements are generally consistent with recognised good practice.
We also recognise that much of the Council’s community engagement/community empowerment activities
has recently been reviewed to better align with the revised 2020 programme of work and that many of the
arrangements continue to be actively developed. As a result of the review by Service management, a
number of improvements to current policies and processes have already been identified for action within the
shorter term. In particular, we were pleased to note that an implementation plan with expected
milestones/timescales has been developed which sets out the delivery priorities for the Working with
Communities framework and which will help guide the implementation of the Community Boards model for
engaging communities to secure effective community engagement, particularly around shaping input to the
‘One Place - One Plan’ strategic investment priorities at local level.
In addition, we were pleased to note that regular reports in respect of all aspects of these activities have been
presented to the Youth, Equalities and Empowerment Committee, the Corporate Management Team and the
newly formed Community Empowerment Committee as appropriate.
(continued overleaf)
Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0670/2020/001

Date issued

03/06/2020

Jacquie Howden, Paula Hendry and Liz Sweeney
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Headlines (continued)
(Continued from overleaf)
Based on the results of our audit work we have categorised the audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’.
Whilst we are generally satisfied that good progress has been made to date in establishing appropriate
community engagement/community empowerment arrangements, we noted that:
 a number of actions remain as ‘work in progress’ and we identified a number of areas where we consider
that further actions are required to fully comply with the requirements of the Act/associated guidance
and/or good practice (highlighted in Appendix 2). These include raising awareness of the legislation and
associated process for the general public relating to Community Asset Transfers and Participation
Requests and reviewing the Council’s current staffing capacity, skills and resources to more effectively
support community empowerment across the Council; and
 There is scope to improve the actions taken to date in progressing some of the relevant programme of
work items.
A small number of recommendations have been made and these are included in Section 3 of the report.
Finally, the majority of the audit work underpinning this report was conducted prior to the current Covid-19
pandemic. The Council’s response to these events has seen a significant role for the Council’s community
engagement activities. The post-lockdown environment will also present significant new short and mediumterm challenges for the Council’s community engagement operations.
The Council will be required to review and learn from its response and to consider how best to deliver
community engagement in a post-lockdown environment where Covid-19 is still present. In that regard,
Internal Audit was pleased to note that recent Committee papers regarding community engagement show
that some initial consideration has been given by management in respect of how the Council could most
effectively engage with communities going forward. However, we consider that the Council requires to
continue to monitor the lessons learned from the community response structures implemented as a result of
Covid-19 and to ensure that any lessons are used, as appropriate, to influence the way forward for the wider
community engagement agenda.
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This was a high-level review designed to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the
Council’s approach and developing arrangements in respect of community empowerment and community
engagement. In carrying out our work we considered the following:


How well has the Council progressed the relevant Programme of Work actions designed to strengthen
relevant community empowerment and community engagement arrangements?



How well do the Council’s current arrangements compare with good practice identified by Audit Scotland
and other regulatory or inspection bodies?



Has the Council addressed whether its current arrangements meet the requirements and expectations of
the relevant legislation and any associated guidance? Where appropriate, have any necessary planned
actions been identified and progressed to ensure compliance? Where necessary actions remain
outstanding, are there realistic plans for progressing these and timescales for completion?
The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 requires community planning partners to secure the
participation of community bodies in community planning and to ensure that local communities have more of
a say in how public services are to be planned and provided. It has a specific focus on promoting effective
engagement and participation to help communities achieve greater control and influence in the decisions and
circumstances that affect their lives.
Community engagement is a process which develops a working relationship between communities,
community organisations and public and private bodies to help them to identify and act on community needs
and ambitions. It involves respectful dialogue between everyone involved, aimed at improving understanding
between them and taking joint action to achieve positive change.
As part of the audit we assessed the Council’s arrangements against the good practice identified by Audit
Scotland and other relevant regulatory and inspection bodies in ‘Principles for community empowerment’
(published in July 2019) and against the key requirements and expectations for the Council set out in the
Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (‘the Act’).
We also reviewed the progress made by the Council in implementing the 2019 Programmes of Work items
P055 (Community Asset Mapping), P056 (Community Matters/locality governance system) and P057
(Community engagement/community visioning framework) in respect of the Council’s community
empowerment and community engagement activities being progressed under the Community Matters
agenda. (These items were replaced by P056.1 (Working with Communities model and supporting
governance structure) and P002.1 (Asset rationalisation) in March 2020 as part of the 2020 revised
programme of work).
We have considered the progress made by the Council in implementing actions previously agreed to by
management (where relevant) in response to the most recent audit exercise in this area (August 2018) which
reviewed progress implementing the wider actions required by the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act
2015.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

2

1

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No key areas requiring urgent management action were identified.
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Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


An implementation plan with expected milestones/timescales has been developed which sets out the
delivery priorities for the Working with Communities framework and which will guide the implementation
of the Community Boards model for engaging communities to help secure effective community
engagement in shaping to the One Place- One Plan strategic investment priorities at local level;



Community Asset Mapping processes and guidance have been developed and approved by the Council
to help identify the current skills, strengths and opportunities within communities to facilitate community
engagement and local decision-making;



The Council has further developed its processes in respect of Community Asset Transfers (CATs) and
Participation requests (PRs) in accordance with the requirements of the Act, including the preparation of
an approved CAT policy; the development of a scoring mechanism to support decision-making; the
introduction of a formal review and appeals process for CATs through the establishment of a corporate
Community Participation Assessment Panel to assess and make recommendations on CATS and PRs;
the publication of an Asset Register and Common Good Register; and the publication of an annual
report on the number of CATs and PRs received and their outcomes;



The Council has approved a revised Local Area Partnership/locality planning and governance approach
which provides the opportunity to enable support for a Community mobilisation model to drive a number
of community engagement initiatives, including a participatory budgeting framework, engagement
activity to support 18 local improvement plans and a new locality partnership decision-making
process/structure;



A new ‘Working with Communities’ framework and guiding principles have been developed and
approved by the Council which set out a more streamlined approach to community participation and
empowerment and which has been developed in conjunction with the Scottish Government’s national
standards for community engagement, the ambition and vision within The Plan for North Lanarkshire
and the ‘Principles for Community Empowerment’ prepared by Audit Scotland. The overall aim of the
framework is to provide communities with the ways and means to influence and shape the way services
are planned and delivered, and includes a revised service delivery model which would be co-ordinated
via eight new Community Matters Area Boards; and



Regular reports on the various aspects of the community engagement and/or community empowerment
activities have been presented to the Youth, Equalities and Empowerment Committee, the Corporate
Management Team and the recently formed Community Empowerment Committee as appropriate.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
A number of other areas for improvement were also identified:


A number of areas (highlighted in Appendix 2) where actions are required for the Council’s
arrangements to better reflect the legislative requirements of the Act and recognised good practice.
These include raising awareness of the legislation and associated process for the general public relating
to Community Asset Transfers and Participation Requests and reviewing the Council’s current staffing
capacity, skills and resources to more effectively support community empowerment across the Council;
and



There is scope to improve the actions taken to date in progressing some of the relevant programme of
work items.
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3. Action Plan
Ref

Community Empowerment/Community Engagement

0670/2020/001

Finding

There are a number of areas (highlighted in Appendix 2) where actions are required for the Council’s arrangements to better reflect the
legislative requirements of the Act and associated guidance and/or recognised good practice.

1

We assessed the Council’s arrangements against current legislative requirements, the associated relevant Scottish Government guidance notes and the good practice identified by
Audit Scotland and other relevant regulatory and inspection bodies in ‘Principles for community empowerment’ (published in July 2019). Whilst we are generally satisfied that good
progress has been made to date in establishing appropriate arrangements, a number of relevant issues arising from the Act and/or good practice remain to be addressed. Details of the
key areas identified are included at Appendix 2 for management consideration. The most significant areas include:


The need to accelerate awareness raising of the legislation and associated processes relating to Community Asset Transfers and Participation Requests for the general public;



The need to review the current capacity and staffing resource to better understand where skilled individuals are within the council and deploy them effectively to support and embed
community empowerment across the organisation; and



The need to be more open about budgets for different services, including proposed budget reductions, and set out options and opportunities for communities to get involved in
having their say about what happens to them or take more responsibility in delivering services.
We recognise that management are aware of, and are already actively progressing a number of these issues.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The Council’s arrangements for implementing the key requirements of the
Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 may not be consistent with
legislative requirements and/or available guidance.
The Council’s arrangements may not fully comply with recognised good
practice.

Management should ensure that appropriate and timely actions are taken to address
the identified gaps in the current arrangements for ensuring compliance with the Act
and/or recognised good practice (as detailed at Appendix 2). This should include the
finalisation of a number of processes and actions currently being developed.

Amber

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Lizanne McMurrich, Head of Communities
In the context of the current Covid-19 situation and the potential impact on all Council services’ planning and delivery, the management response is as follows:
Improvement actions
Management will ensure that identified improvements associated with implementing the key parts of the Community Empowerment Act and outlined in Appendix 2 are
considered and translated into supporting action by the Corporate Community Empowerment Working group in the first instance and delivered as part of the work
associated with key work streams. Progress with implementation of improvements will be reported as appropriate to the Corporate Empowerment Committee, CMT and
the CPP. Particular emphasis will be placed on the following:
Community Asset transfer
Significant progress has been made in developing the CAT process in line with the Act and the TPFNL ambition. However it is recognised that there is a need for further
improvement, particularly in relation to raising awareness and support for communities to understand and take advantage of the opportunities that the process presents
alongside other key empowerment processes such as Participation Requests and Participator Budgeting (PB). Management will task the Corporate Community
Empowerment Working Group to identify clear action to accelerate awareness raising of the legislation and associated processes relating to Community Asset Transfers
and Participation Requests for the general public; and

June – October
2020

July - August
2020
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3. Action Plan (continued)

Community Empowerment/Community Engagement

0670/2020/001

Management response (continued)

Implementation
Month/Year

It is anticipated that recent committee decisions around the implementation of the Community Boards model and subsequent work to develop supporting approaches
such as Locality Planning, local multi-disciplinary teams and Participatory Budgeting will better embed empowerment across the organisation. However management
recognise the need for discussion at a leadership level though CMT (and where appropriate with key Community Planning partners at a senior level) to:

July - August
2020

Strategic Resource



better align capacity and staffing resource required to deliver Community Empowerment approaches across key work streams; and



ensure clarity about budgets and opportunities for communities to influence these. This will continue to be progressed through the work to develop the process for
Mainstreaming PB and Voluntary Sector Commissioning linked to the role of the Community Boards.
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3.

Action Plan (continued)

Ref
2

Community Empowerment/Community Engagement

0670/2020/001

Finding

There is scope to improve the actions taken to date in progressing some of the relevant programme of work items
We reviewed the progress made by the Council in progressing the relevant Programme of Work actions in respect of P055 ‘Community Asset Mapping’, P056 ‘Community
Matters/locality governance system’ and P057 ‘Community engagement/community visioning framework’, designed to strengthen relevant community empowerment and
community engagement arrangements. We were pleased to note that progress has been made to address each of the identified actions, with some being fully completed. In
particular, we noted that guidance in respect of Community Asset Mapping (CAM) had been prepared and approved; the arrangements in respect of the Community Asset
Transfer (CAT) and Participation requests (PRs) had been improved to include a CAT policy, a formal review and appeals process for CATs and an annual report on the number of
CATs and PRs received and their outcome had been published on the Council’s website; and a Community engagement strategy and framework had been developed.
We also recognise that a revised programme of work has now been developed for 2020 and beyond, which has seen the actions re-aligned to reflect that they have either been
completed or have moved onto the next stage of the relevant process, and these will be now be progressed under P056.1 ‘Working with Communities model and supporting
governance structure’ and P002.1 ‘Asset rationalisation’. Management has already identified a number of areas where further action is required to strengthen the arrangements
and we were pleased to note that an Implementation Plan with expected milestones/timescales has been developed, which sets out the delivery priorities for the Working with
Communities framework and the implementation of the Community Boards model for engaging communities.
We noted a small number of areas, however, where we consider that management requires to continue to take further action as follows:


The CAM process requires to be evaluated for its effectiveness in enabling an understanding of and documenting the skills, strengths, resources and opportunities currently
available within communities;



The CAT/PR process requires to be amended to allow the Council to better meet its statutory responsibilities, including the need for the Council to be able to evidence its plans
to sell/dispose of a property and including the proposed price of the property within the decision making/negotiation stage;



The Council needs to continue to develop its participatory budgeting arrangements and the process for encouraging communities to have a say in how their budgets are spent.
In particular, it should reflect on the lessons learned from the recent pilot in Motherwell and Wishaw/Shotts when evaluating projects. (Participatory Budgeting is currently the
subject of a separate audit exercise and issues identified as a result of our work on this topic will be reported in a separate audit report to management as appropriate);



Consideration of the ongonig suitability of the Community Matters programme and the new Community Engagement framework for promoting and strengthening the process
for community engagement and decision making requires to be undertaken;



The development of the new Working with Communities framework has highlighted a number of areas for improvement including the need to better use resources associated
with engaging communities, improve use of information from communities to inform priorities, have a more flexible and dynamic approach to engaging with communities in
response to need ensuring engagement ‘with the right people at the right time’, ensuring that the views of children and young people are heard to inform development of
services and facilities for future and consistency of approach and standards of engagement across services and organisations. We recognise that these issues will be taken
forward as part of the revised programme of work action P056.1 ’Working with communities model and supporting governance structure’.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The Council may not have adequate and/or appropriate plans in place to
complete the identified actions in the Programme of Work designed to
strengthen current community engagement and empowerment
arrangements.

Management should ensure that appropriate arrangements are put in place to address the
issues identified above.
In particular, management should consider implementing a
mechanism for evaluating and assessing the effectiveness of the actions taken to ensure that
they are appropriate and assisting in promoting its community engagement/community
empowerment activities.

Amber
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3.

Action Plan (continued)

Community Empowerment/Community Engagement
Management response

0670/2020/001
Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Lizanne McMurrich, Head of Communities
In the context of the current Covid-19 situaton and the potential impact on all Council services’ planning and delivery, the management response is as follows:


Linked to the Performance Framework through TPFN, an evaluation of Community Asset Mapping (CAM) will be built into the performance and reporting
arrangements for Locality Planning. Work is already underway to monitor the locality arrangements put in place for the C-19 response and recovery in key
localities and the intention is to use this as a building block for informing the locality planning model;



The Council already publishes a list of all assets in its ownership and the Communities Team will work alongside Procurement and Asset Solutions to consider
how best to provide evidence of plans to sell/dispose of a property (including the proposed price of the property within the decision making/negotiation stage);



Signifiant work is underway to develop learning from the PB pilot in Motherwell and Wishaw to inform strategic decision-making around the approach to
Mainstreaming PB. A fuller and more detailed response on this matter is being provided as part of the parallel Internal Audit review on PB.



The C-19 response and recovery activity has increased the pace around alternative and, in most cases, remote approaches to engagement. Work is underway
with Corporate Communications and Digital NL to build on this, particularly around the creation of a Digital Community Matters interface with communities and a
clear communication plan co-ordinated better across the Council through the Community Matters approach and model; and



The 9 Community Boards model will progress initially using remote methods (reflecting the social distancing rules associted with C-19) and will provide a key
opportunity for communities to influence services, decisions and use of resource through clear local outcome improvement plans for each area. Work is ongoing
to ensure that the boards have the capacity and access to quality information to inform local debate ultimately influencing decisions affecting local areas.

July-August 2020
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3.

Action Plan (continued)

Ref
3

Community Empowerment/Community Engagement

0670/2020/001

Finding

There is scope to improve the information in respect of community engagement published on the Council’s website.
The Council’s website contains a variety of information for the public in respect of its community engagement/community empowerment activities, including information on how to
get involved in developing services within localities and an online application form for making Community Asset Transfer (CAT) and Participation Requests (PRs).
We noted, however, that (prior to the Covid-19 outbreak) there were no details of forthcoming meetings posted on any of Community Matters (Locality Partnership) areas, with the
most recent post on NL Community Matters Facebook page dated 29 November 2019. We recognise, however, that alternative ways of communicating with Locality Partnerships
may be more appropriate going forward and information in respect of this should be posted as appropriate on the website.
In addition, whilst there were references made to the Participation Request process on the Council’s website, it was not clear what this process was for or how you would make an
application. In addition, the Annual Report on Community Asset Transfers for 2018/2019 makes only passing reference to the number of Participation Requests during the period.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without accurate and up-to-date information on the Council’s
website, the public may not have the ability to be suitably informed
and to become involved in community engagement processes.

Management should ensure that the information in respect of community
engagement/community empowerment contained on its website and social media
pages/feeds is accurate, appropriate and up to date to enable the public to be suitably
informed and to get involved.

Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Lizanne McMurrich, Head of Communities
In the context of the current Covid-19 situation and the potential impact on all Council services’ planning and delivery, the management response is as follows:

June-September
2020

Liaison is underway with colleagues in Corporate Communications to develop a communication plan for all aspects of Community Empowerment building on the
Community Matters model and associated approaches. This is closely linked to work to better coordinate and align digital engagement and capacity building
approaches to Digital NL including the development of a Community Matters Digital interface for communities reflecting but better coordinating a number of digital
communication and engagement tools and platforms through the agreed Community Matters engagement programme and model
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated
as intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or
no improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended.
Significant errors have been detected.
Substantial
improvements should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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Appendix 2 – Areas where arrangements require to be further developed
A significant amount of work has been taken forward to ensure the Council can properly address the diverse
range of expectations and requirements placed upon it by the Act and comply with the Audit Scotland good
practice ‘Principles for community empowerment’ (published in July 2019). Although many planned actions
have been successfully completed, a number remain work in progress and we identified the following areas
where we consider that further actions are required for the Council to fully comply with the requirements of the
Act, associated guidance and/or recognised good practice.
Compliance with the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015
Awareness raising
Information to raise awareness amongst the general public and to promote the use of CAT and participation
requests have not yet been fully developed, although discussions are currently ongoing within the Council to
develop publicity material to assist in raising awareness such as leaflets and short videos on participation
requests, Community Asset Transfers and participatory budgeting.
Common Good Property
A list of common good assets was published on the Council’s website in May 2019 and is currently in the
process of being reviewed/updated, with an expected completion date of September 2020. There is,
however, currently no reference on the website to the Council’s arrangements for the publication of proposals
for disposing of and/or changing the use of common good assets.
Allotments
The Council is currently developing its arrangements in respect of allotments. As part of this process the
Council requires to:


prepare and issue guidance to ensure that it is able to deal with enquiries from the community and to
ensure that there are formal waiting lists maintained/published;



consider the process for setting rents for allotments to ensure that these are fair and are well publicised;
and



further develop a Food Growing Strategy to help raise awareness of local food growing opportunities and
give communities a chance to grow their own.

Compliance with the Audit Scotland ‘Principles for Community Empowerment’ (July 2019)
Principle 2 – Public Sector leadership


Whilst a number of initiatives/approaches are currently being considered to support the delivery of the
new Working with Communities engagement framework, the Council requires to better promote a culture
of trust, equality and collaborative relationships with local communities and partners across the whole
organisation.



Whilst the Plan for North Lanarkshire and the ‘We Aspire’ vision recognise the need to work with
communities at a strategic level, more work is required to further embed community engagement within
the organisational and partnership objectives and strategies and to ensure that this approach is consistent
across all levels of delivery.



Despite the current locality planning approach, which involved an analysis of the Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation (SIMD) data and consideration of communities experiencing high levels of inequality, the
Council requires to undertake further consultation with communities experiencing financial difficulties and
ensure that this information is used to assist in the development of its corporate strategies (e.g. Tackling
poverty) and support a more preventative approach.



The service is currently reviewing and developing a number of initiatives through the new Community
Matters agenda to support delivery of the new Working with Communities framework. However as part of
this process the Council requires to consider whether it has the appropriate capacity and level of staff as
well as the relevant skillsets within the Community Engagement team to facilitate these initiatives. In
addition, the council needs to better understand where skilled individuals are across the organisation and
then deploy them effectively to help support and embed community empowerment across the
organisation; and



The Council needs to constantly review the arrangements to better support community engagement and
empowerment for those with ‘seldom heard voices’.
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Appendix 2 (cont) – Areas where arrangements require to be further developed
Principle 3 – Effective relationships


The council should continue to review and streamline the engagement and partnership delivery
approaches as part of the revised locality partnership structures to ensure that these remain appropriate.

Principle 4 – Improving outcomes


The Council needs to consider the method for effectively evaluating:
o the impact of community empowerment from the perspective of communities, understanding their
experience of the process and whether they feel empowered’;
o local outcomes to determine whether these have improved, understand how community
empowerment has contributed to these and how it is helping to deliver national outcomes; and
o the impact on inequalities in local communities and understand and learn from the experiences of
seldom heard groups.



The council requires to establish a robust mechanism for drawing on its’ learning experiences to
continuously improve the organisation’s approach to community empowerment. It is anticipated that this
is co-ordinated through the development of Communities Strategic Board to ensure corporate delivery of
Community Empowerment and engagement.

Principle 5 - Accountability


The Council requires to be more open about budgets for different services, including proposed budget
reductions and set out options and opportunities for communities to get involved in having their say about
what happens to them or take more responsibility in delivering them. This includes the need to consider
the results of the recent pilot for participatory budgeting in Motherwell and Wishaw and identify the key
lessons to be learned from that process.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
PAYROLL REGULARITY - OVERTIME
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1: Audit grading
Appendix 2: (where applicable)
Issued to: Head of People and Organisational Development
Copied to: ESC Manager, HR Business Partnership Manager and (when finalised) Chief Executive

Headlines
The purpose of this audit was to provide assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s
arrangements for ensuring that all overtime claims are legitimate, properly calculated and appropriately
reviewed and authorised prior to payment. Testing also addressed whether payments made were
contractually due and supported by adequate and appropriate authorisation and that where overtime
appeared high, there was evidence of consideration by management of alternative and/or more cost effective
methods of service provision.
Based on the results of our work we are satisfied that overtime claims appeared legitimate and were
generally correctly calculated and appropriately reviewed and authorised. We noted some Service areas
incurred significant overtime costs, but are satisfied that there is evidence of appropriate review of overtime
levels and that Services do appear to actively consider/manage overtime levels including considering, as
appropriate, whether service provision could be delivered more cost effectively.
Although we have in the recent past issued critical reports in respect of some control aspects relating to
payroll processing, our most recent work has been more positive, reporting significant management actions
to address previous weaknesses and to strengthen controls. I am pleased to be able to confirm that the
results of this audit are consistent with that ongoing improvement in the robustness and effectiveness of the
general control environment within payroll.
We have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’ meaning that the relevant control
environment is adequate and has mainly operated as intended although some errors and/or weaknesses
have been identified and some improvements should be made. The issues which we consider management
require to address are detailed at section 3 of the report and include that Services are currently not complying
with conditions relating to an overtime ceiling as set out in the Council’s terms and conditions for employees
and the Council needs to consider whether this condition is still relevant and then take appropriate action
either to remove it or, if it remains relevant, to ensure it is complied with.
Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance (Green-Amber)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0310/2020/002

Date issued

15/05/2020

Elaine MacDonald, Paula Hendry and Hugh Shevlin
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This audit was a focused review providing assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s
arrangements for ensuring that all overtime payments appear legitimate and are appropriately reviewed and
authorised prior to payment.
The audit was designed to provide assurance that payments made to staff are correctly calculated, in
accordance with contractual entitlements and that there is adequate and appropriately authorised supporting
documentation in respect of overtime worked. The work also reviewed whether where high levels of overtime
are being incurred that appropriate management consideration has been given to any alternative and more
cost-effective alternative ways to provide the relevant service provision.
Substantive testing of relevant controls was based on a sample of 30 employees, drawn from across Council
Services and activities, in receipt of an overtime payment in the period April to December 2019. We also
reviewed a small sample of employee groups with the highest levels of overtime to determine whether there
was effective management oversight and review of these levels.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

1

1

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No areas requiring urgent management action have been identified.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


There are documented core conditions of service for all Council employees which include detailed
guidance on eligibility/entitlement and rates of pay in respect of overtime payments;



In order to deal with a system limitation whereby a reporting manager could ‘self-authorise’ their own
overtime claim, a report is generated and reviewed by the HR Operations Team each pay period to
identify any such cases of ‘self-authorisation’ and for appropriate corrective action to be taken;



Overtime payments are being correctly calculated based on the correct hours worked from source
records and using correct pay rates; and



Senior management across services are made aware of the overtime spend and reasons it is incurred
from financial monitoring and budgetary control processes in place within Services. Service areas with
high overtime costs are sensitive to premium rates being incurred and the need to explore options to
deliver services in a more cost effective manner.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
An area for improvement was identified:


Services are currently not complying with conditions relating to an overtime ceiling as set out in the
Council’s terms and conditions for employees and the Council needs to consider whether this condition is
still relevant and then take appropriate action either to remove it or to ensure it is complied with.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
1

PAYROLL REGULARITY - OVERTIME

0310/2020/002

Finding
Services are currently not complying with conditions relating to an overtime ceiling as set out in Section 7.2 of Schedule A of the agreed Terms
and Conditions for employees and the Council needs to consider whether this condition is still relevant and then take appropriate action either to
remove it or to ensure it is complied with.
Schedule A which has been adopted by the Council sets out the terms and conditions for Local Government Employees and Craft Workers with Section 7.2 setting out
eligibility criteria for payment of overtime. Part of the agreement states that an employee on or below spinal column point 35 (SCP 35) is eligible for payment of overtime, but
that in any financial year an employee will not receive in overtime payment, a sum greater than the difference between their basic salary and spinal point 35. It goes on to
state that in exceptional circumstances when an Executive Director considers a payment should be made to an employee who has reached this ceiling, or to an employee
paid above spinal point 35, that consideration may be given to a payment calculated at spinal point 35.
Of our sample of 30 employees in receipt of overtime selected for review during this audit we noted:


17 cases where the overtime paid to these employees put their total pay above SCP35, and in some cases this was significantly above this threshold, however there was
no evidence that, in accordance with section 7.2 of schedule A, approval had been obtained in any of these cases from an Executive Director; and



four individuals whose basic pay was above SCP35 had been paid overtime and while we noted that the rate at which overtime had been paid was restricted to the rate
at SCP35, there was again no evidence that approval for this overtime had been given by an Executive Director.
The same issue was identified the last time we reviewed overtime (October 2017). We were pleased to note that in response to the previous audit report, the Employee
Service Centre have devised and issue to all managers, each pay period, earnings reports. Contained within these reports in relation to overtime are separate tabs
containing information highlighting any employees within the relevant area who meet the criteria of being on a higher grade than SCP35 and have been paid overtime in the
current period and any employees who are paid less than SP35, but payments for the current period take them above SCP35. We understand from discussion with ESC
management that work had recently started to review whether the current audience for these reports (line managers) was the most appropriate or whether this should be
amended to, for example, Heads of Service. We understand this is an area that is still to be explored further. We consider that this should involve the HR Business
Partnership Team and the Employee Relations Team as well as the Employee Service Centre.
Despite the introduction of reports providing information to managers in respect of this condition, it still appears that this part of the agreement is de facto being ignored by
Services. Whilst we recognise the operational necessity for overtime, our findings suggest in respect of this issue, that the agreement is simply being ignored which does not
sit well within what is supposed to be an agreed, consistently applied and rules-based area of operation.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Overtime is currently being
paid which has been
authorised but is not being
authorised (and paid) in
accordance
with
employees’ agreed terms
and conditions.

The Head of People and Organisational Development should
consider whether this requirement remains appropriate and:
EITHER, if there is no intention to adhere to it, take steps to
amend or remove it from the Council’s terms and conditions;
OR if it is to continue to be part of the Council’s terms and
conditions, consider how adherence to section 7.2 of Schedule
A can best be achieved and thereafter issue guidance to
Services regarding how this condition is to be applied and what
management actions are expected as a result.

Amber
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Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Jennifer Hardy, ESC Manager
The management response to this is two-fold: In the
short term, a reminder will be issued to services to
adhere to section 7.2 and any overtime processed
without proper authorisation will be picked up with
the relevant manager.
Longer term, there will be a review undertaken of
the condition as it currently stands and changes
made to it if appropriate.
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3. Action Plan
Ref
2

PAYROLL REGULARITY - OVERTIME

0310/2020/002

Finding
In some cases, more information, regarding the purpose of overtime worked, could be recorded on the overtime claim input electronically to
iTrent by employees.
We noted five instances where the overtime was entered on mySelf directly by the employee and thereafter electronically authorised by their manager. Input via the system
requires the employee to include information regarding the date and times of overtime as well as the reason for said overtime.
We were generally satisfied, for the sample of cases reviewed during this audit, that sufficient narrative had been included by the employee to enable the authorising officer
to properly undertake their role. In order to consider the appropriateness of input by employees more generally, we obtained an overtime report, generated by the Employee
Service Centre for overtime claimed during April 2020 and which included information the ‘reason for overtime’ input by employees. A high level review of this report
highlighted that in some cases the information input by employees was vague, for example, simply stating ‘overtime’ as the reason for the claim. Whilst it is acknowledged
that the authorising officer may have had sufficient knowledge of the overtime worked at the time of authorisation, we consider that it is important that sufficient narrative is
included on the claim.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

A
lack
of
supporting
documentation increases the
risk that incorrect and/or
inappropriate payments may be
processed.

The Head of People and Organisational Development should:
(1) ensure that the ‘mySelf mileage, expenses and overtime guide’ is
updated to make to clear to employees that the ‘reason for overtime’ part
of the overtime claim on iTrent should include sufficient information to
explain the reason for the overtime worked and that this is thereafter
communicated to employees; and
(2) remind Managers that they should not authorise overtime claims via
iTrent unless there is sufficient information within the claim to enable
them to determine that the overtime claimed has been worked and is
legitimate (and to approve) or not (and to reject).

Green
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Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Jennifer Hardy, ESC Manager

May 2020

Both actions will be completed.
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated
as intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or
no improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended.
Significant errors have been detected.
Substantial
improvements should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
ADULT SOCIAL CARE – PROGRESS OF IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS
IDENTIFIED BY THE INTEGRATION REVIEW AND SELF-ASSESSMENT
PROCESSES
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1: Audit grading
Appendix 2: Improvement actions not included in updated action plan
Issued to: Chief Executive and Chief Accountable Officer (IJB) Copied to: Head of Performance,
Planning and Quality Assurance

Headlines
The purpose of this audit was to provide assurance to the Council on progress being made taking forward the
improvement actions identified arising from the North Lanarkshire Integration Review and self-assessment, the
results of which were reported to the Policy and Strategy Committee in June 2019.
During the course of the exercise, we considered whether the identified improvement actions had been
incorporated into a detailed action plan and whether adequate and effective arrangements were in place to
enable key stakeholders to regularly monitor and assess progress implementing identified improvement actions
and to identify any issues arising.
Due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic and the Services’ involvement as Category 1 responders, our ability
to substantively confirm the reported status of the individual improvement actions included in the action plan
was impacted. As an alternative, we considered and made a judgement on whether the Service’s assessment
of the status of each of the actions appeared reasonable based on our knowledge and was consistent with the
narrative provided in the most recent update to the Adult Health and Social Care Committee in February 2020.
Based on the results of our work, we have categorised this audit as offering ‘reasonable assurance’ and are
satisfied that, following the results of the North Lanarkshire Integration and self-assessment processes an
action plan was prepared consolidating relevant improvement actions identified by the review process. We
also found that reports have been presented to relevant Committees providing updates from management on
progress addressing the identified improvement actions. These reports show significant progress has been
made. However, we consider that there are some areas for improvement which management require to
address. These are detailed at section 3 of the report and include the following:
 There is scope for more regular and formal tracking and monitoring by senior management of progress in
implementing the improvement actions; and
 Key stakeholders ability to provide effective scrutiny and oversight of progress would be improved if relevant
reports contained more detailed narrative.
Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Reasonable assurance

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Minor

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0710/2020/20

Date issued

25/06/2020

Lynn McCrum, Paula Hendry and Hugh Shevlin
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
The purpose of this audit was to provide assurance to the Council on progress being made taking forward the
improvement actions identified arising from the North Lanarkshire Integration Review and Self-Assessment, the
results of which were reported to the Policy and Strategy Committee in June 2019.
During the course of the exercise, we considered whether the identified improvement actions had been
incorporated into a detailed action plan and whether adequate and effective arrangements were in place to
enable key stakeholders to regularly monitor and assess progress implementing identified improvement actions
and to identify any issues arising.
Due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic and the Services’ involvement as Category 1 responders, we were
unable to substantively confirm the reported status of the individual improvement actions included in the action
plan. As an alternative, we considered and made a judgement on whether the Service’s assessment of the
status of each of the actions appeared reasonable based on our knowledge and was consistent with the
narrative provided in the most recent update to the Adult Health and Social Care Committee in February 2020.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

0

2

1

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
No areas requiring urgent management action have been identified.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


An action plan has been prepared consolidating improvement actions identified as part of the North
Lanarkshire Integration Review and self-assessment processes;



The action plan was submitted to, and approved by, the Strategic Leadership Team of the Health and
Social Care Partnership in September 2019; and



An update on the actions contained within the action plan was submitted to the IJB (Performance, Finance
and Audit Committee) in November 2019 and February 2020. A progress report was also submitted to the
Adult Health and Social Care Committee in February 2020.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
The following areas for improvement were identified:
 There is scope for more regular and formal tracking and monitoring by senior management of progress in
implementing the improvement actions; and
 Key stakeholders ability to provide effective scrutiny and oversight of progress would be improved if relevant
reports contained more detailed narrative.
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3. Action Plan

Ref
1

Progress of improvement actions identified by the Integration Review and SelfAssessment processes

0710/2020/20

Finding
There is scope for more regular and formal tracking and monitoring by senior management of progress in implementing the
improvement actions.
The report to IJB (Performance, Finance and Audit Committee) in November 2019 on the Integration Review set out the expectation that the Strategic
Leadership Team of the Health and Social Care Partnership would monitor progress of the action plan on an ongoing basis.
From discussions with the Performance Manager, it has been concluded that whilst progress has been made taking forward agreed actions, progress of the
improvement actions has not been regularly or formally monitored through the Strategic Leadership Team. There is also little further detail contained within
the update reports to the Adult Health and Social Care Committee as to how, where, or by whom progress is being monitored.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without
regular
monitoring
arrangements, the improvement actions
identified by the Integration Review and
Self-Assessment processes may not be
progressed appropriately or timely and
slippages may occur.

The Chief Accountable Officer should seek to
formalise ongoing monitoring of the
implementation of agreed actions and ensure
that future update reports to the Adult Health
and Social Care Committee provide
information on such arrangements.

Amber
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Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Ross McGuffie, Chief Officer
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3. Action Plan (continued)

Ref
2

Progress of improvement actions identified by the Integration Review and
Self-Assessment processes

0710/2020/20

Finding
Key stakeholders ability to provide effective scrutiny and oversight of progress would be improved if relevant reports contained more
detailed narrative.
Although reports have been submitted to the IJB (Performance, Finance & Audit Committee) and to the Adult Health and Social Care Committee on progress
of the action plan to deliver improvement actions identified by the Integration Review and self-assessment process, we consider that these reports do not
always provide adequate information/narrative to allow the key stakeholders to exercise effective scrutiny and/or oversight of progress. Consequently, we
consider that there are a number of areas where significant improvements require to be made including:


reporting to either the Board or Committee on the overall progress and/or current status of the overall action plan could be more informative and would be
improved by providing a clearer summary with regards to the status of the actions;



there are some instances where the current status of the improvement action (i.e. complete, ongoing, delayed, not yet due, etc.) is not stated and there is
insufficient detail in the narrative to determine what the status is;



there is a degree of inconsistency over the level and/or quality of narrative provided to justify the status of the action as assessed by the Service; and



there is a lack of detail and/or narrative in respect of steps proposed to fully complete the action, revised timescales where the action has not been
completed within the original expected timescale and explanations as to why original timescales have not been achieved.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without regular and appropriate
reporting of progress, key
stakeholders may not be able to
identify any issues arising and/or
may not be able to take
appropriate action on a timely
basis.

The Chief Accountable Officer should seek to ensure that
information reported to the Adult Health and Social Care
Committee provides a clear and concise overview of
progress against planned actions (in respect of overall
action plan and individual actions). Such an overview
should clearly state the current status of each action (i.e.
complete, ongoing or not yet due); provide explanations
where expected timescales have not been met and, in such
cases, a revised expected date of implementation.

Amber
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Agree
Ross McGuffie, Chief Officer
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3. Action Plan (continued)

Ref
3

Progress of improvement actions identified by the Integration Review
and Self-Assessment processes

0710/2020/20

Finding
There were a small number of actions identified during the Integration Review and self-assessment processes which were not
incorporated into the action plan.
We reviewed the relevant improvement actions identified during the Integration Review and Self-Assessment processes against those contained in the action
plan approved by the Strategic Leadership Team in September 2019. While we were pleased to note that the majority of actions identified during these
processes were contained in the action plan, we identified three actions (see appendix 2), which did not appear on the consolidated agreed action plan or in
the subsequent updates presented to the Board and Committee.

Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The absence of individual
improvement
actions
from
inclusion in the action plan may
result in the actions not being
duly progressed.

The Chief Accountable Officer should seek to ensure
information in respect of the status and, where relevant,
expected timelines for completion of issues identified
during the Integration Review and self-assessment
processes but which were not incorporated into the action
plan (as at Appendix 2) are included in future updates
reported to the Adult Health and Social Care Committee.

Green
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Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Ross McGuffie, Chief Officer
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with
the definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated as
intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or no
improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended. Significant errors have been detected. Substantial improvements
should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the risk
materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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Appendix 2 – Improvement actions not included in updated action plan
The following actions were identified as part of the Integration Review but did not appear on the
consolidated agreed action plan and/or in the subsequent updates presented to the Board and
Committee.
Thematic Workstream

Action item

Finance
(integrated The transparent whole system
finances and financial approach adopted to service
planning)
redesign across the partnership will
continue to be adopted and refined
and extended to include acute
hospital services more fully. This
will be led through the Unscheduled
Care Board and other joint working
arrangements.
Operational
Review

Operational
Review

Comments
Originally included in action plan
approved
by
the
Strategic
Leadership Team but omitted from
future update reports presented to
Board and/or Committee.

Structure Create an implementation plan for
the establishment of the new
structures in conjunction with
employee relations and Trade
Unions/Staff Side.

Included as an improvement
action in the summary of
recommendations within the North
Lanarkshire Integration Review
and
Self-Assessment
report
presented to Policy and Strategy
Structure Establish a small project structure in
Committee in June 2019 but not
conjunction with employee relations
carried forward to consolidated
and Trade Unions/Staff Side to
action plan.
manage the process and monitor
progress against key milestones
and timescales.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING
Contents
1. Executive Summary
2. Findings and Recommendations
3. Action Plan
Appendix 1: Audit grading Appendix 2: Areas where arrangements require to be further developed
Issued to: Executive Director of Enterprise and Communities and Head of Communities
Copied to: Community Partnership Manager and Chief Executive
Headlines
This was a high-level review designed to provide assurance that the Council has adequate, robust and effective
governance arrangements in place to support the development of participatory budgeting (PB) in line with the
Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (‘the Act’).
Participatory budgeting seeks to involve local communities in decisions about the distribution of public service
budgets and empower local people to have a direct say in how and where public funds can be used to address
local needs. Under the Act, the Council must promote and facilitate the participation of members of the public
in the decisions and activities of the authority, including in the allocation of its resources. COSLA/Scottish
Government have made a commitment to ensure that at least 1% of council non-ring fenced budgets will be
subject to participatory budgeting by April 2021 (which would equate to approximately £7-8 million for the
Council).
Participatory budgeting arrangements form part of the Council’s wider community empowerment and
community engagement programme, which is being progressed under the Community Matters/Working with
Communities agenda and the revised Programme of Work P056.1 (Working with Communities model and
supporting governance structure) as part of the Plan for North Lanarkshire. A separate exercise has recently
been undertaken in respect of the Council’s wider community empowerment and community engagement
arrangements and a report on the findings from that audit work has been separately issued to management.
The scope of this audit exercise was limited to reviewing the council’s PB arrangements and in particular the
Council’s strategic direction for PB, the governance arrangements surrounding the council’s approach to PB
and the extent to which the arrangements focus on ensuring that citizen participation can have a direct impact
on the way in which the budgets are allocated. As part of the audit, we assessed the Council’s current
arrangements against good practice identified from a range of sources including guidance issued by the
Scottish Government.
The Council’s phase 1 PB pilot in Wishaw/Shotts and Motherwell localities has recently been completed and
we understand that critical feedback was received from both elected members and community organisations
around aspects of the process. A review of this pilot has been undertaken by management, and the lessons
learned together with self-assessment of current PB arrangements against good practice has led to the
identification of a number of areas for improvement. There is as yet though no formal action plan setting out
proposed actions and timescales to address these issues.
We are pleased to note that significant progress has been made by the Service in developing aspects of the
Council’s PB activities and that the Council’s PB governance arrangements appear generally consistent with
good practice. There is also appropriate elected member oversight and scrutiny of PB activity. However, the
Council will require some time to fully implement, embed and mainstream PB activity and there are a number
of aspects of the Council’s PB arrangements which require to be further developed and we have, therefore,
categorised the audit as offering ‘limited assurance’.
(continued overleaf)
Internal Audit Opinion (see definition at Appendix 1)

Limited assurance (Amber-Red)

Organisational impact (see definition at Appendix 1)

Moderate

Report status
Audit Team

FINAL

Audit ref

0670/2020/002

Date issued

03/06/2020

Jacquie Howden and Paula Hendry
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Headlines (continued)
(Continued from overleaf)
In particular, whilst we are satisfied that the Council’s commitment and strategic direction in relation to PB is
generally adequate and clearly links to the Council’s wider objectives, we consider that the current PB
arrangements require to be significantly up scaled and accelerated if the Council is to meet the COSLA/Scottish
Government framework requirements by April 2021. This will require agreement and significant corporate buyin and commitment from all services regarding the approach to identifying and agreeing relevant funding and
on how future PB activities will be progressed and monitored across the Council. We have identified a number
of areas where we consider scope for improvement exists and have made a small number of recommendations
which are included in Section 3 of the report. These include:


There is currently no formal overarching plan in place clearly setting out detailed actions necessary or
planned to allow the Council to mainstream its PB activities or to deliver against the requirement to make
1% of its non-ring fenced budget available for PB activity by April 2021;



There are a number of areas (highlighted in Appendix 2) where actions are required for the Council’s
arrangements to better reflect recognised good practice; and



The need to improve the processes for recording and evaluating PB project applications and for allocating
budgets to better meet the needs and priorities of communities.
Finally, a significant amount of the audit work underpinning this report was conducted prior to the current Covid19 pandemic. The Council’s response to these events has seen a significant role for the Council’s wider
community engagement activities. The implications of dealing with the virus will present some significant short
and medium-term challenges for the Council’s participatory budgeting arrangements including potential
impacts on the affordability of approved projects, challenges around future engagement on priorities and
potential impacts on the capacity of community groups to engage with the Council and/or to prepare and
progress applications/projects. The Council will be required to assess any new risks and consider how best to
deliver participatory budgeting activity over the immediate future period where Covid-19 is still present.
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1. Executive Summary
Objectives
This was a high-level review designed to provide assurance that the Council has adequate, robust and effective
governance arrangements in place to support the development of participatory budgeting (PB) in line with the
Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (‘the Act’).
In carrying out our work we considered the following:


Has the Council adopted a clear strategic direction in relation to participatory budgeting which links to its
wider corporate objectives;
 Is there clear and appropriate leadership and governance surrounding the Council’s developing approach
to participatory budgeting;
 Have key issues, risks and challenges associated with the mainstreaming of participatory budgeting been
identified and has the Council put in place (or has plans to do so) appropriate processes and procedures
to address these; and
 Are the developing arrangements focused on ensuring citizen participation can have a direct impact on the
budget allocation whilst ensuring that resources are allocated with a focus on identified outcomes and are
used effectively in line with Best Value principles.
In September 2017, Policy & Resources Committee agreed to provide £500,000 of Local Development
Programme funding for a pilot project approach to delivering PB in the Wishaw/Shotts and Motherwell localities
(£350,000 and £150,000 respectively). This funding was subject to a 50% cut in 2019-2020 however which
rendered the allocation insufficient to effectively deliver PB on a ward basis and led to the remaining budget
being spread across all of the locality. We understand that funding for the PB projects for 2020-2021 has still
to be agreed. A review of the pilot activity has recently been carried out by management to capture lessons
learned and to inform revisions to the future PB application, assessment and governance processes via phase
2 from April 2020.
As part of the audit, we assessed the Council’s current arrangements against good practice identified from a
range of sources including the ‘Glasgow’s Participatory Budgeting Evaluation toolkit’ developed by Glasgow
City Council in collaboration with What Works Scotland and guidance issued by the Scottish Government.
This engagement has been conducted in accordance with the ‘Public Sector Internal Audit Standards’. The
Internal Audit section reports formally on conformance with these standards to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

2. Findings and Recommendations
Number and category of recommendations raised
(see definition of priority at Appendix 1)

Red

Amber

Green

1

2

1

Key areas requiring management action (Red)
One key area requiring urgent management action was identified as follows:


There is currently no formal overarching plan in place clearly setting out detailed actions necessary or
planned to allow the Council to mainstream its PB activities or to deliver against the requirement to make
1% of its non-ring fenced budget available for PB activity by April 2021.

Good practice identified
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


A review of the PB phase 1 pilot has recently been undertaken to capture lessons learned and to inform
revisions to the future PB application, assessment and governance processes.



The NL Participatory Budgeting review group carried out an assessment of the council’s PB arrangements
against the Glasgow’s Participatory Budgeting Assessment Toolkit and have identified areas for
improvement for phase 2 of the PB activities. In addition, the group has benchmarked the council’s
arrangements against the findings of the Dundee Decides PB evaluation report and examples of best
practice across Scotland and Europe to identify opportunities to improve the robustness and effectiveness
of the current arrangements.
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Good practice identified (continued)
We noted the following areas of good practice during the audit:


PB programme criteria and a formal PB Process Flowchart have been developed for use in all future
project proposals to allow greater transparency and clearer and more consistent scrutiny of projects and
to better enable officers to determine whether projects are viable prior to the voting stage of the process.
Guidance notes in respect of the application process for PB project proposals are also currently being
developed.



There is appropriate elected member oversight and scrutiny of PB activity with regular reports on the
various aspects of the Participatory Budgeting activities presented to the Youth, Equalities and
Empowerment Committee, the Corporate Management Team and the recently formed Community
Empowerment Committee as appropriate.

Other areas for improvement (Amber)
A number of other areas for improvement were also identified:


There are a number of areas (highlighted in Appendix 2) where actions are required for the Council’s
arrangements to better reflect recognised good practice; and



There is scope to improve the processes for recording and evaluating PB project applications and for
allocating budgets to better meet the needs and priorities of communities.
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3. Action Plan
Ref
1

Participatory Budgeting

0670/2020/002

Finding

There is currently no formal overarching plan in place clearly setting out detailed actions necessary or planned to allow the Council to
mainstream its PB activities or to deliver against the requirement to make 1% of its non-ring fenced budget available for PB activity by April
2021.
The Council has committed to meeting the COSLA/Scottish Government framework to make 1% of its non-ring fenced budget available for PB activities by 2021, which
currently represents approximately £7-8 million for the Council. We noted, however, that there is currently no formal overarching plan in which clearly sets out how the
Council plans to mainstream its PB activities or how it plans to ensure that it can meet the COSLA/Scottish Government framework by 2021.
We recognise that PB delivery is a corporate priority and that mainstreaming PB activity will require all Council services to be able to deliver part of their budgets via
the PB process. From discussions with the Community Partnership Manager, however, we understand that further work requires to be undertaken at a strategic level
to ensure that PB is fully embedded across the Council and that individual services are aware of the need to devote part of their budget to PB activities and to buy in to
the PB process generally. A Mainstreaming PB briefing paper, setting out proposed options for taking forward the mainstreaming of PB and the potential methods for
allocating budgets to deliver PB activities, has been prepared for discussion with senior management. It is expected that ultimately this paper will be presented to the
Community Empowerment Committee, although given the current Covid-19 position, no date for presentation to Committee has yet been set. We understand that it is
anticipated that the mainstreaming of future PB activity will be led by the Communities Team, with input from all relevant services to ensure that PB can be implemented
in a sustainable way within their service and contribute to the corporate 1% goal.
We also noted that risks in respect of PB are currently covered by the Corporate risk ‘Engagement and consultation with Communities, partners and stakeholders on
the shaping and delivery of services’. Whilst there is reference to PB within the corporate risk register, we noted that there is currently no separate risk register in place
for the PB activity and which sets out how the PB activities can continue to be undertaken without a secured funding source. We understand that the service plans to
prepare a risk register in accordance with the council’s project management methodology for phase 2 activities.
Implication

Recommendation

Priority

Without a formal commitment by the Council to
provide funding for PB activities and/or the
existence of a formal action plan setting out how
future PB activities can be resourced, the
Council may not be able to meet the
COSLA/Scottish Government requirement of
making 1% of the Council’s budget available for
PB activity.
Risks associated with the successful delivery of
the PB activities may not be adequately
monitored and/or managed.

Management should ensure that:
(1) a formal action plan is prepared which clearly sets out how, given the current financial challenges facing
the Council, it expects to mainstream its PB activity across the council and how it will be able to achieve
the COSLA/Scottish Government Framework of making 1% of its un-ring fenced budget available for PB
activity by the end of 2021;
(2) a formal monitoring process is put in place to ensure that all actions identified in the action plan are being
progressed in accordance with expected timescales and that progress is regularly reported to key
stakeholders; and
(3) a risk register for the PB activity which clearly sets out all the identified risks affecting the successful
achievement of PB activity, together with any mitigating controls currently in place, is prepared as soon
as possible and monitored regularly in accordance with the Council’s recognised risk management
strategy and procedures.

Red
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3.

Action Plan (continued)

Participatory Budgeting
Management response

0670/2020/002
Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Lizanne McMurrich, Head of Communities
In the context of the current Covid-19 situation and the potential impact on all Council services’ planning and delivery, the management response is as
follows:
As Internal Audit has clearly identified, Mainstream PB delivery is a corporate priority and will require all services to identify appropriate budgets which can
be delivered via a PB mechanism to achieve the 1% target, with leadership and direction for this resting with the CMT and NLP.
In relation to the audit recommendations, management can further comment that:
(1) A formal action plan will be prepared following establishment of a new PB workstream. A list of appropriate officers for this group has been drawn up
and the establishment of the group will progress shortly. The action plan will encompass the securing of corporate agreement on the in-scope budget
streams to be utilised. Specific budget areas for consideration have been identified within a Mainstream PB briefing paper to allow the council to
achieve its 1% target. It is anticipated that a combination of these funding streams would be used to achieve the target in a sustainable way. The
funding stream identified include:
 Capital grants or small revenue grants scheme model
 Commissioning
 Departmental budget allocations
 Community Hubs
 Town Centre Visions
 Pupil Equity Fund (PEF)

June – July 2020

On 18 May 2020, the Scottish Government released a statement and new guidance for using PEF through a PB process. This has provided the
oppportunity to utilise PB mechanisms for the delivery of PEF across the authority. Given the level of PEF received by the council (£8,764,200 in 201920), this would fully deliver the 1% target if PB was adopted as the standard delivery method for this fund. The Communities team are actively enaging
in discussions with CoSLA, Scottish Government and other authorites on the potential implementation of such a scheme but this will require budget
holder approval, as will all other identified Mainstream potentials.
(2) The PB action plan will include a performance monitoring framework and process. It is envisaged that members of the working group will monitor
progress within their own service and this information will be collated and reported via the 9 Commmunity Boards CMT/Committee and to communities
as appropriate.
(3) A risk register for Mainstream PB activity will be produced. The working group will be tasked with monitoring and updating the register as required.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
2

Participatory Budgeting

0670/2020/002

Finding

There are a number of areas (highlighted in Appendix 2) where actions are required for the Council’s arrangements to better reflect recognised
good practice.
We assessed the Council’s arrangements against good practice identified from a range of sources including Glasgow City Council’s ‘Glasgow’s Participatory Budgeting
Evaluation toolkit’ and guidance issued by the Scottish Government. Whilst we are generally satisfied that good progress has been made to date by the Council in
establishing appropriate arrangements, a number of relevant issues arising from the good practice remain to be addressed. Details of the key areas identified are
included at Appendix 2 for management consideration. The most significant areas include the need to:


further develop the governance arrangements at local/community level and ensure that there are clearly defined terms of reference in respect of PB for each of
these groups, including the new locality Steering groups, PB working groups and the Community Boards;



further develop the arrangements for involving partners/communities in determining how to incorporate PB into the strategic planning process;



ensure that there are adequate and appropriately trained staff in place to take forward the future PB activity across the Council; and

 consider appropriate methods for measuring/monitoring the costs/benefits of all PB activities and the impact that PB is having within communities.
We recognise that management has recently undertaken a review of its arrangements against good practice and has identified a number of lessons learned to take
forward to phase 2 PB activities and processes, but as reflected at point 1 above these have not yet been formalised into an action plan.
Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The Council’s PB arrangements may not fully comply with
recognised good practice and the Council may fail to comply with
relevant aspects of the Act.

Management should ensure that appropriate and timely actions are taken to address
the identified gaps in the current arrangements for ensuring compliance with the Act
and/or recognised good practice (as detailed at Appendix 2). This should include the
finalisation and implementation of a number of processes and actions currently being
developed.

Amber

Management response
Agree
Lizanne McMurrich, Head of Communities
In the context of the current Covid-19 situation and the potential impact on all Council services’ planning and delivery, the management response is as
follows:


We will further develop the governance arrangements around the 9 Community Boards to ensure that there are clearly defined terms of reference in
respect of PB delivery as required for each of these groups, including the new locality Steering groups and PB task groups;



We continually engage with our community partners and when budget streams for PB delivery are confirmed, we will engage with communities via
established networks (Community Boards, Community Forums, Tenants and Residents Associations etc.) to help determine how to incorporate PB
into the strategic planning process;

Implementation
Month/Year

AugustSeptember 2020
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3. Action Plan (continued)

Participatory Budgeting
Management response (continued)



The Community Partnership Team have received initial training on the CONSUL platform and additional training is being discussed with the Town
Centres Visions team and the Community Hub delivery team. Should PEF be agreed as a viable PB delivery route, training will be arranged for
Education colleagues as required. This coverage will allow each service to deliver PB at a local, town or authority-wide level and manage the process
within their own resource. The Communities team will be the lead service for Mainstream PB delivery and will provide support and advice as required
to colleagues throughout the delivery process; and

0670/2020/002
Implementation
Month/Year
AugustSeptember 2020



We will look at methods to assess PB impact within communities including cost/benefit analysis, impact assessments, localised community surveys
and post project questionnaires.
The above steps will be included within the PB action plan referred to in our response to finding 1.
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3. Action Plan (continued)
Ref
3

Participatory Budgeting

0670/2020/002

Finding

There is scope to improve the processes for recording and evaluating PB project applications and for allocating budgets to better meet the
needs and priorities of communities.
We reviewed the processes for recording and evaluating PB project applications and for allocating funds to successful PB projects in place at the phase 1 pilot and
noted a number of areas where we consider that further improvement is required going forward. These include:


A more formalised process for recording applications received requires to be put in place which records and tracks all project applications from date of receipt;



All projects should be subject to a full assessment early in the process to ensure that only viable projects are included in the public voting process for selection;



The process for recording/processing online votes (via the CONSUL system) and offline votes (e.g. via ballot boxes at schools and other locations) requires to be
further developed to ensure that all votes are included in the final count across all localities;



The evaluation and decision-making processes for applications require to be refined and made more transparent and accountable, including establishing a set of
assessment criteria for approving projects;



There are currently no measures of success for approved projects built into the selection criteria and/or allocation process;



There were no minimum or maximum levels set for individual projects for phase 1. Given the current issues regarding funding availability and ensuring a wider
spread of projects for communities, this may be an option to be considered;



Clear, documented rationale for the process of allocating budgets to individual projects/localities requires to be established as soon as possible and made available
to communities to improve the accountability and transparency of the process. This process should include consideration of the best methods for evaluating
community needs and priorities; and

 At present no contingency has been built into the budget allocation process, which may be problematic as the projects progress.
We recognise that management are aware of and are actively addressing some of these issues. In particular, we were pleased to note that draft guidance and
procedures for the application process have been prepared, including the creation of a set of formal programme criteria, which we understand will be further developed
in line with the Working with Communities framework.
Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The Council’s arrangements for recording and evaluating project applications
may not be fair and equitable and/or decisions made in respect of the allocation
of budgets may not be consistent and/or fully transparent.
Budget allocations may not take into account and/or be appropriate to meet
the needs and priorities of communities.

Management should ensure that appropriate arrangements are put in place
to address the issues identified above. In particular, management should
ensure that the draft guidance and procedures already prepared are
finalised and endorsed as soon as possible.

Amber
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3. Action Plan (continued)

Participatory Budgeting
Management response

0670/2020/002
Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Lizanne McMurrich, Head of Communities
In the context of the current Covid-19 situation and the potential impact on all Council service’s planning and delivery, the management response is as
follows:
Draft guidance has been produced to address the improvements outlined by Internal Audit. It is proposed that finalised versions of these guidance
documents will be submitted for committee approval after the summer recess. We can specifically advise that:

August 2020









A formal process to record and track PB applications has been created.
An assessment protocol has been established to ensure that only viable projects are included in the public voting process for selection.
We will further develop the vote recording to ensure that all votes are included in the final count across all localities.
Assessment criteria for project approval has been developed.
The evaluation and decision-making processes for applications will be minuted to ensure transparency.
Where PB allocation is via a grant award or local project vote, budget guidance will be provided to ensure a fairer allocation of resources.
The rationale for budget allocation will be established by the PB working group and will take account of the budget source, PB delivery methodology
and locality priorities within each Town.
 Consideration will be given to contingency budgets for projects where appropriate. For capital build projects this would be 5% of the total project cost.
Where contingency budgets are subsequently not needed, the funding can be re-distributed in the locality via a small scale PB event.
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3

Action Plan (continued)

Ref
4

Participatory Budgeting

0670/2020/002

Finding

There is scope to improve the voting process for future PB projects.
We reviewed the voting process in place for the PB projects under the phase 1 pilot and identified a number of areas where we consider that there is scope for
improvement going forward. In particular, we noted that:


the voting process did not include any weighting mechanism in respect of deprivation indices or priority localities; and



there were no restrictions on how votes could be placed, with communities generally voting for the projects closest to them. This has resulted in a concentration
of projects within the communities which were most engaged and left some priority localities with little or no PB investment.
We also noted that the uptake of online voting was lower than had been anticipated, with communities seeming to prefer the use of traditional methods including
ballot boxes. We understand that training has now been provided to the Communities Team on the Community Matter Portal (CONSUL) to consider how the
system can be better utilised for this process going forward. In addition, we noted that the service is currently considering further development of the off-line voting
process and the logistics of collecting this information.
We recognise that management are aware of these issues and we understand that they will be taken forward by a new Review Task and Finish group for action in
phase 2. We consider, however, that in developing any process, there requires to be a balance between the Council’s digitalisation programme and recognising
the demographic and preferred methods of engagement of the communities involved.
Implication

Recommendation

Priority

The Council’s arrangements for voting for
potential PB projects may not be appropriate,
equitable and/or transparent.

Management should ensure that appropriate and timely action is taken by the Review Task and
Finish Group (once established) to address the identified inequalities in the current voting
arrangements and ensure that appropriate measures are put in place for including and/or assessing
projects for all localities, including those for the most deprived and priority localities. This process
should include consideration of the level of public votes for each project and the role of Community
Boards in shortlisting projects.

Green

Management response

Implementation
Month/Year

Agree
Lizanne McMurrich, Head of Communities
In the context of the current Covid-19 situation and the potential impact on all Council services’ planning and delivery. the management response is as
follows:
The issue of project clusters due to localised voting patterns and varying levels of community engagement has been identified and consideration is
being given to the number of votes per individual (previously 4) to create a fairer spread of resources. A reduction of vote numbers to 1 or 2 per person
will mitigate the risk of votes being cast based on location rather than project demand/support. In addition, we have identified the potential to weight
votes for identified priority localities (based on SIMD data and locality planning) to allow PB to have a greater effect in our most disadvantaged
communities. We will discuss the voting mechanisms with appropriate colleagues to ensure it is transparent and equitable and does not introduce bias
into the process.

June-July 2020
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3 Action Plan (continued)

Participatory Budgeting
Management response (continued)

The CONSUL platform has been further developed and tested to allow greater utilisation of this tool. To fully maximise its use, we will seek further
endorsement from CMT along with a commitment of appropriate resources (administration, IT, Corporate Communications) to fully embed the platform
within community engagement processes. We fully appreciate that not all communities have equitable digital access. An overreliance on CONSUL
may further marginalise those we are keenest to engage with. To address this, the off-line voting system will be further developed to ensure all schools
have access to a PB voting session as required and face to face information and voting sessions will be held within communities, supported by local
community partners, to increase engagement and interaction.

0670/2020/002
Implementation
Month/Year
June-July 2020
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Appendix 1 - Audit Grading
Audit reports are graded with an overall assurance opinion, and any issues and associated
recommendations are classified individually to denote their relative importance, in accordance with the
definitions in the tables below.

Definition of audit assurance and recommendation categories
Assurance

Confidence based on sufficient evidence that internal controls are in place, operating
effectively and objectives are being achieved.

Assurance opinion
Green

Substantial
Assurance

There are minimal or minor control weaknesses that present low risk to the
control environment. The control environment has substantially operated as
intended although some minor errors have been detected. Very few or no
improvements are needed.

Green - Amber

Reasonable
Assurance

There are some control weaknesses that present low to medium risk to the
control environment. The control environment has mainly operated as
intended although errors have been detected. Some improvements should
be made.

Amber - Red

Limited
Assurance

There are significant control weaknesses that present medium to high risk
to the control environment. The control environment has not operated as
intended. Significant errors have been detected. Substantial improvements
should be made.

Red

No
Assurance

There are fundamental control weaknesses that present an unacceptable
level of risk to the control environment. The control environment has
fundamentally broken down and is open to significant error or abuse.
Immediate and major changes need to be made.

Organisational impact
Major

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to significant risk. If
the risk materialises it would have a major impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Moderate

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to medium risk. If the
risk materialises it would have a moderate impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Minor

The weaknesses identified during the review have left the Council open to low risk. If the risk
materialises it would have a minor impact upon the organisation as a whole.

Recommendation priority
Red

Significant weaknesses which management needs to address and resolve immediately.

Amber

Weaknesses which require prompt but not immediate action by management.

Green

Less significant issues and/or areas for improvement which do not require immediate
management action.
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Appendix 2 – Areas where arrangements require to be further developed
We assessed the Council’s arrangements against good practice identified from a range of sources including the
‘Glasgow’s Participatory Budgeting Evaluation toolkit’ and guidance issued by the Scottish Government. Whilst
we are generally satisfied that good progress has been made to date in establishing appropriate arrangements,
we identified the following areas where we consider that further actions are required for the Council to fully
comply with the recognised good practice in respect of participatory budgeting.
Compliance with the PB good practice
Planning
 The council needs to further develop its arrangements for involving partners/communities in determining
how to incorporate PB into its strategic planning process; and
 The council needs to consider whether PB activity is adequately resourced and ensure that there are
appropriately skilled staff across the Council who can effectively undertake PB activities as part of the
mainstreaming process.
Process
 The Council currently has no method for measuring:
o
The number of PB voters who are eligible to vote in the most recent local elections;
o
The number of PB voters who are ineligible to vote in local elections;
o
The number of participants from equalities groupings in comparison to the area demographic; and/or
o
The number of participants who reported being new or returining to PB.
Impact
 The cost of providing PB activity across the Council is not yet being measured/monitored;
 In order to raise awareness of the Council’s PB activities and the associated opportunities and challenges,
management requires to;
o develop and endorse at a corporate level a formal communication strategy and delivery process for PB;
o publish more information in respect of the Council’s PB policies and activity on the Council’s website and
via roadshows to better promote awareness of PB activities and process;
 The governance arrangements around the steering groups and new Community Boards requires to be
further developed and the roles and responsibilities of these groups for PB activities clearly defined; and/or
 There is currently no way to measure/monitor:
o
the number of participants who have become more involved in their community and/or decision making
as a result of taking part in PB activities or
o
the level of deliberation by communities in their decision-making process.
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AGENDA ITEM 8

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit and Scrutiny Panel
☐ for approval ☒ for noting

Ref: KA/ASP/Sept20

Date: 03/09/2020

External Audit: Audit Scotland Management Report
From:

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email:

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk Telephone:

01698 302188

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to present elected members with the audit output produced by the
Council’s appointed external auditors, Audit Scotland, since the last meeting of the Panel in
respect of the audit of the Council for the year-ending 31 March 2020.
A copy of the external auditor’s interim management report is attached to this report. Members
should note that the report includes audit findings and responses, including planned actions that
have been agreed by management.
The external auditor will speak to the Panel about the above audit output at the meeting and
highlight to members any issues arising from their work that they wish to bring to the Panel’s
attention.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to note the report.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire:
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement

All ambition statements
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1. Background
1.1

The Accounts Commission have appointed Audit Scotland as the Council’s appointed
external auditor for the five year period from 2016-17.

1.2

The areas to be examined and expected outputs to be produced by the Council’s
external auditors are outlined each year in their annual planning document, which for
the 2019-20 audit was presented to the Panel in December 2019.

2. Report
2.1

Auditing standards require external auditors to obtain an understanding of the
accounting and internal control systems that exist within an audited body to allow them
to plan the audit and develop an effective financial statements audit approach.

2.2

The attached external audit interim report presents the results of work undertaken by
Audit Scotland on the Council’s key accounting and financial systems including work
on financial management and financial sustainability as well as work to date on those
wider audit dimensions covered by the public sector audit model. A further report,
addressing all relevant audit issues, will be reported in the annual report which will be
presented to the Panel in late-September.

2.3

Members should note that the report contains audit findings and responses, including
any planned actions that have been agreed by management.

2.4

The external auditor will speak to the Panel about the above audit output at the meeting
and highlight to members any issues arising from their work that they wish to bring to
the Panel’s attention.

3. Equality and Diversity
Fairer Scotland

No relevant issues identified

Equality Impact Assessment

No relevant issues identified

4. Implications
Financial impact
HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
Environmental Impact
Risk Impact

None identified
None identified
None identified
None identified

5. Measures of success
5.1

The Council is committed to delivering effective and efficient financial reporting and
high standards of financial management and corporate governance which underpin the
delivery of Council services and the achievement of planned outcomes and corporate
priorities.

5.2

Both Internal and External Audit report to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel on their
assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s financial management
and corporate governance arrangements.

6. Supporting documents
Appendix 1 – Audit Scotland Management Report.

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager
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Who we are
The Auditor General, the Accounts Commission and Audit Scotland work together
to deliver public audit in Scotland:
• The Auditor General is an independent crown appointment, made on the
recommendation of the Scottish Parliament, to audit the Scottish
Government, NHS and other bodies and report to Parliament on their
financial health and performance.
• The Accounts Commission is an independent public body appointed by
Scottish ministers to hold local government to account. The Controller of
Audit is an independent post established by statute, with powers to report
directly to the Commission on the audit of local government.
• Audit Scotland is governed by a board, consisting of the Auditor General, the
chair of the Accounts Commission, a non – executive board chair, and two
non – executive members appointed by the Scottish Commission for Public
Audit, a commission of the Scottish Parliament.

About us
Our vision is to be a world-class audit organisation that improves the use of public
money.
Through our work for the Auditor General and the Accounts Commission, we
provide independent assurance to the people of Scotland that public money is
spent properly and provides value. We aim to achieve this by:
• carrying out relevant and timely audits of the way the public sector manages
and spends money
• reporting our findings and conclusions in public
• identifying risks, making clear and relevant recommendations.
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Audit findings
Introduction
1. This report contains a summary of the key findings from our interim audit
work at North Lanarkshire Council. Auditing standards require external
auditors to obtain an understanding of the accounting and internal control
systems that exist within the audited body to allow us to plan and develop an
effective audit approach for the annual accounts. They also require us to
work closely with internal audit to make best use of the available resources
and avoid duplication of effort.
2. This is reflected in our responsibilities under the Code of Audit Practice
which requires us to gain assurance that the audited body:
• has systems of recording and processing transactions which provide a
sound basis for the preparation of the financial statements
• has systems of internal control which provide an adequate means of
preventing and detecting error, fraud or corruption
• complies with established policies, procedures, laws and regulations.
3. In addition, we carried out work on the audit dimensions, as required by
the Code of Audit Practice, which can be found in Exhibit 1. Further work on
these areas will be included in our annual audit report.

Exhibit 1
Audit dimensions

Source: Code of Audit Practice 2016
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4. Scotland’s public services are under exceptional pressure due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our approach to audit during these circumstances will
be pragmatic, flexible and consistent. We have issued a paper, COVID-19
What it means for public audit in Scotland, setting out the principles of Audit
Scotland’s approach to our financial and performance audit programmes. It
also outlines our plans for assessing the impact of COVID-19 on public
bodies and reviewing the Scottish public sector’s response to the pandemic.
5. Our controls testing was carried out prior to the working restrictions now in
place as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. We recognise that the
operation of the control environment may be impacted by the necessary
changes.

Conclusion
6. We identified some financial control weaknesses as summarised in
Exhibit 2 where we will need to carry out additional work to enable us to
obtain the required assurance for our audit of the annual accounts.
7. The weaknesses identified represent those that have come to our
attention during our normal audit work and therefore are not necessarily all
the weaknesses that may exist. It is the responsibility of management to
decide on the extent of the internal control system appropriate to North
Lanarkshire Council.
8. All our outputs and any matters of public interest will be published on our
website: www.audit-scotland.gov.uk.
9. The contents of this report have been discussed with relevant officers to
confirm factual accuracy. The co-operation and assistance we received
during our audit is gratefully acknowledged.

Internal control systems and action plan
10. In accordance with ISA 330: the auditor's response to assessed risk, our
audit approach allows us to take a three-year cyclical approach to controls
testing. This approach enables us to place reliance on previous years' audit
work once we have confirmed that the control environment and operation
remain unchanged and no significant weaknesses exist.
11. Our 2019/20 testing covered key controls in a number of areas including
budget monitoring, payroll controls (including second officer checks and
exception reporting), segregation of duties over journals, second officer
checks over new suppliers and invoices, controls over changes to housing
rents standing data and IT access. Additionally, our testing covered key
areas for preventing and detecting fraud including the issuing of credit notes
and the awarding of discretionary discounts. We also assessed the financial
controls within social work services for self-directed support, independent
homecare and independent care homes which supports the assurances
required for the audit of the North Lanarkshire Integration Joint Board.

Budget monitoring

Payroll controls

IT access
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12. Per our Annual Audit Plan, we placed reliance on the work of internal
audit for controls within income and cash collection and housing benefits.
We reviewed this work and found it to be clearly documented with a robust
review process. In line with ISA 610: using the work of internal auditors, we
must re-perform a sample of internal audits work in order to place specific
reliance on them. Due to the current restrictions as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic there were some items of source evidence we were unable to
review. As a result, we will take wider assurance from this work rather than
place specific reliance as part of our audit approach for the annual accounts.
13. Prior to completing our controls testing work, we reviewed each of the
main financial systems in line with ISA 315: understanding the entity and its
environment. This highlighted the implementation of the new OpenPortal
system for council tax, business rates and benefits as part of the DigitalNL
rollout. The system allows individuals to access their information and carry
out transactions. The uptake for the service has been higher than
anticipated and it is worth noting that this has had a significant impact on
council resources as each new registration requires a full check on personal
details.
14. The key control risks identified during the interim audit are detailed in
Exhibit 2. These findings impact on our approach to the financial statements
audit as detailed in the final column.

Exhibit 2
Key findings and action plan 2019/20
Audit Finding
1

User access
Each financial system has controls in
place for staff to gain appropriate
access. There are also processes in
place to monitor user access through
annual or bi-annual reviews. For
each of the financial systems
reviewed, with the exception of EFinancials and I-Trent, these reviews
have not taken place during 2019/20.
We note however, that I-Trent should
be reviewed bi-annually and this
review was carried out once in
2019/20.

Management
response

Additional
procedures

Management will ensure
that annual user reviews
are carried out for all
financial systems, ensuring
that user access remains
appropriate.

We will
substantively test a
sample of
transactions across
services to ensure
they are accurate
and valid.

Ongoing
Responsible Officer: Elaine
Kemp, Head of Financial
Solutions

There is a risk that user access
within the main financial systems
is not appropriate.
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Audit Finding
2

Payroll - validation checks
We reported last year that employee
validation checks carried out within
payroll did not include the education
service. The process has now been
rolled out to the whole council.
However, it is still considered
incomplete as it does not require
positive confirmation that the
employee listing is correct.

3

Additional
procedures

Unfortunately positive
confirmation is not currently
available in iTrent.
However an annual
validation and positive
confirmation exercise will
be implemented, starting in
August with Education and
Families and rolled out to
all other services by the
end of March 2021.

We will
substantively test a
sample of paid
employees to
ensure they exist
as current
employees through
confirmation to
other records /
manager response.

There is the risk that the absence
of a periodic validation of all staff
through positive confirmation of
employment could lead to staff
being paid after they have left
employment.

March 2021

Accounts Payable – Pecos
interface

The Council continue to
work towards introducing
invoice entry into PECOS
which will re-instate automatching of invoices to
purchase orders. In the
meantime there is no
increased risk of payments
to wrong suppliers.
However there may be a
small increase in the risk of
duplicate payments. In
order to mitigate this,
Services will continue to be
reminded of their
responsibilities when
passing invoices for
payment.

Responsible Officer:
Jennifer Hardy, Employee
Service Centre

The interface between the Pecos
(ordering) system and E-Financials is
being updated. During this update
the process, which was previously
semi-automated is being done
manually. This has led to a delay in
the turnaround time for matching
invoices, from 4 days to up to a
month. Urgent invoices are being
prioritised and exception reporting is
highlighting those over £10k. Delays
have occurred due to staffing
changes and testing is on hold due to
current circumstances.
There is a risk of human error due
to the extent of manual input and
the time pressure of the backlog.

4

Management
response

Housing Rents - HSMS
reconciliations
We reported last year that
reconciliations between the housing
rents system and the general ledger
are completed covering two periods
at a time. This is still the case and
with further staffing changes these
have fallen behind.
There is a risk that reconciliations
are not being completed in a
timely manner resulting in
discrepancies between the
systems not being picked up and
corrected.

We will
substantively test a
sample of
payments to ensure
the supply of goods
and services have
occurred.

March 2021
Responsible Officer: Elaine
Kemp, Head of Financial
Solutions
The Rent Income team
carry out reconciliations
every 2 periods and will
endeavour to continue to
do so, however in
exceptional circumstances
where this cannot be
achieved i.e. staff sickness,
it is considered there is
minimal risk of errors not
being corrected as all
anomalies will be identified
and amended as part of the
next reconciliation.
No further action.
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Financial Management
Additional costs as a result of Covid-19 led to a lower than
expected surplus

15. The council effectively monitors the budget position through monthly
budget monitoring reports to the Corporate Management Team, and
quarterly reports taken to the Finance and Resources Committee. In
addition, performance against budget for each service area is reported to the
relevant service committee. Details of how the year end outturn position
developed throughout 2019/20 is included in Exhibit 3.
16. Financial forecasting is an embedded part of management and reporting.
From our review of budget monitoring reports we concluded that they
provided an overall picture of the budget position at service level. The
reports forecast the outturn position for the year and include good narrative
explanations for significant variances against budget. This allows both
members and officers to carry out effective scrutiny of the council's finances.

Exhibit 3
Summary of outturn reporting of the projected year end surplus during 2019/20

4

£ million

3
2
1
0
0

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

-1
-2

Financial monitoring period
Source: Financial monitoring reports

Most services achieved underspends in the year

17. The council’s General Fund Revenue Budget as approved in February
2019 was revised to £766.5 million due to revised assumptions following
additional Scottish Government funding (Finance Circular 2/2019). In May
2020 the council reported a provisional underspend against this budget of
£2.4 million (Exhibit 3).
18. The council has incurred additional costs, in 2019/20, of just over £1
million as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
19. At a service level, Education and Families are reporting a provisional
overspend of £0.5 million largely due to the additional costs of the Covid-19
Free School Meal voucher scheme (£0.6 million). The remaining services
are reporting underspends or are on-budget with provisional outturns.
20. The expenditure from earmarked reserves is not included in the £2.4
million provisional outturn. These are monitored and reported separately.
The financial statements at the year-end will include this expenditure and
therefore this would produce a lower “in-year” surplus than the basis used for
reporting in budget monitoring reports.
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Governance and transparency
COVID-19 has impacted on the operation of the council’s
governance and services

21. On 19 March 2020 the council agreed revised governance arrangements
that would be implemented in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Shortly
thereafter the country went into lockdown and the council’s committee
structure was suspended and the Chief Executive was granted temporary
delegated authority for critical decisions that would normally require
committee approval.

22. Council services have been significantly affected and all staff were asked
to work from home where possible. Restricted services operated in areas
such as household waste, housing repairs and registrations. Alternative
arrangements were put in place to support those children currently in receipt
of free school meals or accessing the councils Club 365 programme.

The council is taking appropriate steps to progress the January
2019 NFI matches

23. The National Fraud Initiative (NFI) in Scotland is a biennial counter-fraud
exercise co-ordinated by Audit Scotland. It uses computerised techniques to
compare information about individuals held by different public bodies, and on
different financial systems, to identify 'matches' that might suggest the
existence of fraud or error. The council received matches from the latest
exercise in January 2019. The latest position for North Lanarkshire Council
in progressing these is summarised in Exhibit 4.

Exhibit 4
National Fraud Initiative
Total number of
matches

Completed/closed
investigations

16,059

10,474

In progress
investigations

322

(65%)
Source: NFI website

24. The council recognises that NFI is an important tool in allowing
investigative resources to be targeted at risk areas. The council prioritises
reviewing and investigating high risk matches. Since January 2019, when
the matches became available, the council has investigated and closed
10,474 matches (65%). To date 643 cases have been concluded as fraud or
error, with a cumulative value of £131,799. The majority of these related to
blue badges not being returned and housing benefits and council tax
reduction for which the council has plans in place to recover all
overpayments.
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25. The council has taken a risk-based approach to the investigation of
matches rather than investigating them all. Significant progress has been
made in investigations for this NFI cycle. Given the number of matches
returned for the council this is considered appropriate.
26. Internal Audit take an active role in the exercise and continue to regularly
report the outcomes of the NFI exercise to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

Equality arrangements
There are established equality arrangements in place

27. As outlined in our Annual Audit Plan we undertook Best Value work on
equality arrangements in our 2019/20 audit work programme. The council
recently refreshed their Equality Strategy outlining eight equality outcomes.
Progress against these outcomes will be monitored using the Strategic
Performance Framework approved at the Policy and Strategy committee in
September 2019.
28. In line with the 2010 Act, the Council has developed an approach to
mainstreaming equality, as outlined in the council’s Equality Outcomes and
Mainstreaming Report 2019. The report shows clear progress has been
made against Equality Outcomes. Points to note include:
• A range of translation and interpretation services are available to
support customers who contact the council, including British Sign
Language (BSL). Documents which are published on the council
website are available in alternative formats upon request. The council
has a BSL Plan in place which was developed in collaboration with
over 100 deaf and deafblind BSL users.
• Equality Impact Assessments (EIAs) were completed for savings
proposals as part of the 2019/20 budget setting process and made
publicly available on the council website. The assessments cover the
nine protected characteristics prescribed in the 2010 Act, as well as
embedding a human rights approach and rehabilitation of offenders.
• North Lanarkshire Council was the first local authority to achieve the
Disability Confident Employer accreditation in 2017. During 2019 the
council has improved its approach to recruitment by offering
alternative application methods and a guaranteed interview to
individuals who declare a disability and meet the minimum criteria.
• North Lanarkshire Council is a pilot authority for becoming accredited
in a programme created by the Scottish Government and COSLA
known as Equally Safe at Work. This is a programme looking at the
gender pay gap within the authority, as well as organisational culture
and the quality of leadership. Two staff surveys were conducted to
gauge the opinions of staff in this area, and the programme of work
underway for this accreditation is due to be completed in the next few
months.
• Three LGBT youth groups have been established within the last year
and have joined to form the North Lanarkshire LGBT Youth Network.
In addition, the council's Education service has achieved the LGBT
Foundation Chartermark accredited through LGBT Youth Scotland.
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The council is a living wage employer

29. North Lanarkshire Council achieved Scottish Living Wage Employer
status in 2017. The council recognised that some of their lowest paid staff
fell below this rate and paid the difference as a supplement. The council’s
pay structure was reviewed in May 2019, consolidating the Living Wage
requirements.

North Lanarkshire’s overall pay gap is below the national
average, but the gap has widened among teaching staff since
2017

30. The council has published employment data on its website which gives a
snapshot of the council workforce as at February 2019. This shows that:
• The workforce is predominately female at 77.2%.
• 70% of council employees in the top 2% of earners are female.
• The gender pay gap for all employees including teachers is 4.6%, with
females earning £0.69 less on average per hour than males. This is
up slightly from 2017 when the gap was 4.4%, but still better than the
Scottish median pay gap of 5.7%.
• The gender pay gap for teachers is 5.7% with females earning £1.20
less on average per hour than males. This has shifted since 2017
when the pay gap was 2.1% in favour of females.
31. This data gathering was completed before the council reviewed its pay
structure to incorporate the Scottish Living Wage as described above. We
would expect this to have a positive impact on the gender pay gap since
more women will have benefitted.

Equality and diversity training is embedded within the council’s
induction process, but top-up training is not mandatory

32. Training modules are provided in-house and comprehensively cover
equality and diversity issues such as gender-based violence and mental
health awareness. The modules are reviewed on a regular basis and
updated where necessary to reflect changes in legislation. However, beyond
this the onus is on the individual's line manager to encourage them to
complete training relevant to their role.

Public information on equality and diversity is comprehensive
but not prominent on the council website

33. There is a dedicated section on the website for equality and diversity
which includes such information as equality reports, how to access council
services (if English is not an individual’s first language), and support offered
to individuals with a disability. However, this is contained within a subsection of the main page and is difficult to find.

The council is clear on where further improvements are required
34. The 2019 Mainstreaming Equalities and Outcomes Report includes a
next steps section which sets out where action is still needed:

• Disproportionately low employment rates for disabled people within
mainstream employment.
• Disproportionately high exclusion and low attainment rates for ASN
children and young people.
• Low numbers of BME individuals working in the council within the
Modern Apprentice and Foundation Apprenticeship programmes.
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Best Value Follow Up
35. Best Value is assessed over the five-year audit appointment, as part of
the annual audit work. This year we followed up on the councils progress
against the Best Value Assurance Report published in May 2019.
36. At its meeting in June 2019 the council agreed the recommendations
within the Best Value Assurance Report and that a progress report would be
provided to the Policy and Strategy committee later in 2019. Progress on
the eight recommendations has been reported to the Policy and Strategy
committee in September 2019 and March 2020. The recommendations
have been mapped to the council’s Programme of Work which underpins the
overarching Plan for North Lanarkshire vision.
37. We have considered the council’s progress against each
recommendation in Exhibit 5. We recognise that the COVID-19 pandemic
has impacted progress in several areas.

Exhibit 5
Progress Update on Best Value Recommendations
BVAR Recommendation

Summary of progress

Revised strategies, policies and
plans should be developed to
deliver the programme of work
that underpins the council’s
ambitious vision, based on its five
priorities.

This has been taken forward through the council’s ‘Strategic Policy
Framework’ and the timetable of review for policies and strategies. 31
strategies are included in the rolling programme of review. Progress
reports highlight two areas of slippage in the timetable, these are the
Workforce for the Future Strategy (this is being rolled into the ongoing
Employability Review) and the Corporate Asset Management Plan,
which is to be updated for Community hubs and office rationalisation.
Good progress has been made.

The council should implement the
recently approved Performance
Management Framework and
reporting schedule to support the
delivery of the Plan for North
Lanarkshire and its scrutiny by
members.

Following approval of the ‘Strategic Performance Framework’, the
reporting arrangements for this were approved by the Corporate
Management Team in October 2019. Within the framework, there are
different levels of indicators which have been mapped to the council’s
ambition statements and aligned to the ‘Strategic Policy Framework’
and Programme of Work.
These frameworks and plans underpin the Plan for North Lanarkshire
and therefore this alignment helps support the delivery of this. Indepth reviews have been carried out by Elected Members through the
Audit and Scrutiny panel and other reports have been presented to
service committees.
Good progress has been made.

Performance information on the
council’s website should be kept
up-to-date to improve
accountability to the public.

The council is on course to launch a new website later in 2020 with all
content being reviewed to determine if it is still relevant including
performance pages. We found some performance sections of the
website required updated information. Following our audit discussions,
the performance information for a number of service areas were
updated. Resources allocated to updating Local Government
Benchmarking Framework data in April 2020 had to be redeployed to
other work as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Limited progress has been made.
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BVAR Recommendation

Summary of progress

The council should investigate
and better understand the
reasons for falling satisfaction
levels within social care and
whether they can apply learning
from the high satisfaction levels in
housing.

The Business Solutions team convened a ‘short life task and finish
group’ to understand the specifics of this recommendation. This has
highlighted the high levels of tenant participation and engagement in
housing, which feeds service improvement.
Part of the DigitalNL project is the creation of the Business Intelligence
Hub, which includes functionality for analysis of feedback from
employees and customers through a link to the customer service hub.
The council plans to use the good practice identified in housing from
the customer service hub in to develop business intelligence and apply
this across the council.
Reasonable progress has been made.

Workforce plans should be
finalised to set out the current and
future workforce requirements of
the council and evidence how this
supports other strategies.

A workshop session was held for the extended CMT which focused on
two service areas; waste and adult social care. For each of these
services this covered the work undertaken to develop plans, workforce
profiles, service transformation and career development. The
workforce plan for waste service was due to be presented to
committee in cycle two of 2020. Plans for the remaining services are
due to be presented to committees in September 2020.
The council has developed a Workforce for the Future Strategy and an
Employability Model which aims to contribute to the delivery of the
strategy. There is a focus on the workforce of the council and of North
Lanarkshire as a whole. The strategy is linked to the Plan for North
Lanarkshire and has a plan for the year ahead and then 2020-23.
Reasonable progress has been made.

The council should complete the
Investors in People programme
as planned and determine how it
will maintain staff engagement.

There has been a rolling programme of Investors in People
assessments across council services. Education and Families service
is the latest to go through this process with the results presented to the
CMT in March 2020. This completes the council wide roll out of the
Investors in People accreditation.
Improvement recommendations are provided for each assessment.
The aim is to take these forward into a work plan and improve on
accreditation levels.
Good progress has been made.

The council and its partners
should develop locality plans for
the 16 planning priority areas.

In August 2019 the Corporate Management Team agreed that the
development of the locality plans should be aligned with the nine town
vision plans being developed as part of the Programme of Work for
town centre and community regeneration.
Per the Programme of Work for 2020 and Beyond, the locality plans
are due to be completed and presented to the Community
Empowerment Committee in late 2020.
Good progress has been made.

Improvement plans arising from
self-evaluation exercises should
include measurable actions and
clear deadlines.

As a result of the development of the ‘Programme of Work for 2020
and Beyond’, the Strategic Self-Evaluation programme was condensed
into a 12-week exercise which was due to commence in Spring 2020.
The progress of the exercise has been delayed due to the current
working restrictions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Limited progress has been made.

Source: Audit Scotland
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38. The Best Value Assurance Report is often referenced at committees and
within committee papers. This demonstrates an ongoing awareness and
commitment to Best Value. Overall, the council is making good progress in
addressing the Best Value recommendations.

North Lanarkshire Council
Management Report 2019/20/20
If you require this publication in an alternative
format and/or language, please contact us to
discuss your needs: 0131 625 1500
or info@audit-scotland.gov.uk
For the latest news, reports
and updates, follow us on:

Audit Scotland, 4th Floor, 102 West Port, Edinburgh EH3 9DN
T: 0131 625 1500 E: info@audit-scotland.gov.uk
www.audit-scotland.gov.uk
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Audit and Scrutiny Panel
approval

noting

Ref:

KA/ASP/Sept20

Date:

03/09/2020

Audit Scotland/Accounts Commission report: City Region
and Growth Deals
From

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk

Telephone

01698 302188

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to present elected members with the findings of the joint Auditor
General and Accounts Commission report ‘City Region and Growth Deals’ and management
assessment of, and responses to, the issues raised by the report.
The national audit report published in January 2020 provides a high-level overview of ‘City
Deals’ in Scotland including how deals are made and fit with wider economic policy, an early
assessment of the management, governance and accountability structures at local and
national level and a review of progress to date including risks and plans to measure the impact
of deals.
This report also contains management responses to the issues raised and recommendations
made in the audit report which are intended to provide the Panel with assurance that the Council
is aware of, and is responding appropriately to, the issues and risks identified by the Auditor
General and the Accounts Commission.
The full Auditor General / Accounts Commission report can be found at https://www.auditscotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/nr_200116_city_deals.pdf
This report was originally intended to be submitted to the Panel meeting in March 2020.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to:
a) note the key findings of the Accounts Commission report and the management response to
the issues raised by the report; and
b) consider whether a further report should be required to be submitted to a future meeting in
order to obtain assurance that any actions arising from the matters raised by the Accounts
Commission have been appropriately progressed by management.
The Plan for North Lanarkshire:
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement

All ambition statements
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1.

Background

1.1

The UK Government introduced City Deals in England in 2011, working with city councils
and other councils within city regions. Under these deals, national government agreed
to give additional funding and powers to cities and their regions to allow them to play a
leading role in promoting the growth of city region economies.

1.2

In August 2014, the UK Government and the Scottish Government jointly announced the
first City Region Deal in Scotland for the Glasgow City Region. Under the deal, the eight
councils in the Glasgow City Region agreed to work together to manage an infrastructure
investment programme. This featured an initial list of projects, at a total cost of £1 billion
over 20 years, to promote the growth of the local economy. Since then, all areas of
Scotland have signed, or are working towards signing, either a City Region Deal or, for
regions that do not have a city, a Growth Deal. In this report, we refer to them all as
‘deals’.

1.3

All deals are different and are intended to be based on local circumstances and priorities.
In Scotland, all signed deals are agreements between the UK Government, the Scottish
Government, councils and sometimes other partners, such as local business
representatives, and universities. They are long-term programmes, with funding
committed for 10-20 years.

1.4

The Auditor General / Accounts Commission report provides an early assessment of
deals in Scotland. It looks at the introduction of deals and addresses:

•

why the Scottish Government adopted the deal approach to economic growth and
how it fits with its wider economic policy;

•

how deals are made and give an early assessment of the management,
governance and accountability structures at national and local level; and

•

progress to date, risks and plans to measure the impact of deals.

1.5

As deals in Scotland run over periods of up to 20 years and are at an early stage, with most
projects still being developed, the current report did not consider whether deals are achieving
what they have been set up to deliver, or the progress or impact of the individual projects that
make up the deals.

2.

Report
Key messages and findings

2.1

The audit report’s key messages are as follows:


£5.2 billion has been committed so far to supporting economic development in all
parts of Scotland through City Region and Growth Deals. This money comes from
the UK and Scottish governments, councils and their partner organisations. Four
deals have been signed to date and eight are in development.



Deals bring additional long-term funding for regional economic development. They
have enabled economic development projects that may otherwise not have gone
ahead. Deals have also been a catalyst for increased collaboration between councils
and their partners.



Deals have been developed against an evolving policy backdrop. All individual deals
include output measures, such as new jobs created. But, five years after signing the
first deal, the Scottish Government has not set out how it will measure their long-term
success, how it will know if deals are value for money, or how deals will contribute to
the outcomes in the National Performance Framework. This means opportunities for
the deals to take account of the national outcomes may have already been missed,
although there is still scope to make sure existing and future deals contribute to
national outcomes.
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2.2



Each deal is made up of a number of projects, largely comprising infrastructure
improvements. It is not clear why some projects are selected and approved for
funding and others are not. Local communities have also had very little involvement
in the deal process. These factors limit transparency and the ability to hold public
bodies to account for their deal spending.



Governance and scrutiny arrangements are in place at national and deal level.
Accountability and scrutiny arrangements are still evolving and it remains untested
how accountability will work in practice. There is also a risk around the capacity of
councils and their partners to deliver deal projects against a challenging backdrop for
the public sector.

The Auditor General / Accounts Commission’s recommendations are as follows:
The Scottish Government should:

• set clear aims and objectives for the overall deals programme, including how it will
help to deliver inclusive growth;

• explain in medium and long-term financial plans how it will fund deals from its budget
and how this relates to ongoing financial support for local government;

• develop arrangements for measuring the impact of the overall deals programme, in
particular how it has taken account of outcomes set out in the National Performance
Framework and whether it has achieved value for money; and

• clarify for partners how they should plan for and then measure and report on the
impact of individual deals, including their delivery of inclusive growth. This is
especially urgent for shorter-term deals that are already in the delivery stage.
Councils should:

• work with partners to agree clear and commonly understood lines of accountability,
and how information on the progress of deals is reported to elected members and
council partners;

• ensure deals are aligned with an agreed regional economic strategy, with input from
a wide range of partners, and can demonstrate how they will help deliver national and
local priorities for economic development;

• regularly review their governance, monitoring and risk management arrangements to

ensure they are clear and operating effectively, and consider the ways that internal
audit can provide assurance on this;

• regularly monitor the risk of partner funding not materialising as agreed and be aware
of their own financial implications if that risk is realised;

• ensure a wide range of partners and stakeholders, including local businesses,
voluntary organisations, communities and community planning partners, are involved
in the deal development and agreement process and as the deal progresses;

• consider how they will measure the full long-term impact of the deal and whether it
has achieved value for money. This should include consideration of arrangements for
collecting and analysing data on different groups in their communities to allow the
impact of deals on minority and disadvantaged groups to be evaluated;

• look at how deals affect their longer-term financial plans, capital programmes and
borrowing strategies; and

• ensure that enough staff, money, expertise and skills are available to develop and
deliver deals including sufficient project management capacity and expertise.
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The Scottish Government and councils should:
• consider how best to make more information publicly available as to the reasons
behind key decisions on funding and project selection for signed deals and those still
in development, to promote understanding and support effective scrutiny;
• improve arrangements for sharing knowledge and learning across deals in the interest
of improving the deal process; and

• regularly review the governance and accountability arrangements for deals to ensure
they are clear and operate effectively.

Commission’s

2.3

Management responses to the Auditor General/Accounts
recommendations to councils can be found at Appendix 2.

3.

Management commentary

3.1

North Lanarkshire Council welcomed the analysis undertaken and our position in
relation to the key issues highlighted by the Accounts Commission are detailed in
Appendix 2 which have been provided by relevant senior management.

3.2

With the GCR City Deal being subject to its first successful Gateway Review in
February 2020, a significant amount of work had been undertaken by the GCR PMO
and member authorities which addresses the majority of points and recommendations
raised. Indeed at the January 2020 GCR Commission on Economic Growth meeting,
the Commission noted that while the audit report related to Scotland’s City Deals in
general, the report was, overall, complimentary regarding Glasgow City Region’s
arrangements.

3.3

Senior management within the Council consider the current governance arrangements
in place to monitor the performance of the City Deal as appropriate and this is reinforced
from recent internal audit reviews.

___________________________________________________________________
4.

Equality and diversity
Fairer Scotland Duty
Equality Impact
Assessment

5.

Implications
Financial impact
HR/Policy/Legislative
Impact
Environmental Impact
Risk impact

There is no requirement to carry out a Fairer Scotland
assessment in this instance.
There is no requirement to carry out an equality impact
assessment in this instance.

None identified
None identified
None identified
Any failure to operate effective City Deal arrangements
could impact on and the achievement of the Council’s
economic priorities and ambitions.

6. Measures of success
6.1 The Council has adequate and effective arrangements in respect of City Deal to
enable it to support the delivery of the Council’s strategic priorities and ambitions.
7.

Supporting Documents

Appendix 1

Scrutiny tool for councillors

Appendix 2

Audit recommendations and management response

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager
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Appendix 1 City Region and Growth Deals: Scrutiny tool for councillors
This scrutiny tool captures some potential questions for councillors and relates to the Accounts Commission report ‘City Region Growth Deals’. It is designed to provide
councillors with examples of questions they may wish to ask, to help them better understand their council’s deal and to scrutinise performance.
Questions for councillors to consider What do I know? Do I need to ask further questions?
The introduction of deals in Scotland
1.

Do you know what impact the council's deal is expected to have on local and national priorities?

2.

Do you feel you learn lessons from other councils and other deals about what works well??

Making, managing and monitoring a deal
3

Do you know the reasons why projects were selected and not selected for your deal?

4

Has your council informed local communities?

5

Do you know how much money your council is contributing to the deal?

6

Has your council informed local communities?

7

How is progress of the overall deal and individual projects reported to the council? Does this work well?

8

Do you think the council has the capacity to deliver the deal?

9

Do you know who the council's partners are?

10 What engagement has the council had with partners when establishing and delivering the deal?
11 What involvement have local communities had in the deal process? Is this appropriate?
12 Are links with community planning plans such as Local Outcome Improvement Plans clear?
13 What involvement have local businesses had in the deal process? Is this appropriate?
14 Is there clarity on your role and responsibilities in relation to the deal? Do you need further guidance on how to fulfil your role?
15 Does your council publish an annual report on the performance of the deal? Does this include progress against performance or outcomes?
Does this include emerging risks?
Impact of deals and risks to their successful delivery
16

Do you see a clear link between the deal and priorities identified by local communities?

17

Do you know how the council will measure the impact of the deal and deal projects?

18

Will you be able to assess value for money?

19

Has the council considered the impact of its financial commitment to the deal within its longer-term financial plans and borrowing
strategy? Is this regularly reviewed?
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Appendix 2

Auditor General / Accounts Commission recommendations and management responses

Recommendations

Management response

Councils should:


work with partners to agree clear and
commonly understood lines of
accountability, and how information
on the progress of deals is reported
to elected members and council
partners;

GCR’s governance structures and accountability arrangements are set out within the latest Assurance
Framework (AF). The AF sets out key governance, assurance and programme management arrangements.
It was updated and approved by Cabinet in October 2019 and shared with the UK and Scottish Governments
for comment.
Within North Lanarkshire the Enterprise and Growth Committee has full oversight of the City Deal Programme
with the following three areas identified in its remit:
1. to scruitinise and approve the submission of all business cases for consideration by GCR Cabinet;
2. to approve and monitor the implementation of City Deal Projects; and
3. oversee the development of alternative and new infrastructure proposals and business cases for
consideration by GCR Cabinet.
Performance and progress is also managed through adherence with NLC Project Management and reporting,
a bespoke internal City Deal Board and further via quarterly programme reporting to the City Deal PMO.





ensure deals are aligned with an
agreed regional economic strategy,
with input from a wide range of
partners, and can demonstrate how
they will help deliver national and
local
priorities
for
economic
development;

The GCR Regional Economic Strategy (RES) and associated Action Plan is currently being refreshed and
anticipated to be complete by November 2020.

regularly review their governance,
monitoring and risk management
arrangements to ensure they are
clear and operating effectively, and
consider the ways that internal audit
can provide assurance on this;

GCR has recently reviewed and refreshed its governance, monitoring and risk management arrangements
with the updated Assurance Framework 2019 approved by Cabinet in October 2019. This has been fully
embedded within the delivery of the North Lanarkshire City Deal Programme.

The individual Business Cases produced for all City Deal projects and the Programme Business Case (PBC)
must set out their alignment to local, Scottish and UK strategic economic objectives. Future versions of the
PBC and North Lanarkshire project business cases will be updated to show alignment and contribution to this
refreshed RES.

The Councils Internal Audit team completed a review of programme governance arrangements in May 2019
which offered substantial assurance grading. All actions following this audit have been implemented by the
Enterprise Projects Team who manage the City Deal programme.
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Appendix 2

Auditor General / Accounts Commission recommendations and management responses (continued)

Recommendations

Management response

Councils should:


regularly monitor the risk of partner
funding not materialising as agreed and be
aware of their own financial implications if
that risk is realised;

A formal risk register is in place, for both the North Lanarkshire City Deal Programme and individual
capital projects. The risk of external funding not materialising is included within these registers.
Risks are formally considered and reviewed four-weekly by the Chief Executives’ Group. Six-weekly by
the North Lanarkshire City Deal Board and eight-weekly by Cabinet.
An Audit of Risk Mitigation and Management was completed and reported in 2019. Internal Audit’s recent
Follow-Up Audit (January 2020) has reported that all four recommendations within the Risk Audit have
been completed.
A GCR Financial Strategy Group, consisting of the most senior Finance Officers from each Member
Authority, is charged with monitoring the finances of the City Deal. The Group meets six-weekly to
discuss and oversee the Programme budget and review Financial Risks.



ensure a wide range of partners and
stakeholders, including local businesses,
voluntary organisations, communities and
community planning partners, are involved
in the deal development and agreement
process and as the deal progresses;

The Glasgow City Region City Deal Programme Assembly exercise was completed in 2013/14. The
process saw the Region’s Member Authorities work together to identify a short-list of 21 projects (from
a long-list of 80+ projects) which were appraised as providing the best economic, and distributional,
benefits for the Region. The long-list of projects was compiled from project proposals which were put
forward by each of the Member Authorities. These locally-generated proposals were developed within
Member Authority areas, coming from their Local Development Plans and/or area masterplans. In
addition to the consultation with businesses and communities which will have been undertaken by
Member Authorities in the development of these local plans, ongoing engagement and consultation is
undertaken at a local level as the project progresses e.g. in order to gain planning consent.



consider how they will measure the full
long-term impact of the deal and whether
it has achieved value for money. This
should
include
consideration
of
arrangements for collecting and analysing
data on different groups in their
communities to allow the impact of deals
on minority and disadvantaged groups to
be evaluated;

Glasgow City Region City Deal has clear targets for jobs and GVA. For each Outline Business Case
(OBC) created by the Council, a full economic impact appraisal must be completed to demonstrate the
benefit cost ratio from proposed investment, both with respect to employment and GVA impacts but also
wider social and sustainability benefits.
Following OBC approval all benefits are tracked by the PMO on a quarterly basis and reported to GCR
Cabinet.
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Appendix 2

Auditor General / Accounts Commission recommendations and management responses (continued)

Recommendations

Management response

Councils should:


look at how deals affect their longer-term
financial plans, capital programmes and
borrowing strategies; and

In GCR individual Member Authorities must receive local approval for their funding contribution
(minimum of 14%) and their own Business Cases prior to submitting this to the GCR PMO for appraisal.
The PBC sets out how Prudential Borrowing requirements are met, namely that debt financing costs
will be met from Member Authority resources and be in line with the Prudential Borrowing Code.
The Council’s contributions to the revised North Lanarkshire City Deal infrastructure programme were
approved by Policy and Strategy committee in March 2019 at £53.2m (26%). The programme is
incorporated within the Council’s Long-Term Financial Plan.



ensure that enough staff, money, expertise
and skills are available to develop and
deliver deals including sufficient project
management capacity and expertise.

Through the creation of the Enterprise Projects Team in 2015, the Council fully recognised the resource
implications arising from the delivery of the City Deal programme. The staffing and expertise of this
team have evolved as our knowledge of the requirements of the GCR PMO and Cabinet have evolved
since that time. Staff and resource feature on the North Lanarkshire Programme Risk Register and
are continually reviewed by the City Deal Board to ensure the needs of the programme are met.

The Scottish Government and councils should:


consider how best to make more information
publicly available as to the reasons behind
key decisions on funding and project
selection for signed deals and those still in
development, to promote understanding
and support effective scrutiny;

An overview of the GCR Programme Assembly exercise is included within the GCR Programme
Business Case. It includes the options framework and the Critical Success Factors.



improve
arrangements
for
sharing
knowledge and learning across deals in the
interest of improving the deal process; and

The GCR PMO engages in regular informal knowledge exchange meetings with staff in the other
Scottish Deal PMOs. GCR PMO also engages with other UK cities with Growth Deals through the
National Evaluation Panel Steering Group. This engagement is then feedback to all member
authorities through the most appropriate GCR governance route or group.



regularly review the governance and
accountability arrangements for deals to
ensure they are clear and operate
effectively.

Both Governments have recently participated in the 2019 review of the GCR Assurance Framework
and are supportive of their effectiveness and appropriateness.

In March 2019 North Lanarkshire successfully realigned its City Deal infrastructure Programme to
better align with the priorities of the Council to support the redevelopment of Ravenscraig.
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AGENDA ITEM 10

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit and Scrutiny Panel
☐ for approval ☒ for noting

Ref: KA/ASP/Sept20

Date: 03/09/2020

Risk management update
From:

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager

Email:

adamsonk@northlan.gov.uk Telephone:

07939 280602

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to update Panel members on risk management developments in
the period including progress on reviewing, assessing and managing risks contained within the
Council’s corporate risk register. The report also considers how the Council has responded to
Covid-19 in terms of risk management, and the resulting impacts on key corporate risks, and
the council’s risk profile.
As might be expected, significant attention in the period has been focused on identifying and
re-assessing those corporate risks most likely to be negatively impacted by Covid-19 and the
associated changing risk environment and separate reports on two such areas (Health and
Safety and Financial Management/Sustainability) are also on the Panel’s agenda.
Risk registers remain in place across the organisation, with work ongoing within Services to
ensure that risk registers remain comprehensive, up-to-date and reflect current organisational
objectives, management arrangements and the impact of Covid-19.
Priorities for risk management activity in 2020 were previously agreed with CMT in January.
This included actions to be progressed by the Corporate Risk Management Team, the Risk
Management Corporate Working Group and individual Services. Planned actions include
improvements to the guidance available to those drafting committee reports to ensure a more
consistent approach to the consideration of risks and how risk information is conveyed to
elected members.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to:
(1) note the current status of those risks identified as key corporate risks for 2020-2021
including ongoing work assessing such risks for impacts in relation to Covid-19;
(2) note progress being made generally in taking forward relevant risk management,
including work being progressed to improve guidance on the consideration of risk and
presentation of risk information in committee reports;
(3) endorse the actions outlined at para 2.21 designed to contribute to improving
management of the ‘Governance, leadership and decision making’ corporate risk;
(4) otherwise note the contents of the report.

Links
The Plan for North Lanarkshire:
Priority:

All priorities

Ambition statement:

All ambition statements
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1.

Background

1.1

The Panel will recall that in line with the approved Risk Management Strategy, all corporate
risks identified and agreed as meriting inclusion in the corporate risk register are subject to
regular monitoring and review by relevant senior management, and that normally each year
the corporate register is reviewed for completeness and relevance to the council’s strategic
objectives, and alignment with The Plan for North Lanarkshire.

1.2

The Corporate Risk Register is normally refreshed on an annual basis; led by the Corporate
Risk Team and Risk Management Corporate Working Group (RMCWG) on behalf of, and
in consultation with, the Corporate Management Team. In addition, each Service is required
to maintain their own risk registers in respect of the operational service risks within their
areas of responsibility.

1.3

Members will recall that an annual review/refresh exercise was undertaken in May 2019,
which resulted in a number of proposed changes to the Corporate Risk Register which were
subsequently agreed at CMT. The end result of that process was that for 2019-20, 23 risks
were included in the corporate risk register. In March, a new corporate risk was added to
the register ‘Pandemic Illness – Covid-19’ which addresses high level risks in relation to the
council’s emergency response to the pandemic. This brought the total number of current
key corporate risks on the corporate risk register to 24.

1.4

The formal annual review process planned for Spring 2020/21 was postponed due to the
ongoing public health emergency with attention focused instead on reviewing existing
corporate risk assessments and identifying and re-assessing those corporate risks most
likely to be significantly impacted by Covid-19 and the associated changing risk
environment.

2.

Report
Corporate Risk Register – current status

2.1

Good progress has been made in finalising deep dive risk assessments for new or amended
Corporate Risks, with 21 complete and 3 under development.

2.2

Risks which are finalised are subject to relevant ongoing monitoring and review at
frequencies relevant to the assessed residual risk rating, unless there is a significant change
in our internal or external environment which suggests that risks should be reviewed more
often. The current pandemic has been such an event which made it necessary for the
Council to review its risk register for impacts related to the pandemic, and to understand the
effect on existing controls, the nature of the risk being managed and on changes in its risk
profile.

2.3

In order to progress this work in a timely and proportionate manner, while recognising
restrictions on staff availability during the Council’s emergency response phase, it was
agreed that corporate risks would be prioritised for review based on the following.

2.4

Priority 1:

Impacts likely to be negative and/or felt immediately or in the short
term

Priority 2:

Impacts likely to be moderately negative and/or felt in the medium term

Priority 3

Impacts likely to be either mildly negative, positive and/or felt in the
longer term

A summary of the current status of the corporate risk register is attached at Appendix 1.
This includes priority for Covid-19 review, relevant progress and any resulting shift in
residual risk rating.
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2.5

Seven risks were identified as Priority 1, with four reviews having been completed, the
remaining three await final sign-off by Risk Leads. The results this far are noted below:
Pre-covid
residual
risk
20

Covid
inherent
risk
25

Revised
residual
risk
20

Public Protection

16

25

20

Tackling Poverty

16

25

TBC

Financial Sustainability

15

25

TBC

Human Resources

12

TBC

TBC

Health & Safety

12

25

20

Governance, Leadership and Decision-Making

12

16

12

Priority 1 risk
Information Security and Governance

2.6

The approach taken was firstly to confirm with risk leads that the pre-Covid residual risk
rating was still valid. Each risk was then assessed for additional threats and impacts relating
to Covid, the extent to which the current control framework had been impacted and/or could
address the additional risk, and what the Council has done to improve controls in response.
The result is a revised residual risk rating in each case, with any further planned actions
identified to mitigate the risk further where necessary.

2.7

As might be expected, the most significant shift in residual risk rating of all priority 1 risks is
for the ‘Health & Safety’ risk, which has moved from a medium risk to a high risk category.
In risk terms this reflects the significant challenges and increased potential harms
associated with the challenges which Covid-19 presents to the delivery of Council services.
Ensuring the health and safety of staff and service users and the delivery of Council services
in a ‘Covid secure’ manner is an integral part of the Council’s approach to recovery. Details
on how the additional risk is being managed and further planned actions will be outlined in
the separate report on this topic from the Head of People and Organisational Development.

2.8

Remaining Priority 1 risks have either retained the same residual risk rating or have
increased marginally within the same risk rating category. In most cases, this is reflective
of the positive impact of the relevant controls and actions already taken to manage the
additional risk.

2.9

The risk management function’s focus will now move to progressing the review of priority 2
corporate risks, to ensure that Covid impacts are understood and are being effectively
addressed and reflected in key risk documentation. Priority 3 risks will be reviewed at their
usual review frequency, taking into account any specific Covid impacts at that time.

2.10 There have been no significant changes to any of the residual risk scores in respect of the
remaining corporate risks since the last update to the Panel. In most cases, the residual
risk score is significantly reduced from the inherent ris k score reflecting the impact of the
relevant control framework in reducing the likelihood of the risk crystallising and/or the
impact if it does. The Council’s general control framework appears generally to have
performed well during the public health emergency.
2.11 The new Climate Change risk which members will recall was to be widened from the
previous ‘Carbon Management’ risk, now joins the grouping mentioned in para 2.2, with a
residual risk score of 16, as does the risk ‘Implementation of Economic Regeneration
Delivery Plan’ with a residual risk score of 15.
2.12 All corporate risks identified and agreed as meriting inclusion in the corporate risk register
are subject to monitoring and review by relevant senior management. Risks require to be
reviewed on a regular basis and management continues to review the effectiveness of
existing controls and the need, if any, for further management action as part of the periodic
review of each risk.
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2.13 Each of the corporate risks has a designated risk owner who is a member of the Council’s
Extended Corporate Management Team. Most of the corporate risks also have a relevant
corporate working group or other grouping of relevant staff who are involved in periodically
reviewing risk documentation, monitoring any planned actions and assessing the ongoing
validity of assessed residual risk scores.
2.14 In the latter part of 2019, significant corporate risk management activity had focused on
ensuring that the Council had given appropriate consideration to the risks arising from the
UK leaving the EU (and in particular the risks which might arise from a ‘No Deal Brexit’).
Following the Council’s departure from the UK on 31 January (with transitional
arrangements agreed until 31 December 2020), the relevant Corporate Working Group was
temporarily stood down. CMT agreed that the formal governance surrounding this risk
should be ‘warmed-up’ over the Summer in order to ensure that the Council can prepare
and plan/respond as appropriate to issues which may arise as and when the exact nature
of the UK’s post-transition relationship with the EU becomes clearer. A further meeting of
this group is planned for 21 August 2020.
2.15 Members will note in relation to Appendix 1, the number of new or amended corporate risks
which have now been documented and scored has increased, with only a small number still
requiring documentation and scoring to be finalised and signed off with senior management.
Corporate risk team continues to support Risk Leads to ensure that this is progressing,
although focus has understandably shifted in recent months to support Covid risk reviews
as outlined above. There are also two corporate risks (health and social care integration
and the Enterprise Strategic Commercial Partnership) where a more fundamental review of
the nature and scope of each of the risks and how they are expressed is underway to ensure
that it properly reflects ongoing developments.
2.16 In lieu of the postponed annual refresh of the corporate risk register for 2020/2021, CMT
will shortly be asked to consider whether any changes to the corporate risk register are
necessary arising from the revised Programme of Work for 2020-21. The Corporate Risk
Team will support this process. Services are also encouraged to highlight any risks in
Service risk registers which require consideration for inclusion going forward in the
Corporate Risk Register.
Other developments
2.17 Risk management continue to be represented on both the CMT and the Recovery Group to
help ensure that there is appropriate consideration of risk in the Council’s wider governance
arrangements and risk management is now increasingly embedded within the Council’s
project management arrangements.
2.18 Good progress continues to be made on a wide range of other improvement actions which
are designed to ensure that the Council can demonstrate mature and effective risk
management arrangements.
2.19 To ensure focus remains on the right areas, the Corporate Risk Team, in collaboration with
the Risk Management Corporate Working Group (RMCWG), prepared a set of key risk
management objectives for 2020 (attached at Appendix 2). These have been agreed with
CMT, and set out the key objectives and planned actions intended to further embed Risk
Management across the organisation. These will be reviewed to ensure they remain
relevant and ensure that support from the risk management function is directed
appropriately, particularly in light of Covid and ongoing ‘recovery’ work across the Council.
2.20 Planned actions include improvements to the guidance available to those drafting
committee reports to ensure a more consistent approach to the consideration of risks and
how risk information is conveyed to elected members thereby helping ensuring that risk is
more effectively embedded within the organisation’s decision making processes (early draft
guidance is attached in Appendix 3 for information). This also links with planned actions
relating to the corporate risk ‘Governance, Leadership and Decision Making’.
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2.21 A current proposed planned action in respect of the ‘Governance, Leadership and Decision
Making’ risk, is to “Consider core ‘Good Governance’ training for Elected Members for
inclusion in the member training programme, and to seek Audit & Scrutiny Panel
endorsement/championing of the same as a means of contributing to continuous
improvement in governance and decision making across the organisation.” Given the links
to the Governance aspects of the Panel’s remit, the Panel is asked to endorse this action
which will then be progressed by the Head of Legal & Democratic Solutions and to
encourage elected members uptake of such training.
2.22 Significant attention will continue to be given to ensuring that staff have appropriate risk
management tools and knowledge, proportionate to their roles and responsibilities, that will
support the delivery of risk management activities, including on the use of the Figtree Risk
Management system. This will include a specific focus on further developing the skills within
the network of Risk Champions and Risk Facilitators across the organisation, to ensure they
are adequately equipped to support Services in their consideration and management of risk.
2.23 The corporate risk management team also continues to engage with, and support, a number
of additional workstreams to ensure that risk management is embedded within other key
corporate processes including project management, procurement and wider business
planning processes. The team also continues to provide support to risk management
activity within a number of key corporate projects including the in-sourcing of Cultural and
Leisure Services and the Enterprise Strategic Partnership Contract
3. Equality and diversity
Fairer Scotland Duty
There is no requirement to carry out a Fairer Scotland assessment in this instance.
Equality Impact Assessment
There is no requirement to carry out an equality impact assessment in this instance.
4. Implications
Financial impact
HR/Policy /Legislative
Impact
Environmental Impact
Risk impact

None identified
None identified
None identified
Effective oversight of key corporate risks will enable CMT and
Services to more effectively manage and monitor their risks, and
embed and evidence good risk management practice,
increasing the likelihood of the Council achieving its ambitions
and plans by minimising or mitigating potential threats to
planned outcomes.

5. Measures of success
5.1

The corporate risk management team will continue to report quarterly to CMT and the
Audit and Scrutiny Panel providing an overview of the management of the Council’s key
corporate risks, and updating on progress in respect of planned improvements to the
Council’s risk management arrangements.

5.2

The adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s risk management arrangements will
be independently reviewed regularly by Internal Audit, who will report directly on the
results of that work to the Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

5.3

Effective risk management arrangements assist the Council in achieving planned
outcomes and/or help the Council mitigate the impacts of adverse events.
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6. Supporting Documents
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3

Corporate Risk Register summary 2020-21
2020 Risk Management Objectives
Draft corporate guidance for dealing with risk in Committee reports

Ken Adamson, Audit and Risk Manager
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Appendix 1

Corporate risk register summary 2020-21
Inherent risk

Pre-covid residual
risk

Priority for
covid review

Covid inherent rating

Revised residual risk

New risk

New risk

New risk

25

25

Information Security/Governance
Public Protection
Tackling poverty
Financial sustainability
Human resources
Health & Safety
Governance, leadership, decision-making

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

20
16
16
15
12
12
12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

25
25
25
25
25
16

20
20
tbc
tbc
tbc
20
12

UK leaving the EU

16

16

3

tbc

tbc

Climate change
Business continuity planning
Terrorism
Implementation
of
the
Economic
Regeneration Development Plan
Procurement risk
ICT operational capability
Managing strategic change
1140 Hours
Digital and IT strategy
Serious organised crime, fraud, corruption
Engagement and consultation

20
20
15

16
15
15

3
3
3

tbc
tbc
tbc

tbc
tbc
tbc

20

15

3

tbc

tbc

25
25
25
25
20
20
15

12
12
12
12
9
9
9

2
2
2
3
3
2
3

tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc

tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc
tbc

Resilience planning
Enterprise
Strategic
Partnership - draft
Asset management -draft

25

5

3

tbc

tbc

tbc

tbc

3

tbc

tbc

tbc

tbc

3

tbc

tbc

tbc

tbc

3

tbc

tbc

Risk Title
Pandemic illness – Covid-19

Commercial

Health and social care integration - draft
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Appendix 2 – 2020-21 Risk management objectives
Objective

What does success look like?

How / planned actions

1. Further develop arrangements for regular
reporting on key corporate risks to CMT
and Audit and Scrutiny Panel.

Regular and timely reports to key stakeholders with
updated information on assessment of key corporate
risks.
CMT discussions on key corporate risks to include
greater consideration and monitoring of risks
themselves and progress of relevant planned
actions.

Information on key corporate risks to be generated from Figtree.
Audit and Risk Manager to facilitate consideration by CMT of key
corporate risks.
CMT to review corporate risk register following approval of PoW
in March 2020 and reflect on issues arising the Strategic SelfEvaluation Programme and Strategic Performance Framework.

2. Work more closely with those Services
with ‘less advanced’ arrangements to
improve risk management arrangements
within those Services.

Risk registers widely in place and subject to regular
review in all Service areas.
Evidence of regular consideration of risks at SMT
level.

Compliance checks on adequacy and quality of risk registers and
consideration of risk management within Services.

3. Formalise more consistent consideration
of risk in Committee decision-making
process.

Committee reports consistently identify and assess
relevant key risks and provide sufficient assurance
to elected members on how these risks are being, or
will be, managed.

Revised guidance developed and issued on use of ‘Risk
implications’ sections of Committee reports and guidance is
widely adopted.

4. Further embed use of Figtree across the
Council.

Figtree used by all Services to hold, monitor and
review risk register information.

Remap Figtree to new organisational structures.
Develop improved automated reporting and suite of standard
reports.
Compliance checks on adequacy and quality of risk registers.

5. Review, refresh (as appropriate) and rollout training on risk management to ensure
it continues to meet the organisation’s
requirements

High level of awareness (as appropriate to staff’s
roles) about risk and risk management.
All staff (across all Services, but with a particular
focus on Education and Families) with specific ‘risk
roles’ have undertaken appropriate training.

Refresh introductory training module and re-launch.
Create advanced training module.
Periodic development updates and/or sessions made available to
risk network.

6. Risk Management Strategy submitted to
March 2020 Policy and Strategy
Committee for approval and subsequent
roll-out.

Comprehensive risk management strategy in place
and being effectively implemented.

Revised risk management strategy approved and rolled-out.
Compliance checks as per Objectives 2, 4 and 7 to provide
assurance on implementation of revised strategy.

7. Review management of risks in key
corporate projects.

‘Project risk management’ is operating adequately
and effectively in line with corporate expectations.

Provide risk management support to key corporate projects as
required.
Compliance checks to provide assurance on the regularity,
adequacy and quality of consideration of risks and risk registers
within key corporate projects.
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Appendix 3

Guidance for dealing with
risk in Committee reports
(DRAFT)
How is Risk Management incorporated into the Council’s decision-making process?
The principles of risk management relating to decision-making are the same as for any other
risk management process. The table below outlines the process.
1. Identify any risks associated with the decision and the implementation of the decision.
2. Assess the impact of the risk and the likelihood of it occurring.
3. Prioritise and include commentary on any significant risks/risks with significant potential
impacts in the report.
4. Manage – produce a SMART action plan setting out how the Council intends to minimise
the impact or reduce the likelihood of each of the significant risks identified.
5. Review risks with key subject matter experts and relevant statutory officers and amend the
risk assessment accordingly.
6. Agree risk assessment with decision-maker clarifying any risks in the risk assessment in
order to allow the decision to be made.
7. Update any Service or project risk registers following the decision.
Committee report templates include a section ‘Risk Impacts’. The section requires t he author
to record significant risks identified after carrying out a risk assessment. The risk assessment
must record the risks related to the proposed recommendations(s) (including the risks of
implementation) and the risks of not taking the recommended action.
What is the purpose of the risk assessment?
The risk assessment:


Demonstrates that all significant risks related to the decision have been considered;



Provides evidence that the decision-maker has been provided with sufficient information
about risks in terms of probability and impact; and
Explain how risks will be managed.



What will the risk assessment record?
The risk assessment should record:



Risks that may arise if the decision is not taken;
Risks that may arise if the decision is taken; and



Action that will be taken to manage each risk documented if the decision is taken.

Who needs to be involved in compiling the risk assessment?
The report author will take the lead in compiling the risk assessment using a standard template
available via the intranet. Involvement will vary significantly depending on the subject matter
and the nature of the decision being sought but may include:
 Subject matter experts
 Head of Service
 Executive Director
 Chief Executive
 S95 officer
 Monitoring Officer
The report author in consultation with the appropriate Executive Director should review the
report and the risk assessment prior to the report being issued.
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Does every report require a risk assessment?
Do all risks in relation to a proposal have to be recorded in a risk assessment?
No. The risks assessment process should be proportionate to the decision being made. The
report author and others involved should consider the impact of any associated risk(s) when
deciding whether a risk assessment is required or not. It is the responsibility of the report author
to ensure that the risk assessment is sufficient for its purpose. If the impacts of identified risks
are low or negligible then it is reasonable that the risks are not formally recorded.
What should I put in the risk management section of the template?
Key risks surrounding a decision and how these are being or will be managed should always
be highlighted in the narrative of the report. The Committee should receive assurance that the
report author has carried out a proportionate risk assessment related to the issue and
recommendations, in compliance with the Council's decision making risk management
guidance.
In offering this assurance the report author is confirming that:
 risk assessment documentation relating to the decision has been completed and
reviewed by relevant senior management;
 all significant risks relating to the decision and how these will be managed are
highlighted in the report; and
 risks relating to the decision have, as appropriate, been included in Se rvice or Project
risks registers and will be managed and subject to monitoring and review in accordance
with the Council’s risk management strategy.
Will the risk assessment be accessible to the public?
The risk assessment will not be published with the Committee papers (although the Committee
report will confirm that a risk assessment exists to support the decision sought in the report).
However, risk assessments will be subject to the normal rules of disclosure under the Freedom
of Information Act 2000 and other relevant legislation.
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DRAFT
Risk assessment template
Decision being sought:
Committee and date where decision will be made:
Risks identified and potential impacts

Probability

Likelihood

Brief description of how is risk managed or how will it
be managed in future?

Include in Service or
Project risk register
(Yes/No)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Risk management assessment completion checklist
1. Does the risk assessment record key risks that may arise if the decision is taken?

YES / NO

2. Does the risk assessment record key risks that may arise if the decision is not taken?

YES / NO

3. Does the risk assessment record actions that will be taken to manage each risk documented if the decision is taken?

YES / NO

4. Has input to the risk assessment been obtained from subject matter experts and all relevant statutory officers?

YES / NO

5. Are all significant risks relating to the decision and how these will be managed highlighted in the report?

YES / NO

6. Does the report confirm to decision-makers that a proportionate risk assessment related to the issue and recommendations has been undertaken,
in compliance with the Council's decision making risk management guidance?

YES / NO

Completed by: (insert name and date)
7. To be completed after any decision: Have risks relating to the decision, as appropriate, been included in Service or Project risks registers
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YES / NO
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AGENDA ITEM 11

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit and Scrutiny Panel
☐approval ☒noting

Ref EK/KS/VR

Date 03/09/20

Key Corporate Risk Update – Financial Sustainability
From

Elaine Kemp, Head of Financial Solutions

Email

kempe@northlan.gov.uk

Telephone 01698 302408

Executive Summary
The Corporate Management Team identified a number of key corporate risks which are
subject to periodic review by management to ensure that the risk is properly understood
and is being adequately controlled.
The purpose of this report is to provide the Panel with an overview of management’s current
assessment of Corporate Risk: Financial Sustainability taking account of the impact of the
current health pandemic.
The report also highlights the current key management processes and controls which are
designed to mitigate this risk and enhance current controls or to mitigate the risk further.
More detail is provided in Appendix 1, the current “deep dive review” of this Corporate Risk.
This documentation has been changed since the last review of the risk, to reflect the
considerable degree of change which has occurred in recent months and ongoing actions
which continue to be progressed.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Audit and Scrutiny Panel:
(1) Note the contents of the report and the reviewed risk matrix for Financial
Sustainability in the context of COVID-19 impact.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire
Priority

Improve North Lanarkshire's resource base

Ambition statement

(25) Ensure intelligent use of data and information to support fully
evidence based decision making and future planning
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1.

Background

1.1

As part of the agreed approach to the management of key corporate risks, each risk
has a nominated member of the Extended Corporate Management Team as Risk Lead.
Each risk has also been assigned to a relevant Corporate Working Group/Management
Team for ongoing assessment, monitoring and review.

1.2

This update aims to give the Panel assurance on the arrangements and processes in
place, including existing controls and future planned actions in relation to the Corporate
Risk: Financial Sustainability.

2.

Report

2.1

The Council’s response to COVID-19 and the recovery planning and implementation
required as lockdown eases in accordance with the Scottish Governments’ roadmap,
continues to present severe financial challenges that are changing and emerging every
day. As well as dealing directly with the impact of the virus including continuing to
protect and support communities, the Council continues to deliver a wide range of
business as usual services, the majority of which have been impacted by the current
situation.

2.2

It has to be recognised that the financial impact of COVID-19 has the potential to impact
on the Council’s finances over an extended planning period with significant uncertainty
over future economic performance and the impact this may have on public finances.
However, it is clear that the Council will be required to plan for changes in service
delivery in a post-COVID-19 environment and to ensure that service delivery remains
affordable and financially sustainable.

2.2

Given the impact of COVID-19 the inherent risk of Financial Sustainability is scored as
25 – HIGH. However further action taken and processes put in place during the
response and recovery periods to mitigate the impact has resulted in a residual risk
rating of 15 – HIGH, which is in line with the pre-COVID-19 assessment. Further details
are provided in appendix 1.

3.

Equality and Diversity

3.1

Fairer Scotland Duty
There are no specific impacts to note.

3.2

Equality Impact Assessment
There are no specific impacts to note.

4.

Implications

4.1

Financial Impact
There is no further comment to make in relation to Financial Impact.

4.2

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
There are no HR/Policy/Legislative impacts linked to this report.

4.3

Environmental Impact
There are no environmental impacts linked to this report.
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4.4

Risk Impact
The risk of Financial Sustainability continues to be monitored closely with the intention
of implementing any further action that may be required.

5.

Measures of success

5.1

Ensure that the Council fully and robustly manages the risks from COVID-19 and the
Council continues to operate within approved budgeted resources.

6.

Supporting documents

6.1

Appendix 1

Financial Sustainability Risk Review at August 2020.

Elaine Kemp
Head of Financial Solutions
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Appendix 1
CORPORATE RISK REVIEW
Covid 19 - Financial

CORPORATE RISK LEAD: Elaine Kemp (Head of Financial Solutions)

CORPORATE WORKING GROUP:

Sustainability
Risk Context
Longer term planning & maintenance of a robust Reserves policy are integral to the Council’s Financial Strategy providing a solid foundation for strategic
planning over an extended period and contributes to ensuring financial sustainability. Robust information is required to assist with decisions to address
current financial challenges and ensure the medium term financial sustainability of the Council. The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) reflects the risks
which may impact on the Council’s ability to continue to provide high quality services including future revenue grant and other funding, plus increasing cost
pressures arising from employee costs, inflation and other commitments. The MTFP assists in ensuring resources are aligned to the key priorities outlined
in The Plan for North Lanarkshire and ensures the programme of works are robust, affordable and sustainable.

Last Review Date:
Next Review Date:

Governance & Oversight:

On 31 December 2019, the WHO China Country Office was informed of cases of pneumonia unknown etiology (unknown cause) detected in Wuhan City,
Hubei Province of China. From 31 December 2019 the virus spread rapidly, reaching the UK with its first case on 31 st January 2020. The first Scottish case
was confirmed on 2 March 2020. Since then the virus has spread globally at pace.
NLC needs to plan and respond to the global pandemic with consideration on a number of fronts including minimising transmission amongst staff and service
users, the potential for significant level of staff absence. There is also consideration of a high probability of increased demand for certain key / critical services
at a time when capacity will be stretched due to staff absences.
Many mitigating actions relating to responding to the pandemic come directly from following Government advice, including reduction of services, and a
significant shift to home working for staff who can work from home.
In this respect COVID-19 or other emergency situation can put financial sustainability of the Council at risk.

Risk Description
There is a risk that the Council’ financial strategy does not adequately ensure the Council is able to respond to an emergency
situation and/ or is unable to maintain its existing controls and arrangements to ensure that the approved Budget Strategy
provides adequate revenue, capital or reserves resources to deliver Council priorities and providing additional services in
response to an emergency situation, thus putting the financial sustainability of the Council at risk.
Due to:
 Robustness of financial strategy (financial planning, management & controls) & reserves policy; Unrealistic financial
plans and/ or inadequate plans to deliver financial savings and/ or risk to achieving savings, would add to the financial
sustainability risk in an emergency situation
 Inadequate financial resources to fund additional service requirements in responding to an emergency & the recovery
planning process
 Additional responsibilities placed on NLC by Scottish/UK Government in the event of an emergency that are not fully
funded
 Poor corporate governance arrangements, weak leadership and poor decision
making
to an emergency
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Organisational Risk Heat Map - Covid Specific
Primary

Secondary

Third







Inability to flex the ambitions outlined in The Plan for North Lanarkshire in the event of an emergency
Loss of income including Council tax income, sales, fees & charges etc., of a scale which could never be foreseen
Other factors outside control of Council; external/internal policy changes leaving shortfall in available funding;
Short planning timescales/deadlines result in inaccurate budget forecasts
Failure to develop and implement enhanced/ amended financial management and control arrangements for the
additional threats to financial sustainability such as emergency situations

Impacts










Inability to manage within budget
Inability to capture and report financial implications
Inadequate leadership and action taken to manage any detrimental financial impact of an emergency situation
Ability to deliver approved savings/ flex future financial plans
Impact on services delivered in short, medium and long term; Inability to meet service demands; Elected Members'
expectation not met; leading to difficult relationships;
Review of capital projects to scale back in line with revised financial forecasts
Inaccurate reporting or not within statutory deadlines;
impact on longer term financial sustainability of the Council;
Government appoints representative to run Council; large scale reputational damage.

Council Priorities most impacted by the risk: Effective financial strategy and financial sustainability cuts across all Council priorities
Inherent Risk Rating – 15 HIGH

Inherent Risk Rating

Likelihood - 3

Impact - 5

Rationale for Inherent Risk Rating

This is the original residual risk rating taken from Risk RIS 0000002 ‘Financial Sustainability’ confirmed with the Risk Lead as still being in place.

Covid-19 Inherent Risk Rating

Likelihood - 5

Rationale for Covid Inherent rating

The existing pre-Covid Financial Sustainability risk controls/ arrangements are sufficiently robust to deal with an emergency situation however are not
devised to deal /cope with the threats brought about by a global Pandemic. Hence the COVID inherent risk is higher than the natural inherent risk.
Without an appropriate and effective response to manage and plan for the additional risks experienced as a result of COVID-19 the Council will be in
serious financial difficulty.

Impact -

5

Covid Inherent Risk Rating – 25 HIGH

CURRENT KEY CONTROLS IMPLEMENTED TO ADDRESS ADDITIONAL COVID-19 RISKS

CONTROL OWNER

1.

Overarching Financial Strategy and the implementation of the key principles of the Revenue Resources Budget Strategy strengthens
the Council’s ability to respond to the crisis. In addition a review of all capital and revenue financial plans has been undertaken in
light of the pandemic. Scaling back current capital plans and reviewing financial modelling assumptions in relation to the
Community Investment Fund. However such reviews are embedded in our existing financial governance arrangements.

Elaine Kemp, Head of Financial Solutions

2.

Reinforcement of “Balanced Budget” requirements of elected members and senior officers. Revised Financial Forecast for financial
year 20/21 to report the financial impact and understand the scale of the action required, and develop prudent and affordable
proposals to mitigate the impact for member approval, to ensure the council remains within budget. The forecast position will be
of 226to changing position.
kept under continual review and management actions developed to enable thePage
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to respond

Elaine Kemp, Head of Financial Solutions

3.

The Head of Financial Solutions is a member of Gold Command and Corporate Management Team whilst Business Finance
Managers are part of Service Management Teams, which ensure robust governance and decision making arrangements and helps
ensure financial implications are robust, affordable and sustainable e.g. recruitment freeze, curtailment of non-essential
expenditure, review and approve supplier relief payments.

Elaine Kemp, Head of Financial Solutions

4.

Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) which incorporates a range of planning scenarios, reported to Committee. Incorporates
internal and external factors affecting the Council’s financial position. The MTFP update will now reflect any recurring impacts of
recovering from the pandemic. This will be kept under continual review and flexed in Financial Outlook updates where there are
significant changes.

Kathleen Shearer, Business Finance Manager

5.

Review of Financial Governance arrangements including Financial Regulations and robust Financial Management & Reporting
arrangements

Elaine Kemp, Head of Financial Solutions

6.

Working towards a 3 year budget but currently set annual Budgets and continue to ensure appropriate use of reserves.

Elaine Kemp, Head of Financial Solutions

7.

Regular research of external influences and participation in a number of key financial and funding groups including; Directors of
Finance, COSLA, SOLCAE etc. ensures awareness of current issues impacting NLC and enables robust briefings and advice to CMT
and Elected Members and also give the Council the opportunity to seek maximum financial support to manage the impact of COVID

Elaine Kemp, Business Finance Manager

8.

Officer Budget and Recovery Group’s established to review and inform required action i.e. review of 3 year savings
package, Financial Forecast, future year savings options; financial impact of recovery etc.

Residual Risk Rating

Elaine Kemp, Business Finance Manager
Residual Risk Rating – 15 HIGH

Likelihood - 3 Impact – 5

The underlying controls in place provided a sound basis for mitigating the risk however a number of additional steps were put in place to thoroughly assess
the impact of COVID on the Council’s financial sustainability which proved to be successful in the short time frame facilitating decision making around
necessary action to be taken.
Management Planned Actions: - what actions are in place to that will help mitigate some of this risk.
Responsible Person
Timescale
Rationale for Residual Risk Rating

1.
2.
3.
4.

Included in controls above

5.
6.
7.
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AGENDA ITEM 12

North Lanarkshire Council
Report
Audit & Scrutiny Panel
☐approval ☒noting

Ref FW/FD

Date 13/08/20

Risk Management Update – Corporate Risk L3 Health & Safety
From

Fiona Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational Development

Email

whittakerf@northlan.gov.uk

Telephone 07973 728628

Executive Summary
The Corporate Management Team has identified a number of key corporate risks which
are subject to periodic review and scrutiny by Elected Members to ensure that the risks are
properly understood and being adequately controlled. The purpose of this report is to
provide a summary of the management of Corporate Risk L3: Health and Safety to the
Audit and Scrutiny Panel, and in particular to detail how the effects of the coronavirus
pandemic (Covid 19) have been managed against identified risks. The report highlights the
current key controls which are regarded as being effective in mitigating this risk, as well as
a number of planned actions which will be undertaken to either enhance current controls
or to mitigate the risk further. More detail is provided in Appendix 1, which shows the risk
matrix for this Corporate Risk which was recently reviewed to incorporate all relevant risks
associated with the pandemic.

Recommendations
(a) Audit & Scrutiny Panel are requested to note the contents of the reviewed risk matrix
for Health Safety and Wellbeing aligned to the Covid 19 pandemic.
(b) Elected Members are asked to note the very good progress made in the management
of this risk during the course of the pandemic.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire
Priority

Improve North Lanarkshire's resource base

Ambition statement

(23) Build a workforce for the future capable of delivering on our
priorities and shared ambition

1.

Background

1.1

The COVID19 pandemic has brought about unprecedented circumstances requiring
the Council to maintain full service provision for critical services, whilst also acting
quickly to protect the safety & wellbeing of our employees, service users, school pupils
and the wider community of North Lanarkshire.
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1.2

Under the Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974, the Council has a duty to ensure, so
far as is reasonably practicable, the health, safety and welfare at work of all its
employees. This duty also extends to anyone who can be affected by the activities of
the Council.

1.3

It should be noted that there is no exemption or relaxation from our duty of care under
this legislation as a result of the pandemic. If anything, compliance with the relevant
legislation has been and continues to be a critical priority, not only to ensure we
protect our own workforce but that we play a wider part in stopping the onward
transmission of the virus within the community around us.

1.4

As we move beyond the lockdown phase, the Scottish Government (SG) and Health
Protection Scotland (HPS) have created a clear route map to transition Scotland into
the next phase, with a gradual opening of activities and workplaces. This route map
has been accompanied by a raft of specific guidance for individual work, education
and community settings which has guided employers in implementing appropriate
changes and controls.

1.5

The Council has fully adhered to this guidance at all times, but it should be noted
guidance has been neither comprehensive nor exhaustive, and therefore significant
work has also been undertaken locally and with services to develop relevant and
practical local guidance and approaches to risk assessment and these have been
made fully accessible to staff and managers.

1.6

The full involvement of the Trade Unions has also been a critical part of this process
and we have ensured that they have been involved and consulted in both the risk
assessment process and the development of local guidance. This has included for
example specific activities such as “walk arounds” of school settings and other
workplace environments to reassure Trade Unions and staff that all appropriate
measures have been undertaken to protect their safety and wellbeing.

2.

Report

2.1

The current residual risk rating is 9 MEDIUM, reflecting the wide range of guidance,
management controls and ongoing arrangements which currently ensure that this risk
continues to be effectively managed.

2.2

Outlined below are the most significant arrangements and controls which have
already been put in place, or are ongoing to ensure that we are fully managing the
COVID 19 Health and Safety Risks which have arisen in the course of the pandemic:
2.2.1 Rapid provision of support for risk assessment creations and updates to ensure
ongoing legal compliance – there is a wealth of experience within the team and
this has been fully leveraged to provide a solutions based approach which has
been well received. This has been demonstrated through a consistent support
to services to ensure their risk assessments are suitable and sufficient.
2.2.2 We have fully utilised our existing digital solutions and platforms to ensure that
we are engaging staff and managers in what they need to do to prepare and
adapt their workplace. An example, which has been very well received, are the
comprehensive safety & wellbeing briefing webex calls for Senior Education
Staff and Head Teachers who have attended in cluster groups with a Q & A
session included.
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2.2.3 We have also undertaken a wider and ongoing campaign of regular
communication to managers and employees – managers have had clear safety
and wellbeing guidance to hand at all stages of the pandemic, and employees
have been kept up to date on how the Council has been transitioning out of
lockdown and the measures needed to be in place to protect their safety.
2.2.4 We have fully liaised with other local authorities to share best practice through
the SPDS group. In discussion, it is evident North Lanarkshire has addressed
the challenges the pandemic presented more quickly and efficiently than some
Local Authorities with employee safety remaining a clear priority.
2.2.5 Digital platforms such as My NL have been leveraged to enable easy access to
documents and guidance from a range of devices, including a raft of generic
risk assessments for manager’s use and to also permit employee and trade
union access. Documents also created and made available include tool box
talks for managers for employees returning to work, weekly checklists to ensure
the measures implemented were suitable and sufficient and other Covid 19
related assistance.
2.2.6 More comprehensive PPE guidance documents have been created including
specific documents for relevant sections. This includes the recently agreed PPE
Interim Policy Document, (Appendix 2) which pulls together a live document
which details all of the PPE requirements in place across the Council including
for members of the public accessing Council buildings.
2.2.7 The safety & wellbeing team have been highly effective during the pandemic,
and are fully equipped to work remotely – this has resulted in a fast response to
the requirements of the organisation whilst maintaining the SG default position
of working from home.
2.2.8 Our positive working relationship with the Trade Unions has been material to
our ability to maintain a stable employee relations over the course of the
pandemic with ongoing Trade Union input and buy in to changes in processes
and procedures at a fast moving pace.
2.2.9 As we anticipate more permanent change to the workplace, including increased
levels of homeworking across our employee base, the team have also been
heavily involved in enabling self-assessments for home workers with 3144 self
assessments completed to date. This will ensure that we achieve legal
compliance for the Council for all staff who are likely to be in this position for the
foreseeable with managers reviewing the assessments to identify any
concerns/issues, allowing for further action to be taken as required.
2.3

Further work is now underway with the management planned actions detailed in the
risk document in Appendix 1. Training for the safety team to utilise digital options in
place of face to face presentation has commenced as has work looking at the training
offered and how we will progress. Work to permit face to face health surveillance has
been completed with mitigating measures in place to protect employees and a
programme of appointments for September 2020 is being implemented.
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2.4

The Covid 19 pandemic is far from over, and as such the risks will continue to be
monitored, we are however fully confident that the steps and measures we have
undertaken as outlined above will continue to provide us with a solid platform for the
management and control of ongoing Health and Safety Risks and within this the
Council will continue to fully comply with its duty of care under the Health and Safety
at Work Act and all SG/HPS guidance as it is issued.

2.5

Finally the Health & Safety team are also continuing to manage wider Health, Safety
and Wellbeing matters across the Council and recent improvements have been made
in key areas including our the management of our approach to Hand Arm Vibration
issues which had been highlighted as an area for improvement by the Health & Safety
Executive.

3.

Equality and Diversity

3.1

Fairer Scotland Duty N/A

3.2

Equality Impact Assessment N/A

4.

Implications

4.1

Financial Impact – Poor management of Health & Safety could result in significant
financial impacts from managing our services throughout the pandemic, including
fines and fees for intervention by the Health & Safety Executive.

4.2

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact – There are significant ongoing risks associated with
poor management of our Health, Safety and Wellbeing practices and policies during
the pandemic, and these include potential industrial action, prosecution and legal
claims as a result of our failure to manage the associated risk for both our employees
and the residents and communities we serve.

4.3

Environmental Impact – None identified.

4.4

Risk Impact – There is ongoing monitoring and review of the risks identified by senior
management and any required further controls will be implemented in line with
Scottish Government and Health Protection Scotland guidance.

5.

Measures of success

5.1

Ensuring that the Council fully and robustly manages the risks from Covid 19, to both
our staff and our communities, and continues to respond effectively to the challenges
it brings until we progress to a point where the risks are reduced to as low as
reasonably practicable.
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6.

Supporting documents

6.1
6.2

Appendix 1 - Health & safety risk review as at July 2020.
Appendix 2 – Interim PPE Policy

Fiona Whittaker
Head of People and Organisational Development
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Appendix 1
CORPORATE RISK REVIEW
Covid 19 - HEALTH & SAFETY

CORPORATE RISK LEAD: Fiona Whittaker (Head of Business Organisation & People Solutions)

CORPORATE WORKING GROUP:

Last Review Date: July 2020
Risk Context
On 31 December 2019, the WHO China Country Office was informed of cases of pneumonia unknown etiology (unknown cause) detected in Next Review Date:
Wuhan City, Hubei Province of China. From 31 December 2019 the virus has spread rapidly, reaching the UK with its first case on 31st January
2020. The first Scottish case was confirmed on 2 March 2020. Since then the virus has spread globally at pace.
NLC needs to plan and respond to the global pandemic with consideration on a number of fronts including the Health, Safety & Wellbeing of Governance & Oversight:
employees and those that might be affected by its activities, including service users. The response takes into account the potential for
significant level of staff absence – with a working assumption of c35% staff reduction at any one time for a prolonged period. There is also
considering of increasing impacts on the health and well-being of the wider community with a particular emphasis on the elderly and those
already identified as ‘vulnerable’.
The Council has important health and safety obligations in respect of both employees and contractors and in respect of service users and the
wider community. These legal obligations and responsibilities remain but are significantly impacted by COVID-19 which creates additional
issues and challenges in respect of the safety and well-being of staff and those with whom our staff come into contact.
COVID-19 creates additional H&S challenges for NLC. The council has a primary role to protect the HS&W of staff to limit the transmission of
the virus, and if not managed well, there is an increased risk of transmission to others including residents of North Lanarkshire, in particular
those considered vulnerable. This is particularly significant in relation to those employed in care/support roles in close physical contact with
service users. Any shortages of appropriate PPE would make this a significant challenge.

Many mitigating actions come directly from following Government guidance, including reduction of services to those deemed not vulnerable
where Services that cannot be done from home, and a significant shift to home working for other staff who can work from home. Reduced
numbers of staff and prioritisation of critical services means that some services which can have an impact on health are not being undertaken
to normal levels.
NLC is a major employer in North Lanarkshire, with many staff also living in the area. How well it manages the situation for staff and service
users could therefore have a significant bearing on the overall rate of transmission across the council area.
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Risk Description
The Council is unable to maintain its existing arrangements and controls to ensure compliance with the Health &
Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, and associated legislation protecting the health, safety & welfare (including mental
health) of its employees and anyone else who can be affected by its activities, and or fails to develop and
implement enhanced and appropriate controls for the additional health & safety risks arising from the Covid-19
pandemic.
Due To
Clarity and timing of Government advice; failure to interpret and implement Government directives; Non adherence
to council instructions and guidelines; Increased demand for support from the Health and Safety team over a
prolonged period (up to 6 months) during the recovery period. Deliberate circumvention or disregard of the
emergency regulations and instructions by staff; non-compliant behaviours by service users threatening our ability
to maintain safe working arrangements for staff;
Inadequate or poorly timed critical decision making; non availability of workforce (including employees, agency staff,
contractors etc. particularly in the most critical service areas, and those support functions which enable continuity
of front line services and home working; Ineffective communications with staff, service users and public; shortages
of essential materials/PPE e.g. masks, sanitizers etc.
Impacts
Increased levels of harm, injury, serious illness and death among workers and service users;
Impacts on the mental health & wellbeing of employees, both where staff are exposed to stressful working
conditions potentially for prolonged periods, as well as the more general impacts of dealing with what is a stressful,
unusual and uncertain time with personal and social restrictions and isolation; risk of not providing services
consistent with relevant legislation and guidance;
Inability to deliver critical frontline services upon which the public relies;
Diminished public confidence in the council/ significant reputational damage;
Increased pressure on emergency services and hospitals;
Council Priorities most impacted by the risk: Improving the Council’s resource base
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Organisational Risk Heat Map - Covid Specific
Primary
Social Care (Home Support)
All staff
Staff employed by Social Care for Home Support
Secondary

Third
All other areas

Appendix 1
Inherent Risk Rating

Likelihood - 4

Impact -3

Inherent Risk Rating – 12 MEDIUM

Rationale for Inherent Risk Rating

This is the residual risk rating taken from Risk RIS 0000004 H&S confirmed with the Risk Lead as still being in place.

Covid-19 Inherent Risk Rating

Likelihood - 5

Rationale for Covid Inherent rating

The existing pre-Covid H&S risk controls will not be enough to deal/cope with the additional risks and impacts brought about by the Pandemic.
Without an appropriate and effective response to manage the additional risk, the spread of the virus will affect staff and service users, causing
disruption to the continuity of critical services and contributing to virus spread. Without an effective response, impacts are likely to be catastrophic
given that many of the Council services cannot operate effectively over a prolonged period with the projected level of staff absences and increased
demands and that many Services are essential to sustaining the health and well-being of service users. In addition many Council staff are themselves
likely to be in the higher risk groups. Ultimately impacts could be significant harm including death of staff and service users.

Impact -5

Inherent Risk Rating – 25 HIGH

CURRENT KEY CONTROLS IMPLEMENTED TO ADDRESS ADDITIONAL COVID-19 RISKS

CONTROL OWNER

1.

Fiona Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

Health & Safety team are fully mobile and able to work remotely during this period to deliver service and meet increased demand
over next 6 months including:




2.

The team ensuring they are up to date with Scottish Government and Health Protection Scotland guidance to achieve
compliance.
The safety SPDS group adapting their meeting style to include fortnightly webex calls to ensure best practice and industry
knowledge can be shared during the pandemic situation.
The team supporting services to update RA’s to covid specific current controls

Timely consideration, distribution and implementation of NHS and Government information and advice including:





S Penman, Head Strategic Communications

Guidance to staff on how to protect themselves and others i.e. posters on hygiene procedures etc.
Implementation and Guidance on social distancing i.e. working from home where feasible, avoiding unnecessary meetings;
unnecessary travel etc.
In line with Government advice, staff required to ‘Shield’ sent home for a period of 12 weeks
Timely closure of facilities such as leisure centres, gyms, theatres, etc. in line with advice on large gatherings

3.

Reduction or cessation of some services and closure of premises reduces the scale to manage and allows focus of controls on a
reduced number of locations and staff numbers. In order to meet the Councils insurer’s requirements fire risk assessments will
continue within buildings that are closed.

F Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

4.

Dedicated ESC and Covid-19 email address to report and capture event related absences.

F Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development
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7.

Regular guidance to managers for staff on the importance of maintaining social distancing and safe working arrangements for those
unable to work from home, and guidance on working from home.

F Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

8.

Communications/guidance for staff ‘Looking after your Health, Wellbeing and Personal Welfare’

Fiona Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

9.

Increased access to psychologists through Occupational Health Provider for staff who require support with mental health &
wellbeing.

Fiona Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

10. Engagement in national procurement initiative to secure PPE and the associate budget provision for required PPE are managed
through the Council’s recovery group utilising a central ordering and distribution point to ensure control of this element.

Robert Steenson, Executive Director, Enterprise &
Communities

11. Union consultation with GMB, Unison and Unite, EIS and NASUWT is via a weekly phone conference as well as ongoing local
consultation on covid matters.

Fiona Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

12. Use of Yammer and other digital communication tools to maintain connectedness and reduce isolation.

Fiona Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

5.

Risk assessments for staff providing services to the public and the Council are undertaken as well as specific workplace risk
assessments where appropriate for staff working in premises that remain open. Contractors to the Council are required to provide
evidence as to how they are managing the risks of Covid in relation to the work they undertake for the Council.

F Whittaker, Head of People & Organisational
Development

6.

Reprioritising of cleaning regimes across Council premises including the provision of hand sanitiser at entrances etc.

A Hanlon, Facility Support Services Manager

Residual Risk Rating

Likelihood - 4 Impact - 5

Rationale for Residual Risk Rating

The current controls are working well with an extremely effective response from the Council. The Council has adhered to Scottish Government and Health
Protection Scotland guidance throughout and this has stood us in good stead. Employees are being supported in a number of different ways including
campaigns for mental health. Consultation with the trade unions has been ongoing throughout the pandemic and regarded as highly beneficial by both
management and unions. Personal protective equipment has been very well managed with a central order and distribution point created and with no
significant issues in the procurement of the products required. Liaison with SPDS has illustrated that North Lanarkshire Council has in fact progressed
work to manage the Covid 19 situation at a rapid pace, providing necessary support, updating risk assessments and where required ways of working.
Communication from the Chief Executive down to a local level has been vital in keeping employees up to date and included in how the Council moves
through this difficult time.
Responsible Person
Timescale

Management Planned Actions:

Residual Risk Rating – 20 High

1.

Providing appropriate assurance to both the Trade Unions and the Health & Safety Executive that all Health and Safety matters
related to COVID are in hand and being well managed.

Fiona Whittaker

Ongoing

2.
3.
4.

Management of ongoing risk assessments and social distancing requirements in response to change and recovery plans
Management of continued and ongoing PPE requirements
Renewal of safety training provision to utilise digital platforms

Fiona Duddy
Robert Steenson
Fiona Duddy

Ongoing
Ongoing
Sept 2020
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5.
6.

Liaison with other LA’s through SPDS for industry knowledge current controls
Roll out of online home worker self assessment

Fiona Duddy
Fiona Duddy

7.

Roll out of online DSE self assessment

Fiona Duddy

8.
9.

Renewal of elements of the safety team remit to remove the requirement for face to face utilising digital options eg topic visits
Health Surveillance to return to face to face appointments with appropriate control measures in place to permit this

Fiona Duddy
Fiona Duddy
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Ongoing
Complete
July 2020
Complete
July 2020
Sept 2020
Sept 2020

Please note this is a live document and subject to change to ensure compliance
with Scottish Government and Health Protection Scotland Guidance.

COIVID 19 – PPE Interim Policy Framework for Services
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Consultation
process

Gold Command
Trade Unions

Stakeholders

All council services

Distribution

All council services

Change record

Date

16.07.2020

Change made

Author
Fiona Duddy
Updated to reflect the Council will adopt the exemption within the Scottish
Government guidance in removing the requirement for members of the
public to wear face coverings when accessing money services, namely our
municipal banks. The document reflects we will also comply with the areas
within the exemptions list considered ‘reasonable excuses’ not to wear a
face covering.
Further update to reflect the Scottish Government guidance specific to the
return of Schools.

Date

03.08.2020

Change made

Author
Fiona Duddy
Updated to reflect Education specific guidance issued 30/7/20 detailing
face coverings required for adults only where 2m social distancing cannot
be achieved and there is close contact for 15 minutes or more. Further
updated to reflect requirement for fluid resistant surgical masks required
where intimate care is given to a pupil displaying covid symptoms or where
there is a risk from a pupil of spitting, coughing or vomiting and in this
scenario protective eye wear is also required.

2
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Background
The COVID19 pandemic has brought about unprecedented circumstances requiring the
Council to maintain full service provision for critical services, whilst also acting quickly to
protect the safety & wellbeing of our employees, service users, school pupils and the wider
community of North Lanarkshire.
The Council has a clear duty of care under the Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974 to
provide a safe workplace for employees. Any cases of COVID 19 which are proven to have
been contracted in the workplace are reportable under the RIDDOR regulations 2013 to the
Health & Safety Executive.
During the course of the lockdown period, the Council has maintained the default position,
guided by the Scottish Government, of 2 metres social distancing and homeworking wherever
possible. Where neither of these measures are possible, the use of personal protective
equipment (PPE) has been vital in ensuring the safety and wellbeing of our employees. PPE
refers to a number of products such as eye protection, gloves, aprons, safety boots, visors,
face masks etc. and many critical services within the Council have been required to adopt a
variety of types as additional control measures over and above social distancing.
Given the wide scope and variety of services the Council delivers, it has also been necessary
for us to undertake ongoing and detailed local risk assessments to identify additional or
indeed enhanced measures, including PPE, to ensure that we manage our activities safely.
All of this has been underpinned by a shifting landscape of specific guidance from the
Scottish Government and Health Protection Scotland, which often requires us to rapidly
interpret and adopt any guidance to ensure full ongoing compliance with our responsibilities.
As we proceed out of the lockdown phase and into recovery, and with more Council services
opening concurrently with other sectors, including Leisure and Retail, it is clear that PPE will
play an ever increasing role as a mitigating control measure which will be adopted to prevent
the spread of COVID 19, particularly in settings where social distancing will be difficult to
maintain or control effectively.
In light of this, and the growing breadth of guidance now available and still emerging for
different settings, we have pulled together this comprehensive interim policy document which
sets out all of the current PPE guidance aligned to the different settings we now have across
the Council.
This is designed to ensure that services have a clear ongoing view of what PPE is currently
required for their particular setting. It is also designed to ensure that as we recover and
operate services during this period, there is a clear flow through from guidance in place or
issued, to the assessment of required PPE following localised risk assessments and the
regular ordering of PPE through agreed channels to ensure that it is fully available at the
required level and standard.

Current Position for PPE
It is important to emphasise that in line with relevant legislation, the Council regards PPE as a
secondary control measure with the primary focus being on the management of identified
risks through elimination, reduction, preventing contact and safe systems of work. This
process has been followed when reviewing the existing risk assessments during the
pandemic, in addition to identifying those activities where PPE has been the correct control
measure to implement.
3
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Services who currently use PPE as part of their risk control have all been subject to a detailed
review of their status in line with up to date guidance from the Scottish Government (SG) and
Health Protection Scotland (HPS). Relevant detailed PPE guides have been created advising
employees what is required for their role, as well as other information such as how and when
PPE should be removed and replaced. A full list of these guides has been made available on
My NL along with completed current risk assessments.

Updated Scottish Government Guidance
On July 2nd, updated information was issued by the Scottish Government indicating that in
order to continue to slow the spread of COIVD-19, 2 metre social distancing would be
augmented with specific guidance and controls in some areas where the 2 metres could not
be maintained or guaranteed such as in shops or on public transport.
https://www.gov.scot/publications/covid-19-advisory-group-physical-distancing-advice/
One such control, which has now been made mandatory from Friday 10th July was for the
general public to wear a face covering in retail settings where social distancing is difficult to
control.
A decision made by Gold on Friday 3rd July, in line with the guidance update was that all
members of the public entering any NLC establishment will from Friday 10th July be required
to wear a face covering. Within the Scottish Government guidance there is an exception for
money services and the Council intends to apply this exception to our municipal banks. The
Council will also comply with the other areas within the exemptions considered as ‘reasonable
excuses’ these can be viewed via the link below.
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-phase-3-staying-safe-and-protectingothers/pages/face-coverings/
Within the School estate visitors will be discouraged but where this cannot be avoided they
will be required to wear face coverings. This includes parents, contractors, Council
employees and anyone who does not normally work within the School.
The default position for the Council remains that 2 metre social distancing will be adhered to
within our organisation so far as is reasonably practicable. This will also continue to be
supplemented with hand and respiratory hygiene. In line with the change in guidance we will
now look at our risk assessments to identify measures which could apply where 2 metre
social distancing is unlikely to be achieved or maintained. This includes reviewing settings
where tasks could be undertaken using the SG suggested mitigating measures of optimising
ventilation, using a mask or face covering, surface cleaning and utilising solid barriers such as
perspex screens. This will be kept under review as guidance evolves and changes.

Face Masks vs Face Coverings
Health Protection Scotland has issued guidance as follows to ensure there is an
understanding on the difference between masks and coverings. This is shown below:
It is important to note the difference between face masks and face coverings. Where HPS
guidance refers to face masks this means surgical or other medical grade masks that are
used in certain health and social care situations. Face coverings are made from cloth or other
textiles that cover the mouth and nose, and through which you can breathe (e.g. a scarf).
The use of face masks is not currently recommended for the general population. There is no
evidence of benefit to support the use of face masks outside healthcare environments. Face
4
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masks may be advised for those diagnosed with or suspected to have COVID-19 to reduce
spread of infection in specific situations.
Physical (social) distancing, shielding, following stay at home advice, and good hand and
respiratory hygiene practices are the key measures for preventing spread of COVID-1.
It is important that the Council recognises the difference detailed above to ensure we do not
deplete PPE stock of masks required to protect those in critical services such as homecare
when in fact it is face coverings that are required. This will be clearly set out in detailed PPE
guides for services and settings.

Transitioning Through Recovery
The Scottish Government has put in place a clearly phased route map for recovery and as we
move through each of the phases there will be an associated relaxation of the measures
currently in place. As this progresses we will inevitably see further pressure on services in
regards to their ability to maintain primary control measures such as rigorous 2 metre social
distancing and home working. The associated and proper use of mitigating measures
including PPE will therefore become critical to balance the effect of this, and ensure that we
continue to mitigate all-risks of the further spread of COVID 19.
To ensure that services have fully up to date guidance on the use of PPE, a robust process
for ongoing risk assessment and the ordering of relevant stocks of the right PPE for their
particular setting, we have produced this interim policy framework which is designed to be
used a part of overall recovery planning efforts.
The Scottish Government are clear that where the 2m distance is reduced further mitigating
measures must be implemented and further guidance is awaited on this approach relating to
specific sectors. The Council must be prepared to react quickly to any such change in order
that it does not inhibit us from progressing with our service recovery work, by demonstrating a
clear approach to risk assessment and PPE and outlining how any change in guidance would
be adopted.
To support this, we have set out below in Table 1 the four discrete settings we currently have
within the Council along with the associated full current PPE guidance relating to these
settings. Also included is the most recent change relating to the use of face coverings/face
masks.

Table 1

Setting

Existing PPE Guidance

Recent Changes (2nd July)

Close Contact
Environment:

Specific guidance for health and social care
settings (Homecare) can be found
https://mynl.co.uk/knowledge-base/covid-19safe-ppe/

In line with risk assessment
for the activity being carried
out, appropriate mitigating
measures must be
implemented. This may
include the use of face
coverings or masks where
social distancing cannot be
maintained or controlled.
Risk Assessments require to
be reviewed to determine

For example
 Health & Social
care
 FSS - Catering
 Cemeteries

The relevant HPS Scotland can be found
https://www.hps.scot.nhs.uk/web-resourcescontainer/covid-19-information-and-guidancefor-social-community-and-residential-caresettings/

5
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For non-health & social care settings, where
there is a risk that staff are unable to socially
distance from others additional mitigating
measures should be considered. This should be
ascertained following a full local risk assessment
process.

the correct item of PPE
required and the usage.

The relevant HPS Scotland guidance for nonhealthcare settings can be found here
https://www.hps.scot.nhs.uk/web-resourcescontainer/covid-19-guidance-for-nonhealthcare-settings/
The full list of detailed PPE Guidance which has
been created for relevant settings can be
accessed here https://mynl.co.uk/knowledgebase/covid19-safe-ppe-other-teams/
All guidance documents have been written for
the services where PPE is currently in use and
are subject to change in line with guidance. If
your service requires to create specific guidance
following recovery or a change in government
guidance covered here please email the Health
& Safety team immediately at
healthandsafety@northlan.gov.uk
Education & Childcare

Education Staff

The most up to date position for Schools
opening on 11th August has confirmed that that
there will be no social distancing required for
Pupils.
https://www.gov.scot/news/planning-for-reopening-schools-safely/
Staff should continue to maintain 2 metre social
distancing wherever possible.

Within Primary and
Secondary School settings
face coverings will not be
required for staff in school,
with the exception of where
2m social distancing cannot
be achieved between adults
and anyone else where close
contact will occur for 15
minutes or longer.
Scottish Government
guidance at 30/7 states that
face coverings will not be
required in the school
environment but that
anyone who wishes to wear
one should do so or who has
been medically advised to do
so.
Gloves, aprons and a fluidresistant surgical mask
should be worn by staff if a
child or young person
becomes unwell with
6
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symptoms of COVID-19 and
needs direct personal care.

ASNA – for complex
needs

Specific PPE guidance for employees working in
ASN Schools can be accessed
https://mynl.co.uk/knowledge-base/covid19safe-ppe-other-teams/
Individual risk assessments for ASN pupils have
been reviewed to reflect the Covid situation.

Fluid-resistant surgical
masks and eye protection
should be worn if a risk
assessment determines that
there is a risk of splashing to
the eyes such as from
coughing, spitting, or
vomiting.
Gloves, aprons and a fluidresistant surgical mask
should be worn by staff if a
child or young person
becomes unwell with
symptoms of COVID-19 and
needs direct personal care.

Early Learning and
Childcare Settings

Within Early Years Settings
face coverings will not be
required for staff, with the
exception
of where 2m
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronaviruscovid-19-phase-3-guidance-on-reopening-early- social distancing cannot be
learning-and-childcare-services/
achieved between adults
and close contact will occur
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus- for 15 minutes or longer.
covid-19-guidance-on-reopening-school-agechildcare-services/
Individual risk assessments
for pupils requiring close
contact assistance to be
carried out to determine the
need for any additional PPE
in the current situation.
Guidance for phase 3 re-opening of childcare
settings can be accessed here

Fluid-resistant surgical masks
and eye protection should be
worn if a risk assessment
determines that there is a
risk of splashing to the eyes
such as from coughing,
spitting, or vomiting.
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Gloves, aprons and a fluidresistant surgical mask
should be worn by staff if a
child or young person
becomes unwell with
symptoms of COVID-19 and
needs direct personal care.

Depots, offices or
other operational
locations:

No specific guidance on the specific use of PPE
in these settings has yet been published and
social distancing, hand hygiene, respiratory
hygiene and cleaning are the primary control
measures which should be applied.
The full list of existing detailed PPE Guidance
which has been created for other settings which
may include depots can be accessed here
https://mynl.co.uk/knowledge-base/covid19safe-ppe-other-teams/

Waste

Where 2 metre social
distancing cannot be
maintained or controlled,
additional mitigating
measures should be
considered and following a
detailed risk assessment, the
appropriate control measure
will be implemented. This
may include the use of face
coverings/masks.

Guidance for the waste sector has been issued
and can be accessed here
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronaviruscovid-19-waste-sector-guidance/

Transport:
For example
Work vehicles
School Transport –
mainstream
School Transport ASN

Other than on public transport, specific
guidance on the use of PPE in transport has not
been published and social distancing,
handwashing and cleaning are the primary
control measures which should be applied.
The SG is currently looking at other sectors
where continued enforcement of 2m social
distancing would adversely impact on the
ongoing provision of services following
recovery.
Further guidance on additional measures to be
implemented are awaited.

Risk Assessments required
to be reviewed in line with
the updated guidance and
activity and movements
should be taken into
account.
For all staff using public
transport for service delivery
(for example homecare
workers) a face covering to
be worn in line with Scottish
Government guidance
Scottish Government
guidance 16/7 states there
will be no social distancing
or face coverings required
for School pupils on
dedicated School transport.

Next Steps
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Through recovery group, and working in partnership with Health & Safety, Heads of Service will
be asked to review the position with all of their services following the updated guidance,
including the requirement to assist any member of the public who arrives at a Council building
without one (with the exception of municipal banks where face coverings are not required and in
compliance with the list of ‘reasonable excuses’ detailed by the Scottish Government).
They will also be asked to consider activities currently undertaken which, if there is further
changes to social distancing, may mean work activities can be undertaken with additional control
measures. The framework outlined in this interim policy will be kept under constant review and
will be updated as new guidance emerges. This will prompt the requirement for further ongoing
risk assessment review and the ordering of PPE where required.
All guidance to date has been shared with Trade Unions, who have also been given full access
to competed risk assessments. This interim PPE policy framework will also be shared with
Trade Unions for their review and input and they will be given full access to it on an ongoing
basis. Following further SG/HPS guidance updates this document will also be fully reviewed and
reissued to reflect all changes and where necessary a review of all associated risk assessments
will be undertaken.

Ordering of PPE
There is already an effective process in place for the periodical capture and ordering of required
PPE stocks, through the joint equipment store and this is currently used successfully. This
process will be adapted and more broadly deployed, with checks through recovery group to
ensure that Heads of Service are reviewing and ordering appropriate stocks of PPE as guidance
and risks assessments change.
Where large volumes are anticipated, following an update to SG or HPS guidance the
procurement team will assist with the additional purchase of PPE stocks to ensure that this does
not impact on recovery or service delivery.

Recommendations






The Council continues to adhere to Scottish Government and Health Protection Scotland
guidance
The Council continues to maintain social distancing as the default position but with
increasing consideration of the adoption of PPE and other controls to align with the
recovery process.
Upon receipt of further SG guidance reducing the requirements for the 2 metre distancing
appropriate work will be undertaken to implement suitable and sufficient controls
Communication is issued to the public regarding the requirement for face coverings when
they visit Council buildings with the exception of municipal banks where an exemption
applies
Heads of Service to start planning where activities could be managed in the event of
reduced social distancing requirements and use of face coverings and likely quantities.

Further information
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Scottish Government
Health Protection Scotland
Health and Safety Executive

https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/
https://www.hps.scot.nhs.uk/
https://www.hse.gov.uk/
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